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FOREWORD
By Bill Corum

Sports Columnist, New York Journal-American

President, Churchill Downs Association

Football coaches so often are made to appear as garrulous dema-

gogues or ill-tempered cynics in the press that it is refreshing to

read about the normal, human side of their lives. The profession

should be grateful to Edwin Pope for packaging twenty-eight

profiles in Football's Greatest Coaches between hard covers. It

makes the practitioners of sports' most difficult and at times most

cruel assignments easier to understand.

Pope was the first to tell me, for example, that Bob Zuppke
once coached Ernest Hemingway, and that Bernie Bierman's foot-

ball career was very nearly stopped before it started by osteo-

myelitis, the same bone affliction that has handicapped Mickey

Mantle in baseball. Knute Rockne worked with a Notre Dame
scientist, Father Nieuwland, in developing the base for synthetic

rubber, an item I had missed in many contacts with the great man.

It was a wry item, too, that Pop Warner used to make his Carlisle

Indians spank each other when they made misplays.

Some may challenge the omission of a favorite coach from the

collection, but it seems to an old boxing and horse-racing fan that

Pope's jury of top sports writers has done a fine job of picking

twenty-eight men off the top. My interest was whetted by read-

ing that Frank Leahy, Wallace Butts, Pop Warner, and Bob
Neyland were good boxers in their youth. Leahy even boxed an

exhibition with Ace Hudkins, the middleweight. And Andy Kerr

and Bob Zuppke were small enough to have been jockeys, at

least in England, where horses carry heavier imposts.
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Pope is executive sports editor of the Atlanta Journal, where

Ed Danforth, that master of colorful writing and a long-time

Kentucky Derby pal of mine, is sports editor. This is Pope's first

book. He has landed in some magazines, but he went for a knock-

out this time and seems to have made it.
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CHAPTER ONE

WILLIAM ANDERSON ALEXANDER
The Old Man

It was springtime, 1929. A few months earlier, Georgia Tech
had beaten California and Roy (Wrong Way) Riegels, 8-7, in the

Rose Bowl. Tech coach Bill Alexander was still basking in the

glow of that storied victory as he strolled his pleasant campus.

Along in the shank of his walk, he came across Dr. J. B. Cren-

shaw. The venerable professor doubled as faculty chairman of

athletics and lacrosse coach, and his team had lost to the neigh-

boring University of Georgia a few days before. "How was the

trip to Athens?" Alex asked.

"Oh, fine," Dr. Crenshaw said. "And a very good game. Every-

body enjoyed it." He squirmed.

"What was the score?" Alex persisted.

"Only eight to one."

Alexander's bland smile faded. "Only eight to one!" he ex-

ploded. "Only! Why, that's the equivalent of fifty-six to seven in

football. Only! Bushwa!"

Crenshaw wheeled and stalked away.

Alex's autumn was unjoyous in the extreme. His football team

lost five of eight games, including a shellacking by Florida that

was Tech's worst defeat in eleven years. When the debacle was

over, the forty-year-old coach sat on his bench, looking more like

eighty, forlorn, head sunk in hands, altogether a despondent man.

Twilight wrapped the solitary figure. Then a springy silhouette

emerged from the dusk. It was Dr. Crenshaw. He eyed Alex silently

for a moment, then asked:

"What was the score, Alex?"

"You know."

"Fifty-five to seven, wasn't it?" Dr. Crenshaw leaped into the
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air, cackling, clapping his hands. "Ha! Ha! Only fifty-five to seven.

That's like eight to one. But it was a very good game. Everybody

enjoyed it. Ha! Ha!" He writhed in merriment.

It was one of the few times anyone put anything over on Alex

in his forty-four years at Georgia Tech—six as student and player,

eight as mathematics instructor and assistant coach to John Heis-

man, twenty-five as head coach, five as athletic director.

Alex was one tough nut, and shrewd. His won-lost record

(1 g 1-93-15) doesn't shout it at you. But neither does it bespeak

his material.

"Bill gets more out of nothing than any coach in America,"

Knute Rockne said. By slapping his youths on their helmets,

kicking them in the pants, and making them play far better

football than they knew how, Alexander made Tech the first

team in history to tour the four big bowls—Rose, 1929; Orange,

1940; Cotton, 1943; and Sugar Bowl, 1944—and returned to the

Orange Bowl in 1945. But the professionals' reluctance to sign

Tech products testifies to the lack of natural knack in his squads.

After the 1942 season, when Tech won eight of nine regular-season

games and Alexander was voted Scripps-Howard Coach of the

Year, not a Yellow Jacket was drafted by the National Football

League.

Alexander rose from rock bottom. He was born June 6, 1889,

in Mud River, Kentucky. His mother paid his way through Tech.

It took him six years to complete a four-year course. He was a poor

student and a worse football player. But he had a certain rough-

hewn, awkward class that no one could miss. He spent his first

two years among the deepest of substitutes. Then coach John
Heisman called varsity captain Lawrence (Chip) Robert aside

and wondered aloud what to do with the gauche country boy who
devotedly hurled himself daily into the paths of varsity jugger-

nauts.

"I've got it," Robert said. "Make him 'captain of the scrubs.'
"

The simple conferring of that thinnest of titles was the finest

thing John Heisman did for Georgia Tech, his own great teams

notwithstanding. Alex wore the pathetic mantle like a crown,

and eight years later, in 1920, moved into Heisman's job.
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Bill Alexander plowed a seven-year furrow from 1929 to 1937
without a single winning season—forty-eight defeats with only

twenty-seven victories. Columbia under Lou Little is the only

other major school to weather such a victory drought without

replacing its coach, but no alumni holler for Alex's scalp even

approached fruition.

Alexander was Georgia Tech football. Win or lose, few dared

cross him. Players feared him on the field, idolized him off. He
rode them hard when they won. When they lost, he babied them.

Alabama beat Tech, 12-9, on an interception in the last seconds

of the 1933 game. An assistant coach stormed and sobbed and

berated the weary Jackets. Then Alexander stomped up. "Get

out!" he roared to the coach. "This isn't your team except when
it wins. It's just lost a game, and it's my team. Get out—before

I throw you out!"

And no defeat-fired alumnus was liable to overlook the regard

in which Alexander was held by other football men. When Tech
nicked Notre Dame, 13-6, in 1942 for Frank Leahy's first Irish

defeat, Leahy wrote Alex that he was glad he had lost to him if

he had to lose at all. Leahy's predecessor, Elmer Layden, habitu-

ally visited Alex and Tech squads not only after but before every

Jacket-Irish game.

"You might not like coach Alex personally if you didn't know
him well," says Bobby Dodd, who succeeded him as head coach,

"because he growled and snapped and carried on something awful.

But when it came down to an emergency, he was your guy. He
engineered the purchase of the house I live in and have lived in

for twenty years—a neat financial deal if there ever was one—and
he did the same for Porto Rico, our Negro trainer. He was a

clearinghouse for every personal matter for every player, coach, or

employee of the Tech athletic department, from toothaches to

funerals to household quarrels. The Old Man had the football

know-how of Knute Rockne, the sense of humor and storytelling

ability of Mark Twain, the storehouse of miscellaneous informa-

tion of John Kieran or Oscar Levant, and the sympathetic under-

standing of Dorothy Dix."

Alex was no saint. He knocked his players around. He was

inhospitable to strangers. But the grim and often downright rude
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exterior cloaked one of the most self-effacing of souls. He wasted

no words on mere acquaintances, but he regaled friends with tales

of his own spectacular failures.

"The worst shape I ever was in," the five-ten, 160-pound chap

would rasp, "was in a Tech game against Mercer. I was sent in as

a substitute for Al Loeb, the center, although I was an end by

preference. The guy across from me was studying for the ministry

but not so you could tell it. Every time I snapped the ball, this

preacher-to-be would hit me like a ton of bricks, and curse me. I

would be knocked back so fast I often arrived in the quarter-

back's arms ahead of the ball. Our backs were gaining, though,

because this fiend didn't seem interested in anything but bruising

me. Finally we reached the Mercer twenty-yard line. I was

pooped. I called time and said, 'Let's punt. I'm dead.'

" 'What?' they all hollered. 'Punt when we've got a first down
at their twenty?'

" 'Yes,' I said. 'I don't care if we're at the two. Let's punt. Let

them have the ball.'

"So," Alex concluded, "we punted over goal and Mercer took

over." He sighed. "Saved my life."

He habitually shrugged off compliments and refused to repeat

stories favorable to him. Others took up the slack, though, and

one such yarn involved an Alexander scouting junket to Ala-

bama. Alex came back and told Heisman that he had the Ala-

bama offense down so pat he could call Alabama's plays within

seconds after the Tide quarterback barked signals—these being

the days when Zen Scott's Tide ran plays on vocal command
and without a huddle. Heisman set his defense along Alexander's

specifications, then weakened the night before the game in At-

lanta. As a double check, he found out where the Tide was

secretly practicing, dressed assistant coach Kid Clay in beggars'

clothes, dirtied Clay's face, and dispatched him to practice. Clay

came back verifying Alex's report, and Tech won a runaway.

"Sit down. Sit down. He's just running the wrong way. Every

step he takes is to our advantage."

Bill Alexander sat coolly and spoke in measured tones as Roy
Riegels of California ran the wrong way in the 1929 Rose Bowl
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before 90,000 lunatic watchers. The center had recovered a

fumble on Tech's thirty-yard line and headed for his own goal.

Finally teammate Benny Lom clutched Riegel's shoulder and

spun him back in the right direction. But Tech's Frank Waddey
piled into Riegels, knocking him down at the two. On the next

play, Tech's Vance Maree blocked Benny Lom's punt for a safety.

Alexander was the only calm soul in the stadium. Even recall-

ing the episode, which was followed by touchdowns by each team

and an eventual 8-7 Tech triumph, he recounted it as though

telling of buying a sack of apples at the corner grocery.

This steely composure was the marking genius of Alexander. It

must be that he developed the placidity as a boy in Mud River.

Intimates say his father decreed a spanking one afternoon at six

o'clock for some minor misdeed, and little William reported to

Alexander pere on the dot of six with the declaration: "Here I

am, papa. You said you were going to whip me at six o'clock."

His father died when William was six. His mother ("still so

beautiful that strangers meeting her gasped in admiration,"

wrote Edwin Camp in his biography) became a teacher. She

taught first in Nashville, Tennessee, then Macon, Georgia, then

Athens, Georgia. Bill and his sister Elizabeth went along. Ironi-

cally Athens is the hottest bed of Tech-haters in the universe.

A Tech freshman cap is the most prized of possessions, and vic-

tory over Tech in anything from debating to football is cherished

as a child by its mother. Perhaps it was not so marked in 1906,

or maybe the boy simply was enchanted by Tech and Heisman's

resounding 23-6 and 46-0 thumpings of the University of Georgia

in 1904 and 1905. At any rate, Bill Alexander at seventeen gave

up a briefly nurtured dream of doctoring and decided to go to

Tech and become an engineer.

A more unpromising start than Alexander's could hardly be

found. He flunked English Grammar, English Classics, Ele-

mentary Geometry, and Plane Geometry. It took him two years

to complete the freshman class. But he dug into his studies, took

a side job as a dormitory monitor, joined Kappa Sigma fraternity,

and went out for football. During his second year— 1907—he was
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named captain of the rinky-dinks and won his "T" the last

season.

When he graduated, Alex moved into a math instructorship

and consented to serve as a Heisman aide strictly on the side.

Gradually he fell into complete step with football. He absorbed

Heisman's powerful, varied offense. He noticed Heisman's care-

lessness with defensive details and turned to Auburn's Mike

Donahue as the model for his study of that phase.

He became an army artillery instructor in 1918, but returned

to Atlanta in 1919. A year after Alex rejoined the Tech athletic

department, Heisman resigned and went to the University of

Pennsylvania.

Heisman's departure threw the town and school into an up-

roar. Dr. Crenshaw, faculty chairman of athletics, took it upon
himself to wire Gil Dobie of Cornell and a dozen other big

names, querying their interest in the Tech position. L. W. "Chip"

Robert, who thirteen years before had suggested that Alex be

given the scrub team, got wind of Crenshaw's activities and

charged him, shouting that there would be the devil to pay if

Alexander didn't get the job.

As luck had it, Heisman went on to a dearth of material at

Penn, while his thirty-one-year-old successor inherited a plethora

of manpower at Tech.

The difference in the Jackets was noticeable immediately.

There was less offensive deception but more precision, less bone-

rattling force but a better-disciplined and planned defense. Alex's

first team lost only to Pitt, 10-3. The only other team scoring on

Tech that year was Georgetown.

Not a southern team whipped Tech and its young master for

four and a half years. Until Alabama overturned Alex's band,

14-0, in 1924, the Jackets methodically disposed of twenty-eight

Dixie opponents while dispatching six eastern and midwestern

rivals in twelve games.

Alexander turned out his 41-16-6 record from 1920 through

1926 with good solid beef in which the spectacular was the excep-

tion. But in 1927 he came across two prodigious sophomore half-

backs in Stumpy Thomason and Warner Mizell. The 1927

Jackets won four straight games, then lost to Notre Dame, 26-7.
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If Alex had even tried to "pitch" his team mentally, it might

have been a battle. But he was more interested in Vanderbilt and

Georgia. "If you beat Vanderbilt this week," he told the Jackets,

"I will give you a plan that will win our last four games for us—

including Georgia on December third."

Tech only tied Vanderbilt, o-o, but Alex went through with

his plans. Within minutes after the loss to the Commodores, he

outlined his scheme. "On Monday I want twelve men to report

to me—ends, Ed Crowley and Frank Waddey; tackles, Frank

Speer and Coot Watkins; guards, Raleigh Drennon and Firpo

Martin; center Peter Pund; quarterback Bob Durant; halfbacks,

Warner Mizell, Stumpy Thomason, and Bo Reid; and fullback

Bob Randolph. These men will play Georgia on December

third."

The fifty squadsmen gasped. Alex went on. "Now these

eighteen [and he called eighteen names] will play L.S.U., Ogle-

thorpe, and Auburn." He turned them over to assistant coach

Bill Fincher.

The remaining few went to aide Don Miller. "You will run the

Georgia offense against the original twelve men," Alex said.

"Coach Miller knows the Notre Dame offense of Knute Rockne

as well as any man alive. It's virtually the same offense that Kid

Woodruff has at Georgia."

The eighteen knocked off L.S.U., Oglethorpe, and Auburn.

The twelve rocked Georgia, 12-0, and tied Tennessee for the

Southern Conference championship. It was the third time in

seven seasons Alex had tied for the title.

He was too busy winning games to take part in popularity con-

tests. He told practice-field spectators, "Get out of the way! I

•don't care if you get hurt, but I don't want my players injured."

He had other violent aversions.

He viewed the huddle with contempt because he thought it

slowed down the game; however, he had no recourse but to use it.

He disliked drum majorettes. "Shameful display!"

He was the raging enemy of newspaper photographers. He
dressed down a visiting Chicago cameraman and ran him off the

field, then cajoled an Atlanta photographer into giving the

Chicagoan copies of his pictures.
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He hated fancy uniforms and clung to Tech's drab yellow suits.

"You can look awful silly," he maintained, "losing in a trick

getup."

But he took care of his friends. Late in the 1920's, Bo McMillin

brought Centenary down to Atlanta to meet Oglethorpe. Alex-

ander watched Centenary and its mammoth tackle Cal Hubbard
work, and feared for the Stormy Petrels. He called McMillin

aside. "Bo, this Oglethorpe bunch has fast backs," he said, "but

the line is light and green. If you turn that Hubbard loose, he

might kill some of them. Have Cal 'hurt his knee,' why don't you,

and let him sit on the bench?"

McMillin carried out the altruistic suggestion. Centenary won,

but because of Alex the good name of Oglethorpe was saved for

the nonce.

Another time, Alexander's own Jackets had a team completely

outclassed, and he was casting desperately about for some way to

hold down the score. He called his tailback to him and said, "Go
in there, and punt every time you get the ball. I mean every

time." The tailback dashed into the affray and when the Jackets

got the ball on their thirty he dutifully booted it far down the

field. The outmanned foe promptly fumbled, though, and Tech
took over at the opponent's two. Back went the snap, and boom!
went the ball. The obedient tailback kicked it over the goal and
out of the stadium.

In 1928 Bill Alexander had his greatest team. There were Tom
Jones at end, Vance Maree at tackle, "Father" Lumpkin at full-

back, Warner Mizell at halfback. Alabama came closest to side-

tracking the Golden Tornado. The Tide tied Tech, 13-13, at

halftime. Alex read the riot act, then diagramed the play Ala-

bama had used to best effect—a spinner. Then he chalked out a

defense he had devised in the few minutes following the inter-

mission gun. The Jackets went out and used it. Thomason busted

for two touchdowns, and Tech won going away, 33-13.

The 1928 club finished with nine straight victories and a six-

touchdown allowance. Three Jackets made Ail-American—center-

captain Pete Pund, tackle Frank Speer, and halfback Warner
Mizell. Guard Raleigh Drennon was the fourth all-star—an All-

Southern Conference pick.
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Tech went to the Rose Bowl and won it, with the help of

Riegels.

It was Alexander's last great team for a long while. Material

fell off sharply in 1929, 1930, and 1931, and the Old Man was

up against it to teach and shift and improvise. Ed Danforth, of

the Atlanta Journal, underlines an Alexander masterpiece in

1932:

"Roy McArthur, the club's only kicker and passer, was too slow

to play tailback. Alex moved him up a few steps ahead of the

fullback and Tech won four games out of ten when it shouldn't

have won even two."

He did one of his best defensive jobs in that '32 season. Ala-

bama had lost only to one of Tennessee's best teams, 7-3. Tech
had been beaten by Kentucky, Auburn, Vanderbilt, and Tulane.

Alex figured that a serious effort to upset Alabama would mean
only the crippling of his team for the Georgia game.

Against the Tide he lined up his second team, to which he

had devoted a week of defensive instructions. Prodigious punting

by Norris Dean, following successive goal-line stands to short-

circuit Alabama drives, kept the Tide on an offensive treadmill.

When Chick Galloway broke away on a seventy-five-yard touch-

down run, Tech's second team had pulled an upset considered

beyond the scope of even the first-stringers.

Alex's installation of double-wing gimmicks enabled Tech to

break even in 1933. And only continued ingenuity on the Old

Man's part gave the Jackets a six-victory total through 1934 and

1935. In the latter year, Alexander beat a shortage of carriers by

switching to a Bernie-Bierman-type single-wing and using tail-

back Fletcher Sims to kick and throw short passes.

The win-or-else faction was snapping at Alexander's heels all

the while, but he was never rattled on or off the field. In one

game a player had a tooth kicked out but begged Alex to let him

stay in. The Old Man remembered the medical dictionary he had

absorbed in precollege days, and plugged the exposed nerve with

gum. The wounded warrior played on while substitutes furiously

chewed Juicy Fruit on the bench to keep more packing in

readiness.
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Tech won five in '36, six in '37. In '38 Alex unearthed an ex-

cellent ball-handler in Howard Ector and two above-average

blocking backs in Buck Murphy and Hawk Cavette. He switched

Cavette to tackle but pulled him back to punt. Still he had no

runner, so he used Ector standing upright and handing off to

ends and wingbacks.

The fake reverse and end-around as operated by Ector and Bob
Ison was Alex's favorite. The ball was snapped to Ector. He
stepped forward on his left foot and pivoted on it in a half turn,

which left him facing the rear. The right half—Billy Gibson-

faked taking the ball and ran wide to his left. As soon as Gibson

got by, Ector spun on off-tackle, holding the ball in his left hand

and handing off to left end Bob Ison. The deception was so com-

plete that Alex never even bothered to map blocks on the line-

backers.

Lack of balance held the Tech total to three victories, but that

season was not without its bright moments. Alex was almost bald

by that time, and he had barbers vigorously shave his pate in the

hope that it would promote hair growth. He made a ludicrous

picture, dome shining in the autumn sun, and halfback Dutch

Konnemann twitted him daily about having his head "simon-

ized."

In 1939 some of Alex's razzle-dazzle paid off with seven tri-

umphs in nine games. The Jackets charged into the Orange Bowl

with 140-pound Johnny Bosch at tailback and whipped Missouri,

21-7. "I still can't figure out where they hid that ball," old Miz-

zou tailback Paul Christman wonders to this day. Bob Ison went

fifty-four yards on the baffling end-around for an early Tech
touchdown that put Missouri on the short end and kept them

there.

Records of 3-7-0 and 3-6-0 preceded 1942, a year that brought

Alexander an excellent club and his most gifted back in freshman

Clint Castleberry. It was the first time in years that Alex had a

full and muscular crew, and he knew what to do with it. He cut

Castleberry loose on his own, used four-man and five-man defen-

sive lines, and whipped eight rivals in a row before Georgia

(thanks to Frank Sinkwich and Charley Trippi) dealt Tech its

only defeat, 34-0. It is testimony to Alex's standing among con-
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temporaries that despite the Georgia rout, the Cotton Bowl in-

vited the Jackets out anyway, and they narrowly lost to Texas,

14-7.

Neither of the last two defeats cut much ice with Scripps-

Howard Coach of the Year voters. They unanimously tapped

Alexander for his greatest honor.

By 1943 the war and its attendant civilian manpower shortage

were the big considerations. Alex rounded up all available 4F's

and shoved Navy trainees onto the field.

"We'll use crutches for the 4F's and fried chicken for the

sailors, and maybe if we run twelve men on offense and use a

seven-three-two-one defense we can win a game," he said. No such

measures were necessary. Tech ran off eight victories in ten times

out, and went to the Sugar Bowl.

Alexander almost let his compassion cost him a ball game right

there. Most of his Naval trainees were due to be shipped out soon

for points unknown, so he sent them home for Christmas with

orders to reassemble in New Orleans a few days before the game.

Tulsa and Clyde LeForce burst to an 18-7 lead. Alex saw the

effect of inadequate preparation, and his half-time statement was

one of ominous simplicity: "If you want your party, fellows, you'd

better go out and win this one."

Then he regeared the offense from air to ground. And Eddie

Prokop went back out and ripped a total of 199 yards to win for

Tech, 20-18.

Alexander was tripling as athletic director, head football

coach, and co-ordinator of the Navy and Army on-campus pro-

grams at Tech, but he still had time left for humor. When he

went to the annual meeting of the rules committee, he pro-

pounded a situation: "Say, for example, two teams are playing

and each has a great place kicker. Now team A is on team B's

forty-five-yard line. The team A kicker goes back to try this long

placement, and the ball is snapped. Then the great kicker from

team B breaks through and reaches the ball just as the holder

puts it on the ground, and kicks it right on through the other

goal posts for a field goal."

The rule makers wearily wrote a prohibitive regulation.
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In 1944, with redhead Frank Broyles at T-quarterback in Alex's

last switch of offense, Tech went 8-2-0, then lost to Tulsa, 26-12,

in the Orange Bowl. It was Bill Alexander's last team. He gave

over the controls to Bobby Dodd, retired to the athletic director-

ship, and concentrated upon an all-around athletic program.

One should have known, seeing Alex leaning, face flushed, on

a gymnastic horse at half time of a Tech basketball game in 1950,

that the years of toil were nearly over. On April 23 of that year

he went with Howard Ector, assistant football coach Roy Mc-

Arthur, and wrestling coach Jack Griffith, to his favorite eating

spot—Beasley's—and devoured a meal of one of his favorite foods

—spiced beef. That afternoon he took in Tech's windup spring-

practice game, was driven home by his old friend, Dean of Men
George Griffin, and died in his sleep.

The Old Man went out quietly and with dignity, typically.

Walter Stewart, of the Memphis Commercial-Appeal, called

Alexander "tough cement between the stones of battlements

brave with White and Gold." It was a perceptive phrase, for Alex

was like nothing so much as rock. The most disconcerting of cir-

cumstances failed to affect his boulderlike calm.

One morning several years before he died, he asked his cook to

warm up some hash left over from the night before. He ate it

with only the slightest of frowns, although it obviously was im-

perfect. As he pushed back the plate and settled to his morning

paper, he heard the cook shriek for Mrs. Alexander. The missus

ran to see what was the matter, then approached Alex with con-

cern. "Are you all right?" she asked.

"Never better," he murmured.

"Oh," she sighed. "That's fine. Because that wasn't hash. It was

leftover dog food."

"It was a little flat," said Alex. "But, then, it wasn't bad.

Wasn't bad at all."

And he resumed his reading.



CHAPTER TWO

DANA XENOPHON BIBLE

"The Answer to Our Prayer"

Dana Xenophon Bible, son of a Latin and Greek student,

applied for his first football coaching job by quoting Scripture.

As a bald, lip-smacking coach, he at one time drew such a large

salary that his college president had to be given an increase by

legislative order to keep him even with Bible.

Spectacular in football manner, he was equally unspectacular

in football method. The most colorful football figure the cow

country has known, ironically, was the man who brought solid,

fundamental football to the Southwest.

Bible coached in college for thirty-three years, never farther

west than Nebraska, never farther east than Mississippi. He won
14 conference championships, 205 games, lost 73, and tied 20.

Broken down, his record reads:

Team Years

Mississippi College . . . 1913-15

Louisiana State 1916

Texas A. & M 1917-28

Nebraska 1929-36

Texas 1937-46

"Few coaches," commented Time Magazine when Bible re-

tired as University of Texas mentor in 1946 to become athletic

director, "have developed the technique of taciturn uncertainty

to the extent reached by Bible."

Which was underselling Bible by quite a few verses.

Taciturn uncertainty? Perhaps to the public. Never to his

teams and intimates.

15

Total
Years W L T

3 18 8 1

1 2 2

11 72 !9 7

8 50 15 7

10 63 31 3
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The "Bible Plan" he brought to the Austin campus in 1937

was one of the most positive approaches ever introduced to the

game. Bible simply asked alumni to transmit the virtues of both

education and football to outstanding high-school athletes—and

bring them in. The plan whipped up such a fever that the Uni-

versity of Texas newspaper ran daily bulletins from the state's

267,339 square miles, which Bible had neatly subdivided into

districts for recruiting purposes—"Report from the Hinterlands

on the Bible Plan."

Taciturn uncertainty? Well, not so that H. L. Lutcher Stark,

the football "angel" who was instrumental in luring Dana X.

from Nebraska, could tell it. Stark was a multimillionaire in-

volved in a dozen-odd businesses. He owned upward of half a

million acres in Texas and Louisiana—in short, he was a man
to be reckoned with. When Bible's Texas papers were drawn and

ready for his signature, he looked Stark in the eye and said:

"Just what part, Mr. Stark, would you expect to have in

athletics in Texas?"

"Why, just sitting on the sidelines."

"What if I put you off the sidelines?" Bible probed.

"Well, I've been put off by worse coaches than you, D. X."

Bible told him many people would be involved in his program,

and none could be given special privileges.

"Then I'll just get the best seats I can buy," thundered Stark,

plainly delighted at the fiber of the man he had helped hire.

"And when you need help, holler!"

In 1937 and 1938, Texas ran dead last in the tough-from-top-

to-bottom Southwest Conference. In 1939—Bible's third year-

Texas was fourth; in 1940, third. From then until Bible quit at

the end of the '46 season, the Longhorns won three S.W.C.

championships, two Cotton Bowl titles and tied for another.

Bible never showed the slightest hesitancy with his young

men. He was boss from start to finish. When in 1929 he decided

to leave Texas A. & M. for Nebraska, Texas Rangers captain

Bill Sterling asked him, "Do you think your gentlemanly south-

ern ways will work with those rough, tough Cornhuskers?"

"If they won't," Bible retorted, "I've got something that will!"

Indeed he did have. The week before the Nebraska-Indiana
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game of 1936, Bible's Cornhuskers lost a 7-0 heartbreaker to a

fine Minnesota eleven in the final fifty-nine seconds. Nebraska

was still "down" at the kickoff of the Hoosier meeting, and

trailed g-o at half. Paul Amen, later an Army assistant coach,

tells the story of that intermission:

"D. X. just threw out technical details and concentrated on

psychology. He challenged our desire to win, our courage to fight

back. He offered starting positions to the first eleven men who
wanted to win badly enough to beat the rest of us to the exit.

We lit out for the door. Bible beat us to it. Then he stood block-

ing the way, insisting we weren't 'ready.' A real mob scene

developed. Friendly players knocked each other down fighting

to get out. Some squared off and fought. The pandemonium was

indescribable."

Nebraska played the last half with eleven men and won, 14-9.

Bible was not at all partial to fancy football. Off and on, his

basic formations were the punt, the Minnesota shift, the single

wingback, and the double wingback—no frills attached. The
fake-punt-and-run play on third down was closest to his heart.

His tailback took the ball, advanced as if to kick, then swung

his ball hand down and behind him. The ball was taken off

his palm by a fast back swinging wide. The ends went down just

as they would on a punt, except that they blocked viciously. The
play worked tellingly in Texas' 20-0 victory over Texas Chris-

tian in 1945 at Austin, and dozens of other times.

For the benefit of his quarterbacks, Bible divided the field into

six general areas:

1. From your own goal to the twenty—where you must get

the ball out as quickly and safely as possible.

2. From your own twenty to your own forty—where either a

run or kick will do the trick.

3. From your own forty to the opponents' forty—run, pass,

or kick.

4. From the opponents' forty to their twenty—pass.

5. From opponents' twenty to the five—special plays, back-

ward and lateral passes, double reverses, fake-run-and-pass plays.

6. From the opponents' five to the goal line—scoring zone.

The best back carries the ball here.
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Bible's biggest thrill came in the Dixie classic in Dallas, New
Year's Day, 1922. His Aggies were playing Centre, which had

catapulted into national recognition just that year by stunning

Harvard, 6-0.

"Up to that time," Bible comments dryly, "Centre had been

nothing more than a college that had produced twenty-six

college presidents, eight U.S. senators, and thirty-seven congress-

men."

Centre had scored 320 points during a ten-victory run. The
Prayin' Colonels were twenty-point favorites over Bible's Aggies,

who were led by Puny Wilson, Cap Murrah, and Heinie Weir.

In the late stages, Bible realized he had not suited out enough

backs. He looked into the Cadet Corps in the stands and hollered

for a trooper named King Gill. The Corps rose and cheered.

Bible did not have to use Gill, but the Aggies beat Bo McMillin

and Centre's Colonels, 22-14, and the Corps was named "the

twelfth man" that day. To this day the Corps has remained

standing throughout games.

Always right down the line on sportsmanship, Bible gave his

boys a spiritual touch they never forgot. Sam Sanders, 122-pound

all-conference halfback at Texas A. & M. in 1922, became a

Memphis doctor and in his spare time officiated. In one pro

game, he had frequent trouble with a halfback. Sanders asked

one of the troublemaker's teammates which school he had
attended, and was told it was Nebraska. Sanders approached the

ex-Cornhusker and said:

"Look, you've been penalized for roughness three times.

You're messing up the game. Where did you learn this stuff

anyway? I know Bible didn't teach it to you."

The thoroughly shamed player looked at the ground. "Don't

worry, mister. I'll be O.K. I'd hate for Bible to know I acted

like this."

Bible was no matinee-idol type, though far from ugly. His face

had shallow clefts from nose to dimples. His head resembled a

stone rubbed slick by a stream, with just a touch of moss on it.

Slightly paunchy, he had a bullfrog voice—and knew how to use

it.

"Thurston," he remarked acidly to Nebraska halfback Thurs-
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ton Phelps, "I have a daughter who could throw a football with

more enthusiasm than you can."

In 1925, when his Texas Aggies trailed, 7-0, at half time,

Bible told them:

"Listen, you farmers, if you don't go out there and beat those

Methodists, don't come back in this doorway. Just climb the

fence and go home."

S.M.U. won, 10-0, and the Aggies did precisely as they had

been told—climbed the fence and went to their rooms.

The next year Matty Bell took his Texas Christian team down
to College Station to play Bible's Texas A. & M. The Horned
Frogs led 10-6 at half. They filed behind the stadium to a resting

place not far from where the Aggies were listening to a Bible

tirade. "I tell you," said Bell, "let's just listen to what D. X. is

telling his boys."

Bible was so convincing that A. 8c M. came back and tied even

the forewarned Frogs.

It is to Bible's eternal credit that he was able to become a man
among men, born as he was into surroundings of genteel culture.

His father Jonathan (his mother's name was Cleopatra) taught

in the public schools of Jefferson City, Tennessee, and was a

student of the classics. Little Dana, born October 8, 1891, grew

up in Jefferson City and played quarterback for Carson-Newman.

There was no coach and the players furnished their own equip-

ment. Bible was a great improviser and once scored on a play

borrowed from a Rover Boys book.

Upon graduation from Carson-Newman he became coach at

Brandon prep in Shelbyville, Tennessee. In those days coaches

often permitted each other to play; in one game against a

Chattanooga academy, Bible played halfback. Bald at twenty-

one, he had to listen to jeers of "Grandpa!" from the rival

student section.

Even as a high-school coach, Bible dogged the heels of the

game's great—Fielding Yost, Bob Zuppke, Pop Warner, Dr.

Henry Williams, Amos Alonzo Stagg. Postgraduate studies at

North Carolina, Ohio State, and Centre and wide voluntary

travel gave him a chance to know them. Williams, of Minnesota,
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showed him the very rocking chair he sat in when he dreamed up

the Minnesota shift. Intrigued, Bible adopted the shift himself.

And he haunted Yost while the Michigan mentor was trying

to develop a Kentucky oil field.

In 1912, while coaching Brandon Prep, Bible was endorsed

to Mississippi College as Latin teacher, football coach, and ath-

letic director by a Shelbyville, Tennessee, minister. Bible pre-

sented himself to Dr. J. B. Provine, Mississippi College president,

who led him to chapel and told the students:

"This is Mr. Bible, an applicant for our coaching position.

Mr. Bible will now conduct chapel exercises."

Bible was caught unaware but read Scriptures, discoursed

upon them, and asked Dr. Provine to give the benediction. He
got the job.

Bible was only twenty-one, but success did not wait upon
further maturity. In 1915, his third year at M.C., he scheduled

a game with big Tulane. Tulane's Clark Shaughnessy, who had

learned the Minnesota shift while playing for Dr. Henry Wil-

liams, from whom Bible also had learned it, made the mistake

of not scouting Bible's Choctaws; the Bible-Minnesota shift

whipped the Shaughnessy-Minnesota shift, 20-8.

While Bible was diligently mopping up for Mississippi, the

Texas A. & M. athletic council decided it needed a freshman

coach to help head man Jigger Harlan. The council's search led

in 1916 to Bible. Aggie committeeman A. C. Love talked it over

with Bible, who agreed to come to College Station for $1,500 a

year. Then the A. & M. council backed down and set a $1,200

lid on Bible's pay. Bible already had resigned at Mississippi and

was forced to take the $1,200. He thrust aside his resentment

and welded a freshman unit that could give and take with Texas

A. & M.'s varsity.

Near the end of that season, Louisiana State lost its coach.

Bengal authorities asked Aggie Love for the loan of Bible. The
Aggie council agreed. Bible went on to Baton Rouge and when
he won two games and managed ties in the other two, L.S.U.

asked him to stay another year. The Aggies wanted him back and
were ready to go to $3,000 and sign Bible as head coach. Love

put it to Bible. "You know best what you can afford," Bible said.
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Finally Love asked Bible to write his price on a piece of paper.

Bible scribbled, "$2,400." A. & M., recognizing a bargain, signed

him pronto for three years.

The Aggies poured 270 points upon unscoring opponents in

1917-

Bible took a year out in 1918 as an Air Corps lieutenant-

teaching flying though he hated it—then returned for 1919.

Never unreasonable, he had nevertheless developed a certain

caustic style by this time. One all-conference player reacted to

Bible criticism by pointing out that he would be missed the next

year. "Yes, I'll miss you, true," said Bible, "but you've been more

or less a thorn in my side the whole time you've been here and

I think I can survive your loss."

Bible's 1919 team won ten games without a loss. His 1917,

1919, and 1920 teams won twenty-six times against one defeat,

and scored 837 points to the opposition's 7. Bible did not have a

losing season during his entire eleven years at A. & M.
Joel Hunt, all-Southwest halfback under Bible in '27, calls

him "as confident as a banker, as astute as a schoolmaster, as

poised as a preacher, as expressive as a salesman." Hunt recalls

in particular the aftermath of a Texas Christian-Texas A. & M.
scoreless tie in '27. The Aggies were dirty, disgusted, and anxious

to vacate the stadium. Speed was not among the bus driver's

attributes, and he was slow in starting to haul the squad home.

Hunt asked him to step on it, and the driver drawled, "Take
it easy, bub, we got all night."

Bible stepped in and shouted, "Get this heap going or I'll

jerk you out of that seat and take it in myself!"

"We drove on to the championship," Hunt adds.

One tense week leading up to a Baylor game, heavy rains

inundated College Station. Bible took the team off to a hilly

cow pasture where it could get better footing, but even that

was soon turned into mud by the churning cleats. Bible trotted

off, leading the players toward another pasture. Halfway there,

he plunged into what normally was a two-foot creek, forgetting

the torrential rains. As he signalled the men to follow him, he

slowly sank from sight.
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Bible's cap floated downstream. Players gaped. Finally their

master emerged, water glistening on his smooth dome, and

gurgled, "Come on in, the water's fine."

The rest of the week wasn't so tense, and A. & M. clubbed

Baylor, 13-0.

It didn't have to be football for Bible to show his stripe. Rice

Institute's Pete Cawthon took his baseball team down to meet

the Aggies one spring, and the umpires failed to show up. Paul

Santell was the A. & M. coach, but Bible, as athletic director,

asked Cawthon if he would permit two Aggie subs to serve as

umpires. Cawthon agreed and play began. Rice put the winning

run on base in the ninth inning, and Cawthon sent in Eddie

Dyer, later the St. Louis Cardinals manager, to pinch-hit. Dyer's

hit won it for Rice—or so he thought until A. & M.'s Santell

charged the umpire. "Those runs don't count!" Santell shrieked.

"You never announced to the press that a pinch-hitter was in."

Cawthon hollered right back. A riot was imminent when
Bible walked calmly down from the stands. "Pete," he said, "I

don't know baseball rules. But I do know that you're our guest,

and when our umpires didn't show up you let us use two Aggies.

So whatever you say goes."

Cawthon said he thought the runs scored. Bible turned to

Santell, murmured, "Then that's it," and went on home.

In 1929, Nebraska went looking for a new football pilot. The
Cornhuskers tried to land Rockne, but he recommended Bible.

Bible, having done about all he could at Texas A. & M., took the

job, stayed at Lincoln for eight seasons, and won Nebraska

countrywide acclaim for classics with Minnesota and Pittsburgh,

among others. Nebraska lost only three conference games under

Bible.

A Bible stratagem in 1932 was to use big Steve Hokuf as a

decoy at end, then throw to halfbacks or run. Just before the

last game Hokuf respectfully suggested that he was weary of all

the grime and no glory and that it would be a wonderful idea for

someone to throw him a pass for a change. Bible saw Hokuf's

suggestion as a perfect double-cross against Southern Methodist;

he had two passes pitched to Hokuf for touchdowns and another
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which Hokuf lateraled to Bernie Masterson, who scored. Ne-

braska won, 21-14.

"There is no question in my mind," old Nebraska halfback

Thurston Phelps remembers, "but what Bible was the country's

finest diplomat. When things got ticklish with alumni, he would

lean back, close his eyes, smack his lips, and say softly, 'Gentle-

men, admittedly the current is a little stiff, but with the fine

lads representing the state of Nebraska on the football field, you

may relax completely and never be ashamed of their perform-

ance.'
"

In the middle 1930's the University of Texas saw its football

sun sinking slowly into the mesquite. The Longhorns had
finished last in the Southwest Conference in both 1935 and 1936,

and old Notre Darner Jack Chevigny had resigned as head coach

in a tempest. The idea of having Bible save Longhorn football

had immense appeal. Bible was approached by Athletic Council

Chairman J. C. Dolley, Regent J. A. Parten, and the wealthy

Stark. He had a lifetime job at Nebraska but was struck by the

challenge of the Austin assignment. For one thing, he knew he

would have to split state-of-Texas material six ways—A. & M.,

Baylor, Rice, Southern Methodist, and Texas Christian, not to

mention dozens of smaller colleges. At Nebraska he had the

pickings to himself.

"Of course," he added, in one of his copyrighted tongue-in-

cheek utterances, "there's some difference in the states."

Austin people knew it would take $15,000 a year to get Bible.

Commented the student paper, the Daily Texan:

"Perhaps Bible would make a fine coach. Perhaps Robert M.

Hutchins of Chicago would make a fine president. But we can't

afford Hutchins. Can we afford Bible?"

It would take $15,000 to $20,000 but Longhorn logic was that

the athletic association was self-sustaining, whereas academic

departments were not, and accordingly it would not be money

out of taxpayers' pockets.

Finally the offer—an unparalleled ten-year contract—was made

and accepted. Students built huge floats and staged a massive

welcome parade. One float featured the word BIBLE in old
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English script. Underneath were the words, "The Answer to

Our Prayer."

Still, Texas was so far down that Bible's best efforts in 1937

and 1938 produced a total of three victories. "Ali Bible and His

Forty Sieves," newspapers punned impatiently. Bible took it all

good-humoredly and stuck it out.

By 1939 the Longhorns were up and goring. They came down
to the Arkansas game with two victories and a defeat. When his

team trailed Arkansas, 13-7, with fifty seconds left, Bible sent a

courier to tell the band to play "Eyes of Texas." The band beat

it out; the Longhorns dashed into formation; R. B. Patrick

passed to Jack Grain; the sawed-off halfback snatched the ball

and went the rest of the sixty-nine yards to a touchdown, then

kicked the extra point; Texas won, 14-13.

It was one of Bible's few flamboyant gestures at Texas. He
needed none once his own program was in order. But he had his

gimmicks. One was the "limp leg." He told his runners to swing

the leg nearest the tackier easily behind them and far out—as a

lure. When the tackier bit and lunged for the leg, the runner was

to tense it, withdraw it, and take off.

Three times in four years his teams made the Cotton Bowl,

and twice they won. They beat Georgia Tech, 14-7, in 1943; tied

Randolph Field, 7-7, in 1944, and plowed Missouri under, 40-27,

in 1946.

Bible played down his team in the papers as often and as

drastically as possible. He maintained that radio publicity was

better than newspaper headlines because players didn't hear the

programs.

D. X. was criticized occasionally, even by fellow coaches, for

his ultraconservatism in offense. What they did not realize was

that he was jacking up their own salaries by the big stipends he

received. (He passed up one additional avenue to revenue by

rejecting newspaper-columning offers: "It would be chiseling

bona-fide newspapermen.")

By November 30, 1946—the day he retired as head coach to

devote full time to the athletic directorship—Bible had built a

63-31-3 Texas record. He went 48-11-2 during his last six years.
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And his twenty-seven years on the national rules committee estab-

lished a high.

"We have come to a point at Texas," he said, echoing other

coaches who found after fighting to the top that there was no

place to go but down, or to another job, "where it is very difficult

to achieve a surprise. It simply comes as a bitter disappointment

when we lose."

When he came to Texas, the athletic department owed money.

When he quit coaching, the treasury showed a bulge.

The money and the record, though, were only incidental.

Dana Xenophon Bible left a spiritual deposit slip in the heart

of every boy he ever coached.



CHAPTER THREE

BERNARD WILLIAM BIERMAN
Silver Fox of the Northland

When Bernie Bierman was sixteen years old and playing

halfback for Litchfield, Minnesota, High School, he fell on his

face on a frozen football field and chipped two teeth. He was

terrified—not because of the potential facial disfigurement but

for fear that his parents, who had already borne heavy expenses

to remedy Bernie's osteomyelitis, would be so angry over the

dental bill that they would forbid him to play any more.

The husky boy won his parents over, though, and it was the

best break the State of Minnesota got until the invention of the

electric blanket.

Between that frigid afternoon in 1910 and November 13,

1950, Bierman built one of the really fabulous coaching records.

Starting in 1919 (with five years out for Marine Corps service)

,

his University of Montana, Mississippi State, Tulane, and Min-

nesota squads collected 161 victories against 61 losses and 11 ties.

Stocky, silver-haired Bierman led his Gopher powerhouses

from 1932 through 1941 and from 1945 through 1950 to a

93-35-6 record. Their relentless single-wingback attack scored

2,586 points against 1,130. Six times they won Big Ten champion-

ships— 1934, '35, '37, '38, '40, '41. Four times they were national

kings— 1934, '36, '40, '41. Minnesota under Bierman smacked out

five unbeaten seasons— 1933, '34, '35, '40, '41—and went through

twenty-eight games without defeat from 1933 through 1936.

In his unhurried fashion, Bierman simply dedicated himself

to turning out fine football teams. He and Minnesota were the

hottest items in the game in the 1930's. Lewis Burton praised

Bierman in the New York Journal-American as "the most under-

written genius in sports."

26
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Bierman's 1950 resignation provoked these comments:

Stu Holcomb, Purdue coach: "I'm sick inside."

Clyde Smith, Indiana: "If we had more men of Bierman's type,

our country would be in less trouble."

Biggie Munn, Michigan State: "The Big Ten is losing one o£

its greatest."

Fellow coaches knew Bierman and appreciated his heavyhanded-

ness. Fans never understood his Spartan tactics on field and his

aloofness off. They overlooked it when his teams won but not

when they lost. And along toward the end, Bierman's clubs lost

regularly for want of adequate talent and any sort of luck. Even

so, only Michigan and Ohio State in the Western Conference

had better postwar records than Bierman's Gophers.

Bierman's premier teams were largely comprised of premier

players. Few anywhere are not. But in 1941, when United Press

recognized him as coach of the year, it noted that he tumbled two

of the nation's best teams without his regular halfback. His un-

beaten 1929 Tulane squad numbered only twenty-eight men.

And his Montana State clubs from 1919 through 1921 averaged

less than 160 pounds.

Bernard William Bierman was uncompromising with himself

and players in beating these handicaps. His twenty-seven-year

stretch as a college boss is sprinkled with acts of austerity.

At Montana he topped daily drills with demands for con-

secutive pass completions. "Ten in a row," he sang out the first

evening in 1919, "and you can go in." It was dark before the team

showered. Gradually Bierman increased the number. Just before

the climax game, he called for fifty completions. To his amaze-

ment, the Grizzlies reeled them off without a miss and trotted

cockily in.

Bierman had started his coaching career at Butte, Montana,

High in 1916, spent the next two years in the Marines before

joining Montana. At Butte, a newspaper account said of him:

"Mr. Bierman will be on the field early to personally demonstrate

fine hard tackling."

He went in for "roughneck basketball"—in which no fouls

were called—at Montana. "And, brother," recalls Harry Adams,
"he really played it rough!"
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His students had to be ready to go all the way all the time.

"I was walking down University Avenue one day," says Lambert

L. (Frog) de Mers, Montana, '21, "and saw our bear mascot

break his leash and make for the hills. I took after him with a

piece of rope, and finally caught him after a mile-long chase. I

was barely out of breath. This is why we were able to play entire

games without replacement."

Tulaners under Bierman considered trainer Claude (Monk)

Simon, Sr., a slave driver and griped loudly but to no avail.

Bierman liked Simon's style, and the Greenies grew to like it,

too, after nine of them played sixty minutes against U.S.C. in

the 21-12 Rose Bowl loss in 1932.

Steely-eyed Bernie Bierman took little pity on an opponent

and expected none in return. He had a brainy, agile quarterback

in Harry Adams at Missoula in 1920. Adams hurt an ankle two

weeks before the Washington State game. Bierman told him he

could play against W.S.C. only if he promised not to run with

the ball. In the second quarter, W.S.C.'s Eldon Jenne got off a

seventy-yard punt over Adams's head. Harry limped back for it,

thinking he could retrieve it and return at least ten yards before

being hit. But when he got to the ball, both W.S.C. ends towered

over him. One, Roy Hanley, yelled to the other, "Don't hit

him! He's hurt!" Then the two defenders gently hoisted Adams

and lowered him to earth.

Bierman was furious. He dispatched a substitute and snapped

at Adams, "I won't be insulted in this manner!"

Bierman, by and large, was unemotional, and he liked his

players that way. He regarded sentimentality and good football

as impossible bedmates. One Gopher laid low in a scrimmage

remembers a Bierman visit to him in a hospital. "I felt as though

I were the last person he wanted to see and the hospital the last

place he wanted to be. Yet I know he was interested in my
welfare."

Bierman got extra training in self-composure as an assistant

to Clark Shaughnessy at Tulane in 1923 and 1924 after leaving

Montana. He had an 8-8-1 record as Mississippi State chief the

next two seasons, then was recalled to New Orleans as Shaugh-
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nessy's Green Wave successor. His Tulane teams won 36, lost 10,

and tied 2 from 1927 through 1931. They were Southern cham-

pions in 1929, '30, '31. Then, at thirty-seven, Bierman was re-

called to Minnesota, and a Minneapolis author reintroduced him

as "the coach who never lost his temper, never raised his voice,

never shed a tear, never appealed to sentiment, never played

sentimental tricks on his team."

Bierman himself said years later, "I never made an emotional

speech in my life."

As the good Captain Corcoran in H.M.S. Pinafore says, "Well,

hardly ever." But certainly it was an event when he did, and

such an event occurred in the Tulane-Georgia contest of 1929.

The Greenies trailed 15-14 at half. Lester Lautenschlaeger,

Bierman's assistant, took over the oratorical reins and verbally

blistered the players. Finally he flung his hat to the floor,

stomped it and screamed, "Georgia! I can lick the whole darn

State of Georgia myself!"

Bierman shoved forward, smashed his own heel into the hat

and said almost in a whisper, "So can I."

Tulane came back to win, 21-15.

Just before a Vanderbilt game, Bierman's Greenies raced from

the dressing room. Then Bierman's voice rang out. "Come back

here," he shouted, and they came back. "Now walk—don't run—

onto that field. Do your warming up out there—not on the way.

Keep your brains quiet. Your legs will take care of themselves."

And out went Bierman's quieted men to a 19-0 upset of Dan

McGugin's Commodores.

In 1934, when the Gophers were fighting Pittsburgh for the

national title, they trailed 7-0 at half time. Bierman's only

comment: "Two touchdowns will win." The Gophers did, 13-7-

George Scherck made Bierman's pep talks for him at Montana.

"Mostly," Scherck said, "he just asked the men how they felt,

gave them tea and sugar, and left them to rest."

In 1927 Bierman picked third-string Tulane quarterback Dick

Baumbach to start against L.S.U. although Baumbach was only

a sophomore. Baumbach played the whole game and had a part

in a wacky sequence in the last quarter. He passed to halfback
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Gene McCarroll, tore downfield, and blocked the safety man
while McCarroll was running fifty yards and setting up the win-

ning touchdown of a 13-7 decision. When Baumbach came out

flushed with victory and pride, Bierman said offhandedly, "Well

done."

Even more extreme was the young Bierman's gesture (if such

it could be called) after Montana slaughtered Mount St. Charles,

133-0, in 1920. Halfback Steve Sullivan scored six touchdowns

and was generally frazzled when the game was over. Sullivan's

path to the dressing room led him past Bierman. The latter

observed so softly that Grizzly Joe Kershner, at his elbow, hardly

heard it, "I may be able to make a halfback out of you yet,

Sullivan."

Clayton Tonnemaker, Ail-American center at Minneapolis in

1949, said he had come near to fainting when Bierman had asked

his opinion about something during his senior year.

Gopher Judd Ringer recalls, "We were coming up to the

last game with Wisconsin in 1941, and, boy, we were cocky I

Bernie gave us a terrific tongue-lashing—acted like a caged lion.

But the boys still laughed and kidded. So Bernie made us run

continuous hundred-yard dashes for forty-five minutes. Players

dropped like flies. Then he made us run around the field for

thirty minutes. Well, after that we were so mad at Bernie that

we slaughtered Wisconsin, forty-one to six."

Critics of Bierman's needle-sharp tongue sometimes forget that

Minnesota had not had a Western Conference champion since

1915—Bierman's last year as a player—until he molded one in

1934. In his first three years at Minneapolis, only one team, Wis-

consin, scored more than a touchdown a game on the Golden

Gophers. From 1930 to 1941, only one team—Notre Dame in

1939—beat Minnesota by as much as two touchdowns.

In sixty-three years, Minnesota has had twenty-two All-

Americans. In twenty years, Bierman developed twelve of those.

They were Frank Larsen, end, 1933-34; Francis (Pug) Lund,

halfback, 1934; Bill Bevan, guard, 1934; Dick Smith, tackle, 1935;

Ed Widseth, tackle, 1936; Ray King, end, 1937; Urban Odson,

tackle, 1940; George Franck, halfback, 1940; Bruce Smith, half-
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back, 1941; Dick Wildung, tackle, 1942; Leo Nomellini, tackle-

guard, 1948-49; and Clayton Tonnemaker, center, 1940.

Both Bierman's personal reserve and fetish of physical con-

ditioning may have been developed in a rugged childhood. He
was born in Waseca, Minnesota, on March 11, 1894, of German-

born parents. His mother lived to be eighty-seven and his

father seventy. But young Bernie was afflicted with osteomyelitis,

and from the time he was five years old he spent much of his time

indoors or on crutches. Three operations corrected the ailment

early enough to permit Bierman to take up high-school sports.

He starred in three sports at Litchfield High, then went to the

University of Minnesota. He became a sports candidate as a

sophomore, and straightway won seven M's for seven candi-

dacies—three in football, three in track, one in basketball.

Yellow newspaper clippings attest to his mania for condition-

ing. One said in 1913, his first year on old Northrup Field:

"Bierman will work with the team on signals but will neither

scrimmage nor start the South Dakota game. He is a victim of

too perfect condition. He hasn't an ounce of superfluous flesh

and the muscles that lie in ridges along his body are susceptible

to the slightest injury."

He captained the football team in 1915, and in that year ran

the 100-yard dash in 10 seconds, the 220 in 22.5.

A journalistic classmate wrote of Bierman:

"Bernie talks sometimes . . . not at society cotillions unless

some fair co-ed has cornered him with a question that demands

an unequivocal answer . . . not at training table . . . but he does

talk. He talks in the classroom. When an instructor asks a

question, he answers.

"Some say Bernie won't make a good captain because he is

retiring. He is retiring. He goes to bed every night at 9."

When Bierman graduated with 23 more credits than the

required 120, he captured the Big Ten medal for proficiency in

scholarship and athletics.

Today at 61, he is active in civic affairs, works with a WCCO
football broadcasting team in Minneapolis, is a Mason, Shriner,
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and Episcopalian. These diversions are innovations, for even at

his peak he never took part in the usual night-club and banquet-

circuit hoopla, familiar to national-championship coaches.

Bierman's nightly routine during season was classic—and

characteristic. He had his evening meal downtown or at training

table with his assistants. Once home, he would sit and play

solitaire by the hour—with pencil and notepad nearby to jot

down any football ideas that popped into his mind. His old

Gopher coach, Dr. Henry L. Williams, gave him a mah-jongg set

as an aid to concentration, but Bierman soon abandoned it and

went back to his solitaire.

As a man of logic, Bierman used logical maneuvers—mostly

straight single-wingback-formation stuff, after having favored the

Minnesota shift in earlier years. Often castigated for dull offense,

he answered, "If we find that four or five plays are doing the

job, we continue to use those plays. But I'll tell you this. We
probably have many more than any team we meet.

"It's hard to say how many plays we have, because it's hard to

say where one stops and another begins. I should imagine we
have forty-five basic plays but we could snap the ball five hun-

dred times and never run the same play twice if we used our

complete set of variations."

Bierman contended that his staff spent more time on funda-

mentals than other coaches. It undoubtedly did.

The prime example of the perfectly timed and perfectly

executed ground play was Jules Alfonse's touchdown against

Iowa in 1933. It was a short-side end run from an unbalanced

line. Alfonse was the deep man in the backfield. He took the

snap from center Rennebohm and ran to his left, with backs

Sheldon Beise, Pug Lund, Glenn Seidel, and Bill Bevan as inter-

ference. As Bierman chewed furiously on the side lines, Lund
smashed the end, and left end Tenner hit the tackle. Right end

Butch Larson and right tackle Dick Smith went downfield. A few

yards down, Alfonse pivoted and cut back. Seidel blocked the

Iowa right halfback and, as they had done countless times under

Bierman's critical eye in practice, Bevan and Beise popped the

fullback and center. Smith hit the left half and Larson went on
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and wiped out the safety. Alfonse went the distance—sixty-five

yards.

Bierman fathered the devastating buck-lateral series, which

has won as many games as any other maneuver. "Memories

fade," he says, "but some time ago I tried to trace the origin

of the buck lateral so far as my use of it is concerned.

"I found some mimeographed material titled 'Prospective

Offense' for 1921 (when I was at Montana) in which I had

diagramed the basic plays from the buck lateral—fullback keep

on trap play, fullback hand-off to blocking back with the latter

going off tackle, fullback hand-off to blocking back, and blocking

back pitchout to the tailback, who goes wide.

"I started using it extensively at Mississippi State in 1925 and

1926. I stayed with it at Tulane and at Minnesota. We had plays

from it that hit in all holes, where the final carry could be made
by any back, or the ends on ends-around. We also used the

jump pass by the fullback after he faked a hand-off to the block-

ing back, and running passes by the tailback after he took a

pitchout. And we worked on the blocking back dropping back

and passing after he received the hand-off from the fullback.

"I don't know," Bierman goes on, "exactly where I got the

idea, except that I was looking for a play that had a good fake

buck and ended up hitting different spots. I had never seen nor

heard of a similar series prior to my using it, but like so many
things in football, it may have been used somewhere, sometime,,

without my knowledge."

There was nothing of hurly-burly in Bierman the coach of

Bierman the man. Calm and system went with him everywhere.

"He knew months ahead of time," says Red Dawson, who played

for Bierman at Tulane, "just what the practice schedule would

be."

He also knew months ahead of time what defense he might use

to stop a key player, as when his Gophers hobbled Michigan's

Tommy Harmon consecutively in 1938, '39, '40.

Yet the unexpected didn't stop him. His backfield juggling in

1941, when Ail-American left halfback Bruce Smith spent much
time on the bench with injuries, was masterful.
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To Bierman, the great player—like the great coach—was per-

fectly trained and perfectly relaxed, self-assured, and imperturb-

able. And his proudest moment may have been when, concerned

over pregame jitters for his Minnesota squad, he took it to a

Friday night movie, and left the quarterback sound asleep in

his seat.



CHAPTER FOUR

EARL HENRY (RED) BLAIK
"That Metronomic Drill Devil"

For one who devotes almost superhuman effort to staying

out of headlines, Earl Blaik has spent a lot of time reading about

himself on the front pages over the last two decades.

Aside from the normal attention accruing to a coach respon-

sible for seven undefeated football teams at Dartmouth and the

U.S. Military Academy, the slim Ohioan also has been enveloped

in such controversies as:

1. The Heavenly Gates Case. A Dartmouthian with an unusual

bent for religion distinguished himself as a Blaik blocking back,

then renounced football as "against Christ's teachings."

2. The "fifth-down" game. Cornell received five downs against

Blaik's 1940 Indians as the result of an oversight by official Red
Friesell, and forfeited the original 7-3 victory to Dartmouth,

3-0.

3. The Twelfth Man Incident. In the 1935 Princeton-Dart-

mouth game, a thoroughly crocked citizen staggered out of the

stands and into the Indian line between guard Joe Handrahan
and tackle Dave Camerer. He screamed, "Kill those Princeton

bums!" and dived for Princeton fullback Tiger Constable. He
was hauled off by police.

4. The Shorty McWilliams Case. Mississippi State Coach
Allyn McKeen charged in 1948 that halfback McWilliams was

"a prisoner of the academy." McWilliams subsequently returned

to Mississippi State, whence he had come in 1946.

5. A Collier's story in 1950. Blaik wrote that a good college

team could whip a professional club any day—and twice on
Sunday.

6. Cancellation of the Army-Notre Dame series. The classic

35
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rivalry was suspended after Notre Dame's Irish victory in 1947.

Army said it could not attempt to compete with Notre Dame in

recruiting. Others said the tremendous annual demand for tickets

was completely out of hand.

7. The "cribbing" scandal. In 1951, ninety West Point cadets

who had broken the honor code—including forty-four out of

forty-five varsity football players—were "allowed to resign" from

the academy.

Blaik was high-strung and fiercely competitive almost from the

time of his birth in Detroit on February 15th, 1892. Constant

pressure eventually gave him a stomach that is three-fourths

spastic and highly susceptible to any agitation.

Austere, auburn-haired, square-jawed Earl Henry Blaik might

have become relatively unspastic had he remained in business in

Dayton after starring in athletics at Miami (Ohio) University

and assistant-coaching part time at Wisconsin and West Point.

But he became head coach at Dartmouth in 1934. He compiled a

45-15-4 record at Hanover through 1940, moved to Army in

1941, and there notched up a 101-28-8 score through 1955.

Thus Blaik carried a lifetime head-coaching chart of 140-40-12

into 1955. Twelve of the defeats and two of the ties came in the

two years after the cataclysmic cribbing episode. And Blaik

rebuilt three victory-starved squads (Dartmouth, 1934, Army,

1941, and Army, 1951) into national powerhouses. His over-all

offensive record from 1947 through 1950 was the best in the

country.

Yet even constant front-page treatment has failed to make a

colorful figure of Blaik personally.

If there is such a thing as methodical brilliance, Blaik has it.

Logic, force, and a retentive memory have been the main factors

in his ascendancy and in his continuing dominance of eastern

football. He gives the picture of a thoughtful, almost professorial

person, sitting twirling his glasses in his office in front of the

east tower of the West Point gym.

Bruce Elmblad, 1949 guard at the Point, took part in one of

the best off-trail illustrations of Blaik's mental processes. Elmblad

was in the academy athletic quarters with trainer Rollie Bevan,
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and they were stumped by a tricky algebraic problem. In strode

Blaik, who had not used algebra since he quit the construction

business back home in Dayton, and knocked off the answer with-

in minutes.

Blaik has used this reasoning power as director of a West

Point bank and several outside corporations, and in analyzing

politics (in which he has an abiding interest) . But his facile

mind has gotten its biggest play in football, and the Army-

Stanford meeting in 1950 is a case in point.

The week before the Cadets and Indians were to play, West

Coast papers ^plashed stories that Stanford defensive right tackle

Gordy White was excelling in practice. The Army staff had

figured Stanford would use a tight, driving 6-2-2-1 defense.

In such a case, however, a defensive tackle like White would

play inside Army offensive end Don Foldberg. And in such a

position a defensive tackle would be limited in his opportunity

to star. Blaik deduced that White was playing to the outside of

the offensive end. This meant Stanford was using an overshifted

six-man or seven-man line. The seven-man-line thesis was

strengthened by newspaper reports that end Bill McColl would

work as a line-backer, and the fact that a Stanford assistant had

been at Oklahoma in 1946 when the Sooners used a seven-man

line against Army. Blaik's figuring proved exact, and Army won
7-0.

Blaik seldom has left anything to chance. He maintains it isn't

luck if a kicked ball bounces against you; if you kick it correctly,

it will bounce correctly. It isn't luck if a Statue of Liberty play

fools you; if you play your position as it should be played, it

won't fool you.

It follows that Blaik is strong on fundamentals. This leaning

is reflected in the lack of chamber-of-commerce hijinks in his

attacks. His defenses rarely are anything but standard, and he

steadfastly keeps the pass in its place as an auxiliary to the run-

ning game. "Blaik's philosophy," maintains Eddie Chamberlain,

Dartmouth executive officer who played for Blaik at Hanover,

"is that the hardest way through is the best way through. Take
the easy way, and sooner or later you are euchred out of

position."
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Blaik's Dartmouth deep reverse was a particularly natty

example of straight precision football. "That's the one," com-

mented old Philadelphia Eagles coach Greasy Neale, then an

assistant at Yale, "where the Dartmouth students come down out

of the stands and block for the ball-carrier."

The D.D.R. emanated from the single-wing. The fullback

handed off to the wingback, who proceeded behind three line-

men and the other halfback on a deep route around the opposite

end. It added up to murderous four-man interference.

"We used the same idea as part of the Army T in the days

of Glenn Davis and Doc Blanchard," Blaik says. "The quarter-

back, Arnold Tucker, would fake to the fullback, Blanchard

The right half, Shorty McWilliams, went one way while left half

Davis hesitated and then came back in the opposite direction,

preceded by two linemen going either inside or outside end."

Only a small percentage of Blake pupils have entered coach-

ing, because few have viewed football as a career. "Life is too

sweet elsewhere," says Blaik himself, "for a man to come to West
Point for four years just to play football." This is borne out by

statistics showing that 95 per cent of West Point football letter-

men from 1935 through 1950 were still in service in 1951. But

Blaik students or apprentices who have become coaches have cut

deep notches. They include head men Andy Gustafson of Miami,

Bob Woodruff of Florida, Stu Holcomb of Purdue, Sid Gillman

of the Los Angeles Rams, George Blackburn of Cincinnati,

Johnny Sauer of the Citadel, Paul Dietzel of Louisiana State,

Clarence Boston of New Hampshire, Bobby Dobbs of Tulsa, and
Murray Warmath of Minnesota.

In choosing assistants, Blaik has used some of the technique of

Michigan's Fritz Crisler and other inwardly shy executives who
recognize their shortcomings and build a staff to compensate for

them. Blaik has hired the jolly-fat-man type such as Herman
Hickman and Harry Ellinger (who once tried to ring up Pope
Pius for a prediction on a Notre Dame-Army game) to comple-

ment his own serious mien.

Just how the Hickmans and Ellingers stayed fat while working

for Blaik is a major mystery. When Al Burt, of the Jacksonville
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Journal, asked Florida's Bob Woodruff how Blaik handles his

assistants, Woodruff said, "Seventeen hours a day." Yet the orderly

operation they learned from Blaik has been instrumental in

forging their own careers.

Woodruff's Saturday job as a Blaik paraclete in 1944-45 was to

scout Navy, and Navy only. After one game he told Blaik the

Middies were getting so fancy defensively he could not chart

them alone. Blaik sent ten men to help him. Each scouted one

position. Each compiled a report. Results were correlated into

one massive report of fifteen typewritten single-spaced pages.

And the Army scout report before the 21-7 victory over Michi-

gan in 1949 was more than twenty pages long.

Just before the 1949 Army-Michigan affray, Blaik delivered a

one-minute spiel, the salutary effect of which was demonstrated

by the Cadets' two-touchdown triumph.

"I want three things when I walk off that field," he said. "One,

that all of the hundred thousand people present respect what we
stand for. Two, that the Michigan team respect us as men. And,

three, that we can look at ourselves and say, 'I have done my
best.'

"

Blaik never blusters, but he has used biting comments to make
a point. The Sunday after Army turned in a disappointing 21-7

victory over Harvard in 1948, Blaik called a meeting. One line-

man who had played poorly walked into the door entering the

meeting, and Blaik quipped, "That's harder than you hit any-

thing yesterday!"

Blaik's players take his word as gospel, then go forth and

execute his commands to the limit of their ability. "One cadet,"

Army trainer Roland Bevan chuckles, "listened so intently to

Coach Blaik's pregame talk that he laced another fellow's

shoulderpads on over his own."

Late in a game in which Army hopelessly outclassed the oppo-

nent, Blaik ordered his third team to let up. Shortly a guard stole

the ball, sprinted to within a yard of goal, stopped, looked fear-

fully at the bench, and set the ball down at the one.

"If Colonel Blaik told his players to jump from the highest
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turret of old Michie Stadium," says Captain Martin Howell,

"there'd be no hesitation."

Blaik never has relented in his stress on competitive spirit. Yet

the colonel has not carried rugged individualism to absurd ex-

tremes. He is not a profane man, indulging in only an occasional

"Geez Katy," and has dressed down assistants for using unseemly

language in public.

Earl Henry Blaik, born of Scotch-Irish parents, was a sports

fan even as a child. He was a light but lively three-sport partici-

pant at Steele High in Dayton, where his parents moved from

Detroit. He went on to Miami University in 1914 when he was

seventeen. As a 158-pound Miami junior he was all-Ohio Con-

ference end, captain of the baseball team, president of the

student body, and anchor man on the debating team. Beta Theta

Phi fraternity brother Jack Butterfield sold Blaik on West Point.

Then Governor James M. Cox, who was to become Democratic

Presidential candidate in 1920 and a newspaper-chain publisher,

arranged an appointment to the academy for Blaik.

He was twenty-one when he entered the Point in 1918, older

than most plebes, and he did not take kindly to hazing. But he

weathered it and completed the first two-year course in West

Point history. He was third-team AU-American end in football in

1919, outfielder in baseball, guard in basketball, won the saber

for the best all-around athlete, and graduated 108 in a class of

271. He was the first cadet to play against Navy in three sports.

Blaik entered the cavalry at graduation, served as a lieutenant

at Fort Bliss and was graduated from Cavalry School at Fort

Riley. Because promotions were slow in 1922, he resigned his

commission to enter contracting and real estate with his father

in Dayton.

General MacArthur offered him a chance to become his aide in

the Philippines, but Blaik declined. In 1923, Blaik married

Merle McDowell, who eventually bore him two sons, William

and Robert. In 1926, merely as a side line to a mushrooming con-

struction business, he took on a part-time assignment as helper

to Wisconsin football boss George Little. Soon afterwards, a

chance meeting with Army head coach Biff Jones led him to West
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Point, still part-time. He remained there as assistant from 1927

through 1933. One of his superiors, Army head coach Ralph

Sasse, said, "Blaik has the finest football mind I have ever seen."

Let General Robert L. Eichelberger go back and pick up the

threads:

"In 1931 I became adjutant general of the academy. I was with

the football team on many trips, and the difficulty of developing

a good team was impressed on me. It also was impressed on me
that the excellence of the Army teams was due to the ability of

Blaik and Harry (Fats) Ellinger rather than to the skill of the

head coach.

"When a vacancy came due in 1933, I tried in every way to

have Blaik detailed as head coach, although he insisted he did

not aspire to it. Yet the system of using Regular Army officers

prevailed and Lieutenant Gar Davidson became head coach."

Eichelberger left West Point in 1935, and Blaik stepped into

the Dartmouth head-coaching spot as the first nongraduate ever

selected and the first choice out of 135 screened names. It was a

prodigious assignment. Dartmouth's only major victory in the

previous two years under Jack Cannell had been over Penn, 14-7,

and the Big Green had not beaten Yale in the Yale Bowl in

fifty years.

Blaik took on the task with a simple declaration which at that

time had not become a cliche: "We're going to bring home the

bacon."

From that first six-victory, three-loss season, Blaik carried his

Indians to unbeaten records and Ivy League championships in

1936 and 1937 and a tie with Cornell for the 1938 title. From the

Holy Cross game of 1936 to the 14-7 setback by Cornell in 1938,

Dartmouth won twenty-one games without defeat. In 1935 the

Indians got that first Yale Bowl credit— 14-6 over the outraged

Eli's.

Blaik, thirty-eight when he moved in at Hanover, became

known as such a stickler for timing that tackle Dave Camerer

tagged him "that metronomic drill devil." For his shake-up in the

old guard of athletic administration and his steely discipline of

the squad, he was called a "military martinet."

One of his innovations was the Torture Room, administered
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by bald, beaverish trainer Rollie Bevan. Tim Cohane in Grid-

iron Grenadiers tells how Ail-American center Carl (Mutt) Ray
submitted to Bevan's avoirdupois-destroying machines and ma-

chinations at the beginning of one season and lost twenty-five

pounds, scaling down to 190 within a month.

In 1940 General Eichelberger took over as superintendent at

West Point. "I never lost touch with Blaik. I knew he was happy
in his work at Dartmouth. Dr. Ernest Martin Hopkins, Dart-

mouth president, was fond of him and often golfed with him,

and Mrs. Blaik liked it there, too.

"My first day as superintendent of the academy in 1940 was

spent at Philadelphia, watching Penn deal the Army its worst

defeat in history, 48-0. The stadium was about one-third filled.

Cornell also beat us, 45-0.

"After the Penn game, I met with the athletic council, and sug-

gested that Blaik, a civilian, succeed Captain Bill Wood. There

was gentlemanly opposition, with the statement that Captain

Wood had a year to serve.

"Nonetheless, I wrote Blaik and requested that, if he had not

signed a contract, he wait until I could talk with him.

"They came up to see us. Blaik wanted to bring all his as-

sistants (Andy Gustafson, Joe Donchess, and Fats Ellinger) and

his trainer (Rollie Bevan) . This was worked out, but there was

an even bigger problem in Earl Blaik's mind.

"That problem was the weight—or lack of it—of the football

squad. The Surgeon General's office in Washington felt that

heavy army officers would have a low average longevity, and any-

body over 181 pounds was considered 'too obese' for West Point.

"A confidential memo on this subject, prepared by a member
of the Army athletic council, had inadvertently wound up in the

Surgeon General's office. So the attitude of the Surgeon General

was one of hostility toward West Point and Army athletics.

"Finally I appealed to General Edwin (Pa) Watson, military

aide and later secretary to the president. As a result of this, a

directive was sent out that waivers could be requested provided

a cadet was overweight because of athletic build rather than

obesity."
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In Blaik's final wavering between friendly Dartmouth and the

more sedate West Point, an episode took place that tickles

General Eichelberger to this day. "Blaik was not enthusiastic

over leaving Dartmouth," the general says, "but was swung by

the challenge of the football situation and a desire to be of serv-

ice in a national emergency. One of the last days before he made
his decision, he asked me what sort of standing I thought he

would have at West Point.

" 'Well, Red,' I told him, 'you know the officers' club barber,

Tom Impel, takes five minutes to cut the hair of a second

lieutenant, ten for a captain, forty-five for me as superintendent.

I suggest you go over there for a trim.'
"

Blaik was gratified by a thirty-five-minute clocking.

He took the job.

In 1941 Blaik had virtually the same personnel as the Army
team that salvaged only one of nine games in 1940. Blaik's '41

club won five games, lost three, tied one. Navy beat Hank Mazur
and the Cadets, 14-6, but there was no doubt that this season

was the start of a bright new span in the Highlands.

"The Cadets were ahead of Navy, 6-0, at half time," Eichel-

berger recalls. "When I escorted Mrs. Roosevelt back across Mu-
nicipal Stadium at half, the Corps cheered me widely. I did not

flatter myself that this spontaneous ovation was aimed at me
personally, except insofar as I had done something to end the low

morale caused by constant football defeat."

Eichelberger did that, all right. Blaik's Black Knights had a

6-3 record in 1942 and went 7-2-1 upon switching from the

single-wingback formation to the T in 1943. They compiled win-

ning streaks of 32 games from 1944 into 1947, and 28 games from

1948 into 1950. In '46 they retired the original Lambert Trophy,

symbolic of eastern supremacy. By '49 they had won two more

legs on the latest trophy.

Second in voting in both 1944 and 1945, Blaik was named
Scripps-Howard Coach of the Year in 1946.

Doc Blanchard and Glenn Davis, Mr. Inside and Mr. Outside

of Blaik's 1944-45-46 juggernauts, were his greatest players, in-

deed, the two greatest backs ever on the same team. The 1944-45
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teams won eighteen straight and scored 916 points to the oppo-

nents' 81 largely because of them. Davis, all flying legs and dodg-

ing hips, wound up rushing for fifty-one touchdowns and a 9.9-

yard average, and Blanchard slashed for thirty-eight touchdowns

and a 6.4-yard average in the three seasons.

B. & D. spearheaded 48-0 and 59-0 hatchetings of Notre Dame
in 1944 and 1945, although they played only twenty minutes of

the latter rout. They also whipped Navy three straight, 23-7

("They simply gave us hell," said the Middies' coach Swede Hag-

berg) , 32-13, and 21-18.

Blaik's 1944 team had fourteen men named to All-American

teams on either offense or defense, but Blaik still calls the 1945

bunch his greatest. In the line-up were Barney Poole and Hank
Foldberg at ends, Tex Coulter and Al Nemetz at tackles, Jack

Green and Art Gerometta at guards, Ug Fuson at center, Arnold

Tucker at quarterback, Shorty McWilliams and Glenn Davis at

halfbacks, and Doc Blanchard at fullback.

Blaik takes no credit for development of Blanchard and Davis.

The Touchdown Twins were naturals. But he has brought along

some greats from obscurity.

There was Arnold Galiffa, so raw a quarterback in 1946 and

1947 that he was called "Stonehead." He blossomed into "The
Pope" in 1948 and 1949.

J. D. Kimmel came to Blaik in 1950 with hardly any exper-

ience. He became a star defensive tackle at Army and later All-

American at Houston.

Jerry Lodge was converted from a clumsy guard into a bril-

liant fullback in 1953.

Pete Vann rose from an unsure, bumbling beginning to

excellence as a quarterback in 1953 and 1954.

Nor did Blaik's capabilities pass unnoticed by other teams. He
turned down chances to coach Yale, Harvard, Michigan, Ohio
State, Texas, Southern California, U.C.L.A., and California. He
was asked to write his own ticket by at least three professional

teams.

The cribbing scandal saw Blaik at his worst hour, and at his

best. He was then fifty-four and his son Bob was a varsity quarter-
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back; young Blaik was included in the scandal. One of the

colonel's rejoinders in the wake of the episode was that cadet

players stayed "unbelievably fatigued" as a result of their double

regimen, and their high morale might have made them place

team loyalty and success above all else. Blaik also said flatly, "I

know these men to be of excellent character."

After that his wrecked teams stumbled through 2-7 and 4-4-1

seasons before finding themselves at 7-1-1 in 1953 and 7-2 in

1954. When Army beat Navy, 20-7, in 1953, it climaxed one of

the most heartening rebuilding feats in football history. The
Washington Touchdown Club recognized it by passing up Jim
Tatum of neighboring Maryland (Scripps-Howard Coach of the

Year) to honor Blaik. The Cadets stung the favored Middies,

14-12, again in 1955.

No one has summed up the start and finish of Blaik's ordeal

better than Lieutenant Colonel James Graham, in The Sporting

News. Graham was a cadet sports writer when Blaik came to

West Point and said, "I'll do nothing—including bringing in

football players—to take away from the honor and spirit of the

Cadet Corps."

Said Lieutenant Colonel Graham of the scandal, its aftermath,

and Blaik:

"He didn't quit. He had plenty of guts and he didn't quit. My
guess would be that he felt he couldn't quit and still walk in

that Long Gray Line himself. There was a lot on the line for

Earl Blaik, and it transcended his own embitterment and surely

the incidental embarrassment of an administration which

wanted him to step off the rug so it wouldn't have to be pulled

from under him.

"His own entity in West Point was at stake and I think there

must be a lot of Army people like myself who gloried in his guts

and the way he stuck it out.

"They ought to cast him in bronze on Trophy Point."



CHAPTER FIVE

JAMES WALLACE BUTTS, JR.

Pass Master

Wally Butts's arms, like the rest of him, are short and

stubby. The five-foot-six-inch 195-pounder never threw a pass in

a college game, and even as a Mercer University end he spent

more time sprawling tackles and jolting sidebacks than he did

latching onto footballs.

Thus the origin of coach Butt's fantastic predilection for the

aerial end of the game is hazy. But it is nonetheless fantastic. In

seventeen anguished autumns (for Butts, they are all anguished,

win or lose) the little man with the fire-hydrant frame and choir-

boy mug has become the leading authority on the forward pass

in this or any other time.

Not since he succeeded Joel Hunt as University of Georgia

head coach in 1939 has Butts had a "natural" passer in every

sense. Yet he has produced three of football's finest targeteers in

Frank Sinkwich, Johnny Rauch, and Zeke Bratkowski. His Bull-

dogs led the Southeastern Conference in passing during eight of

Butts's first seventeen seasons; they averaged 191 air yards per

game in 1942. And Georgia followers largely had the pass to thank

for seven bowls in Butts's first eleven seasons—Orange, 1942; Rose,

'43; Oil, '46; Sugar, '47; Gator, '48; Orange, '49; and Presidential

Cup, '50.

At the same time James Wallace Butts is football's gloomiest

agent since Gil Dobie. He broods ceaselessly over the fates that

have tossed him such specimens for players. Assuredly he is the

most miserable of fifty-four Rose Bowl victors. In the 1942 sea-

son, at the end of which Georgia clipped U.C.L.A., 9-0, in Pasa-

dena, Butts complained weekly that the upcoming Saturday was

the one of reckoning. It was—for the opponent, in every case but

46
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one, when Auburn slipped Georgia a never-to-be-forgotten 27-13

Mickey.

Butts's marvelous melareholy accounted for one of Dixie's out-

standing journalistic fumbles. The late Scoop Latimer, of the

Greenville, South Carolina, News, was casting about for a distinc-

tive angle for his advance story on the Georgia-Furman game of

1946 when he spied Butts's roly-poly physiognomy a block away.

Latimer buttonholed Butts and fired questions. In no time at all

he was getting answers.

"Three-touchdown favorites!" Butts snorted. Charley Trippi

had a game leg, he mourned. Johnny Rauch was away off his

timing. Ends were shying away from passes as though they were

time bombs, he went on, dabbing at tears. "We may wind up,"

he concluded blackly, "having to use our fifth string."

Latimer hustled off to his typewriter. The next morning the

biggest headlines the News could muster proclaimed Latimer's

exclusive prediction:

FURMAN WILL THRASH GEORGIA.
In a way, Butts was right. He did have to use his fifth string.

But only when Georgia led by 70-7. "And you know," Latimer

puzzled that night, "I talked to Butts after the game and I still

don't see how Georgia won."

Latimer was neither the first nor last victim of the Little

Round Man's earnest caterwauling. A safe estimate would be

that he has predicted victory in less than 10 per cent of his 109

victories and is positively amazed that he was right in only fifty-

six other cases when he foresaw defeat. He also feels that he was

extremely lucky to achieve eight ties.

Butts is a personal paradox the like of which football has not

seen and is not likely to see again. He is the game's most demand-

ing instructor and at the same time a brilliantly witty after-

dinner speaker and a soft touch for anybody or anything in

trouble.

No sooner will someone tell you of the way Butts jerks 220-

pound tackles around by the napes of their necks than another

reminds you that the Buttses' cook, Florine, bosses him about as

if he were a child.

You will hear that several years ago Butts bounced from his
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automobile and challenged a towering truck driver who had re-

fused to let him pass on the highway. But it is also true that he

broke down in mirth when a ten-year-old walked into one of his

roughest scrimmages, pulled at his arm, and asked innocently,

"What time is it?"

Old players reminisce of Butts's days as Georgia Military

College coach, when he drove them through signals at half

time; few know that he substitutes for ministers in church pulpits

and makes frequent Sunday-school talks.

It was all over the papers when he dismissed his best tackle in

1939, but there was no publicity on Butts's subsequent action: he

paid the boy's expenses on through graduation.

Butts vaulted over a desk at Harry Kuniansky when the At-

lanta guard demanded he start against Georgia Tech in 1942,

but he regularly stops for hitch-hikers and has not the heart to

pass up a motorist struggling with a flat tire.

Butts has turned down dozens of offers to go elsewhere—includ-

ing one by multimillionaire Lou Wolfson, who wanted to buy a

pro team outright and let Butts name his salary as head coach.

Paradox, Butts is; crazy mixed-up kid, he certainly isn't. His

theories on offensive football are ingeniously sound, and his

tenets on the forward pass are unmatched for brilliance.

Butts believes, to start with, that good passers are born and

made. "If they haven't the inborn sense of timing and co-ordina-

tion," he explains, "they'll never make the grade. It takes a

natural touch to pick receivers and time the passage of the ball.

And a man must have the temperament—that is, he must accept

the fact that he will be racked up every so often, and he cannot

become flustered in tense situations. He has to operate mechanic-

ally and without thinking, because there is no time in a game to

reflect on fundamentals. He's got to do what comes naturally."

Round-shouldered, broad-bottomed, flat-footed Frank Sink-

wich could not pass a lick when he came to Athens from Youngs-

town, Ohio, in September, 1939. Butts was almost as new at

college football as Sinkwich—he joined the Georgia staff as an

assistant, fresh from Louisville's Male High, in 1938—but he

insisted that Sinkwich should utilize his passing talents as a tail-

back. Both Sinkwich and freshman coach Howell Hollis thought
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Sinkwich would go better at fullback where he did not have to

pass. Butts and backfield coach Bill Hartman spent hours daily

drilling Sinkwich on passing, but Butts drolly hands credit for

the Fireball's final excellence to Harry Mehre:

"Harry brought his Ole Miss team to Athens in 1940, Sink-

wich's sophomore season, and threw a nine-two defense at him.

Ole Miss racked Sinkwich on every play. After that he figured

he'd have to learn to pass or get killed."

Sinkwich, says Butts, had one attribute that brought him

through: "Something God gave him—the ability to pick the open

receiver better than anybody I ever saw."

In 1942 Sinkwich set a national total offensive record of 2,187

yards of which 1,392 were gained in the air. Georgia averaged a

fabulous 429.5 yards total offense per game that year.

Rauch came to Georgia in 1945 after playing fullback at little

Yeadon, Pennsylvania, High School. There was no passing in his

background, but he had to take over Bulldog quarterbacking as

a freshman. The year before, Butts had become the South's first

major-college coach to go to the T-formation, but all three 1944

quarterbacks—George Skipworth, Ken McCall, and Billy Hodges

—went into service after the '44 season. Butts took Rauch into

tow that '45 summer and worked ceaselessly with him.

"Keep your feet close together," he drummed into Rauch.

"Twelve or fifteen inches will do it. Throw off the back foot and

step into the target. Elbow close to body and keep it there! Now
when you step off that left foot, no more than six to eight inches.

That's itl Ball up from your chest about a foot—just to the right

of your head." He made Rauch turn his wrist in and line it up
with his receiver.

Rauch had to learn Georgia's four types of T-formation passes

—drop-back, angle-back, roll-out, and play pass. On the drop-

back, he took the ball and beat a straight retreat into the pockets

of blockers. On the angle-back, he spurted back at an oblique

angle. On the roll-out, he started around one side, then either

threw or ran as the defense committed itself. The play pass simu-

lated a run but evolved into a pass.

Rauch, though pathetically slow on the straightaway, became

a whiz at making it into the drop-back slot in less than three
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seconds, and he hung religiously in the pocket. In 1948, he

averaged 18.4 yards per completed pass. Named All-American, he

commented, "They should have named Coach Butts to this thing.

He did it, not me."

Edmond Raymond (Zeke) Bratkowski, Butts's latest great

passer, came from little Danville, Illinois, to the University of

Georgia with all the physical attributes. He was tall enough—six

feet two, heavy enough—two hundred pounds, and had huge

hands and good co-ordination. But he was easily discouraged, and

there is no room in the make-up of a T-quarterback for that

attribute. Butts held him out of varsity competition his sopho-

more season to build his confidence and allow him to mature,

and for an hour each afternoon after everyone else had left the

field except a center and an end, drilled him intensely. Bratkow-

ski wound up throwing for three-year Southeastern Conference

records of 4,863 yards and 360 completions.

Charley Trippi was never a passer per se at Georgia, but he

had no superior on the roll-out pass. And Butts exploited

Trippi's astounding versatility to the limit; no one man has ac-

complished such a variety of things from the T. Butts used him
running routine left-halfback plays, taking direct snaps and

either passing or running, taking hand-offs from the quarterback,

and running to his right and reversing back to his left, and tak-

ing hand-offs and bursting backward to throw long passes.

Butts's passing manual is importantly different from those of

rivals in another respect. Where most passers are trained to

watch receivers, Butts's flingers eye the defensive men instead.

The theory is that they are so familiar with their receivers' routes

that they do not even have to look to find them. They wait until

the defense commits itself, then throw.

While Georgia's Little Round Man pins primary responsibility

for the passing attack upon the passer himself, he gives ample

attention to the receiver. Georgia has had five nationally ranking

receivers under Butts—Lamar Davis (1940-41-42), Reid Moseley

(1943-44-45-46) , Dan Edwards (1944-45-46-47), Harry Bab-

cock (1950-51-52), and John Carson (1950-52-53).

Butts lists as number-one requirement for receivers that they

must be clever and proud of it. Babcock, Carson, and Moseley
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were extroverts in the extreme and developed fierce pride in out-

witting secondary men. Davis and Edwards were quieter types

but no less brainy and effective, and they were devastating on

defense as well as offense. Every one had at least one 500-yard

season, and Babcock gained 666 yards on 41 catches in 1951.

The word "decoy," frequently used by other coaches, is miss-

ing in the Butts lexicon. He maintains that every man eligible

must get open and attract the attention of the passer. And
Georgia's receivers run at least twenty yards after every catch

even in light practice.

When Butts helped Bo McMillin with the College All-Stars

in 1947, he was placed in charge of the aerial attack. Most of his

maneuvers involved four receivers downfield. "But we can't get

that many down," a companion complained.

"If we can do it at Georgia," Butts snapped, "you can cer-

tainly do it here." And they did, and beat the Los Angeles Rams,

16-0.

No matter how rough the regimen, Georgia's Bulldogs are

never asked to do anything the head man hasn't done himself.

Neither football nor life was ever easy for Butts. Undersized

from his birth in Milledgeville, Georgia, on February 7, 1905,

he was so small when he reported for football at Georgia Military

College that other boys reached over his head and took all the

equipment. The undaunted shaver showed up the next day in

tennis shoes and homemade pants, stuffed and stitched by his

mother.

He captained football, basketball, and baseball teams at

G.M.C. and next at Mercer University. Bennie Moore, his Mercer

mentor and now Southeastern Conference commissioner, called

Butts "the best I ever saw at blocking a tackle."

In an extracurricular way, Butts sparred with a Macon heavy-

weight named Battling Mims and pinned the strong man of a

circus that dropped by Milledgeville.

When he was graduated from Mercer in 1929, Wally married

Winnie Taylor, and together they trekked into Butts's coaching

start at Madison, Georgia, A. & M. In 1931 he returned to G.M.C.

as football foreman, and in 1934 moved on to Male High in
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Louisville. His Louisville summertimes were spent tossing five-

hundred-pound flour sacks around the Pillsbury Mills plant,

and his autumns were spent turning out champions. Butts's

clubs over that period from 1929 through 1937 lost only ten

games. He was a natural choice as end coach when Joel Hunt
organized his Georgia staff in 1938, but Butts's Spartan regimen

did not end then or when he was named head coach in 1939.

Until 1942, he wrestled daily with 230-pound assistant coach

Quinton Lumpkin. Far beyond that date, he drove himself

through five miles of roadwork daily. At forty eight, he sprained

a knee showing a bunch of Miami kids how to slide into a base.

"No wonder the guy's so short," quipped a writer. "He wore

himself down to a nubbin."

The obsession for conditioning was a heavy factor in Butts's

favor when he was picked to head the Georgia staff in '39. And
it was ten years before his Bulldogs lost a game in the fourth

quarter—when Texas beat Georgia, 40-28, in the 1949 Orange

Bowl.

There have been other Georgia comebacks based on superior

conditioning (20-6 over Tulsa in the 1946 Oil Bowl, 20-10 over

North Carolina in the 1947 Sugar Bowl, and several victories

in the war years of 1943-44 when Butts won thirteen of nineteen

games without a military unit), but the classic pay-off on his train-

ing was the Georgia-Alabama game of 1942.

Georgia trailed, 10-0, as the last quarter opened. Frank Sink-

wich threw a five-yard pass to George Poschner, who was playing

with a broken arm, for the first touchdown; Leo Costa's extra

point made it 10-7.

Then the Bulldogs moved sixty-nine yards in eight plays and

made it 14-10 on another Sinkwich-Poschner shot.

Finally, Andy Dudish scooped up a Tide fumble and carried

it across. Costa extra-pointed for the third time and a 21-10

triumph that is considered the top comeback in sixty-odd years

of southern football.

Butts allows no water on the field during games; the closest

Bulldogs get to moisture is a neck-slapping with a wet towel

from water boy Clegg Stark. When Butts saw Mickey Rooney

wheel a profusely decorated water cart into the U.C.L.A. huddle
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in the 1943 Rose Bowl, he turned to an assistant and exulted,

"Anybody who uses that kind of perambulatin' pop cart, we can

beat for sure." The final score was Georgia 9, U.C.L.A. 2.

Georgia players race on and off the field. They are given three

seconds for the journey, coming or going. There have been

cases of out-on-their-feet Bulldogs dashing the distance out of

pure reflex. They never sit or lie down even during a time out.

Georgia practice sessions are long and rough. Butts is often

criticized for his extraordinary demands upon his men, and he

has lost countless players through scrimmage injuries or simply

through having them quit in disgust. But he figures, and the

records tend to show, that he is away ahead of the game on his

methods.

George Poschner, who came to Georgia as a traveling com-

panion for Sinkwich and left as an All-American, was badly

wounded during World War II and insists that the only way he

survived at all was his training under Butts. Johnny Rauch
blames his lackluster pro career with the New York Yanks and

Philadelphia Eagles on not having Butts "there to drive me and

keep me hustling."

In the spring of 1941, Sinkwich despaired of Butts's heavy

hand and announced in the yard of an Athens tavern that he

was quitting football. A month later, Sinkwich stopped Butts

in front of an Athens pool hall and asked permission to return

to the team. "I don't know," Butts said coolly. "It just doesn't

seem fair to the other fellows who have been practicing a month
while you've been loafing around. I'll ask them."

The players voted Sinkwich back. Butts accepted the verdict

but made the tailback start on the fourth string. Sinkwich was

subjected to nearly inhuman punishment in scrimmages before

finally joining the regulars again. That fall he handled the ball

on 344 of 473 Georgia single-wing plays and made All-American

with a broken jaw.

"Coach Butts made a man out of me," Sinkwich flatly declares

today.

Only one player has openly mutinied against Butts's methods.

That was a tackle named Tommy Greene, who exploded under

goading in 1941 and took a swing at the coach. Butts told
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Greene to take a shower and to meet him in the gym at 6:00 p.m.

Butts wanted to match himself—a sawed-off thirty four-year-old

—against 215-pound Greene and clear up the matter with box-

ing gloves. Greene, a conscientious and loyal player at heart,

apologized and played a lot of tackle for Butts the rest of the

season.

The Little Round Man has a variety of expressions for prac-

tice-field misdemeanors and misfits. Put together they would

make a picturesque dictionary. Here is a sprinkling:

"He's big but hollow"—large player lacking in guts.

"Floppin' around like a wounded pigeon"—wobbly pass.

"He trips over a blade of grass"—ball-carrier easily brought

down.

Butts's belligerence is viewed tolerantly by many of his stu-

dents and he has been the object of humorous if unwitting

rejoinders. In 1946, when he failed to spot tackle Garland

(Bulldog) Williams, he screamed, "Where were you supposed

to be on that play?"

"Back there amongst 'em, coach," Williams blurted. "And I

was."

When a lineman from a small town called Ellijay in the

North Georgia hills flashed through to break up a play in 1950,

Butts yelped jubilantly, "Where'd you come from, Worley?"

"Ellijay," Ed Worley retorted. He added with a puzzled frown,

"I thought you knew that, coach."

Butts is a champion pep talker and has fired his gladiators

to deeds beyond their capabilities with pregame and half-time

oratory. Only a few times have the diatribes backfired, but they

have been notable ones. Before a 1947 game, he broke all records

for eloquence, then directed the Bulldogs to charge out and

chew the opponent to pieces. As they bolted away, end Bob
Walston paused long enough to murmur to end coach

J. V.

Sikes, "If we get down near the goal, you'd better send Coach

Butts in. He's ready."

Practice-field tartar Butts is strictly a pushover at home.

Daughters Faye, Jean, and Nancy twit him good-naturedly but

mercilessly. When he objected that Jean's new husband (De-
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catur, Georgia, High coach Frank Jones) would not win any

beauty contests, teen-age Nancy snapped, "Well, you're no ravin'

handsome beast yourself."

Faye once held him up for $50 for two Tech-Georgia tickets

that her father needed for a friend.

Mrs. Butts has him thoroughly mastered on every subject

except one; he refuses to have an unpublished telephone

number or have the 'phone removed from their Highland

Avenue home. "I'm paid to talk to Georgia people," he defends,

"and besides, I may get a tip sometime."

Indeed, he did, once. A few years ago an astronomer called

and offered, "A new moon rose in a cloudy sky this week, and

Saturn turned a few degrees. So against Auburn Saturday, if

Joe Geri goes around right end on the first third down of the

second quarter, Georgia will score." Butts has never checked on

the exact sequence, but Georgia won, 49-14, and he takes no

chances that it was not the work of the helpful stargazer.

Butts's business ventures have been spectacularly ill-starred.

Successively he lost a pajama factory and restaurant. Just after

the pajama factory burned, publicist Jimmy Jones barged into

Butts's office and cracked to the forlorn Butts, "I've heard of

guys losing their shirts in fires, but never their pajamasl"

One of the few personal subjects on which the Georgia coach

never allowed himself to be pushed around was his late mongrel

pup Rip. He carried Rip everywhere and nursed him as if he

were an expensive pedigreed animal, which Rip assuredly was

not. An assistant coach found Butts sitting in his office one Sun-

day morning after a dreadful trip, patting Rip, and moaning, "I

guess you're the only friend I've got left in this world." Butts

also was known to refuse to let his daughter Faye take the

family car to a university class because Rip was inside it; he

didn't want Rip disturbed.

Butts's peerless poor-mouthing may be partially acquired

from Notre Dame's Frank Leahy, although no Butts acquaint-

ance will wager that Leahy didn't get his from Butts. The two

are fast friends, stanchly described each other as "the best in the

business" while Leahy was still in it, and Butts has even been
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accused of tipping Leahy off to prize prospects who are headed

for rival Southeastern Conference schools.

The remarkable thing about Butts's pessimism is that he has had

only four losing seasons in seventeen. His won-lost records have

been: 1939-5-6-0; 1940-5-4-1; 1941-8-1-1; 1942-10-1-0; 1943-
6-4-0; 1944-7-3-0; 1945-8-2-0; 1946-10-0-0; 1947-7-4-0; 1948-

9-1-0; 1949-4-6-1; 1950-6-2-3; 1951-5-5-0; 1952-7-4-0; 1953-
3-8-0; 1954-6-3-0; and 1955-4-6-0.

Today Butts is canonized with Ty Cobb and Bobby Jones in

his own state, and he emphasizes home-state recruiting to the

point that he has challenged any team in the country to a game
using only home-state talent. Still, he stoutly refutes any anti-

eastern talk.

"I don't care where a man comes from or how he spells his

name," the Little Round Man says, stoking turnip greens and

buttermilk. "All I ask is that he be loyal to Georgia, proud of

that jersey, and try like the devil to score."



CHAPTER SIX

HERBERT ORIN CRISLER
"The Most Self-Possessed Man"

When the university of Michigan athletic board thought it

had cleared away its final item of business in early 1948, tall and

stately Fritz Crisler held up his right index finger and said:

"One more matter."

Then the 1947 football coach of the year—49-0 Rose Bowl

conqueror of Southern California—turned the last page of a

resplendent eighteen-year college head-football-coaching career.

He quit.

That was the way Herbert Orin Crisler did everything—

coolly, restrainedly, as unruffled as a majority stockholder, and

yet, as one intimate said, always with the quietly forceful drama
of a MacArthur.

"Fritz Crisler is not a man with a warm nature," says Stu

Wilkins, one of Crisler's Rose Bowl guards. "His players never

had a brotherly or fatherly affection for him. He remained aloof

from the distractions that bother most of us. Some thought he

lacked feeling for us. I never thought so. He was respected by

all. He would rather lose a game than have one player injured.

He was close to being a fanatic on playing within the rules. He
was the most self-possessed man I have ever known."

Another Crisler associate put it less warmly: "He is a cold,

calculating fish, and I wonder that he ever made a mistake."

Truth to tell, Crisler made few. His 116-32-9 record proves

that.

Yet there were times early in his coaching life when the

debonair duke of Earlville, Illinois, varied from that rocklike

calm. In 1932, just before his first Princeton eleven wound up

57
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against Yale, Crisler sat down with the Tigers and began speak-

ing with deep emotion.

"Fellows, this is the climax of the season—your season. There's

a big crowd here, mostly Princeton men. They will be disap-

pointed if you lose.

"I want you to know there is one fellow who will be pulling

for you no matter how things go. He is proud of you and he

loves you.

"That fellow is I, your coach. And I want you to know that

as we face this last game together, it has been a privilege to

associate with you. You have made a difficult task a positive joy.

"Now you seniors go into that other room and think a while.

I'm not going with you but I'll be with you in spirit. Go on now,

and I'll call you in a little while."

Picked to lose by a bushelful, Princeton tied Old Eli, 7-7.

Crisler, now Michigan athletic director, made three head-

coaching stops. They were at Minnesota, in 1930-31, where he

won 10, lost 7, and tied 1; Princeton, 1932-37, 35-9-5, and

Michigan, 1938-48, 71-17-3. At each he demanded the best and

got it. "His attitude," remarks University of Delaware athletic

director Dave Nelson, a Crisler student at Ann Arbor, "was that

the best was expected of you, and you needn't be congratulated

for trying."

Occasionally it must have seemed to Crisler that he wasn't

making much headway. But he always made his point eventually.

Up until the national championship squad of 1947, Crisler called

his 1940 team his best. And even the '47 catapult could not

shade '40 for screwball antics. Tommy Harmon likes to tell

about the time that the earlier club went out to play Ohio
State. "Most of the guys talked about everything but football

on the train to Columbus—dates—where they were going after

the game—everything but football. It nearly drove Fritz crazy.

He walked the aisle practically frothing. Then he blew up and
took us off the train at Toledo and gave us a chewing-out on
getting serious for Ohio State.

"We went back to the train, and it started all over. Fritz was

furious. He shut himself up in his compartment, and we didn't
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see him again until we got off at the stadium the next day. He
wouldn't say a word.

"Call it whatever kind of psychology you want—we went out

and clobbered Ohio State, 40-0."

All-American halfback Harmon, now CBS sportscaster in Los

Angeles, is the self-styled number-one rider on the Crisler band

wagon. "And why shouldn't I be?" he asks. "Without him I

would have been lost. When I finished playing, everybody came

after me, wanting me to write stories, endorse products, play

in movies. I asked Fritz to act as my agent. He did, and he never

missed a trick. When I was in service and reported missing in

action twice, he was always first to cheer up my mother and

father."

The boys that Crisler had to discipline (some of his players

called him the Lord) regard him as highly as the others. Ells-

worth Harpole, a Crisler pupil at Minnesota, trekked across

Minneapolis for a Thanksgiving dinner; lacking carfare, he had

to walk back to the practice field and was late to the pre-Ohio

State session. Crisler asked no questions, just held Harpole on

the bench through the Gophers' 19-7 mop-up of the Buckeyes.

Harpole was stunned—"But I've never been late since."

Maybe you liked two-platoon football. Maybe you didn't.

However you felt, you had to admit that along with the split-T

formation it was a prime post-World War II football factor.

Crisler fathered two-platoon football, and he also helped kill it.

"We arrived at the two-team system at Michigan not out of

any great ingenuity but pure necessity" he points out. "Michigan

was to meet Army in 1945. It was a veteran Army team, and

Michigan had mostly freshmen. I was perfectly aware that our

youngsters could not stand up against Army for sixty minutes

and we would have to spell them off at intervals.

"We divided the line into two groups, one whose abilities

were best suited to offense, the other best gifted in defense.

Then we ran the offensive team in whenever we gained posses-

sion. When we lost possession—which was frequently—the defen-

sive line took over. We lost, twenty-eight to seven, but it should

have been worse."
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From that start, two-platoon football grew into a monster that

bankrupted athletic associations and disgusted aficionados of

solid old-time football.

Crisler recognized the monster and moved to exterminate it.

He headed the football rules committee that junked unlimited

substitution in early 1953.

Some said he led the drive to kill two-platoon play in order

to weaken rival Michigan State, for whom unlimited substitu-

tion had come to mean unlimited victory.

"The committee members were honest and unselfish," Crisler

retorted. "They acted with courage, took the course best for the

game and the players. Specialization was becoming too pro-

nounced, and the all-around skills and objectives were being

overlooked."

Controversy pursues men of principle everywhere, and not

even Fritz Crisler's pronounced introversion could shield him
from splash and spotlight.

When the old University of Chicago end-back (1919-20-21)

and assistant coach (1922-29) accepted Princeton's offer to suc-

ceed Al Wittmer, he turned the New Jersey school on its gilded

ear. Wittmer in 1931 had let himself be kibitzed right out of

business by well-meaning but meddlesome alumni. At the same

time he had ignored famed ex-Tiger coach Bill Roper, whom
he had replaced. That year, as a concession to old grads, Wittmer

let fifty-five former Princeton players parade about the practice

field in their moth-eaten uniforms, and Princeton took a 51-14

lump from Yale.

Crisler tried a different tack when he caught up the Princeton

reins in 1932. He expressed gratification at being ("a corn-fed

yokel," he put it) picked as the first nongraduate coach. He tore

about the country speaking to eighty-five Princeton clubs—every

one there was. He welcomed suggestions, accepted them gra-

ciously, and as promptly forgot them. And Princeton rose.

Not many slept through Crisler's entry into Michigan foot-

ball, either. He asked and received the highest salary yet paid

to a midwestern coach when he gave up the last two years of

his Old Nassau contract to succeed Harry Kipke at Michigan
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in 1938. He deflated any number of Ivy Leaguers with a declara-

tion upon his departure that "the depression has turned kids

toward state colleges. The days of large endowments and big

return on invested capital are over."

He also insisted that his Michigan tenure be made Yost-proof;

that is, without interference from bombastic Fielding Harris

(Hurry Up) Yost, who was scheduled to remain as athletic di-

rector until automatic retirement in 1940.

Then, just before Crisler dropped out as Wolverine head

coach in 1948, Michigan professor Harry Carver (faculty mem-
ber of the athletic board) blamed Crisler for what he called

deterioration of university relations with the press. Carver la-

beled Crisler a "one-man gang."

In 1954, when Crisler entered his fourteenth year as athletic

director, he barred pro scouts from the press box.

A lot of snipers took pot shots at Crisler personally, but never

at his record. At Michigan it included Western Conference cham-

pionships in 1943 and 1947, and the finest of all Wolverine clubs

that latter season.

Crisler's perfectionist tendencies, so marked at his zenith, did

not manifest themselves in the direction of football in his youth.

At Earlville, Illinois (population 1,200) , where he was born on

January 12, 1899, he and a cripple were the only two of seventeen

male high-school students who did not play football in 1913 (in

Crisler's defense, he weighed only ninety-two pounds at the

time) . He played just a jot after transferring to nearby Mendota
High, but an ambition to become a doctor was the dominant

influence of his mid-teens. He graduated second in his Mendota
High class and went on to the University of Chicago on an

athletic scholarship.

Stories of Crisler's early-day bumbling have been exaggerated

with each telling. But certainly he was no athletic ball of fire

at the start. When he stopped by the University of Chicago

football field in 1917 just to look, Amos Alonzo Stagg stumbled

over him. Stagg growled, "I might have known it was a freshman

gaustering out here in the way. If you're so curious, why haven't

you got a football suit on?"

"Not big enough," mumbled 147-pound Crisler.
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"Rats!" Stagg said. "Some of Chicago's greatest players have

been runts. Get out here tomorrow!"

Crisler dutifully reported. Freshman coach Pat Page outfitted

him and planted him at end. Unluckily, Crisler's first defensive

foray led into interference headed by 220-pound all-Big Ten full-

back Charley Higgins. Crisler got up holding his head, and quit.

Page later accosted him on the campus and called him a quitter.

At that Crisler re-outfitted himself and played out 1917 as first-

string freshman end.

He spent 1918 in the Army, returned in 1919, and became

a basketball and baseball star. Crisler may not regard it as a

pleasant souvenir, but one Japanese player he outpitched in a

fourteen-inning game on an Oriental baseball junket was so

frustrated that he committed hara-kiri.

Crisler's football rise was not as swift. As a sophomore in '19

he balled up one play after another. Finally Stagg halted prac-

tice. "Crisler," he said wearily, "there's a celebrated violinist in

this country. The name sounds like yours but is spelled differ-

ently—K-R-E-I-S-L-E-R. He's world-renowned because he has cer-

tain attributes and knows how to use them. He has genius,

brains, skill, co-ordination. From now on, Crisler, I'm going to

call you Fritz, too, just to remind myself that you are absolutely

his opposite."

Stagg did nothing unreasonably, and his reasoning became

apparent when "the opposite" came through with two stupendous

games in 1921 against Wisconsin and Princeton. Crisler played

end against the Tigers, and all-star Stan Keck was his head-on

foe. Keck outweighed Crisler 228 pounds to 183 and knocked

him down on the first play. But from then on Crisler handled

him.

Crisler was a scholastic phenomenon throughout his college

days. He had to maintain a 90 average to keep his scholarship;

he did. He needed 144 grade points for Phi Beta Kappa; he

piled up 146 but got three points knocked off for cutting chapel.

It was traditional that seniors got freshmen to attend chapel for

them, and Crisler's let him down and kept him from the PBK
rolls.

By the end of 1921, Crisler was so hard up financially that he
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thrust aside his medical aspirations and took Stagg's offer to

become an assistant coach. He joined the Chi staff in 1922 and

began taking copious notes on Stagg's methods.

Minnesota approached Crisler for its head coaching position

in 1924. Stagg advised the twenty-five-year-old that he was not

ready, and Crisler turned the Gophers down. But in 1930, when
Dr. Clarence (Fat) Spears resigned at Minnesota, Stagg saw Dr.

Robert Hutchins's de-emphasis handwriting on Chicago's walls

and suggested that Crisler get out before the football program

collapsed and left him jobless, or material-less, anyway.

On the second invitation, Crisler stepped into the Gopher

breach and pushed Minnesota to ten victories in eighteen games

in two seasons. In five months, he made 103 speeches to Minne-

sota fan and alumni groups. He cemented relations with the press,

which had been asunder since Dr. Henry Williams, the old

Gopher chief, heaved the Minneapolis Star's Charles Johnson

bodily off the practice field years before.

At Minnesota, as at his other ports, Crisler was tolerant of

natural youthful errors but intolerant of insubordination or

the most minute slackening of effort. Ellsworth Harpole had had

a bad afternoon, and when it was over he stepped on the weight

scales in the dressing room. In came Crisler, twirling his whistle.

"He stopped, looked at me, shook his head, and without a word

passed on," Harpole says. "He didn't need to say anything. I

went out the next day and beat my brains out trying to please

him."

On the rare occasions when Crisler resorted to sarcasm, it was

usually effective. Not always, however. A lineman made a poor

tackle in a heated scrimmage, and Crisler cut him with, "Nice

tackle."

The lineman replied, "Thank you, Mr. Crisler."

Again, Crisler said, "Nice tackle."

Again, the lineman replied, "Thank you, Mr. Crisler."

Near-apoplectic, Crisler ordered him off the field.

In early 1932 Princeton was at an all-time low—ready for

Crisler. The Tigers beat only Amherst in '31, and Al Wittmer's

contract was bought up and Crisler brought in.
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Crisler united Princeton alumni and students, gave old players

and writers "season passes" to practice, and patched up things

with Bill Roper, who was embittered at being snubbed by

Wittmer.

Eastern writers asked Crisler what system he would use. "Block-

ing and tackling," he answered.

He threw out the sprinter's stance then in vogue among line-

men and instituted the baseball catcher's style—feet side by side,

squat, hand on ground, high elbow close to side. Backs stood

with hands on knees rather than with both hands touching turf.

Crisler also opposed "riding out" rival linemen. He preferred

to have his men turn defensive players to the flank to make a

hole rather than driving them straight backward.

He dissipated contention in the huddle—"Mexican generals,"

Crisler called argumentative players—by putting ten players to-

gether and the quarterback apart from them to survey the situa-

tion and then stride into the huddle with a quick call.

Crisler's Tigers tumbled 35 of 49 opponents through 1937.

They were unbeaten in 1933 (allowing only eight points and

shutting out their first seven opponents) and 1935 (whitewash-

ing Cornell, Navy, Harvard, and Lehigh in succession)

.

Ivy Leaguers often were—and are—hard to impress, and that

applied to football players. One of Crisler's scouts heard a rival

scout reading a report on the Tigers. It was generally uncom-

plimentary, referring to such weaknesses as the right end block-

ing too low, the left tackle tipping plays by placement of his

feet, and so on. Crisler had known his players' faults but had

been unable to convince them. He repeated the opponents'

Princeton scout report and the dilemma was solved.

An ironic happenstance kept Crisler from bringing together

what might have been the greatest one-two punch in college

football history. In 1937 Crisler talked halfback Dave Allerdice

(who wanted to attend Michigan because his father had been

captain there in 1909) into coming to Princeton. Subsequently

Crisler went to Michigan and fell heir to Tom Harmon, a rising

sophomore at the time. There is no telling how dynamic a

Harmon-Allerdice tandem might have been, although Crisler's

own Michigan combination of Harmon-Evashevski did very well.
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Michigan football in the mid-1930's had faded alarmingly, and

a change was in order after the Wolverines won only fourteen

of thirty games from 1934 through 1937.

So Crisler was hired, and he set out for a winner, trying to

keep it on the up and up. "A college with courage," he said,

"will not hire a squad of mercenaries to wear its uniform."

He got a winner—in 1938. After a 6-1-1 record, it bounced

back with 6-2 in 1939. The Wolverines even beat Western Con-

ference champion Ohio State, 21-14.

If Crisler were the Leo Durocher type of hunch-player that he

has been called, the 1939 upset of O.S.U. saw him riding one of

his best intuitive streaks. Ohio State led, 14-0, at half time.

Michigan won in the last thirty-eight seconds with a play that

Crisler had installed early in September and had never used. It

was a fake place kick and run with the dreaded Harmon faking

the kick and Fred Trosko running.

The same play suckered Notre Dame and scored on the Irish

in 1942.

Crisler picked up superstitions like lint and wore out a batch

at Ann Arbor. Each game-Saturday, he paced the living room
of the country club where the team spent the morning, kicking a

tiny white mint with his foot. "He wore the same suit, tie, shoes,

hat, and everything on a winning streak," Harmon recalls.

"Along with his assistants, Marty Martineau and Biggie Munn,
he invariably followed the players' bus to the stadium in a beat-

up 1930 Chevrolet coupe."

Crisler's program left little room for levity, but some slipped

in. In 1939 Harmon was warring with Paul Kromer for a starting

halfback position. Crisler played them at opposite halfs against

Yale. Harmon fumbled, and Crisler jerked Kromer. As he came

to the bench, Kromer burst out, "I didn't fumble—Harmon did!"

"I know," Crisler said calmly.

"Sure, you know," Kromer retorted, "but how about all the

people up there?" He pointed to the stands.

Crisler was mouse-trapped by the press that 1939 season, and

Illinois's Bob Zuppke beat him because of it. When reporters

pressed him, Crisler said, why yes, he thought Harmon was better
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than Red Grange had been. Zuppke took the statement as a tool,

sharpened his players' desire to a blister with it, and saw them

pummel Michigan and Harmon, 16-7.

Crisler's Michigan single-wing, replete with some of the finest

spinner and buck-lateral plays ever devised, hit a roaring cre-

scendo in 1940. The Wolverines lost only to Minnesota, 7-6.

Then Harmon, Evashevski, and their supporting cast left, and

Crisler started reconstruction. Here again, despite Crisler's aloof-

ness from mortal matters, hilarity crept in. One of Biggie Munn's
most laughable memories under Crisler is of a hot-dog barrage

the two weathered on the bench in Champaign-Urbana as Michi-

gan pelted Illinois, 42-6, in 1943; enraged Illinois fans were

trying to take out their frustration on the Wolverine staff.

Crisler's machines slid from their 1940 peak with a 6-1-1

record in 1941, 7-3 in 1942, climbed back to 8-1 in 1943, 8-2

in 1944, 7-3 in 1945, 6-2-1 in 1946, and went on to 9-0 in 1947.

In 1946, Crisler sensed that he had one of his strongest teams

on the way, and his stony calm suffered for it. Tailback Bob
Chappuis fielded a punt against Minnesota and broke up the

near side line, where a defender was waiting. He had a chance

to fake and go around, but because of his affection for contact

he simply lowered his shoulder and sprawled the man—in direct

contradiction of Crisler's instructions to cut back on any tackier

at the side line. Crisler's men were astounded when he shot

from the bench and screamed, "That-a-way, Chap!" like any

ordinary spectator.

Crisler never fell for the T-craze. He thought it required too

specialized material and lacked variety. He used only five or six

T-formation plays. "We called it the alumni T," he says, "just

to indicate to the alumni that we were keeping up with the

times." The single-wing was his money formation, and one of

its best Crisler workings was a spinner play. John Weisenburger

faked first to Bob Chappuis to the strong side, then to Bump
Elliott to the short side. The short side guard was trapped and

Weisenburger wound up keeping the ball on a delayed shot

over the guards.

His offense was neatly divided into four sections:
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Direct drives—where probability of either large gain or loss is

small. Crisler called these the "sure gainers."

Spinners—where probability of a small loss is large, but so is

probability of big gain.

Sweeps, reverses, multiple-pass plays, and lateral passes—great

probability of substantial loss or gain.

Forward passes—you can lose the ball but you also can score

or go for a huge gain.

Many regard Crisler's handling of the 1947 Michigan-Wiscon-

sin game as his best. Snow, slush, and mud were the motif that

Saturday morning. The Michigan camp had the mulligrubs, and

bad. Crisler called a meeting and convinced squad and staff that

the elements did not matter. "With the exception of more con-

centration on ball-handling and passing," he said, "we will em-

ploy the normal game plan even under these adverse conditions."

Michigan didn't fumble all day and won, 40-6.

The Wolverines' legs were always ready, too. Crisler did not

believe in laborious roadwork, favored sprinting as a condition-

ing measure. "No great play is made at a jog," he maintained.

Pete Elliott, now Oklahoma assistant coach, played on that

1947 team, and Elliott considers Michigan's Rose Bowl adven-

ture the high point of Crisler coaching.

"We were terribly keyed up for Southern Cal. I never saw a

team so ready to play—or so nervous. But Coach Crisler came

into the dressing room and throttled us down. It was funny, the

way he told us not to be so jumpy, then in the next sentence

mentioned that there would be fifty million people listening and

watching the game on radio and television. But somehow he got

us straight."

Crisler was putting into play his belief that mental poise is

contagious.

Michigan had the ball eight times and scored seven touch-

downs. The final: 49-0—exactly the same as that scored by Hurry

Up Yost's Wolverines against Stanford forty-five years earlier in

the first Rose Bowl game.



CHAPTER SEVEN

GILMOUR DOBIE
"You Can't Win Games with Phi Beta Kappas!"

On a broiling Seattle afternoon in August, 1908, graduate

manager Lorin Grimstead was chatting with two high-school

football stars outside of the University of Washington athletic

office. They were Wee Coyle and Penny Westover, and they had

chosen Washington over eastern scholarship offers.

Grimstead beamed and gestured. "This new coach is a jim-

dandy. Had two straight unbeaten seasons at North Dakota.

Young fellow . . . maybe a little rough . . . but real sharp. No,

sir, no more seasons like the last one." He glowered. "Last sea-

son—winning one out of the last six games. . .
." Then he smiled

again. "But this new coach—"

The youths grinned, and Grimstead waved them into the office.

Slouched behind an oaken desk was a wiry chap with a dark,

narrow face. Black eyes peered coldly from beneath mussed hair

partially battened down by a threadbare hat.

"Coach Dobie—" Coyle began.

Dobie remained motionless and silent.

Coyle and Westover began to squirm.

Then, deliberately, the long lean form in the chair uncoiled.

At length he stood—six feet tall, straight as a colonel, stern as a

specter. "Remember," he said, not unlike a judge pronouncing

the death sentence, "practice starts Monday at two o'clock. And
I mean two o'clock. Be on time."

The thoroughly terrorized boys stumbled away.

Starting that September, Gloomy Gil Dobie turned out nine

consecutive unbeaten football teams at Washington. Those,

coupled with the two he had had at Dakota, gave him eleven

68
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straight perfect seasons. That record is likely to stand for all

time.

Dobie was at once the finest precisionist and the toughest coach

in history. Through the first quarter of the twentieth century,

power football was god, and Dobie was its prophet. He took

pleasure in two things: correct execution of the off-tackle play,

and his family.

His sense of humor was as sparkling as a tombstone. He fore-

saw doom at every corner every day. He cleaned up in football

and on the stock market, but his only comments were jeremiads.

He actually cried before games. One friend met Dobie on a

delightful spring morning and tried to elicit an admission that

it was a nice day. "So far," Dobie grunted.

When Dobie coached at Cornell, and the Big Red was beaten,

49-0, a Cornell graduate burst into Dobie's quarters. "That

was really sad, Mr. Dobie," he said.

"Sad!" Dobie echoed. "Young man, you don't know what

sorrow is. Wait until next year."

After Dobie's Cornell club lost a close one to Pennsylvania,

Pop Warner stopped by to commiserate. "I'm sorry you lost," he

told Dobie, "but it was a technical treat to see your backs get

off their marks. I never saw quicker starters."

"That was the trouble," Dobie griped. "They got to the

tacklers too soon."

The Dale Carnegie set will get nowhere using Dobie as an

example. He proved only that a man need not be a grinning

idiot or a toady to overbearing alumni or a sop to players' whims
to be a winner.

Why did Dobie act that way? That's still a riddle. Some said

he flayed his players for pure pleasure. Others, probably closer

to the truth, surmised that he was just constitutionally miserable.

Nathaniel Kossack, who played for Gloomy Gil at Cornell, re-

members:

"He would glue his face to the window of the dressing room,

bent and poised like a setter dog, watching the opposition prac-

tice before a game. Suddenly his anguished cry would ring out,

'Look, boys, they're as big as bulls and as fast as jackrabbits—

my God!'
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"Gloomy Gil? Not really. He was more frightened than his

players. He would go through torture playing the game for us.

He would place himself in our 'puny' bodies and play against

those 'giants.' Dobie's judgment was really affected by this self-

imposed mesmerism."

"Really" gloomy or not, Dobie won 180 games, lost only 45,

and tied 15 in thirty-three years of coaching at North Dakota

Agricultural College (1906-1907) , Washington (1908-1916)

,

Navy (1917-1919) , Cornell (1920-1935) , and Boston College

(1936-1938) . He had fourteen undefeated teams—North Dakota,

igo6, '07; Washington, 1908, '09, '10, '11, '12, '13, '14, '15, '16,

and Cornell, 1921, '22, '23.

He died at sixty-nine as he had lived, alone except for his

children. Age and the effects of an automobile crash ten years

before closed in on the dour Minnesotan on Christmas Eve,

1948. But he was his old grouchy self to the last. Only months

before his death, a United Press reporter called him to ask his

lifetime coaching record. "Hell!" snorted Dobie, who revered

victory as did few men. "I don't keep track of those things."

Gilmour Dobie had to die to prove one of his favorite sayings:

a coach can only wind up two ways—dead or a failure.

He never was a failure.

For whatever it means, most of football's better coaches were

poor in their youth. Dobie was no exception. He was reared on

the ragged edge of poverty in little Hastings, Minnesota, and

never was able to forget his hunger even after collecting a for-

tune. He went busted in '29. He built another bankroll. When
Pearl Harbor came, he plunged every cent he had into railroads

serving the West Coast. He died rich if not joyous.

Dobie never weighed more than 150 pounds, but he was a

fiery end and halfback at Hastings High. He went on to the

University of Minnesota, turned out in a fifty-cent jersey and

one-dollar pair of pants, and became the Gophers' regular

quarterback as a sophomore. He led Minnesota to its first Big

Ten championship in 1900.

Dobie seemed a normal enough citizen then. His reputation

really began after he graduated in law and served his high-
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school coaching apprenticeship at Minneapolis's Southside High
in 1902-1903 (where he also was unbeaten) . Minnesota's Dr.

Henry Williams hired him as an assistant and made him talent-

hunter. It was while beating the backwoods for raw material

that Dobie cut loose with a rare burst of humor. The story has

been attributed to sundry sports figures but belongs to Dobie.

When a reporter asked him how he picked players, he said:

"When I'm traveling, I ask farm boys how to get to a certain

place. If they point with their finger, I move on. If they pick

up the plow and point with it, I stop and sell them on the

University of Minnesota."

The tale later was dramatized in the Broadway play Toplitzy

of Notre Dame and typified Dobie's liking for brute strength.

"The small man has no place in football," he said. In 1914,

when 130-pound quarterbacks were all the rage, his Washington

team averaged 175 pounds. Pygmies did not play for Dobie. He
did not care how his men were built from the hips up but he

wanted them thick-thighed, big-calved, heavy-ankled, for power

and drive.

Drive was a mania with Dobie. Although he had no regard

for training tables (he cut them out at Washington with the

observation that a training table was "like an appendix") , he

insisted that his Minnesota boys stay in shape.

One of Dobie's Gopher quarterbacks, George Weisel, attended

a fraternity dance, stuffed himself with fudge, and turned in

late the Friday night before a minor game. Someone tipped off

Dobie. The next day Dobie sent Weisel into the game but told

him the captain would call signals. Weisel was even more be-

wildered when his number was called repeatedly. After half a

dozen runs Weisel collapsed, and up came the fudge. As Weisel

staggered to the side lines, Dobie shook a long finger in his face

and shrieked, "You will break training, you !"

Dobie moved to North Dakota Agricultural College at Fargo

in 1906. There his clubs belted seven straight opponents in two

seasons and Dobie won the hatred of every rival coach for his

cold devotion to duty and absolute lack of sentimentality. "I

want my players to be normal Americans six days out of the
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week," he said, "but the day of the game they must look upon

the college as a patriot looks upon the flag during a time of

national peril. I want my boys to enter the game believing they

have a mighty good chance of losing but a fighting chance to

win."

Dakota was never a "name" school, but the record shows what

Dobie did for it. He developed quick openers from the double-

wingback formation and put in hours on timing. In 1907 the

Aggies routed famed Haskell Institute, 64-6, after the Indians

beat Kansas State, 10-0. Dakota drubbed Lawrence, 44-0; Wis-

consin beat Lawrence only 5-0.

Then Washington called.

Considering that Dobie took a Washington team being beaten

regularly by second-raters, and fashioned a 58-0-2 record in his

nine seasons there, his unpopularity was incredible.

But there were reasons why fans, players, and newsmen dis-

liked him. The first day he barred the gates to all but players.

He almost had fist fights with former Mayor Hy Gill and Post-

master George Russell. He spent the fir?t few practices implant-

ing fear in his proteges. After three sessions he told the squad,

"You are the dumbest, clumsiest, rankest collection of so-called

football excuses I have ever seen."

He told lineman Pete Tegtmier, the town and campus hero,

"You yellow-haired bum, you've got a yellow streak up your

back as yellow as your dirty yellow hair!"

Dobie built such overflowing resentment that fans openly

booed him and rooted for the opposition. There was no barrier

between stands and field, and spectators pelted Dobie with pea-

nuts until he turned and cursed at them.

The first of Dobie's fifty-eight victories at Washington was a

22-0 rout of Lincoln High. After the game he called his team

"rotten." But he moved the Huskies into the semifinal game
against Oregon unbeaten. He felt that because of the area's

enmity to him he must beat the Webfeet handily to hold his job.

He herded the club into Eugene, Oregon, and found the field

covered with six inches of sawdust. The covering was a protec-

tion against mud during the rainy season, and Dobie knew it.
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But he served immediate notice that Oregon must remove the

sawdust or Washington would not play. The home team refused

to accede. That night Dobie called his Huskies together. "You've

been slickered," he snarled. "Those mongrels have seen to it we
can't possibly winl How can we do anything in that sawdust?"

The histrionics worked. The team begged Dobie to let the

game go on.

"If you want to play," Dobie said, "it's O.K. with me. But I

wouldn't ask you to play under these conditions."

Dobie's kicker, Max Eakins, kept Oregon near its own goal all

afternoon, and Wee Coyle quarterbacked Washington to a 15-0

victory over an Oregon team that physically was three touch-

downs better than the Huskies.

The northwest was ready to hug Dobie to its craggy bosom.

But Gloomy Gil met no one halfway. He stayed aloof. When
good-natured Penny Westover pulled a practice-field boner,

Dobie turned on him savagely. "Get out, you numbskull I" he

roared. "And never show yourself again!"

Westover sobbed out the night, crying over and over, "Oh,

if only I'd hit him, if only I'd hit him."

The next day he was the first man out. Dobie plunked him
back on the first team. "I knew," Dobie said, "his pride wouldn't

let him quit."

Dobie's men learned not to expect praise. His idea was that

they were supposed to perform satisfactorily. Excellence was a

minimum and sloppiness an occasion for violent contumely. "If

a player runs ninety yards to a touchdown, that's nothing," he

told Washington scout Joe Cutting. "If he tried a little harder

he could do it more often."

No one knows whether Dobie honestly felt that his teams

were as bad as he said. But it is a fact that his efforts to scare

them only hardened them. Boiled down, the attitude of Dobie

teams was that if they could take Dobie day after day, they could

take anybody on Saturday.

Dobie lived in a small private house on Fourteenth Avenue
Southeast in Seattle. There in a room piled high with sports

pages and diagrams he devised strategy and held long briefings
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with his quarterbacks. He did not allow players to speak during

meetings. Often he told quarterback Wee Coyle that he played

"like a man devoid of brains" and that he would not be allowed

to play "if I didn't have so many cripplesl"

Washington was defending Northwest champion in 1910, but

Dobie met the squad with tears in his eyes. He still was raving

after three practice games in which the Huskies had scored 110

points to their opponents' none.

The next trip—to Spokane to play Idaho—was a nightmare

for the collegians. Dobie stalked the Pullman predicting bloody

rout—in Idaho's favor. He was so convincing that the team rose

to superhuman heights to prevent disaster. Washington won,

29-0, and relinquished only eight points the entire season.

The Huskies rolled into 1911 with a three-year unbeaten

string. Just before the Idaho game, Dobie discovered halfback

Melville Mucklestone asleep and snoring during his fight talk.

"I hope you get licked!" he screamed. "You cowards!" He re-

fused to speak during the game—which Washington won, 17-0.

Dobie had his club so well drilled for Oregon that year that

he needn't have spoken in that one either. For thirty minutes

each night during the week preceding the game, he had worked

on one play. It was called the "bunk" play, and it involved right

end Wayne Sutton running around his own end after some

complicated fakery. Dobie warned the squad that anyone even

thinking of the "bunk" play in the presence of an outsider would

die the death of a traitor.

Oregon had an excellent team, and appropriate faith in it.

The streets of Portland swarmed with fans bellowing, "Get

Dobie! Get Dobie!"

Just before the Huskies left the Oregon Hotel for Multnomah
Field, George Varnell, a referee, knocked at Dobie's door. Dobie

sprinkled Varnell with selected imprecations dealing with other

days and other games, then filled him in on the "bunk" play.

Varnell said he would watch for it.

Two hours later, Washington was at midfield and precisely

between the side lines. Sutton left his right end position and
slipped in between the left tackle and left end. The backfield

remained in normal alignment. At the command "hike!" the
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center passed the ball into his own stomach and silently counted

to three. Sutton did the same. The guards fell in before the

center to protect him. Coyle pretended to take the ball, then

dashed for the side line. Oregonians screamed "Coyle! Catch

Coyle!" and six men hit him at once.

Meanwhile the center finished the count of three and turned

on his right knee. Sutton shot out of the line and under cover

of the center took the ball and ran around right end for the

touchdown.

Even Varnell had followed Coyle.

Oregon never recovered, and Washington won, 29-3. "They
had it on us," said Coyle, "but they didn't have it on Dobie."

Dobie's Washington juggernaut careened through unbeaten

season after unbeaten season. Its point totals tell the story:

1908—Washington 128, opponents 15

1909—Washington 211, opponents 6

1910—Washington 150, opponents 8

1911—Washington 277, opponents 9

1912—Washington 190, opponents 17

1913—Washington 267, opponents 21

1914—Washington 242, opponents 13

1915—Washington 274, opponents 14

1916—Washington 189, opponents 16

Washington under Dobie averaged 215 1/3 points per season

to its opponents' 13 1/3. The Huskies scored 31 2/3 points per

game to their opponents' 1 9/10.

Only such statistics kept Dobie from being a complete pariah

in Seattle. And finally even the astronomical totals could not

counter the hostility engendered by his personal high-handed-

ness.

Dobie-player relations reached the low point when he ordered

every man to run twenty laps around the field after a 72-0

victory over California in 1915.

When Dobie quit Washington in 1916 to accept the head

coaching job at the Naval Academy, the campus newspaper

Argus noted acidly:
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"The disagreement between Dobie and President Suzzalo is

caused by a misunderstanding on the part of the president. In

some manner Suzzalo has gotten the idea that the educational

functions of the university are of more importance than the foot-

ball team. This error of judgment, while regrettable, is excus-

able. For nine long years, spurred on by Dobie's zeal and pro-

fanity, Washington has waged successful football warfare. Any
football fan will tell you that the university has grown and

prospered solely because of the wonderful record which Dobie

has achieved. Now, with a president who puts mathematics over

muscle, brain over brawn, the future of the university is indeed

shrouded in uncertainty."

So Dobie went to the U. S. Naval Academy at Annapolis. And
if Washington was happy at his departure, the Midshipmen were

positively delirious at acquiring him. The year before, under

Jonas Ingram, they had lost three games (one to Army) and

suffered a debasing tie with little Dickinson.

Dobie and Navy should have been a perfect fit. Dobie insisted

upon iron discipline and demanded top condition—everyday

matters at the academy.

And, on paper, they were a good fit. Under Dobie in 1917,

Navy won seven of eight games, scored 95 points against Western

Reserve, 89 against Haverford, 80 against Villanova, 62 against

both Maryland State and Carlisle, while allowing only 23 points.

"Hearts of oak are our ships," wrote David Garrick, "and

gallant tars are our men." The trouble was, Dobie's heart was

steel, and his tyranny scraped raw wounds upon even the tough

officers-to-be. Charley Hunt, later to retire as a rear admiral,

was a third-string tackle in '17. "Dobie never bothered the low-

raters," Hunt recalls, "except to make us run laps after every

game. But the way he goaded the first-stringers was something

else." Often classmates had to hold Ernest Von Heimburg, an

end who also rose to rear admiral, to keep him from slugging

Dobie. "Dobie was no leader—just a slave-driver," says Hunt.

Ironically, Dobie was uniforming his Navy players in heavy,

clumsy equipment to protect them from injury, and at a sacrifice

of speed.

Dobie was retained in 1918, and that season produced the
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forerunner of the celebrated Cotton Bowl incident of 1954.

Dobie had the Middies so charged up for their finale against

Great Lakes Naval Training Station that sub tackle William

Hardin Saunders leaped from the bench and tackled Great

Lakes' Harry Eileson when Eileson was in the clear. The touch-

down was allowed, and Great Lakes won, 7-6.

Before every game Dobie asked the squad, "What do you do

before every play?"

The players shouted, "Look to the side-lines!"

This was to guard against sleepers.

Then he would ask, "And what do you say before every play?"

And players answered, "It's coming at me!"

In 1919 Dobie got his first shot at Army and brought down
the Cadets, 6-0. A chap named Earl Blaik was playing end for

the Gray that day, but Navy beat Army for the first time in

seven years.

At the close of the 1919 season, Dobie shocked the Academy
hierarchy by announcing that he was leaving. Officials asked

him his terms for a three-year contract. He said, "None. I'm

just leaving. Period." He never gave an official reason but con-

fided to a friend that he had reached an impasse with high

officers who liked to give orders as much as he did: "Too many
admirals trying to run football when they should be at sea."

Cornell beckoned. Dobie quickly worked out terms with ath-

letic director Romeyn Berry. And here began the longest and

most turbulent of his four college head-coaching tenures.

The Big Red had declined sadly. Alumni were frantic for a

return to the all-powerful days under Percy Haughton and Pop
Warner.

Dobie met immediate and numerous rebuffs at Ithaca. He was

Cornell's first career coach in years, and the squad had not even

held spring practice in a decade. "They say," Dobie grumbled,

"that we are going to have a team, but it seems to be more as

a matter of custom than with the idea of winning games."

He was particularly upset over the students' interest in track

and crew. The latter he found boring in the extreme, as he had
at Washington. Assistant football coach Mike Hunt talked Dobie

into attending one regatta. "Dobie talked a tin ear on me about
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football during the whole race," Hunt said later, "then asked

who won.

"As if he cared."

Dobie's excellent command of English and dialects and his

tangy vernacular (he called helmets "hats") came as a jolt to the

Ivy Leaguers. But they put out for him. Only a wave of injuries

cost Cornell two games that first fall.

One glance at the 1920 freshman team kept Dobie from be-

coming too discouraged—privately. There were backs George

Pfann, Floyd Ramsey, and Charley Cassidy—not the giants that

Dobie sought, to be sure, because none weighed more than 165

pounds. But all were sturdy and fast, and as sophomores they

hauled Cornell through undefeated.

Allison Danzig, now a New York Times sports writer, remi-

nisced about the ig2o season he played for Dobie. "The Mon-
day after we beat St. Bonaventure, 55-7," Danzig said, "he lec-

tured us on how bad we were. He said we wouldn't have a chance

the following Saturday unless we got down to business. So we
beat Union, 60-0."

Danzig wrote of Dobie at Cornell:

"In the popular mind, Dobie was a Merlin, a wizard, a

prophet of doom who spends his evenings with Schopenhauer

and his afternoons spreading the philosophy of defeat—in short,

a most unsociable sort of fellow and a joy-killer."

And it wasn't all untrue, Danzig added.

But on swept the Big Red. In 1922, Ail-American tackle Frank

Sundstrom anchored a fine line. Pfann, Ramsey, and Eddie Kaw
were marvels in the backfield.

Dobie's Cornell teams were kingly until the early 1930's. His

material then went from fair to poor, but Dobie remained un-

changed. The Times's Danzig returned to Cornell on his regular

preseason swing around the league and wrote that Cornell, for

a change, had a few players who looked as though they had

seen a football before. The next year, Dobie was laying for

Danzig. Dobie said Danzig had ruined the season for Cornell,

that after reading Danzig's story the players thought they were so

good that actually they weren't worth the powder to blow them

to Hell.
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And Danzig had never even said that Cornell would win a

game.

Before the 1925 season, Dobie called his team "the worst-

looking aggregation that ever met a coach on an opening day-

just a lot of scholars dressed up as athletes with their minds on

Phi Beta Kappa keys instead of interference." Cornell won six

of eight games that year.

Cornell's faculty was no different from those of other schools

in that it was extremely liberal with advice for the coach. At

one athletic committee meeting, professors offered suggestion to

President Farrand for improving the team's won-lost record.

Dobie sat silently for a while, then blurted, "Confound it, Presi-

dent, what we need around here is more manpower!

"

Dobie actually suggested to the national collegiate athletic

body that football was becoming so complicated and time-con-

suming that players should not be required to attend classes

during season.

Shortly after Kaw, Pfann, Ramsey, and Cassidy graduated,

Dobie happened to be pondering his troubles in a hotel lobby

when a young midwestern coach notorious for his use of sub-

sidized talent approached him. "You don't look very happy, Gil,"

the visitor commented. "The old master must be slipping."

"No," Dobie replied caustically, "just forced to play students."

Dobie's humor grew worse each year at Ithaca. Personal prob-

lems contributed. His wife was killed in the 1920's in a train-car

accident, and he was left the sole guardian of their three children.

In 1929 he lost a fortune in the stock market. His health, too, was

never good.

Gloomy Gil's dry cackle of a laugh was more ironic than

mirthful. He would peer at his Cornell players through reading

glasses worn low on his nose. He fell into the habit of sitting

on his heels with his knees drawn up under his chin. In explana-

tion he frequently used the word, "See," and punctuated it by

spitting.

In 1930, Lou Little's first year at Columbia, Cornell lost to

the Lions, 10-7. Little extended the customary condolences to

Dobie and was met with a snappish, "That's all right, Little.

It was just a couple of lousy teams milling around, anyway!"
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When times were leanest, Dobie worked hardest at teaching

fundamentals. To improve the timing of his Red backs, he spent

long periods teaching them to cross one leg over the other to

make the cutback off tackle. His Cornell offense was impressive

even in losing.

Dobie advocated a balanced starting position that allowed

movement in any direction. His Cornell teams used the punt

formation and single-wing and double-wing formations with un-

balanced line. He used few plays because, he said, his squads

always were so green they couldn't learn many. Power plays with

interference, rather than downfield blocking, were standard. His

offense produced consistent gains rather than breakaways.

He preferred spot passing to long heaves and allowed re-

ceivers only one fake. His passers always took a predetermined

number of steps before throwing.

Dobie's tackles were the keystones of his defense. Richard

Beyer, a Cornell wingback who regularly blocked tackles, certi-

fied after scrimmaging that the Big Red tackles were harder to

move than any of Cornell's opponents.

One critic of Dobie's seven-man defensive line and box sec-

ondary told him it just wasn't winning stuff. "That depends,"

Dobie retorted. "Everybody thought the box was pretty fair with

Kaw, Pfann, Ramsey, and Cassidy in it."

Nineteen-thirty-five was Dobie's last and worst season at Cor-

nell. Indeed it was the worst season of his thirty-three years as

a college chief. That team failed to win even once. It lost five

games, tied one.

Few Cornellians looked with favor upon Dobie's sarcastic prac-

tice of calling offenders by feminine appellations. "Now, Caro-

lyn," he would call a tackle named Carroll. His invective reached

such heights that his men facetiously called practice "Sunday

school."

One of the biggest items in the Dobie-Cornell break was

Princeton's 54-0 triumph in 1935. Dobie suggested seriously that

the squad publicly absolve him of blame:

"After all, I'm just the coach."
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He took his players on the field before the 1935 Dartmouth

game and pointed to the forty-yard line. "You kick off here," he

said.

Then he led them to the bench. "This is where you sit when
you're not playing."

He next convoyed them to the ten-yard line and observed,

"This is where you'll be all tomorrow afternoon—with your

backs to your five-yard line."

Dartmouth routed Cornell about as expected—41-6—and

Greenie coach Earl Blaik sought out Dobie. "I'm sorry we beat

you so bad, Gil," he said, "but it was a good game."

"Yeah, Blaik, good game ... as long as you had your fourth

team in there."

When Penn lambasted Cornell, 33-7, the student newspaper

asked for Dobie's resignation. Gloomy Gil was looking forward to

some fine sophomore talent for 1936, but he never had the

chance to sample it. His contract was terminated at the close of

the 1935 season. He was through at Cornell after seventeen years,

eighty-two victories, thirty-six losses and seven ties.

And what was his good-by to Cornell?

"You can't win games with Phi Beta Kappas!"

John P. Curley, graduate manager of athletics at Boston Col-

lege, was on the telephone to Dobie almost before Dobie and

Cornell separated.

"We want you," Curley said flatly.

"At what price?" asked Dobie, who would draw $11,000 a year

from Cornell for the next two years.

"$10,000 a year," said Curley.

Dobie accepted and became B.C.'s first career coach since Iron

Major Frank Cavanaugh of 1919 through 1926.

At this point Dobie began to mellow ever so slightly. Not in

three decades as a head coach had Dobie entertained anything

more than contempt for flashy uniforms. But on his arrival at

B.C., he asked assistant coach Bill Ormsby about the equipment.

Orsmby showed him the silk pants. "Huhl" Dobie snorted. "Silk

pants never won a football game." Then he turned to Curley and
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said sheepishly, "But I swear, John, those pants really make 'em

look like football players."

B.C. is a Catholic institution, and Dobie was a Presbyterian. He
never quite caught on to the language of the religion and

aroused considerable hilarity in Boston by calling the B.C. presi-

dent—Father Gallagher—"Parson Gallagher."

In one of his earliest B.C. practices, Dobie was whooping up
his players, and one supercharged player crashed into him.

Dobie's collarbone was broken. Practice was stopped while a

doctor examined Dobie and told him he had a broken collar-

bone.

Dobie turned to Curley and asked how much practice time was

left. "Thirty minutes, Gil," Curley said.

"We'll finish," Dobie said. And he did.

Charley O'Rourke, who became one of America's finest

quarterbacks under Frank Leahy in 1939, was one of Dobie's

favorites. But the greatest compliment O'Rourke was able to

elicit from Gloomy Gil came after a brief appearance against

Indiana as a sophomore.

"You did all right while you were in there," Dobie said.

Dobie's first B.C. team, in 1936, was only so-so. Yet it gained

national attention with a 13-12 victory over Holy Cross.

At the end of the season Dobie was involved in an automobile

accident that was blamed for his death twelve years later. He was

bedded for a month but recovered in time to attend a national

rules committee meeting and remark disparagingly on the gram-

mar of the rules-writers.

Dobie had the off-tackle maneuver down to an exact science at

B.C. If two-man blocking would not spring the runner loose,

Dobie's planning allowed for a third or fourth or even a fifth

blocker to hit the defensive tackle. It was concentration of sheer

brute power upon one spot.

He tolerated no tackling dummies, preferring to use players

as live targets. He scrimmaged his Bostonians almost every day.

One such session, in 1938, was interrupted by the backlash of one

of New England's worst hurricanes. Trees were uprooted nearby

and branches and parts of the bleachers whirled onto the play-

ing field. When a squadsman yelled, "Take cover," Dobie mur-
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mured, "It's only a thundershower." Just then a gust of wind

swept Dobie into the air. Fullback Pete Cignetti grabbed Dobie

by the collar and pulled him down. "Maybe," Dobie said, white-

faced, "you're right. We better go in."

Dobie's B.C.'s were well disciplined, but they were, after all,

only boys. Before a game with Temple, several youths supposed

to be asleep were visiting in a player's room. A knock sounded

upon the door, a voice announced itself as Dobie, and the players

scattered. The remaining youth fell to his knees beside the bed as

though praying.

"Lad," Dobie said, "what are you doing down there?"

"Praying, coach."

"Get into that bed," Dobie said curtly, "and save your prayers

for the game. You'll need them."

When one trip led the Eagles into the Washington, D.C., rail-

road depot, players spotted President Roosevelt and buzzed

excitedly. Dobie was breathlessly informed of F.D.R.'s presence.

"I don't see any reason to get up in the air," he said. "He lives

here, doesn't he?"

Once again alumni discontent left Dobie without a job. But

successor Frank Leahy credited the discipline and precision in-

stilled by Dobie for much of his own success.

Dobie never coached again. But he retained his veneration for

large and finely formed athletes right up to his retirement. In

that last season he called only three athletes on the Boston Col-

lege squad by their first names. They were: John Yauchoes, 260

pounds; Chet Gladchuk, 248 pounds; Joe Zabilski, 240 pounds.



CHAPTER EIGHT

ROBERT LEE DODD
"If You Think You're Lucky, You Are."

The way they tell it around east Tennessee, there was this

all-star football game in 1933, and Bobby Dodd and his old

University of Tennessee teammates were asked back to Knoxville

to play. Just before it started, the promoter clustered the squads

in Shields-Watkins Field and hefted a jar containing sixty slips

of paper. "Draw," said the promoter, "and the guy who gets the

right number wins a brand-new car."

The commotion was both spontaneous and deafening, and the

gist of it was that Dodd should be the last to draw. "It may be

three years since he played here," said one of the players, "and

he may be just an assistant coach at Georgia Tech, but Dodd's

kind of luck don't rub off so quick. He's bound to win the car

unless we all draw before he does."

So they all drew except Buddy Hackman, Dodd's old wingback

pal, and Dodd himself. Nobody had won it yet, and Hackman
looked at the remaining slips and balked. "I know," he said

cagily, "it's rigged. You want me to draw now, and Dodd will

take the last one and win."

Hackman dipped into the jar and scooped out the bottom

scrap. His face fell as he saw it wasn't the winner. Dodd grinned

and dipped up the remaining slip, which entitled him to a

brand-new automobile.

Twenty years later almost to the day, Dodd stood on the side

lines of jammed Grant Field in Atlanta, watching his Georgia

Tech team being beaten by Duke, 10-7. There were seven

minutes to play. He turned to assistant coach Frank Broyles and

said, "Frank, let's pull the regulars and rest 'em, then put 'em

back in when the four-minute period makes it legal."

84
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The regulars were duly pulled. Just as the four-minute buzzer

sounded, Duke went into punt formation. Dodd huddled his

first-stringers. "Just do your jobs," he said "and either [Bill] Teas

or [Larry] Ruffin will run the kick back for a touchdown."

Teas ran it back fifty-three yards, and Tech won, 13-10, and

went on to the Sugar Bowl—its third consecutive postseason

appearance in a string that now stands at four.

These are not isolated incidents in the life of Robert Lee

Dodd. His years from Galax, Virginia, child acrobat to Kings-

port, Tennessee, high-school football star, to University of Ten-

nessee All-American quarterback, to Georgia Tech championship

football coach (91 victories—including seven straight in bowls, 27

losses, 3 ties, a 31-game unbeaten streak from 1950 to 1953), are

dotted with these mystic items. There is more than a joshing

irreverence in the Tech slogan, "In Dodd We Trust." It is a

fantastically solid belief in the 6-2, 193-pound, 47-year-old's own
fantastically solid belief in himself and his teams.

Take Tech's 1952 game against Georgia. Tech was up against

it, 3-7, in the third quarter. It was the only obstacle between the

Jackets and their first perfect season in twenty-four years. They
had moved from their sixteen to their forty-yard line, and had

fourth down and a yard to go for a first down. Dodd sent word
for quarterback Pepper Rodgers to try a sneak. Assistant coach

Broyles paled. In four years as a player and two as a coach under

Dodd, he had not seen the Burgomaster countenance a fourth-

down stab in his own territory. Rodgers ran the sneak and was

stopped for a loss. But the play was called back by a penalty.

"Now, thank the Lord, we can get out of this crazy mess,"

Broyles muttered, "Now he'll surely tell him to kick."

Just as he sighed in relief, Dodd fired instructions to Rodgers

to run again.

It worked. New life had been breathed into the Tech drive.

Tech worked the ball to Georgia's ten, with fourth and three.

Dodd turned, near his bench, and signaled to Chappell Rhino.

The little halfback had been hurt all year and had not even been
in this game. He was no better than a third-stringer and if ever

a melee was for men only, this one was. But Dodd hung an arm
over Rhino's shoulder and said chattily, as though asking him to
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run down the street and get him a cigar, "Go in there and tell

Bill Brigman to call the belly play. You run if Georgia's left end

lays back. But if he comes in, throw to Buck Martin for a touch-

down."

Rhino was not given a chance to speak. Dodd slapped him on

the rump and shoved him onto the field. Rhino told Bill Brig-

man to run the "belly." As the ball was snapped, Rhino ran to

the right and to the rear from his left halfback position. He took

Brigman's pitchout, saw the end give chase, and threw a wobbly

pass toward right end Buck Martin. Martin clutched it and Tech

went ahead, 10-7, eventually winning 23-9.

There are few who deny that this golden touch of Dodd has

to do with pure luck. Certainly Dodd is no dissenter. "Lucky?

Bet your life I'm lucky," he grins. "I'm lucky and so are my teams.

It's a habit. You know, if you think you're lucky, you are."

Followers of Norman Vincent Peale and Dale Carnegie will

recognize this approach as positive thinking, or the magic of

believing, but neither Peale nor Carnegie espouses it any more
lovingly than Bobby Dodd. He never gives his trim young grid-

iron students the faintest chance to doubt that he is their talis-

man, and the manifestations are not confined to games.

In the spring of 1953, between Tech's 42-19 slaughter of West

Virginia in the Sugar Bowl and 14-7 victory over Arkansas in the

Cotton Bowl, Dodd developed a hunch that the squad might be

going stale. He called a punting contest on Rose Bowl Field, the

practice arena, and entered himself.

"I'll kick just once," he said, adding blatantly, "That's all I'll

need."

He pointed to his thirty-foot wooden observation tower twenty

yards away. "See that folding chair up there?" As players stared,

Dodd dropped the ball and swung his foot lightly. The ball

sailed unerringly to the chair.

Not even Dodd's best punters came close to matching him.

In 1953, just after Auburn had given Tech headaches with on-

side kickoffs, Dodds set up an onside-kick drill. The idea was to

place the ball flat and kick it so it would skid along the ground

until it reached the receiving line, at which time it would begin

bouncing crazily. But no Tech kicker could make the ball dance,
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and Dodd stepped up, jeering good-naturedly at the failures. He
drew back his own right foot, encased in a $25 Keith Highlander

brogan, and sent the ball skittering toward Jeff Bell some twenty

yards away. The tackle lunged for it, arms wide, and closing his

hands on what he thought was the ball, he found air instead.

The ball was bounding over his head—a perfect onside kick.

Dodd himself admits he could not pull either of those stunts

again the first time he tried if he worked at it fifty years. But

where he shrugs it off, others attribute it to that almost super-

natural luck. There does not seem to be any explanation for

it except to say that Dodd has a fixation against failure in any

form—an obsession to be first in anything and everything.

While he was a University of Tennessee student from 1926

through 1930, Dodd won the Kingsport city tennis title.

He was an excellent outfielder and hitter in baseball and a

competent basketball guard.

He had never even held a badminton racquet when he chal-

lenged a lady champ and trounced her.

He is regarded as one of Atlanta's craftiest gin-rummy players.

He was challenged to do a hoe-down, mountain style, after

Tech whipped Duke, 14-0, at Durham in 1946, and he and his

sister (Ruth Dodd Miller) slew 'em.

He won a State-of-Georgia prize in 1951 by catching a twelve-

pound bass.

When golf rather than fishing was his recreational heart

throb, Dodd would beat swingers who shot 100 with 99, and

sharks who shot 70 with 69. On his office wall hangs a picture

of Bob Hope autographed, "From one lousy golfer to another."

"If you slopped around," marvels Chick Hosch, former Tech
publicist, "he would, too. He shot just what it took to win. Once
we were coming up to a seventeenth green, and I was one-up,

and Dodd's ball was in a creek, on a sandbar, half under water.

I had conceded myself the match and was shaking my own hand
for finally beating the unbeatable Dodd when, lo! I saw a geyser,

and Dodd's head and shoulders sticking out of the middle of it.

The ball lit ten feet from the hole, and Dodd holed out for a

half. He won the match."
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This business of literally making himself succeed at any under-

taking is no more striking than Dodd's capacity to convince

anyone else of anything. "He's the greatest natural salesman I

ever saw," says an Atlanta businessman, "whether he's talking to

his players or a business partner or competitor. [Dodd is con-

nected with several Atlanta businesses.] His approach isn't 'Can

you?' but 'You can!' It may be the old strive-and-succeed stunt,

but I never saw it go for a guy like it does for Dodd. And you

never know you're being sold. If he were to spend the time in

business he does in coaching, he'd be making a million a year

inside of ten years, instead of the fifteen thousand or so he draws

at Tech."

Dodd employs this God-given charm in getting the right sort

of football players and in keeping them, and its effectiveness

shows in his regular-season won-lost record since he succeeded

the late Bill Alexander as Tech head coach in 1945 after a

fourteen-year apprenticeship: 1945—4-6-0; 1946—8-2-0; 1947—
9-1-0; 1948-7-3-0; 1949-7-3-0; 1950-5-6-0; 1951-10-0-1; 1952-

11-0-0; 1953-8-2-1; 1954-7-3; and 1955-8 " 1 - 1 -

Just before he stepped in for old Alex, he found himself in

competition with a dozen southern colleges for a limber-legged,

power-driven Greenville, Mississippi, high-school halfback

named Allen (Dinky) Bowen. Dodd leisurely made his way
down to the Delta and showed Bowen a movie of a Tech game
in which the signal-calling had been notoriously poor. Each time

a questionable situation arose, Dodd asked Bowen what he would

have called. No matter what the reply, Dodd would cheer, "Ex-

actly! You're the Georgia Tech type!" Bowen was convinced and

traveled to Tech for a noteworthy career. (Dodd still maintains

that Bowen called the right play every time that day in Green-

ville.)

As a coach, Dodd used methods that he would like his own son

exposed to. His physical-training routine is ridiculously easy,

and his do's and don't's reflect great indulgence. He insists only

that his players apply themselves in class and attend church

each Sunday. "We're not miracle-workers, but if you send us

a good boy to Georgia Tech, we will send you a good boy home,"

he tells parents. He allows his Jackets between-meals snacks and
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all the milk they want, even before games—gastronomic adven-

tures taboo in most places.

"Nobody else in the country," says Texas A. & M.'s Bear

Bryant, "can coach like Dodd and win."

Rice's Jess Neely cracks, "I want to find the guy who coaches

like Dodd, and play him. Not Dodd—just somebody like him."

Not being a fool in any respect, though, Tech's tall good-

humor man naturally places limitations upon his tolerance. Even

in this he is distinctive. How many coaches do you know who
have fired two AU-American prospects in five years? Dodd fired

end John Weigle in 1950 for busting training and, despite town

talk that Weigle was much too good to let stay away, made it

stick. In 1954, he dismissed halfback Bill Teas and four team-

mates when Teas was within one yard of Tech's all-time four-year

rushing record. Again it was widely forecast that Dodd would

weaken and readmit the culprit. He did not.

By and large, Dodd's practices and preachments reflect his own
experiences and desires far closer than many coaches who turned

from college rounders into postgraduate tartars. From his birth

November 11, 1908, in little Galax, Virginia, to Kingsport, Ten-

nessee, 135 miles southeast, Dodd was given the personal latitude

often enjoyed by precocious youngsters. But he never was

pampered.

He excelled in such boyish pursuits as leading a team of acro-

bats in tights. Today he sits entranced as Tech gymnasts flip

about at basketball half times. The first time he played football

with his brother John, he hid in the crowd in his overalls and

darted downfield to catch a touchdown pass. At the University of

Tennessee, which he entered in '26 after being rejected by

Georgia Tech, he was spectacularly loose and relaxed. His only

touchdown in four years for the Vols was scored by backing

across the goal against Vanderbilt in 1929. Nowadays he refuses

to look with disfavor upon a player's style or lack of it so long as

the job gets done.

Best example of this has been Pepper Rodgers, piquant 1951-

52—53 quarterback who stumbled and wobble-passed through

game after game—but who won a dozen-odd decisions for Tech
with opportune passes, field goals, and extra-point kicks. Rodgers
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made his way into Dodd's heart with one simple sentence as a

sophomore. Dodd mildly belabored him for missing placements

in practice, and Rodgers quipped, "Don't worry, Coach. You get

forty-thousand people in those stands and ol' Pepper'll come

through." At the end of the 1951 season, before better than

80,000 people, he gave Tech a 17-14 Orange Bowl decision over

Baylor with a field goal, which he proclaimed by throwing up his

hands in the "good" signal a split-second after the ball left his

foot.

Dodd was an earlier-day Rodgers at least in his refusal to blow

his stack in tight quarters. His finest performance came under

the most adverse circumstances. His first starting assignment was

against Alabama in 1928. He was one of seven sophomores in the

line-up. Dodd passed to Gene McEver for one touchdown and

kicked out of bounds six inches from the Alabama goal a few

minutes later. On the next play, Alabama fumbled and Ten-

nessee recovered for a safety and 15-13 triumph. For the next two

years, Dodd's quarterbacking helped Tennessee to seasons of one

tie (Kentucky in '29) and one defeat (Alabama in '30)

.

He maintains that selfsame nonchalance as a coach. When
Georgia's Ken McCall intercepted a Tech pass and returned it

for the touchdown that cinched the Bulldogs' 21-13 victory

over the Jackets in 1948, Dodd turned to line coach Ray Craves

and said casually, "That broke up a darned good ball game,

didn't it, Ray?"

Dodd sees that his teams stay loose. He lets them horse about

to their hearts' content on Fridays preceding games. In 1950,

L.S.U. players saw Techmen playing volleyball Friday in the

Baton Rouge stadium and went to their bunks believing they

could beat the ears off any team that got ready that way. Tech

wound up with a precious 13-0 victory the next day in one of the

South's sloppiest contests. "They played so lousy, and so relaxed,"

an L.S.U. man recounted, "that we started doing the same thing,

and they beat us when we were at least two touchdowns better."

Dodd insists that Tech football be fun and not drudgery. His

squads rarely practice more than an hour and a half daily. Regu-

lars forgo contact work after mid-September, another hang-over
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from Dodd's days under Tennessee coach Bob Neyland. "Why
leave your game on the practice field?" he asks.

This goes even more emphatically for bowl appearances. Tech

coasts notoriously into its New Year's Days. Often Dodd works

the Jackets a week in early December, unleashes them for two

weeks through Christmas, reassembles them as late as two or

three days before the bowl game. Once the players arrive at the

bowl scene, they are shown a good time—night clubs, dog tracks,

beaches. "If I ever have to lock my boys in," Dodd says, "I'll

quit."

Tech has successively beaten Baylor, 17-14, in the Orange

Bowl; Ole Miss, 24-7, and West Virginia, 42-19, in the Sugar

Bowl; and Arkansas, 14-6, in the Cotton Bowl. Before that,

Dodd's Jackets whipped St. Mary's, 41-19, in the 1947 Oil Bowl,

and Kansas, 20-14, in the 1948 Orange Bowl.

Impressed by this six-for-six background, Navy's Eddie Erde-

latz called Dodd for his prebowl plans in late 1954. Erdelatz

shook his head at Dodd's tales of the negligible training, but

tried it anyway. Navy belted Ole Miss, 21-0, in the Sugar Bowl.

In general the good teams are the happy teams, and Dodd
finds romance a help in this respect. Many coaches prohibit

player marriage. Dodd has had a delightful married life with

Alice Davis, whom he married on December 6, 1933. The Dodds
have two children—Bobby Jr., fourteen, and Linda, eighteen—

and he allows his players to wed. Tech had twenty spliced

gladiators in 1952. His only provision is that, once married,

players not approach him for financial help. Most Tech players'

wives work to supplement the $65-a-month subsistence that the

Southeastern Conference grants to married athletes.

One weakness that Dodd didn't pick up in college is a flair for

crowd-pleasing. Tennessee football was precisely deadly, with no

grandstand gimmicks other than those the Vols chose to con-

tribute on their own, and then under frowns from straight-laced

Neyland. Dodd's first move as Tech head coach was to swap

gloomy muddy-gold uniforms for shiny white-and-gold numbers.

And he has never hesitated to sanction little individual exhibi-

tions that players wanted and fans might like. In 1950 he let a

reserve quarterback named Bob Robinson throw a backhanded
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pass in a game already won. Two years earlier he O.K.'d a play

on which a stubby guard named Hayes McKinney would carry

the ball for a touchdown. (Ironically, McKinney broke his leg

waddling goalward.)

Dodd's personal characteristics have become publicly known
only in the last decade or so. Before that he was noted chiefly

for his hand in designing the Ramblin' Wrecks' celebrated razzle-

dazzle. Over the years his attacks have been marked by intelligent

conception and mobility, and the first trait furnishes a pertinent

flashback to Dodd's own route to the Tech staff in 1931. Tech
boss Bill Alexander dispatched the late Mack Tharpe to scout

a Tennessee opponent in Dodd's last season. Tharpe's car broke

down, and he missed the game. He looked up Bob Neyland in

the dressing room for a courtesy report on the opposition. Ney-

land simply pointed to a lean, long-haired kid in a corner. "He
can tell you as much as I can," said Neyland. The kid turned out

to be Dodd. The concise analysis he gave Tharpe so impressed

the Jacket assistant that he serenaded Alexander with Dodd's

praises for months. Alex finally decided that anyone that smart

should be working for him, and hired him.

It is palpably absurd to say that Tech fields eleven Phi Beta

Kappas each fall, but certainly they reflect Dodd's premium on

thinking. (Quarterback Wade Mitchell had a perfect 4.0 average

one quarter of his sophomore year of 1954.) Just after Tech
measured Arkansas January 1, 1955, a game official said, "This out-

fit doesn't have a bunch of Mexican generals. The captain and
quarterback run things. And the average intelligence seems

higher. They are eleven coaches on the field, to stretch a point."

Couple this heat-of-battle deportment with fast, strong athletes

—which Tech regularly has—and you have a big piece of the

Jackets' winning formula. The Jackets' traditional mobility crops

from Dodd's eagerness to find ability in any size package. He is

renowned for his fine little players—halfbacks Johnny Bosch (140

pounds), Clint Castleberry (155), Jimmy Jordan (139), Leon
Hardeman (168) , Jake Rudolph (150) , Bobby Moorhead (165)

,

Bill Teas (160), Jimmy Thompson (145), guard Ewell Pope

(169) , center Lewis Hook (169) , and ends Jack Griffin (165)

and Sid Williams (160) . "It's not that we specialize in little
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guys," Dodd says, showing you a batch of letters from scholarship-

seeking midgets the country over. "We just try to size up players'

capacities with no regard for physical proportions. Certainly we'd

rather have a blindingly fast 225-pounder than one who weighs

140, but how many do you find?"

Three of these little guys—Moorhead, Hardeman, and Wheat-
have been All-Americans. The ten others Dodd has produced

were not extraordinary sizable— 1946 center Paul Duke, 200

pounds; 1947 tackle Bobby Davis, 220; '48 end George Brodnax,

185; '48 guard Bill Healey, 190; '51 guard Ray Beck, 200; '52

centers George Morris, 205, and Pete Brown, 200; '52 tackle Hal

Miller, 225; '52 end Buck Martin, 195; and '53 center Larry

Morris, 200.

Dodd relies half upon the word of his recruiters, who are as

good as any in the business, and half upon the judgment of high-

school coaches in issuing grants-in-aid. He has been known to

overrule his staffers in favor of coaches. Scout reports were

modest on 145-pound Jimmy Thompson of Bessemer, Alabama,

in 1952, but Dodd knew and respected Bessemer coach Snitz

Snider's appraisal and took Thompson. Nobody wanted Jake

Rudolph when he finished as a 138-pounder at Darlington Prep

in Rome, Georgia, in 1947, but coach Son Sammons sold Dodd
on him. Thompson and Rudolph have been among Dodd's best.

All this has combined to milk the utmost from a Dodd-plotted

offense whose "money" maneuver for the last several golden years

has been the "belly" play. Dodd picked it up from College of

Pacific's Eddie LeBaron at the College All-Star game in 1948.

Since then no one has run it with such success as Tech. On the

belly play, the quarterback takes the snap and retreats at an

angle to his right. He fakes to the charging fullback and jogs

along with him for a few steps. Then he either hands off to him
or withdraws the ball and with both hands flips to the left half-

back, who is running to his right and slightly rearward. It is a

simple stratagem, but precision and prodigious performances of

it made it a devastating one for Tech.

If one other distinctive facet of the Dodd-coached Tech offense

must be chosen, it is the "bootleg" pass. Dodd is unwilling to

give away all the whys and wherefores of the maneuver, but
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basically it is a jump pass to an end. The right end charges

forward five or six yards and breaks toward the boundary. The
quarterback fakes to a stationary halfback in the backfield, then

trots to his right. As the defensive left end drives in to make the

tackle, the Jacket quarterback leaps and shoots a pass to the right

end. The "bootleg" pass worked eight straight times in Tech's

1953 Sugar Bowl rout of West Virginia and has been good for

from two to three completions in most other Jacket games.

Opponents invariably are keyed high when they face Tech
teams of so successful a background. Even that often works to

Dodd's advantage. His teams are expert counterpunchers. Many
opponents recognize Tech's lightness and try to overpower the

Jackets. Against crashing tactics, Tech runs quick pitchouts

around end, traps or cross-blocks inner linemen, and uses screen

passes and fake passes and runs, to slow down rushing the passer.

The "bootleg" pass also makes an end think twice before rushing

madly into the backfield.

Nor has Dodd's defense been without merit. His prime stroke

in this direction was hiring old Tennessee and Philadelphia

Eagles lineman Ray Graves (Herman Hickman of Army recom-

mended Graves upon payment of two country hams by Dodd)

.

Graves handles the line, and Lew Woodruff, who played in the

enemy University of Georgia camp, takes the backfield. In 1955,

Tech gave up only six touchdowns in winning eight of ten games-
tying one and losing another by a touchdown. Tech's goal was not

crossed in the last three games, including the 7-0 Sugar Bowl

victory over Pittsburgh.

It may be that the final test of any football coach is his rela-

tions with newspapermen, since this is a large factor in publicity

for recruiting and for game crowds. This is rough on the coach,

since sports writers as a breed are hypercritical and cynical of

even the most earnest gestures. Dodd is probably the newspaper-

man's favorite from one coast to the other.

Nothing touts a writer off a coach so quickly as insincerity.

Dodds is pleasantly honest always. If he thinks Tech is a touch-

down better than its opponent, he calls it that way. In 1947, Tech
was booked to open with Tennessee, which had never lost an

opener. Dodd said candidly that he thought Tech was two to
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three touchdowns the better, and Tech won, 27-0. In 1952 he

predicted triumph in each game, and only a tie with Duke kept

him from being completely clairvoyant. In 1954, he thought out

loud that the Jackets were a touchdown better than Auburn's

Plainsmen, and his club won, 14-7. On the other hand, he

stunned writers in 1950 with the flat statement that Alabama was

thirty-five points superior to Tech. Score: Alabama 54, Tech 19.

Still, as in the case of lax training rules, Dodd will not be run

over by newsmen. He unhesitatingly dresses down any who cross

him on unauthorized stories or scarehead predictions. Dodd ad-

mires no one more than The Atlanta Journal's Edwin Camp but

publicly flayed him when Camp referred to the 1948 Tech-

Georgia game as "modified murder and malevolent mayhem."

He scolded a long-time journalistic friend who broke the release

date on his second straight appointment as College All-Star

coach in 1953. In all cases, however, he typically forgot the

matters within hours, and relations were resumed as delightfully

as before.

There really is only one way for a fellow to effect a lasting

rupture of friendship with Dodd. Call him lucky, call him lazy,

call him gifted with football's finest material, and all you get is a

grin. But never, never say you can beat him at anything.
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DONALD BURROWS FAUROT
Originator of the Split-T

Not even the liveliest imagination could consider Don
Faurot's football beginning awe-inspiring. When as a University

of Missouri senior in 1923 he presented himself to head coach

Gwinn Henry, he: (1) never had been inside a football uniform;

(2) weighed only 145 pounds; and (3) was missing the first two

joints of the first two fingers on his right hand.

It is to Henry's immortal credit that he looked far enough

beyond these shortcomings to notice that twenty-one-year-old

halfback Faurot had certain abilities as a defensive player and as

a punter.

Of course, there were times when Henry wondered. Like when
regular halfback Forrest Fowler was hurt in an early game, and

Henry sent in Faurot.

Missouri and Iowa State were tied, 0-0. It was a miserably wet

day, and the Tigers had the ball at their goal line with fourth

down. "I was lying there by the bench, moaning," Fowler recalls,

"and thinking, 'Oh, Lord, let Don get the kick away! Please let

him get it away!' But I was terrified for fear he wouldn't."

Faurot didn't. The ball caromed off his two short fingers. He
fell on it in the end zone for a safety that cost Missouri a 2-0

decision.

Faurot stayed in the line-up, nonetheless, and Missouri went

on and tied Nebraska, 7-7. Then, in the Kansas State game,

Faurot landed in a spot where an intentional safety was feasible,

with the Tigers leading 4-0. Art Bond, who, captain as well

as Phi Beta Kappa, certainly had a right to ask, requested Faurot

to ground the snap behind the goal. Faurot, still blushing from

96
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the Iowa State episode, flatly refused. So Bond did it himself, and

Missouri held the lead and won, 4-2.

Nor was Faurot's thesis for a master's degree in horticulture,

"The Care and Pruning of Grapes," calculated to springboard

him to football fame.

As it happened, Donald Burrows Faurot went on to invent the

most powerful single post-World War II football force—the split-

T formation. And when the national swing toward his brain

child was at its height in 1950, he whipped out Secrets of the

Split-T Formation—the accepted textbook on the system—in three

weeks.

Lean, long-jawed, 53-year-old Faurot, the $i2,500-a-year foot-

ball chief of the Missouri Tigers, has managed to pay off a

1500,000 nut on the university athletic plant in twenty-one years.

It was the opinion of Southern California's late Jeff Cravath that

Faurot did more with less than any coach. One Big Ten boss

whose team had just beaten Missouri admitted that not one of

Faurot's players could make his Big Ten team.

Faurot's record— 160 victories, 87 losses, and 12 ties in twenty-

seven seasons as a head coach—could easily have been 50 per cent

better had he not bound himself by the strictest recruiting

limitations. At Kirksville Teachers College from 1926 through

1 934 (63-13-3) his material naturally was confined to Missouri-

ans. But at the University of Missouri from 1935 through 1955,

(97-74-9) he could have scoured surrounding states for high-

school dynamite. Instead he steadfastly stuck with homegrowns.

Missouri's forty-seven Gator Bowl squadsmen in 1948 all were

natives.

"When you lose with home boys," Faurot says, "it's bad. But

when you lose with out-of-state boys, it's terrible. At least you
can lose honorably when you compete on an amateur basis."

In this connection Faurot has discouraged his men from enter-

ing professional football. Only one—Ail-American quarterback

Paul Christman—has been a pro success. This is as much a testi-

monial to the talent Faurot has had at his disposal as it is an
accolade for his persuasiveness.

Faurot has little trouble selling boys on the University of

Missouri. First, he has the school's high academic reputation
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going for him. Second, he has his own name as a fair dealer. "I

tell boys they should go to school in the state where they plan to

work." One time and one time only, some affluent alumni ap-

proached Faurot and offered money to "buy" a "foreign" high-

school standout. Faurot barked back, characteristically tumbling

his words one over the other. "Look, you're asking me to break

the ethics of my profession. You wouldn't break the ethics of your

own, would you?" Faurot even went as far as dropping eleven

players from the football squad in August, 1955, because they

were having trouble maintaining their scholastic averages.

It may be that this is overplaying Faurot's moral contributions

to football to the detriment of his technical innovation, the split-

T. "How did the split-T happen?" he fires the question back at

you. "Well, in 1941 I had lost my star passer, Paul Christman. I

had two fast halfbacks, Harry Ice and Bob Steuber. I had seen

the Chicago Bear T-formation, and I was taken with the short

pitchout. So I started from there.

"I figured that by setting the quarterback in motion for a

wider pitchout to our fast backs, we could get them away better

than from the single wing or straight T.

"The split T had every element of deception and all the

machinery for power runs and surprise runs or passes—all in the

hands of the sliding quarterback and disposable by him at will.

Besides, it required only average personnel, no great passer, and

the one-on-one blocking in the line was relatively simple.

"We did right well with it," he says in an historical understate-

ment. "We won the Big Seven championship in 1942, led the

nation in net rushing with 307 yards per game, and went to the

Sugar Bowl. To give you more specific statistics, we averaged 6.3

yards per try on the quarterback keep in 1947, 5.4 in 1948, and

5-9 in 1949-"

Faurot plants his halfbacks four yards behind the line ol

scrimmage and the fullback four-and-a-half to five yards back.

There are generally two yards between the halfbacks and the

fullback. "When all extend their arms, their finger tips barely

touch," Faurot says in his split-T manual. "This backfield posi-

tion is a little wider than that employed on the Bears' T, but it is
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necessary because of the split line, which makes the defensive

holes wider.

"Also, the split-T ball-handling differs radically from that of

the straight T. The quarterback carries the ball in two hands,

and while in motion, he laterals with a two-hand, underhand

pass."

Withal, Faurot does not consider himself a great creator. "I

always remember," he says, "that you can create yourself right

out of a league. I can think of at least two coaches—men with

wonderful offensive brains—who created themselves out of their

jobs. Simplicity is the backbone of any offense."

Possibly the loudest applause for Faurot year after year comes

from Maryland's Jim Tatum, who has never been indicted for

ducking any posies himself. Tatum endorsed Faurot for the

National Football Hall of Fame, and he says, "Among traditional

rivals, when one switches to the Split-T, the other usually follows.

As soon as Oklahoma used it against Texas, Texas picked it up.

Duke switched to the Split-T in 1951, and North Carolina fol-

lowed suit. And Frank Leahy put it in at Notre Dame at a time

that might be called a depression there, and his teams im-

mediately came back to the front."

The few remaining anti-split-T strongholds argue that the

formation is not suited for passing. Faurot admits his attack is

most effective on the ground, and reasons, why turn loose the ball

on long throws when you can move it running? "The quarter-

back can pass as easily in the split-T as in the straight T, and in

our system both halfbacks can take pitchouts and pass. Other

schools just have their quarterback and fullback passing."

Faurot says professional teams shy away from the split-T

"because of their expensive quarterbacks." Only the Detroit

Lions have been nervy enough, he says, to let their quarterback

(Bobby Layne) run with the ball to any extent.

Ironically, Faurot's own players view him as a conservative

type. "After quarterbacking under him for three years and being

exposed to his offensive philosophy three times a week over that

span," says Missouri alumni director Bus Entsminger, "I can call

him conservative. He simply believes in taking advantage of the
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defensive weakness and thinks that the offense must not waste

time and energy striking at the opponent's strength."

However precise in exposition or "conservative" in theory,

Faurot is highly excitable in games. "I remember," unwinds

Ralph Stewart, an old Missouri center now coaching the Drake

line, "after Faurot came back from three years in the Navy in

1946, his first Missouri game was against Texas. It was so hot

in Austin that Missouri players dropped like flies. One of our

ends was knocked out of bounds and instead of getting up he just

crawled toward the bench. Lloyd Brinkman, an All-Big Seven

halfback, was sitting there, and he yelled, 'Coach! Coach! We
need an end!'

"Faurot looked straight at Brinkman and said, 'All right, get

in there!' So Brinkman—the All-Big Seven halfback—went in at

end."

Missouri's next start was against Ohio State. Ed Hodges was

playing left tackle for the Tigers. Jim Kekeris, a 300-pound

left tackle for Missouri while Faurot was in the Navy, had been

switched to right tackle. Hodges' arm was cracked in the Ohio

State scrap, and Faurot screamed, "Kekeris! Big Jim!"

"Hey!" Kekeris returned.

"Can you play left tackle?"

"I played it for three years, coach."

"All right," Faurot blurted, "you—Pepper Bernard—" and he

pointed down the bench, "get in there at left tackle."

Former Missouri quarterback Jim Hook says, "It didn't take

me long to learn that Coach Faurot always has the game in mind,

no matter what wild tangents he may appear to be following. I

was on the B team, and we were playing some little school. We
were on their thirty-five. Coach Faurot sent in a pass play, and I

looked over at him, questioning it. He nodded his head, meaning

I should pass anyway. I shook my head doubtfully, but we used

the pass. The receiver scored standing up with not a soul within

ten yards of him. Man, I was too embarrassed even to look at

Coach Faurot when I came out."

Don Faurot neither smokes nor drinks. He fishes and golfs and,

to keep looking more thirtyish than fiftyish, leads the Tigers in
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calisthenics. He comes naturally by his toughness. Dad Faurot

played football at Iowa State and kept the family back yard full

of athletic equipment for eight children, of whom Don, born

June 23, 1902, is the second oldest. The elder Faurot even scrim-

maged with the kids in home town Mountain Grove, Missouri,

until he was past fifty. And long after son Don was established,

dad Faurot took time each week from his job as director of a

State Fruit Experiment Station to write "critiques" on Missouri

games—although he never saw most of them.

Don skipped the seventh grade and was so small at the end

of his high-school term that his father sent him back another

year. Don took the hint and swelled from one hundred to one

hundred thirty-five pounds.

The first thing Coach Gwinn Henry noticed about senior

Faurot on the football field at Missouri was an agility developed

on the basketball court. Faurot remembers the first praise he

heard from Henry was an aside, "That Faurot'll take hold

of 'em!"

It may be that Faurot's own difficult climb accentuated his

desire for fire and solid fiber in his players. On the practice field

at Columbia, Missouri, he keeps stoking the competitive fires by

shouting, "Head downfieldl" at his runners. He sees that they

remain in condition by a detailed regimen that includes a half-

mile run three times a week in the spring and early fall. The
nights the Tigers do not run half miles, they sprint hundred-yard

dashes. "Football is a sixty-minute game," Faurot says grimly,

"and any team prepared for only fifty minutes can be badly

whipped in the last ten."

The soldierish Midwesterner is not a harsh man, but he insists

that any player who will not co-operate with his coach is not

likely to get along with his teammates. He has had few brushes

with insubordinate personnel, but the few he has had have been

quickly and decisively resolved in his favor. When he dismissed

one halfback for smoking just before a trip, teammates asked

mercy for the boy. "Why make rules if you don't enforce them?"

Faurot countered. "Tell you what—come back and see me Mon-
day if you feel the same way. Meanwhile we'll get along without
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him." The squad repleaded the case on Monday, Faurot gave in,

and the rules-buster became a model team man.

Faurot sticks firmly to the idea that training rules belong to

the team just as the game does, or should. "The coaching staff

isn't an autocracy at Missouri."

At the same time he will not be imposed on. One captain elect

showed up at several spring dances reeking of the stuff, and

Faurot sent for him. He told him flatly, "If you ever appear in-

toxicated in public again, you will never wear another Missouri

uniform."

"Look, coach, I train during season, and darned well," the

player argued. "I just don't think it concerns you out of season."

"Be that as it may," Faurot said, "what I said goes."

The captain elect not only quit cutting up but turned into a

teetotaling high-school principal.

Faurot never asks his players for any more self-abnegation or

courage than he himself can show, and he has held up his end by

wheeling right into personnel switches that if unsuccessful could

have wrecked whole seasons. Recalls Jim Hook:

"We lost four of our first five games in 1952. On the way home
from one of the last games, Coach Faurot asked me how I would

like to move from quarterback to left half. I was running well

and passing just fair, so I said fine, and he moved me to left half

and kept me calling plays. Then he shifted left half Nick Carras,

who was handicapped in his passing by a bad shoulder and in

his running by slowness, to fullback. He moved fullback Bill

Rowecamp, the biggest and fastest man in our backfield, to right

half. He sent Tony Scardino, a good passer and fair runner, to

quarterback. We wound up winning four of our next five games

in the league."

In 1937, using the Warner double-wing, Faurot won only three

of ten games. The next spring Paul Christman, a St. Louis boy,

quit Purdue and enrolled at Missouri. Faurot saw that Christ-

man was slow, and poor defensively, but took a shine to his pass-

ing. Christman obviously was a misfit in the double-wing, which

required little short of a dancing master in the deep position. So

Faurot thought it all out. It had taken him a long time and a lot

of work to get where he was in 1938: twelve years at Kirksville
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Teachers at $2,700 a year, and a twenty-six-game unbeaten streak

at the tail end; succeeding Frank Carideo as Missouri's $4,500^-

year head coach in 1935—a slow, painful, sane recruiting program.

He wasn't going to blow that jump for lack of an offense suited

to the material. So he switched to the short punt formation in

1938, put Christman deep, wound up losing only eight of twenty-

eight games over the next three years.

"He knew I was awkward," Christman looks back gratefully.

"He knew I had to be able to run to make my passing effective,

so he spent hours in the off-season, in the fieldhouse, working

with me on quick starts and short sprints. I actually got faster,

and he proved it to me with a stop watch.

"It didn't end with the physical stuff, though. He helped me
other ways. We came up to the Oklahoma game in '39 with the

Big Seven championship riding on the result. Oklahoma people

were bragging that they had not one but two passers better than

me. Coach Faurot didn't say a word, just splashed a clipping of

the 'insult' all over the fieldhouse for a week. He really wore it

out. They were supposed to beat us, but we won, seven to six."

Faurot has carried the Tigers to five bowls and lost all—21-7

to Georgia Tech in the 1940 Orange Bowl, 2-0 to Fordham in

the 1942 Sugar Bowl, 40-27 to Texas in the 1946 Cotton Bowl,

24-23 to Clemson in the 1949 Gator Bowl, and 20-7 to Maryland

in the 1950 Gator Bowl. But the record hasn't crushed him; he

figures Missouri does right well even to get there.

Besides, Faurot is not a sensitive person. Mischievous players

are forever mimicking his machine-gun speech and his manual

gyrations, and he invariably joins the laughter. Possibly the

closest he came to frowning at a "joke" came late one afternoon

when the Tigers were noising it up in the dressing room. A
prankster slipped outside and silently poked one hand—two
fingers tucked under to resemble the two that Faurot hasn't had

since his teen-age accident—around the door. The players were

deathly quiet. Then they discovered their smart-aleck tormentor

and mauled him good. Faurot, told of the "prank," smiled, but

one Tiger commented, "It sure wasn't the funniest thing that

ever happened to him."
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That someone even ventured to tell Faurot about it testifies

to his forbearance. Of all tributes, though, probably the finest

ever received came from a Missouri alumnus noted for his fanat-

ical devotion to the team. He exulted in victory and all but

died in defeat. But after a particularly disappointing season in

which a few soreheads suggested that Faurot move on, the big

backer cut critics dead with one sentence:

"I hope I don't live to see the day that a Missouri team is not

coached by Don Faurot."



CHAPTER TEN

PERCY DUNCAN HAUGHTON
"Never a Heelprint . . .

."

"BloodI"bellowed Percy Haughton. His deep, Groton-trained

voice rang across Morningside Heights. "That's what I want-

blood!"

The blood he wanted was Cornell's. In four days, on October

31, 1924, Haughton's Columbia Lions were to play the Big Red.

The game was billed as the test of the Haughton system. It was

supposed to prove whether storied "Haughton of Harvard" still

had it at Columbia—whether he was a miracle man who could

come back from seven seasons out of the game and bring Co-

lumbia out of football's subcellar, or whether he had lost the

golden touch of eleven years in which his Cornell and Harvard

teams had gathered eighty-seven victories against only twelve

losses and five ties.

Haughton pushed the faded baseball cap to the back of his

bald head, signaling the end of practice. The squad whooped

and charged up the hill.

Suddenly Haughton bent and clutched his chest.

From the hill resounded a player's cry—Haughton's own slogan

—"Never a heelprint on Baker Fieldl"

Agonizingly Haughton straightened and echoed, "Never a

heelprint on Baker Field!"

Then, on his toes as he had taught his players, he broke into

a sprint behind the team. After five yards, he fell. Assistant coach

Lothrop Withington hurried to Haughton's side and felt his

pulse. "Get a car!" Withington shouted.

Haughton was rushed to nearby St. Luke's Hospital. A half

hour later he was dead of angina pectoris.

Few realize that Percy Duncan Haughton was only forty-eight

105
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years old when he died. Fewer yet know that the legend of

"Haughton of Harvard" was built in only twelve seasons of

coaching. There is no telling what he might have achieved had

he lived. As it was, in those dozen years, through a 9 1-16-6

record and without benefit of today's high-powered press agentry,

Haughton became the premier football coach of his time.

Percy Haughton was many things to many men—despised
brute, crude genius, beloved gentleman. But he had three quali-

ties doubted by none: drive, genius, and a magnificent sense of

the dramatic. He reviled some players so that their hate only

ripened. He was so intent upon winning that he could seize a

well-meaning freshman manager who interrupted his fight talk

before a Harvard game, and scream, "Out of the way, damn
you!" and hurl the boy into the shrubs. Yet he could smile

through the electric tension preceding a Harvard-Yale game and

send his boys onto the field with a calm "God bless you."

As a Harvard baseball player he once threw dirt into the eyes

of a Yale catcher. Yet when an Army player was injured while

playing against Harvard in 1910 and the Cadet coach refused

to remove him, Haughton forbade his quarterback to run a play

near the crippled lineman.

He would demote football first-stringers to the scrubs if he

caught them looking the other way during a lecture. He barred

his college presidents from his secret practices. Yet Dr. Nicholas

Murray Butler, Columbia president, called Haughton "a genuine

educational influence."

Haughton, too, was the only football coach who ever had a

ship named for him. The Liberty ship bearing his full regal title

was launched on November 22, 1943, at South Portland, Maine.

And the defensive arm signals he devised for his team were

picked up by General John J. Pershing and actually incorporated

in the army infantry drill.

Percy Duncan Haughton was a human contradiction but a

master coach in a career that stretched brokenly from 1899 to

1924 and included tenures of 1899-1900 at Cornell, 1908-1916

at Harvard, and 1923—1924 at Columbia.

In 1908 Harvard was scheduled to play Pop Warner's Carlisle

Indians. Early in the season Carlisle had upset competent Syra-
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cuse, 12-0. Haughton was even more concerned when his chief

lieutenant, Harry von Kersburg, learned that Carlisle had beaten

Syracuse through a ruse that apparently defied solution. Warner

had sewn pads on his backs' and ends' jersies in the exact color

and shape of a football; the Indians would fall and hold the

pads to simulate holding footballs, and the opponents had no

idea where the real ball was.

The night before the Harvard-Carlisle game, Haughton ac-

costed Warner and asked him if the reports of the "whiff-whaff"

—as he called trickery—were true.

"Of course," Warner said lightly. "There's nothing in the rules

that makes it illegal for our boys to wear those things."

"Very well, Pop, we'll see you tomorrow."

The next afternoon Haughton called Warner across to the

field to select the game ball. Manager Dick Eggleston hauled out

a dozen balls for Warner's inspection.

Warner blinked, then gaped, then sputtered.

Every ball in the sack had been dyed crimson, the color of the

Harvard uniforms.

"You win, Percy," snapped Warner.

And so did Percy's Harvard team, 17-0.

Haughton would reason what the opponent expected of him,

then do the opposite. In 1913 he devised a hidden-ball play that,

along with Charley Brickley's stunning kicking, beat Yale, 15-5.

In 1914 Yale came prepared to meet the maneuver, on which one

runner faked taking the ball while the ball-handler actually

handed off to another. That year Haughton came up with a

double hidden-ball sequence in which two men pretended pos-

session while a third actually took it. Harvard won again, 36-0.

And in 1915, when Yale felt there was no variation of the play

with which it could not cope, Haughton dropped all fakery and

sent the play in the direction it first appeared it would go—the
one direction Yale never had expected since being fooled on it

three seasons before. Harvard won that one, too, 41-0.

Before Haughton took over at Cambridge in 1908, Yale had

won 20 of 28 games from Harvard. The "Fight fiercely, Har-

vard!" cry had become a joke. But under Haughton, Harvard

trimmed Yale five times in nine games, with two games ending
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in ties. Haughton's clubs outscored Yale 119 points to 19 from

1908 through '16.

Haughton had the same size whammy on Harvard's other Big

Three antagonist, Princeton. His teams stomped Princeton five

times; his only loss to the Tigers was by two points.

All told, Haughton's nine Harvard teams collected 1,427 points

to their opponents' 206 and had a 71-7-5 record against all

comers. Harvard was unbeaten in 39 games from 1911 through

'15 and knocked out a 22-game victory streak against the best

in the East when eastern football was the best in the country.

Haughton specialized in straight power, but there was a lot

of gambler in him. He took a long chance against Yale in 1908

when he substituted Vic Kennard for Ernest ver Wiebe after ver

Weibe had carried the ball virtually the length of the field.

Kennard kicked a field goal and Harvard won, 4-0.

One fall he asked his assistant, von Kersburg, if he had kept

in practice throwing the hammer. Von Kersburg, who had been

a collegiate champion, said yes, he had kept in practice. Haugh-

ton thereupon challenged him to a contest and spotted him

twenty-five feet. Haughton won.

Whether they liked or disliked him (and he made it plain

that he didn't much care either way) , Haughton's players felt

there was no situation he could not master. "Why, if P. D. asked

me to jump out of a tenth-story window," said 1912-13-14 quar-

terback Tack Hardwick, "I'd do it. He'd figure out a way to keep

me from getting hurt."

Haughton's last words were the tip-off on the sort of person

he really was. "Tell the squad," he said minutes before he died,

"I'm proud of them."

Physical robustness was one big factor in Haughton's tremen-

dous drive. From his birth on July 11, 1876—the year Rutherford

B. Hayes was elected president—his surroundings (Staten Island,

and Brookline, Massachusetts) were conducive to well-being. He
was so advanced that he made the Groton School baseball team

at fourteen.

Yet no one could call Haughton's gifts purely physical. Said
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J. W. Farley, who played with Haughton and later coached

Harvard:

"P. D.'s efficiency was not because of any particular muscular

ability or prowess but because he knew instinctively how to play

any game."

And make no mistake, games—not classes—were young Percy's

meat. He refused to apply his remarkable mind to scholastics

but would spend hours studying any situation that might arise

in a football or baseball game. He learned and later used to

great advantage the "psychological" or "mouse-trap" play taught

by Guy Ayrault at Groton.

Haughton matriculated at Harvard in 1895. He had been a

fullback at Groton, but Harvard Coach Bob Emmons put him
at tackle, and frequently pulled him back to punt. Haughton was

the most accurate kicker in the country but could go for distance

as well. He propelled a wet ball sixty-five yards against Yale in

1898 and made Walter Camp's second All-American selection

that year.

It was while captaining the Harvard baseball team in 1899

that Haughton lost his temper and threw dirt in a Yale catcher's

face. He played first and second base, centerfield, and even pitcher

in that final fling as a collegiate competitor, and remained active

for years. He won the national racquets championship as late as

1907.

Haughton wanted to coach, but when he was graduated, Har-

vard was not paying its coaches. Indeed, even when he returned

nine years later, Haughton never received a dime from the school

itself; his "salary" was paid by interested alumni. At any rate,

Haughton went to work for his father upon graduation. This

proved less than lucrative, von Kersburg explains in Morris

Bealle's History of Football at Harvard, because Haughton's

weekly pay was only $5 and he spent more than that for lunches

alone.

Cornell offered him the head coaching job that 1899 autumn,

and he took it "because the amount offered was exactly the

amount of my debts." As Pop Warner's successor at Ithaca he

turned out a 16-5 record in 1899 and igoo and walloped Prince-

ton twice.
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The money wasn't bad for those days, but Haughton was dis-

satisfied with mediocrity in anything. He went back to Boston

and cleaned up as a bond salesman. He took time out each fall

to help a succession of Harvard coaches—Bill Reid, J. W. Farley,

John Cranston, Edgar Wrighton, and Joshua Crane. His in-

fluence as an assistant, though, was necessarily negligible, and

Harvard was humiliated regularly from the time of Haughton's

graduation through the 1907 season.

Haughton's name was brought up for the head job in 1908.

Three factors were against him. One was the dirt-throwing in-

cident. Another was a generally unruly undergraduate back-

ground in the Old Yard. And finally the fact that he had been

a paid coach at Cornell weighed against him. The athletic com-

mittee eventually decided that Haughton's aptitude for success

overbalanced any deficiencies in deportment.

Massachusetts eventually decided that 1908 was an even break.

A six-million-dollar fire swept Chelsea, but Percy Haughton be-

came head coach at Cambridge.

The contrast between Haughton and predecessor Crane was

considerable. Crane had been phlegmatic; Haughton was dy-

namic. One afternoon Haughton's star fullback came ambling

to practice an hour late. Haughton roared, "Star, 1 Get the

hell off the field and don't come back!"

Crane never used more than twenty players; Haughton put

Crimson football on a mass-production basis. His first call at-

tracted forty-seven candidates. He loved to parade three full

teams through signals before a game and to watch the reaction

of the outmanned opponent. Yet quantity was not the key to

Haughton's system. He molded his offense to material at hand
and did not waste time wishing for supermen where there were

none. When he had Sam Felton in 1910-11, punting was Har-

vard's game. When Charley Brickley was the mainspring in 1912-

13-14, the object was to get the ball close enough to the other

goal for a place kick. And when Brickley wasn't "on" (rare was

the time!) Haughton would concentrate on shaking Eddie Mahan
and Fred Bradlee loose.

In the manner of a good executive, Haughton surrounded him-

self with brilliance. He hired a staff of von Kersburg, Charley
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Daley, Dave Campbell, and Ernest Graves. Haughton actually

hired Graves through the President of the United States. Graves

was a lieutenant of engineers at West Point and the Army re-

fused to assign him to Cambridge. Haughton wrote Teddy Roose-

velt asking for Graves. "I was a Harvard man before I was a

politician," Roosevelt told Secretary of War Taft. "Please do

what these gentlemen want."

Haughton was a success from the start. His first season, 1908,

produced nine victories and one tie. He split the season into

Accuracy Week, Fight Week, Speed Week, and Joy Week. Joy
Week preceded the clash with Yale and was designed to send the

Crimsons against the Bulldogs in a relaxed state. Hilarity was

the order of training.

The day before the Yale Game, Haughton tied a papier-mache

bulldog to the rear of his car and dragged the Yale symbol along

the highway.

The day of the game, the two teams ate in the New Haven
House. Haughton gaily tossed edibles about the table and made
disparaging remarks about Yale players in full earshot of them.

"Fish," he remarked to All-American tackle Hamilton Fish, "you

see that blue-belly sitting over there? That's Hobbs. Treat him
kindly now."

Harvard beat Yale, 4-0.

Harvard lost only to Yale, 8-0, in 1909, but the season was

marked by tragedy when Cadet tackle Alex Byrne was fatally in-

jured in the Crimsons' 9-0 victory over Army. Haughton sent

word to the Army bench that Byrne was unable to continue but

the Army coach did not take him out. Haughton directed all

further plays away from Byrne, but the cadet died later. In

1910, when another Army lineman showed signs of extreme

fatigue, Haughton instructed his quarterback to avoid contact

with the player at all costs.

The Byrne incident and aftermath was typical of Haughton.

Even in his incredible hunger for victory he tolerated violations

neither of the letter nor spirit of the rules. "Criminal" was his

word for offsides and holding. Slugging was all but a lynching

offense. "It is not only morally wrong," he said, combining Chris-
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tianity with practicality, "but it takes one's mind off the me-

chanics of the game."

The world was on the rim of war in 1912, but the only cannon

ball that hit Harvard was named Charley Brickley. He was a

curly-haired kid from Everett, Massachusetts, who had practiced

kicking every day for ten years before entering Harvard.

Haughton spotted Brickley as a freshman but refused to go

overboard on him. He poured it on the Brick in practice in his

sophomore season. Brickley took it all, and poured through four

field goals in Harvard's first three games. In a violent meeting

with Dartmouth, he missed two field goals the first two quarters

and hit one in the third quarter that won the game, 3-0.

The 1912 Harvard-Yale game was bigger than ever. Harvard

never had beaten Yale twice running, and surprisingly never had

bearded the Bulldog in Harvard Stadium. Just before his team

took the field, Haughton told Brickley, "There are a hundred

footballs out there. I want you to boot every one of them through

the goal posts. Use every angle. And don't miss."

Brickley didn't miss, then or later. He frightened Yale half

to death before the game started, then scored a touchdown and

kicked two field goals as Harvard romped, 20-0.

Yet Haughton did not reach his zenith until a year later. In

1913 he had the greatest backfield assembled until Georgia

Tech's 1917 array of Buster Hill, Joe Guyon, Ev Strupper, and

Judy Harlan. Haughton's was Charley Brickley and Fred Bradlee

at halfbacks, Eddie Mahan at fullback, and M. J. Logan at quar-

terback. Harvard steamrolled eight opponents in 1913 before

tackling Yale. Against that bitterest of rivals, Brickley drop-

kicked goals from the 35-, 38-, 32- and 24-yard lines and place-

kicked one through from the 40. It was the greatest field-goal

exhibition ever seen, and the Old Yard went crazy over the 15-5

triumph.

The next year, 1914, was scarcely less successful. Only ties with

Penn State and Brown darkened an otherwise perfect Crimson

record. The team typified one of Haughton's pet sayings, "Artful

is the word!" and artfully stomped Yale, 36-0. Strangely, Haugh-
ton won that one by getting his players surly and edgy. Joy Week
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became Hell Week under Haughton's barbs, and the team took

it out on Yale.

At the end of 1914, Haughton's unbeaten string had reached

twenty-nine games. Cornell snapped the streak, 10-0, on October

23, 1915, but Haughton brought the squad back to hang its most

resounding defeat on Yale—41-0. Yale Coach Tom Shevlin had

said he didn't give a rap for the Haughton system. "But for this

day at least," Bealle pointed out in his Harvard history, "there

were thousands of Harvard men who liked it immensely."

P. D. H. paid the price of fame and a multiplicity of enter-

prises in 1916. Harvard was beaten by Tufts, Brown, and Yale,

and the season of three defeats was stamped as Haughton's

"humbler." Still only forty, Haughton simply had more than he

could handle in the Harvard football team and the Boston

Braves baseball team, which he had purchased early in 1915. He
was a man on a treadmill, trying to jazz up his football team

and calm down his baseball manager.

The manager was George Stallings, the Miracle Man who flayed

the 1914 Braves from last place on July 4 to the National League

pennant and a World Series victory over Connie Mack's Phila-

delphia Athletics in four straight games. Stallings was a firebrand

much like the Haughton of earlier days but decidedly unlike the

Haughton of '16. One spring day Haughton, in a fit of Back Bay

properness, told the Braves they should always act like gentle-

men, and in case of ill fortune think of something pleasant. In

a spring exhibition, first baseman Sherwood Magee made an

error. Stallings frothed futilely in the dugout and a string of

oaths marched to the top of Magee's tongue. Then Magee spied

Haughton in his box seat, "Good! Good!" Magee screamed. "I'm

glad I made that error! It's wonderful . . . marvelous . . . oh,

boy!"

Haughton gritted his teeth. Stallings had to be restrained from

throttling his first baseman.

Quite naturally, Percy Haughton volunteered for the Army in

1918. There was a lot of the military in him, anyway; in his

Football and How to Watch It, he had written:

"Football is a miniature war game played under somewhat
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more civilized rules of conduct, in which the team becomes the

military force of the school or university it represents. Most of

the combat principles of the Field Service Regulations of the

U.S. Army are applicable to the modern game of football."

He was commissioned a major in the chemical warfare service

and was mustered out six months later. Then he announced that

he was through with football. Yet when the call came from well-

clobbered Columbia in 1923, Haughton could not resist.

He went to Morningside Heights and became the old Haughton
—a sharp-tongued perfectionist who never went along with the

Dutch proverb that a handful of patience is worth more than a

bushel of brains.

He made Walt Koppisch run with knees high, and Koppisch

became a sensational ball-carrier. Haughton also introduced ad-

ditional drama into Koppisch's heroics. In practice for the Penn

game in 1923, Koppisch punted sixty yards. Haughton instantly

halted practice and ordered the team to kneel and pray that he

would do as well at Franklin Field in Philadelphia. Koppisch's

final reaction was disappointing. He punted sixty yards against

Penn, all right, but it was straight into the air, and Penn won,

19-7-

Columbia only broke even—4-4-1—in that first season under

Haughton. But in 1924 the Lions had won four out of five games

when P. D.'s heart buckled.

Forceful? Haughton was that and more. Grantland Rice called

him "the builder-up of the downtrodden."

Artful? "Football is an art as well as a sport," said Heywood
Broun, "and Haughton is truly one of the old masters."

Brutal? "Austere, but not really unkind," said Westbrook

Pegler.

Before one important game, Haughton saw a player loafing.

He strode up to him and put his finger in the boy's face. "Get

to the side line!" he roared, shaking the youth like a pup. "The
trouble with you is you perspire. I want men who sweat!"

A few minutes later he put the player back in, and the boy

ran wild for a half hour. But when the squad unpiled itself

from one of the afternoon's final scrimmages, the chastised col-
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legian lay unconscious at the bottom. "Haul him off!" Haughton

yelled. "This is no field hospital!"

Squadsmen gasped, revolted. It was not until years later that

they learned that the moment practice was over, Haughton sped

to the dressing room where the injured boy was being treated,

put his hand on his brow, and said softly, "That's not perspira-

tion, son. That's sweat!"



CHAPTER ELEVEN

JOHN WILLIAM HEISMAN
Father of the Forward Pass

Typically, John Heisman was right in the thick of it that

October afternoon. He was standing just behind the North Caro-

lina backfield as the Tar Heels tried desperately to move the ball

against Georgia. In 1895, in Atlanta's Brisbane Park, they weren't

so particular about side-line passes and field badges for visiting

coaches from Auburn.

Suddenly the short, bull-shouldered Heisman had to side-step.

The Carolina fullback was retreating with the ball, trying to

find five yards of clear ground so he could get a punt away.

Pop Warner's Bulldogs besieged the carrier in twos and threes.

In a final futile gesture, he drew back the ball and just heaved

it downfield, end over end.

A startled teammate grabbed the missile like a laborer un-

loading a watermelon from a truck—and ran for his life. Not a

Georgian touched him the seventy yards to goal.

Warner stormed the officials, protesting the obvious illegality

of the play. They ignored him. The touchdown stood, and North

Carolina won, 6-0.

Warner simmered down and forgot it in a few weeks. But

Heisman didn't. The moment the receiver clutched the sloppily

propelled ball to his bosom, Heisman figured it as the answer to

the flying wedge!

Heisman had been a constant campaigner against mass plays

and resultant injuries. "The human frame," he declared, "is un-

equal to the wedge." He had scars to prove it. In his years as a

lineman at Brown and Pennsylvania and coach at Oberlin,

Buchtel, and Auburn, he had seen player after player bloodied

and broken trying to stop power plays. Indeed, only three years

116
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before, his Oberlins had emerged from a game with three cauli-

flower ears and eight bent limbs. The squad hobbled off the

train upon returning home and a woman rushed up screaming,

"Look at this one! He must have been underneath!"

The player replied ruefully, "I was—every time."

A solicitous gent in white assured Heisman that ambulances

were available. Heisman was beginning to get mad when he heard

a newsboy shouting, "Big train wreck kills sixteen!"

Heisman saw no particular mirth in having his players mis-

taken for wreck victims. He searched for ways to open up the

game by eliminating dangerous wedge-type plays.

Yet he knew the football rulesmakers would not accept the

forward pass. It was just too radical for the time. So he waited

from 1895 to 1903 before writing Walter Camp and urging legali-

zation of the pass. Camp ignored the plea. Heisman took another

shot in '04. Again Camp gave it short shrift. Showing unusual

patience, Heisman took up the matter with former Penn star

John Bell and Navy coach Paul Dashiell. They supported the

pass at the next meeting of the rules committee. Amos Alonzo

Stagg stepped in with another boost, and in 1906 "Heisman's

forward pass" became a part of football.

That was just like "Old John W." He was ever different.

He had a natural ear for pomp and drama, the outgrowth of

his off-season occupation of Shakespearean acting. He spoke pre-

cisely, in exaggerated stage English, and he could wring every

drop from a sentence or a speech. "Thrust your projections into

their cavities," Heisman was fond of telling fledgling footballers,

"grasping them about the knees and depriving them of their

means of propulsion. They must come to earth, locomotion being

denied them."

On the first day of each football season he would display a

football and ask, "What is it?" then answer his own question:

"A prolate spheroid—that is, an elongated sphere—in which

the outer leathern casing is drawn tightly over a somewhat

smaller rubber tubing." He added ominously, "Better to have

died as a small boy than to fumble this football."

Ironically, Heisman fitted his own Macbeth role to the extent
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that he went from brilliance to failure as a coach. The brilliance

was in his inventions, which place him among the ten top foot-

ball technicians. The failure was in puerile squabbles marking

the final phases—at Penn and Rice—of a thirty-nine-year coaching

career.

Taken altogether, though, Heisman ranked only behind A. A.

Stagg, Pop Warner, and Walter Camp as a contributor to the

game we know today.

He originated the hidden-ball play.

He was the first to place his quarterback at safety on defense.

He instructed his center to toss the ball between his legs,

rather than roll it—thus originating the center snap.

He invented the scoreboard listing downs, yardage, and other

pertinent points.

He introduced the "hike" or "hep" vocal signal for starting

play, the so-called "double pass," interference on end runs, the

spin buck, and the Heisman shift.

He led the fight to reduce games into quarters instead of

halves.

His 1916 Georgia Tech team amassed the most one-sided vic-

tory in history, snowing little Cumberland, 222-0.

Best known as a tactician, Heisman was even more absorbing

as a personality. He preached that "being a good football player

is not half so important as being a gentleman," and backed it

up by his treatment of opponents. Yet he was sarcastic and hard

on his players. More often than not he was disliked by them.

New York World-Telegram and Sun columnist Joe Williams,

who knew Heisman in his last days as athletic director of the

Downtown Athletic Club of New York, observed that Heisman

was "never suffocatingly modest." Actually Heisman was virtu-

ally insufferable in his relations with players after leaving Georgia

Tech in 1919. At the tail end of his career, he simply could not

gear tactics to personalities.

Born in Cleveland, Ohio, in 1869, Heisman was one of the

first to receive football letters from two colleges. He was a tackle

at Brown in 1887-88-89, and a center, tackle, and end at Penn
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in 1890-91. Then he threw over his law studies and entered

coaching. He began at Oberlin, 1892, then went to Buchtel (now

Akron) , 1893; Oberlin, 1894; Auburn, 1895-1999; Clemson,

1900-1903; Georgia Tech, 1904-1919; Penn, 1920-1922; Wash-

ington and Jefferson, 1923; and Rice, 1924-1927.

His over-all record was 184 victories, 68 losses, 16 ties.

As a player John Heisman made his way as a midget among
giants. He operated as a 158-pound center at Penn in constant

dread that his immediate teammates—guards weighing 212 and

243—would fall on him.

He was a neat, open-faced fellow with only one notable physi-

cal defect—a flat, pulpy nose. At Penn he had leapfrogged a huge

Penn State center in an effort to block a kick, and his face met

the ball head on. His nose was never the same again.

Heisman's voice was deep, his diction perfect, his tone biting.

He drummed apothegms at his proteges on the field, in the locker

room, and whenever he met them on the street. He pasted up ^

what he called "Don'ts" on the locker-room walls:

Don
Don
Don
Don
Don
Don
Don
Don
Don
Don
Don
Don
Don
Don
Don
Don
Don
Don
Don
Don

t try to play without your head.

t forget signals.

t be late in lining up.

t have your feet in the way of the snapback.

t let your opponent get the charge on you.

t look toward where the play is going.

t jab your fingers into a snapped ball.

t catch it on your wrists.

t let it hit you on the chest.

t coil your arm around the ball's belly.

t hold it on your stomach.

t stick it out in front when you are downed.

t hesitate about falling on it ever.

t forget to pull it loose from an opponent.

t forget to stiff-arm.

t go into the line with your head up.

t see how light you can hit, but how hard.

t cuss.

t argue with the officials.

t lose the game.
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Heisman's offensive ideas were clearly defined. These were his

basic rules:

Try end runs on first or second downs.

Never order two end runs in succession.

Don't try an end run when the ball is less than twenty-five

yards from your goal, unless from punt formation.

Don't try an end run close to the boundary.

Try to divide up the work so you won't wear out any one

player. . . . But any man ought to be able to take the ball three

times in succession at least.

When you find a weak spot, hammer it.

When a substitute comes in for opponents, send several hard

plays at him and find out what he is good for.

Never pass inside your own thirty-yard line. The best down
on which to pass is the third. The second is not bad.

If toward the end of the third quarter you appear hopelessly

beaten because you have been unable to make headway with your

running game, jump right into a pass game. Let at least three

plays out of four be passes.

Punt on first down if close to your own goal.

When in doubt, punt anyway, anywhere.

Don't give the ball to your punter for a run on the play just

before the one on which he probably will have to punt.

Call signals in a snappy, cheery tone.

Most of Heisman's inventions came in his first decade of coach-

ing. He played three years at Titusville, Pennsylvania, High,

three at Brown, and two more at Penn (you could do that in

those days) before ever setting out to teach the stuff, so the

twenty-three-year-old was no green hand when he took over at

Oberlin in 1892.

Heisman's father had refused to watch his son play at Titus-

ville High, calling football "bestial." He saw a game for the first

time when John went to Oberlin, remarking, "There must be

something to it if you threw over your law practice to coach it."

That day the elder Heisman suggested that the crowd was

for Western Reserve rather than John's Oberlin team. He asked
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John if he thought Oberlin would win. "What do you care,

Dad?" John teased. "You're no fan."

"No," bristled Mr. Heisman. "But I like to see big guys get

licked, and they're big." He strolled away.

Five minutes later John's brother dashed up. "If you aren't

pretty sure you'll win, John," he blurted, "tell me quick I"

"Why?"
"Because Dad's walking up and down in front of the Western

Reserve cheering section waving $100 bills and taking all bets."

The old man won his money. Oberlin won the game, 38-8,

and went on to five more one-sided victories and a two-point

decision over Michigan in Heisman's first season.

It was that year that Heisman started seven-man interference.

He had seen Pudge Heffelfinger direct Yale blockers ahead of

him. Operating on the physics equation that "mass times velocity

equals momentum," he reasoned that seven medium-sized block-

ers—such as he had at Oberlin—would be just as effective as three

or four huge ones—such as Heffelfinger had at Yale.

Oberlin under Heisman also used a "double pass" and "fake

pass." The double pass was handed from the center to the tackle

to the halfback. On the fake pass, the center held the ball in his

crotch and faked to the quarterback, who in turn faked to a

runner. Then the center would slip it to a guard who would

relay it to an end who would sprint away with it. The maneuver

was the forerunner of the delayed pass that Penn's George Wood-

ruff used in 1896.

Heisman moved to Buchtel in 1893. There he found a quarter-

back—six-foot-four Harry Clark—too tall to bend over to take the

tumbling ball from the center. So Heisman told the center to

throw the ball through his legs to the quarterback. Within a

year almost every team was doing it John W.'s way.

It will be observed that in several cases Heisman made up new
styles because of physical restrictions among his players. When
he returned to Oberlin in '94, he had a tiny quarterback. Heis-

man was struck by the incongruity of forcing the little fellow to

take a beating behind the line while a huge fullback ambled

about back at safety. He eliminated the practice of playing a
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defensive man against the corresponding offensive man, and thus

originated the "quarterback at safety" system.

In 1895, Auburn Polytechnic Institution called Heisman. He
went and began one of the most vivid phases of his career.

To this day Auburn's spirit is rated with that of Notre Dame.

Heisman may well have been, as former Plainsman Harry Smith

suggests, "the fountainhead of that spirit." He dramatized every

play, every game at the Loveliest Village. He railed and snorted

in practice, imploring players to do their all for God, Country,

Auburn, and Heisman. Before each game he made squadsmen

take a nonshirk, nonflinch oath.

Heisman was more accessible to his players as a young man
than later, and this factor contributed to his origination of the

hidden-ball play. Near midseason of 1895, Heisman, captain

Walter Shafer, and quarterback Reynolds (Tick) Tichenor were

sitting in Shafer's room discussing football. One comment led

to another, and finally Heisman said casually, "You know, boys,

I had a kid ask me once if it was against the rules to hide the

ball. I don't see anything against it, but I honestly don't see how
you could work a trick like that."

There was a long silence as the men grappled individually

with the problem. Then Shafer exploded. "I've got it, HeisI Why
not just stick the ball under Tick's jersey?"

Tichenor scurried into the adjoining room, pulled a jersey

from the undergraduate dishabille, and slipped a football be-

neath the jersey.

Once it was established that the ball could be easily and

quickly concealed, they set up a formation to cover up the trick

and draw opponents away from Tichenor so he could get free.

The center was the only player required to be on the line.

Heisman decided to drop the guards back slightly, tackles still

farther back, and the ends behind them. As the ball was snapped,

a back was to jump forward and simulate taking it from quarter-

back Tichenor. At that moment the entire team would form a

circle and Tichenor would slip the ball into his jersey. Then
he would drop to the ground and the team would swing out to

the right en masse, leaving Tichenor prone as if K.O.'d in the
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jam. As soon as the mass moved away, Tichenor would jump up

and skedaddle.

Auburn first tried it against Vanderbilt, scored on it, and won,

9-6. The concealment role was assigned to left end Harry Smith

against Georgia, and it worked for a touchdown there, too. Pop

Warner, who was coaching the Bulldogs, took the play to Carlisle

with him and was mistakenly credited with making up the play

there in '98.

Heisman had limited material at Auburn and produced all

sorts of ruses to even matters. He had a special "long-count" play

on which the quarterback would count beyond the usual start-

ing signal to draw the opponents offside. He also signaled special

maneuvers to his quarterbacks by a sort of handkerchief sema-

phore but was never caught at it.

After five seasons and a 13-3 record at A.P.I. , Heisman stepped

east to Clemson. The Tigers mopped up to a 20-3 tune in 1900-

01-02-03, slamming Georgia Tech 44-5 and 73-0. The supremacy

was so great that Heisman, usually the soul of seriousness on the

bench, burst out laughing when halfback Henry Tillman tripped

and fell in an open field against the Jackets.

Tech had never cut much of a figure in athletics, but this year-

by-year stomping grew wearisome. The Jackets offered Heisman

a $50 raise over his Clemson salary and landed him as their first

paid head coach in 1904.

A tremendous banner proclaiming Tech Gets Heisman for

1904 was strung across Atlanta's Piedmont Park when Tech hired

him.

Heisman was quick to make his reputation stick. He stiffened

training rules, stepped up practice tempo, introduced consistent

strategy. When players started calling him "Mister Heisman,"

he cut them off with, "That takes too much time—just call me
coach." He forbade players to use soap and hot water during the

week on the assumption that it was debilitating. He knocked

pastry, coffee, pork, veal, hot bread, nuts, and apples off the

menu. "They didn't agree with him," explained 1912 center Al

Loeb, "so he felt the same reaction when we ate them." He cut

the practice-field water allowance and instructed cooks to serve
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the players meat almost raw. He made the Jackets run extra laps

and detailed a manager to check them.

In his first season at Tech, Heisman's team figured in the sort

of wacky play that seemed to follow him. Georgia was the op-

ponent and had fourth down near its goal. King Sullivan went

nine yards behind the goal to punt. He booted the ball into the

goal post, and it bounded over the fence behind him. The play-

ers scrambled pell-mell for the fence, pulling and tugging at each

other. Tech's Red Wilson sprinted to a corner stump, jumped

it, and fell on the ball behind the fence for a Tech touchdown.

Heisman had his backs lining up in single file and at right

angles to scrimmage before shifting. As soon as the pass was

legalized, Tech started spraying the ball all over the field. One
of Heisman's players asked him for six extra tickets to a game

with the explanation that his grandmother liked Heisman's

"new" style of play. She had even written the newspapers urging

that all offensive players be made eligible to receive passes.

Heisman's Tech clubs were small but fiery and well drilled.

The 1912 team, on which 155-pound Al Loeb played center, did

not win a game, but Heisman always said he was proudest of it.

Heisman called Loeb a "physical misfortune" and asked him how
he managed to stand up against bigger men. Cracked Loeb: "I'm

nearsighted, and I can't see how big they are."

Heisman detailed Loeb to go out and help coach the Federal

Penitentiary team. One game was being played in a downpour,

and a prisoner insisted that Loeb, whose only suit was being

drenched, take his denim jacket. Loeb demurred, thinking it the

manly thing to do, until another prisoner piped up, "Go ahead,

coach, take his jacket. He's got twenty years to dry off in."

Heisman wore a high turtleneck sweater and a baseball cap

and cut a gay figure on the practice field. Between his own dis-

tinctive appearance and the team's precision play, the Atlanta

public went ga-ga over Tech. "The Tech band could discard its

leader," scribbled one newspaperman, "and play by the jump-
shift timing of the team."

Heisman remained a gentleman but began to incline toward

arrogance. When Atlanta Journal sports editor Morgan Blake,

a Nashville, Tennessee, product, compared a Tech quarterback
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with Vanderbilt's immortal Rabbit Curry, Heisman censured

him: "You must remember that you are in Atlanta now and you

should not make so many Nashville references."

Tech won the southern championship in 1914, 1915, 1916, and

1917. The latter three teams rolled up 1,129 points—45 per game.

Their opponents amassed 61 points. The Jackets also went thirty

games without defeat.

The record-smashing 222-0 rout of Cumberland occurred on

October 7, 1916, in Atlanta. Two days before the game, assistant

coach Bill Alexander told Heisman, "If we don't beat Cumber-

land by fifty points, we ought to get beat." Halfback Everett

Strupper put in, "If we score one hundred, will you set 'em up
for the gang, Alex?" Alexander's expensive reply: "I'll set 'em

up for the varsity, scrub, and frosh if you make two hundred."

That Saturday the Golden Tornado poured across thirty-two

touchdowns and thirty extra points in four quarters of twelve

and a half minutes each. Jim Preas set another high by kicking

eighteen points-after-touchdown in a row, all in the first half.

Everett Strupper scored six touchdowns, Tommy Spence five.

Tech neither punted nor passed and rolled up 509 yards on end

runs alone. Nineteen more yards on bucks, 220 yards on punt

returns, and 220 yards on kickoff returns brought Tech's total

yardage to 968. Cumberland gained thirty yards rushing and

failed to make a first down. Only a thousand people saw the all-

time high-scorer, and Atlanta newspapers thought so little of the

"burlesque" that they gave it no more than a column of space.

Heisman's 1917 team won nine straight games, scoring 491

points to opponents' 17. That backfield goes down as one of the

game's top twenty on record—Al Hill at quarterback, Strupper

and Joe Guyon at halfs, and Judy Harlan at fullback.

Guyon was a Chippewa Indian from Carlisle and not entirely

acclimated to the ways of the white man. He turned up green

around the jowls before a game against Tulane in New Orleans,

and Heisman asked him what was the matter. "Something I ate,

I guess," Guyon muttered.

"What was it?" Heisman asked.

"Well, they got the biggest oysters you ever saw down
here. . .

."
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"And I guess you ate a few."

"Yeh," said Guyon, shaking his head uncomprehendingly, "but

only the first four or five dozen were raw."

Heisman broke down football into percentages—talent, 25; ag-

gressiveness, 20; mentality, 20; speed, 20; and weight, 15. He
assigned no importance to coaching in this table, but in his

Principles of Football he asserted that "the coach should be

masterful and commanding, even dictatorial. He has no time to

say 'please' or 'mister.' At times he must be severe, arbitrary,

and little short of a czar."

He might have been writing his autobiography. Although he

shunned profanity, his acrimonious remarks riled most of his

players even during Tech's better seasons. He called David

Irenus (Red) Barron, one of the all-time southern running

greats, a "flaming jackass" for poor defensive work.

At the end of the 1919 season, an astounding thing happened.

Heisman called Lawrence (Chip) Robert, a Tech athletic board

member, and a couple of other members to his home. Heisman

and his wife sat quietly at a breakfast table. When Robert and

his friends entered, Heisman handed them a sheaf of stocks and

bonds and asked them to make an equitable division of these

between himself and Mrs. Heisman. This Robert did.

"Now," said Heisman, "as you may have guessed, a most un-

fortunate thing has happened. Mrs. Heisman and I have decided

to get a divorce. There are no hard feelings, however, and I have

agreed that wherever Mrs. Heisman wishes to live, I will live in

another place. This will prevent any social embarrassment. If she

decides to stay in Atlanta, I leave."

Robert clutched at a chair for support. Mrs. Heisman chose

Atlanta. And John Heisman left for the University of Penn-

sylvania.

Heisman's Quakers won only sixteen of twenty-eight games

through 1922 and although his relations there were far from

satisfactory, they had their light moments.

One substitute named Hughie King made a miserable job of
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blocking, and Heisman stabbed him with, "Hughie, why don't

you work as other men do?"

"How in the hell," shouted King, who rarely played, "am I

going to work when there is no work to do?"

"Ah, Hughie," Heisman said blandly, "you must be vicious.

You must be like a bull in a china shop."

Halfback Jim DeWhirst lost patience with the wearing de-

tails of the Heisman shift and cried, "C'mon, guys, just hand me
that pumpkin and let me run!"

"No, Jim, no," Heisman cautioned, "you must learn to hop

like a chickadee."

The Quakers ended the '20 season with a 28-0 crushing of

Cornell. In 1921 they wrought an 89-0 slaughter of Delaware.

In the latter, captain Rex Wray scored thirty-three points on

four touchdowns and nine conversions, still a Penn record. But

Cornell beat Penn, 9-0 in the '22 climax to start Heisman on his

way out. Typically, Heisman trotted out statistics after the Cor-

nell game to show a cub reporter that Penn was really superior

to Cornell.

Losses came hard to the old boy. He had never been fatherly

with his men, but at Penn he turned downright hostile. In one

classic burst he told them: "I have taught you all I know—and
still you know nothing!"

Odds are that Heisman would have been a different sort of

person with consistently good material. But he was a perfec-

tionist and took no pains to conceal his disgust at the Quakers'

over-all gaucherie despite such stars as Bud Hopper, John Thur-

man, Ted Fairchild, Poss Miller, and Wray.

Heisman spoke through a little red megaphone at all Penn
practices. His last day on the field he used the instrument for a

semi-grim farewell.

When Heisman had changed clothes and gone, a lineman

found the megaphone and started an impromptu game with the

megaphone serving as the ball. Then the lineman took what was
left of the megaphone and through it mimicked a few choice

Heismanisms. In the concluding ceremony he took the mega-

phone and buried it.

"At the time," said guard John Humes, "it seemed funny. But
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many times since, I have thought of the symbolism of the horse-

play."

Heisman accepted the Washington and Jefferson job in 1923.

In '24 he went to Rice Institute under a five-year contract at

1 12,000 plus per year.

The Houston experience was even more disillusioning than

the one at Philadelphia. The Owls lost twenty-one of thirty-five

games under Heisman. He was openly accused of favoritism.

Players swore that he forbade his quarterbacks to give the ball

to boys he disliked.

At the end of the 1927 season the dyspeptic Heisman sold out

the remaining two years on his contract for $1 8,000 and went to

New York.

Once out of coaching and into the athletic directorship of the

Downtown Athletic Club, he mellowed. The Heisman Trophy
given annually to the nation's number-one player is in his mem-
ory.

Heisman was about to begin work on a history of football

when he died of bronchopneumonia on October 3, 1936, at the

age of sixty-six.

He would have been a natural to write it.



CHAPTER TWELVE

HOWARD HARDING JONES
The Head Man

"I've never played a game of poker in my life," Howard
Jones often said, "but I've handled as many chips as any

gambler."

He had. But with Jones it wasn't diversion—just another of

the hundreds of gimmicks he used to improve his football teams.

Jones took chips, wrote players' names on them, and lined them

up. Hour after hour he shifted them about, exploring endless

possibilities.

How well the wiry, unemotional man worked out those pos-

sibilities is a matter of record: Five of his Southern California

powerhouses— 1929, '31, '32, '38, and '39—won Rose Bowl games.

Three— 1928, '31, and '39—were national champions. Three—

1928, '32, and '39—went unbeaten. Eight won Pacific Coast Con-

ference titles.

Howard Jones's Syracuse (1908) , Yale (1909) , Ohio State

(1910), Yale (1913) , Iowa (1916-23), Duke (1924) , and South-

ern Cal (1925-40) elevens won 193 games, lost 63, and tied 20.

Jones himself was a prodigious competitor and untiring ad-

vocate of clean play. But he kept a lid on his feelings. Violent

criticism and abuse were out. Ending almost every season with

attacks of nervous tension was the price Jones paid for maintain-

ing his dignity and bearing at all times.

Jones's teams reflected his fierce, steely concentration. His

mind was tracked so firmly to football that he ignored traffic

signals and other cars as he drove. He lost socks and keys, forgot

appointments, left members of his family stranded, forgot his

way home. When his wife asked a question, she was apt to have

iag
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to wait an hour for the reply: "Did you say something, dear?

I was thinking up a play."

His teams were so well prepared that the worst defeat he

sustained in sixteen years at Southern Cal was 27-0 to Notre

Dame in 1930. Jones's clubs were always "ready" by Saturday,

and he refused to monkey with the timing by trying to fire them

up just before kickoff. Only twice did he make sentimental ap-

peals.

The first was before the 1920 Illinois-Iowa game. Illinois's Bob
Zuppke had beaten Jones with a trick—the onside kick—the year

before. And Jones's parents were down that day to see his Iowa

team for the first time. The combination of circumstances gave

Jones added incentive.

He ordered his Hawkeyes to the stadium a half hour earlier

than usual. Then he began a long speech. It wound through his

days as a Yale left end in 1905-06-07, the exploits of brother

Tad as All-American halfback at Yale, and his own feelings

toward his mother and father. The dramatic monologue ended

with Jones sobbing and the squad fidgeting but unmoved.

Iowa was swamped, 20-3. Jones apologized to the players and

vowed he never again would make a sentimental speech.

Yet before U. S. C.'s 1930 game with Stanford, he broke and

cried over malicious remarks made about the Trojans at a Stan-

ford pep rally. This, however, had the opposite effect of the

decade-earlier episode, and the Trojans stormed out and belted

Stanford, 47-12.

A driver, but deeply sensitive himself beneath his iron ex-

terior, Jones was considerate of others' feelings. Early in his

career he lost a game because a halfback failed to cover a pass.

He told the player mildly, "You know, that was your pass."

Whether it was the typical seriousness with which Jones made
the remark, or the boy's own tender nature, the player cried.

Jones spent an hour consoling him.

His strongest curses were "gol-dang," "ye gads," and "pshaw."

When criticism was vital, he tried to make it gentle. In 1929

he was busily preparing his Trojans for the Rose Bowl bout with

Pittsburgh. He never accepted a bowl bid without making sure

that the squad would regard the game as a task and not a lark,
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and one afternoon he was re-emphasizing the importance of vic-

tory. Ward Bond, later a movie star, was a Trojan tackle that

year. As Jones spoke, Bond yawned. Jones paused for a split

second, asked, "Shall I get you a couch to sleep on, Bond?" and

proceeded with his exposition.

Jones did not stop at preaching sportsmanship; he set an ex-

ample. He dropped by the Stanford dressing room just before

the Trojan-Indian meeting in 1935, and as he came in, All-

American halfback Bobby Grayson was pulling on long stock-

ings to conceal an injured knee. "Son, just put one stocking on,"

Jones said softly. "Put it on the bad knee. That way we'll know
which one not to hurt. I've told my players not to take advantage

of your injury."

The approach was foreign to Grayson, who week after week

had been a marked man. He blurted, "Sorry, Mr. Jones, but

both stockings go on!"

Stanford coach Tiny Thornhill stepped up. "You heard what

Coach Jones said, Bobby. Put on just one stocking—on the bad

leg."

Grayson did. He was hit hard that day, but not a finger was

laid on the lame leg.

The episode was repeated in 1935 with Stanford's Bones Hamil-

ton as the beneficiary.

The thickset, gray-haired man considered his Iowans' 10-7 de-

feat of Notre Dame in '21 the high light of his twenty-nine-year

coaching term. Others picked the Trojans' 16-14 victory over

Notre Dame in '31. At any rate, the latter was far more dramatic,

and the aftermath far more illustrative of the true temper of

Howard Jones.

The Irish, twenty-five straight times unbeaten, were "up" that

day. They were playing for the memory of Knute Rockne, who
had died that spring, and Marchie Schwartz hauled them into a

14-0 lead in three quarters. But by the middle of the fourth

quarter the Trojans fought back to 14-13.

At that point, and by the use of an ingenious shift, Jones

made left tackle Bob Hall eligible for a pass, and Gaius Shaver

threw to him for twenty-four yards. The ball was then at the
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seventeen, and Johnny Baker place-kicked the winning field goal

in the final seconds.

Jones lost his composure long enough to knock a friend from

the bench and race onto the field and kiss the first Trojan he

met—captain-center Stan Williamson. Then Southern Cal back-

ers mobbed him.

He finally snaked his way into the U.S.C. dressing room. Just

behind him was Jack Rissman, who annually presented the Riss-

man Trophy symbolic of the national championship. When they

stood together in the throbbing, steamy room, Jones said quietly,

"You're just the man I want to see. Can you direct me to the

cemetery where Knute Rockne is buried?"

Rissman could, and did. Within the hour Jones and his entire

squad were at Rockne's grave in Highland Cemetery.

Jones himself conducted impromptu services that bleak No-

vember afternoon for the man whose teams had fought—and

four out of seven times beaten—his own teams over the years.

"This," says Rissman, "was Jones's shining hour."

Howard Jones developed nineteen All-Americans (thirteen at

Southern Cal) and wrote two books before he died at Toluca

Lake, California, on July 27, 1941, at the age of fifty-six.

Possibly the order of these accomplishments should be re-

versed. The All-Americans, and every other Jones protege\ went

by the book.

In How to Coach and Play Football, published in 1923 when
Jones was thirty-eight and on the climb, he outlined specific

ideas. He rarely deviated from them.

"I do not encourage," one paragraph read, "the drinking of

water during practice, but if a player becomes thirsty, he is al-

lowed to walk to the gymnasium for a drink."

Jones once carried this theory to an extreme and won a psy-

chological duel with it. When he reported as Ohio State head

coach in 1919, there were only thirty football candidates, and

he had trouble convincing even those few that football was a

serious proposition. There was one excellent specimen whose idea

of sport was to knock himself out in a tough scrimmage and
then ride out the evening in the closest saloon. Jones did not
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believe in cold milk—much less beer—and he conceived a scheme

to bring the talented oaf around.

Ohio State's second game was against Wittenberg. Wittenberg

was weak, but the afternoon was hot. Jones knew that the chief

culprit and three others had been out carousing the night before.

When the rout of Wittenberg reached 40-0 and the Buckeyes

were dog-tired, thirsty, and ready to shower, Jones substituted in

every position except those of the fun-loving four. He even en-

joined the water boy from giving them a sip.

That solved his Ohio State disciplinary problem right well.

Jones never drank. And although he did not try to make Sun-

day-school characters out of his players, it is pertinent that nine

of Southern Cal's eleven starters in 1931 did not drink or smoke.

Jones diagramed strategy so clearly that his quarterbacks

knew what to do from the first to the last play.

One of his finest moves came against Tulane in the 1932 Rose

Bowl. He knew that Jerry Dalrymple, Tulane's terrific right end,

often left his own zone to follow plays to the other side. One of

Jones's own best plays was the Sparling reverse, where Trojan

left end Al Sparling dropped back to wingback and ran to his

right. Jones figured that when Sparling started, Dalrymple would

drop off his own end and run parallel to Sparling.

The Trojans had one reverse play for halfback Erny Pinckert

that headed for Dalrymple's territory, but they had never shown

any sort of double reverse. So, for that game, Jones put in a

double reverse with Sparling starting to his right and Pinckert

reversing to his left. U.S.C. scored on the Sparling reverse in the

second quarter, and Jones watched how Dalrymple followed the

play. It went just as he had figured. So at half time Jones told

quarterback Gaius Shaver to use the double reverse as soon as

the Trojans got inside Tulane's forty and had leg room to the

left.

Twice Shaver called it. Each time Dalrymple, following Spar-

ling, was suckered to his left and blocked out. Pinckert scored

untouched on runs to his left of thirty and twenty-seven yards.

Jones's basic calm gave him extra effect as a field director but

handicapped him socially—as if he cared. "To talk with him for
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the first time," wrote Paul Zimmerman of the Los Angeles Times,

"is to do so with the feeling of being alone in the forest primeval

of your own words."

Just as with his no-fight-talk tenet, Jones had occasional turn-

abouts from this pregame stolidity. Just before the U.S.C.-Notre

Dame contest of 1930, he and Rockne were chatting jerkily. "My
gosh, Howard!" Rockne burst out. "What are you so nervous

about? You're chain-smoking."

"Well, you're not the coolest guy out here," said Jones in one

of the few last laughs anyone ever claimed on Rockne. "Your

cigar looks like shredded rope!"

Jones's vendetta with Rockne made headlines for a decade.

One year when the Trojans arrived in Chicago to play Notre

Dame, Jones was greeted by sports writers displaying a headline:

KNUTE TO START SHOCK TROOP.
"If he does," Jones snapped, "we'll score in the first minute of

the game."

The next morning the headline read:

JONES SAYS WILL SCORE FIRST MINUTE OF PLAY.
Rockne started his shock troop.

Jones scored in the first minute.

The battle of quotes was a standoff, but Rockne won the

football game, 13-12.

Another memorable Rockne-Jones meeting preceded the 1928

Trojan-Irish encounter. Rockne offered, "Howard, we've had a

wonderful series, always close. We've lost two games and have a

weak team this year. Now it wouldn't be right for you to hu-

miliate us. I tell you—I'll give you a safety on the first play if

you promise not to score any more. You know we couldn't score

if we wanted to."

Jones neatly dodged the trap. "What do you say we play the

game and see how it comes out?"

That one came out in Jones's favor, 27-14.

Howard Harding Jones was born at Excello, Ohio, on August

23, 1885, two years before his brother Tad. The two played at

Middletown High, Phillips-Exeter, and then Yale. Tad the half-

back stood head and shoulders above Howard the end, but when
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they graduated it was Howard whom Walter Camp recommended

to Syracuse as head coach.

In 1909 Jones was twenty-four years old, and his ambition was

limitless. "He worked night and day," says Claude Fisher, Syra-

cuse's Ail-American end under Jones.

That season Syracuse met Carlisle, Yale, Princeton, Colgate,

Lafayette, Michigan, and others of the best. It was the toughest

schedule in America. Syracuse outgained Yale 135 yards to 40

but lost, 5-0. Two touchdowns were called back against Prince-

ton and that ended in a 0-0 tie.

The 12-0 victory over then-powerful Lafayette was marked

by a Jones ruse. He told Claude Fisher and a teammate to wal-

lop 245-pound Syracuse tackle Bill Horr in a pile-up, then call

him back to fullback and give him the ball. They did, and the

furious Horr smashed over goal without so much as a hitch in

stride.

In after years Jones delighted in recounting a play he designed

for the finale with Hurry Up Yost's Michigan Wolverines. "We
had been pulling Horr back to run from punt formation. Against

Michigan we gave the ball to the weak-side back, who faked to

Horr on the left. We assumed that Bill, being so large and im-

pressive a figure, would attract the Michigan right end a little

more. Then the weak-side back kept the ball and circled the

Michigan end, who was still chasing Horr."

Syracuse beat Michigan, 28-14, and Jones ended his first col-

lege head coaching season with a 6-3-1 won-lost-tied record.

When Jones answered Yale's call to return as head coach in

1909, he found himself coaching old classmates in Ted Coy,

Steve Philibin, and John Reed Kilpatrick. Again oddly, Howard
achieved one of his premier early victories with a 15-0 thumping

of his brother Tad's Syracuse team. Tad had succeeded Howard
at Syracuse.

Old Eli was unscored upon as well as unbeaten in 1909.

Jones had a 6-1 tab at Ohio State in 1910, dropped out of

the game to run a paper business for two years, bowed back in

at Yale in '13 with five victories and two losses, then moved to

Iowa, where at last he stuck around long enough to build his

own program.
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From 1916 through 1923, Jones's Hawkeyes won forty-two

games, lost seventeen. In 1921, with Aubrey Devine and Gordon

Locke running and Glenn Devine and Graven Shuttleworth

serving as twin blocking backs, Iowa won the Big Ten title. Iowa

repeated in '22.

Jones insisted that his linemen get the jump. He had par-

ticular difficulty driving home the value of the initial charge to

one Hawkeye who persisted in watching the man across from

him instead of the ball. Finally he asked his pupil to stand in

front of him and to slap at him as soon as the ball was snapped.

Instantly upon the snap Jones landed a light blow on the play-

er's cheek. The player brought up a haymaker from the ground

that toppled Jones. Flushed, Jones leaped up and roared, "See,

I told you. Who got hit first?"

"Yeah," drawled the lineman, "but who got hit hardest?"

Jones had to admit the lad had a point.

He had another demonstration of the virtues of a quick initial

charge. He would pick an opponent, place him in charging

stance, then began a dissertation on line play. The second the

man relaxed, Jones would spring at him and send him sprawling.

One day he selected a Hawkeye named Toots Rath as the cat's

paw. Jones talked for ten minutes, but Rath never lowered his

guard. Finally the coach gave up, not unhappily, for Rath by

staying alert had proved the point.

At Iowa City, Jones introduced his system of a two-runner,

two-blocker backfield. The quarterback was the tailback, and he

had to be a triple-threater. The other carrier was the fullback.

Jones's box also differed from Rockne's in that the Notre Dame
master stressed the off-tackle play and Jones specialized in

sweeps.

He developed his staff in such minute detail that at Iowa he

had one coach whose sole duty was to stand behind the back-

field and shout, "Go! Go! Go!" If the measure was extreme, it

was effective. Assuredly the backs went, went, went.

Jones was saddled with inferior material at his next stop and

spent an unfruitful (4-5-0) year at Duke University in 1924.

But Southern Cal was smart enough to consider Jones's handi-
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caps when it cast about for a successor to Gloomy Gus Hender-

son. Jones, then forty, never had been west of the Rockies, and

he snatched the chance.

The moment he accepted the Los Angeles assignment, he

picked three dandies for assistants—Clifton Herd, Aubrey De-

vine, and Gordon Campbell. He quickly began a rivalry with

the far more celebarted Pop Warner, and that feud ended far

more in his favor than his series with Rockne. Jones lost his first

two games against Warner and Stanford— 13-9 in 1925, 13-12 in

1926. But he was scaring Warner balmy with his end and tackle

strikes. In 1927 Warner placed his defensive halfbacks wide, and

Jones had quarterback Morley Drury pass down the middle for

a 13-13 tie.

In 1928 both Jones and Warner were loaded, but Warner had

an average ten-pound drag in beef. Braven Dyer's Top Ten
Trojan Thrillers details how scout Herd and Jones decided to

stop Stanford:

"The best way to offset Stanford's weight edge and the crunch-

ing power which Pop could general once his plays began rolling

was to get in there and start belting somebody. They called it the

'quick mix.' For the most part, opposing teams, until the Jones

plan, had sat back and waited for Pop's reverses to come to them.

This was fatal because by the time the play had formed it packed

a terrific punch."

The "quick mix" caused five Stanford fumbles. Southern Cal

made only four first downs, and won, 10-0.

Thereafter, Jones beat Warner four straight. He literally ran

the old man out of the league; one of the reasons Warner left

Stanford for Temple was alumni discontent over repeated wal-

lopings by U.S.C.

Jones had employed few passes in the unpredictable Iowa

weather, but he made the forward pass a big noise in his Trojan

arsenal and used it for a 7-0 victory over Stanford in 1929. Mar-

shall Duffield faked a smash, spun, and passed to Francis Tap-

paan for the big touchdown.

The next year Warner desperately switched to a six-man de-

fensive line. So Jones rammed runners up the middle for a 41-12

victory.
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For all his lack of vindictiveness, the Head Man derived spe-

cial pleasure from superiority over Warner. Warner's Carlisle

club had whipped Jones at Syracuse, and Warner repeatedly

criticized Jones's shift. The implication was that the shift was

unethical and illegal. Jones contended that he used the shift for

deception (to make the defense figure out the play in the one-

second stop) rather than to draw the defense offside.

In short, once Warner got on Jones's back, Jones never got off

Warner's. The Indians achieved only two touchdowns against

the Trojans during the last five years Warner was there, and

twice they were shut out.

Even the mild Mr. Jones allowed himself a smile when Warner

himself came around to the shift.

Most of Jones's formations called for the line to set itself un-

balanced to the right with the guards to the right of the center.

The guard directly next to the center was the running guard and

vital as an interferer.

Jones ceaselessly broadened his offense. In his first try at Iowa

he had used only sixteen plays. In his prime at Southern Cal, his

Trojans had upwards of one hundred plays. Yet Jones never

neglected his defense. He was one of the first to succeed with

the 6-2-2-1 defense and one of the first to resort to the 6-3-2.

He stuck his safety man up within ten yards of the line, and

U.S.C. suffered from opponents' quick kicks but gave up precious

little real estate otherwise.

Only Stanford and Washington State had Jones's number the

first season— 1925—at U.S.C. He turned Morton Kaer into an All-

American quarterback, and the Trojans into a third-place club

in the Pacific Coast Conference.

In '26, U.S.C. moved up into second. The Trojans lost only

to Stanford and Notre Dame. Both scores were 13-12, and both

winning extra points bounced off U.S.C. players (Red Badgro

and Jeff Cravath) and carried on through the goal posts.

With 1927 came two of Jones's all-timers, quarterback Morley

Drury and tackle Jess Hibbs. That year U.S.C. tied Stanford for

the league crown.
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In 1928 the Trojans bumped both Stanford, 10-0, and Notre

Dame, 27-14.

One reason Jones's men stayed up there was that they were

always in condition. "No smoking, no liquor, and no women,"

Jones drummed into his warriors. "And of the three, women are

the worst." He even frowned upon dancing, pointing out that

a college football player did not have to master the terpsichorean

art to maintain social prestige.

His own only relaxations were golf, bridge, and fishing on a

barge in Santa Monica. He was a mid-70's linksman despite an

unorthodox back swing in which he bent his left arm so sharply

that the club touched the back of his neck.

Jones's scores went up the few times he golfed during football

season, but never as high as his 1929 team's total. The Trojans

scored 447 points—41 a game—to a 55 total for rivals. And they

plastered Jock Sutherland's Pitt Panthers, 47-14, in the first of

five Rose Bowl credits for Jones.

Losses to Notre Dame—the 27-0 rout in which Bucky O'Con-

nor masquerated as Dan Hanley and ran wild for the Irish—and

to Washington State hung a pall over the 1930 season, but the

Trojans came back boiling.

The 1931 club led by Orv Mohler, Gus Shaver, Ernie Pinckert,

Johnny Baker, and Bob Hall dropped a 13-7 stunner to St.

Mary's, then struck down eight toughies in a row.

Jones had trouble getting Hall to exert himself, but the di-

lemma worked itself out. Dink Templeton, Stanford track coach

and San Francisco columnist, blasted Hall in print as a "beauti-

ful piece of statuary." Jones showed Hall the clipping; Hall

wrecked Stanford almost on his own, and U.S.C. came out a

19-0 winner.

The Trojans went on to whale Bernie Bierman's Tulane

Green Wave in the Rose Bowl, 27-12. Grantland Rice observed,

"There is no coach in the game who can throw three men at

one spot ahead of the runner with deadlier effect than Howard

Jones."

For the period 1929-31, Jones's Trojans averaged 3714 points

per game.
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Another spotless season in '32 rode U.S.C. back into the Rose

Bowl. This time Pitt got off with a 35-0 hiding.

Southern Cal's undefeated string of twenty-seven games ended

in 1933 when Stanford's Vow Boys finally won, 13-7.

Oddly, Jones's star went in temporary eclipse in 1934 just as

his salary was jacked up to $15,000. From 1934 through 1937

Southern Cal won only seventeen games, lost nineteen.

Jones neither tired nor despaired. By '38 U.S.C. was back up

there, winning eight, tying two, and losing one, and walloping

Duke in the Rose Bowl, 7-3, on Doyle Nave's chilling last-minute

pass to Al Krueger.

In 1940 U.S.C. blasted Tennessee, 14-0, for Jones's last Rose

Bowl victory. Football lost more than a tactician when Jones

died the next July.

Columnist Red Smith once wrote sarcastically of a prize-fight

fellow "of numbing rectitude."

The phrase could have been applied to Howard Harding Jones

in all sincerity.



CHAPTER THIRTEEN

ANDREW KERR
''Undefeated, Untied, Unscored On-

and Uninvited!"

When Andy Kerr was a tyke of ten in Carlisle, Pennsylvania,

he sneaked into the fairgrounds to see Dickinson College play

football. His first impression was "the complete abandonment

with which the defensive center, a giant of a man with a great

shock of red hair, flung himself under the flying wedge."

Kerr was awed, but, he likes to recall, when riffling through

the memories of three-quarters of a century, he had not the fog-

giest notion of devoting most of his life to football. Indeed, he

taught Latin, history, and mathematics before volunteering to

coach the Johnstown, Pennsylvania, High team for the munifi-

cent sum of $25—donated by the players—and continued as a

legitimate professor for years.

Kerr was thirty-six before he even became a college assistant

coach. But when Kerr took the full plunge into college football,

he rose to a stature far beyond most.

It was not so much his won-lost record. That was an unphe-

nomenal 147-71-13 for twenty-six seasons as head coach at Stan-

ford (1922-23) , Washington and Jefferson (1926-28) , Colgate

(1929-46) , and Lebanon Valley (1947-49)

.

Rather, it was a variety of things. The wiry, thin-haired

Easterner developed the lateral passes and double spinners that

liberalized football to a degree undreamed of in his boyhood
days as a flying-wedge-watcher. He was teacher, friend, and in-

spiration to thousands of boys. Comparisons are odious, but

Kerr might best be described as the categorical opposite of Gil

Dobie, Percy Haughton, and John Heisman. He could give and

141
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take a joke. To Kerr, winning the game was important but en-

joying it was paramount.

When Pitt's Pop Warner sent Kerr to Stanford in 1922 as

"advance man" for his double-wingback formation, Kerr found

himself in a nest of fun-lovers. Baked apple smothered in

whipped cream was offered as dessert on his first visit to training

table at Palo Alto, and as part of a preconceived plan each Stan-

ford player pushed his portion away untouched. "What's the

matter?" Kerr asked.

"Smell it and see," a player told him straight-faced.

Kerr raised the plate for the test.

One player struck the bottom of the plate, and another pushed

Kerr's head forward.

They called it a "whipped-cream facial."

Kerr wiped away the mess, then guffawed, "And I thought I

was from a big city!"

That's how Stanford found out Andy Kerr could take a little

horseplay. And here's how Stanford found out it wasn't a one-

way street as far as Andy Kerr was concerned:

Stanford played Oregon one Saturday and hopped an over-

night train home. When they got to Oakland, squad and coaches

were prevented from disembarking by a sudden shortage of

haberdashery. It turned out that someone had taken and hidden

Kerr's and most of the players' pants during the night. A porter

finally discovered them in a ladies' washroom several cars away,

and the team made it on home. That night Kerr drove the In-

dians through an unusually vigorous practice. As they staggered

from the field, he detained three suspects and announced that

they would run extra-wind-sprints for which the starting signal

would be "Pants!" He clipped out "Shirts! Collars! Socks!" for

a half hour before dismissing three youths perilously close to

blind staggers—and determined never to steal Andy Kerr's pants

again.

Few men achieve the Kerr rapport with pupils or proteges.

He was beloved by every player he coached. "My father died when
I was a baby," says Dr. Delbert Secrist, "and my mother passed

on when I was starting Washington and Jefferson. If it hadn't

been for Andy, I don't know what I'd have done. He was like a
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father and mother rolled into one. He even taught us at Sunday

school."

Kerr refused to make automatons of his players. He let his

quarterbacks call their own signals. "He can see what's going on

out there," he remarked. "Why should I tell him what to do?

If I had my way, they'd cut the telephone wires from the spot-

ter's booth to the bench. If the coaches want to play so bad they

have to send in instructions on every play, let them put on a

uniform and get in there."

Charley Soleau, Colgate quarterback in 1931-32-33, said

"Andy never second-guessed me. If I made a mistake, he passed

it off by saying, 'Just what I would have done.'
"

Kerr holds the record of twenty-nine years as a coach in San

Francisco's East-West Shrine game that has raised $2,400,000 for

crippled children. After retiring from active coaching in 1949,

he was president of the Hamilton County Memorial Hospital in

Hamilton, New York, where he directed Colgate's Red Raiders

to ninety-five victories, fifty losses, and seven ties in eighteen sea-

sons. At seventy-seven he maintains a personal-appearance sched-

ule that would tax a man half his age.

Kerr produced his best teams at Washington and Jefferson in

1926 (7-1-1), and 1927 (7-0-2) and at Colgate in 1929 (8-1)

,

193° (9-0 > l 93 l (8-1), 1932 (9"<>- ) » !933 (6-4- 1 ). *934 (7" 1 )

»

1935 (7-1-1), and 1942 (6-2-1) . The '32 outfit won the classic

sobriquet of "Undefeated, unscored on—and uninvited!" when
it punched in 264 points to opponents' zero, then was bypassed

by the Rose Bowl for Pitt's Panthers (who were slaughtered,

35-0, by Southern Cal) . Kerr himself made the rueful remark

that led to the title.

Kerr was one of the soundest exponents of the double-wing

formation, but his tactical renown stems principally from his

development of the lateral in three forms: fake buck, downfield,

and forward. Kerr picked up tips from Rugby experts and

polished his players' ball-handling until they could manipulate

multiple passes and pitchoffs with precision.

Most coaches shied from the lateral because of the constant

danger of fumbles. Kerr was never afraid of it because "our boys
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practice until they can do it in the dark." His lateral had one

of its wackiest days against Tulane in 1934. Dick Offenhamer

fielded a Greenie punt and lateraled to Ike Kern. Kern, running

to his right, pitched off to Don Irwin, who tossed to Dutch

Bausch, who gave to Steve Kuk, who relayed to Joe Bogdanski.

Bogdanski fumbled short of goal, and it was high time, you

might say. Incredibly, Offenhamer was standing by to take the

sixth and final pitchoff for a touchdown when Bogdanski

fumbled.

Tulane breathlessly called time out. "Right," said referee John
Egan, panting, "but this one is on me." It took five minutes to

resume play.

It probably was the most spectacular single football play in

New York City history.

After that game, Tulane coach Ted Cox incorporated a similar

maneuver into his offense and beat Louisiana State with it.

Other converts followed. A lateral enabled Tulane to beat Tem-
ple, 20-12, in the first Sugar Bowl game in 1935.

In 1931 Kerr had convinced even Pop Warner. Laterals had

been chiefly responsible for Colgate's 13-7 victory over Brown
in 1931, and Warner sat on the bench with Kerr as the Red
Raider boss sweated it out. When triumph was assured, Warner
said, "Those touchdowns came hard, Andy. Good thing you had

those laterals."

"I suppose you could have done better with straight power,

Pop?"

"No," conceded Warner. "Seriously, Andy, I'm tinkering with

this lateral business."

Kerr's buck-lateral sequence started with the fullback rather

than the quarterback handling the ball. The fullback passed to

a lineman who in turn lateraled to a halfback. That enabled

Kerr to utilize the quarterback—normally the best blocker in the

backfield—as a blocker rather than as a ball-handler. Two suc-

cessive plays of this type in the '31 Brown game helped sell

Warner on Kerr's thinking, and were in part the forerunners of

highly successful buck-lateral series.

Downfield laterals far more difficult to execute comprised an-

other chunk of Kerr's lateral series. Most were double-wingback
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plays in which one back faked taking from the fullback, then

sprinted downfield—always in position to take a pitchoff. Kerr

gave his players plenty of "thinking room" on this play. In 1934

Colgate threw twenty-five unpremeditated laterals.

The Raiders' forward-passing eventually evolved into forward

laterals as a third part of the lateral series. In the 1933 Syracuse

game a Colgater passed to the left end coming across. The left

end lateraled to the right halfback, who went on to score.

Grantland Rice broke forth in verse over Kerr's prestidigita-

tion in a poem called "Colgate Magic":

"The call goes up from the battlefield as the Raiders' backs

swing by:

We know how to drive for a flying leg under an autumn sky,

We can meet the charge of a surging line as the fullback hurtles

through,

We can meet the shock of the body crash, whenever the crash

is due.

Human to human, we fear no foe when our tackling's sharp

and crisp,

But how in the name of the gods of chance do you tackle a

will-o'-the-wisp?

Give us a runner that we can see—slip us a shot at the ball—

Our feet are fast and our hands are quick, our eyes are young

and keen,

But how can we follow a flock of ghosts over the churned-up

green?"

Kerr hardly had perfected the lateral when he came up with

what he called the Kansas Pass. He got the idea from a Kansas

coaching friend, Jack Riley. "The average screen pass," says Kerr,

"is intended for a passing situation when the defense will rush

hard. The Kansas screen pass is built upon a different theory. It

started as a wide-running play. The ball-carrier went at least ten

yards to his right with regular end-run interference. He then

stopped and threw to either the right end or right half, either

of whom had faked blocks. The linemen had dropped to their

knees on the line, faked weak blocks, and let their opponents

through, then waited for the pass. They went downfield as the

blocking screen."
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Kerr used the play psychologically. When Colgate had the ball

in scoring territory as a result of a fumble or intercepted pass, he

favored running the Kansas Pass on first down because he thought

the defense would rush wildly. Colgate scored the only touch-

down of the N.Y.U. game in 1933 by uncorking the Kansas Pass

from the Violet twenty-three on the last play of the first half.

Only terrific work by a Tulane defensive back prevented a score

on the last play of the Raider-Greenie game in '33. And Colgate

came within inches of scoring the only touchdown of 1938 on

Duke with the fabulous Kansas Pass.

"The wonderful part of the Kansas Pass," Kerr says, "was that

it worked best against the stronger defensive teams."

Kerr pioneered the double-spinner series, and his unbeaten

1932 bunch baffled the East with it. He explains it:

"The fullback took the ball and pivoted as if to give to the

quarterback. The quarterback spun toward the fullback. The
fullback would either keep the ball, give it to the quarterback,

or hand to a halfback."

Colgate used the double-spinner from the double-wing for the

first time against Lafayette in '32—the day the Colgate team was

named "Red Raiders" for its brilliant new red uniforms (an-

other Kerr idea) . Kerr ordered quarterback Charley Soleau to

wait until he reached Lafayette territory to use the play. When
Colgate got to Lafayette's forty-nine, Soleau called the play.

Kerr leaped from his bench in dismay. "By golly, he's one yard

into their territory, and he calls it—"

Before the words were out, Lafayette defenders were clobber-

ing fullback Bob Rowe. And Soleau was going for a long gain.

Kerr kept on innovating as long as he coached. At Lebanon

Valley, in his sixties, he actually combined the T-formation and

double-wing with a forty-five-man squad of whom thirty-seven

were freshmen and sophomores.

Kerr also belongs in the front rank for his player development.

Danny Fortmann came to Colgate in 1932 as a sixteen-year-old

former high-school back. He emerged from college and pro play

as one of the greatest of all guards. Hank Dijohnson, Kerr's full-

back and number-one man at Lebanon Valley, never played high-

school football.
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Kerr also developed two Phi Beta Kappa sons. One is a lawyer,

another a doctor.

Andrew Kerr came from strong stock. His father was descended

from Scotch and Irish people and drove cattle in Wyoming,

Texas, and the Indian Territory. Andy's mother was born in

Chicago, but because her father was a Regular Army officer she

had to travel through the Midwest by covered wagon.

Andy was born in Cheyenne, Wyoming, October 7, 1878. His

family moved to Carlisle, Pennsylvania, when he was three. He
played there with Indian children, who later attended the Car-

lisle Indian School, but he went to Dickinson College. He never

made the first team as a 130-pound quarterback but was an all-

time Dickinson outfielder. He still holds the college's standing

high-jump record of four feet eight inches.

Kerr took a little law, then threw over both law and the offer

of a newspaper reporting job for teaching. After a time at a busi-

ness college in Johnstown, "where I attempted to teach a mul-

tiplicity of subjects," he took the $25 coaching assignment at

Johnstown High.

He had to ride a bicycle from business college to the high-

school field. His Johnstown teams were so small that he had to

scrimmage one side of the line against the other; occasionally he

had to mix it up himself. At one session Kerr criticized a boy for

sloppy tackling, then took the ball himself. The defensive end

slashed in and all but tore him to pieces. Kerr lay still for a

minute, thinking a hip or two was broken, then painfully arose.

"Now that," he said, clenching his teeth, "is the way to tackle."

He joined the Pittsburgh staff in 1914 as track coach and

worked under Warner from 1915 (coaching, among others, Jock

Sutherland) until going west in '22. On the coast he installed

Warner's double-wing, developed Ernie Nevers as a fullback,

and labored as head man through 1923 with a 11-7-0 record.

When Warner came and took over, Kerr stayed as assistant until

1926.

Washington and Jefferson offered Kerr the first three-year con-

tract in the school's 150-year history; he took it. At the Washing-

ton, Pennsylvania, college, he gathered sixteen victories, seven
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defeats, and four ties, and brought out a near-All-American full-

back in Bill Amos.

Colgate summoned Kerr in 1929. His first six teams lost a total

of five games. He turned out three All-Americans—fullback Len
Macaluso, 1930; end Johnny Orsi, 1931; guard Bob Smith, 1932.

It was not until guard Danny Fortmann reached the Chicago

Bears that he won the acclaim he deserved.

Kerr insisted that the real teams are those that sing in the

showers—not the grim, teeth-gritting squads. He felt that football

should be viewed as a sport, not a business, and Colgate player

Bob Smith was a lighthearted citizen who made an apt Exhibit

A. To gratify a scrub's ego, Smith and Kerr once arranged a

varsity fumble at the scrub five-yard line, then saw to it that the

scrub got the ball and ran ninety-five yards with it.

Kerr's first Colgate team allowed only Wisconsin and Indiana

touchdowns in running up an 8-1 tab. Colgate lost one game

again in 1930 and '31, went unbeaten in '32, dropped only a

game in both '33 and '34. It was not until Kerr's sixth season that

Colgate lost more than once. His 1932 team got hot so quick that

Kerr was pressed to maintain a psychological build-up. Just be-

fore the Penn State game, he pleaded with the Raiders not to

allow a single first down. Guard Joe Hill griped: "Early this

year he just asked us to win. Then he asked us to keep the other

side from scoring. Now he doesn't even want them to make a first

down. What in blazes will we have to work for against Syracuse

and Brown?"

Before one of the first '32 contests, Kerr told a substitute

center, "I have a son in high school who snaps the ball better

than you do." In a later scrimmage, he berated end Joe Bogdan-

ski, "I have a son who weighs a hundred and twenty pounds and

blocks better than that."

"If the season had three weeks to go," cracked one Raider,

"Andy would make his boy the greatest all-around football player

in America."

Kerr was a marvel of consistency and did not miss a Colgate

practice session for his full eighteen seasons there. Much of his
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time off was spent as an East coach in the Shrine game at San

Francisco. In 1930 the East squad, codirected by Kerr and North-

western's Dick Hanley, included Bronko Nagurski, Jack Cannon,

Ted Twomey, Tony Holm, Frosty Peters, and others. Peters con-

sistently drop-kicked goals from the fifty-yard line in practice.

The night before the game, Kerr outlined his strategy: "Frosty,

as soon as you get down real close to the West goal, go back to

kick. But you, Hal Booma, run down behind the safety man, and
Peters will just fake the kick and throw to you."

The play was so slick that the West team charged Peters and
then stood rooted, praying he would miss the kick. At the last

second Peters cocked and fired to Booma. The Dartmouth end

was so far away from the safety man, though, that he burst out

laughing and dropped the pass. Kerr had to grin despite the

ruination of his painstaking plan.

Kerr retired at sixty-eight according to Colgate rules, in 1946,

and became head coach at Lebanon Valley in 1947. He promptly

showed that the title was more than honorary by producing an

upset tie of Temple in his first game in 1948. When he quit in

1949, he was combining complex "A," "B," and "T" formations

with fine effect.

Yet the double-wing, laterals, the double-spinners, and the

laughs do not tell Andy Kerr's real story. He told that himself

on Columbia Broadcasting System's "This I Believe":

"At the center of my philosophy of life has been the ideal of

service; the desire to help my fellow man. . .

.

"I believe in God, the Creator and Ruler of the Universe. I

hold that a man's religious faith is the greatest single force in

his life for good ....

"My philosophy of life is based on faith in America and its

institutions, in the youth of America . . . and in my work. I

have faith in my family . . . and a necessary faith in myself. I

have an abiding faith in God. In my life I have tried to express

those faiths in service to my church, my community, and to man-

kind generally.

"This has given me a happy and satisfying philosophy of life."



CHAPTER FOURTEEN

FRANCIS WILLIAM LEAHY
"Pay the Price!"

Among other things, Frank Leahy proved that the smile-and-

the-world-smiles-with-you thesis is so much bunk. The one argu-

ment that enveloped the mellifluous Leahy from start to finish of

a golden thirteen-year head coaching career at Boston College

and Notre Dame was set off and kept blazing by Leahy's smiles.

Detractors bluntly called him a hypocrite. Admirers placed

him in a class with Knute Rockne. There never was the slightest

debate over his ability as a football coach.

Early in life Leahy determined to like people and be liked by

them. He mentally catalogued the names of everybody he met

everywhere. The next time they met, twenty days or twenty years

later, he could reel off the right name and give out with a glad

hand worthy of a TV emcee.

If Leahy did not always have the right answer, at least he

always had an answer. When his Boston College team left by

train for New Orleans and a game with Tulane, he moaned,

"Here we are idling about on the train, getting stiff, while that

big Tulane bunch is working out and improving." A few weeks

later, just before the University of Idaho squad entrained for

Boston to play B.C., an assistant told Leahy not to worry—the

Vandals were a push-over. "What!" Leahy snapped. "Not worry

about them! How can I help worrying, with them resting up on a

leisurely train ride east while we wear ourselves out at practice."

This business was resented by Leahy's enemies—and anyone

who piles up a 107-13-9 record is bound to have a passel of them

—and appreciated by his supporters. There never was and never

will be any unanimity of opinion on Leahy, but one of the best

analyses is offered by Francis Wallace, distinguished author and

150
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Notre Dame graduate. Wallace wrote in The Notre Dame Story:

"There are criticisms about Leahy's personal mannerisms and

affectations. It all seems to boil down to a vague accusation that

no man can actually be as good, either on or off the field, as

Leahy seems to be."

Like his closest football-coaching friend, Wally Butts, of

Georgia, Leahy was a football paradox—harsh on the field, hail-

fellow-well-met on the street.

On the ash-gray, man-trampled grass of South Bend's Cartier

Field, he bellowed and gesticulated at his Irish. "You, lad, you

were in the open field and you fell I Did you trip over a chalk

line? Or was it a newspaper clipping? And look me in the eye

when I speak to you!"

Leahy alternately demanded and cajoled but never rested. His

daily schedule from 1939 until he retired at the end of the 1953

season began at 8:00 a.m., often did not end until midnight. In

one stretch, he was at home six nights out of ninety.

The twin task of running the Notre Dame football machine

and making constant public appearances laid him out with gas-

tric enteritis in 1953, and he called it quits at the end of the

season. He was only forty-five.

"I'm tired of belonging to the people, to the priests, to the

radio," he said. "I don't mean I don't like it. I mean I'm physi-

cally exhausted from it. I'm quitting for my family."

He quit football in a typical position—on top.

How good was Leahy? Well, when he jumped the football ship,

eighty companies wanted him to come to work for them. One
professional football team offered him $100,000 a year for ten

years—a one-million-dollar guarantee.

Frank Leahy picked an apt village in which to spend most of

his youth. It was a South Dakota nook called Winner, and Leahy

never was anything else at poker, pugilism, public-speaking,

ping-pong, pocket billiards, and football.

When he was six, he rode a hayrake for a dollar a day. When
he reached the eighth grade, he became eligible for the Winner
High football team. Leahy was undersized and underdeveloped

but craved action so passionately that he coaxed an official into
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ejecting a Winner player so he could get into the game. He
played five minutes, but Winner lost, 108-0.

Little Frank learned the fighting instinct from his father, who,

besides serving on the police force, often wrestled with the cele-

brated Farmer Burns. Father Leahy was burly and virile, as well

equipped mentally as physically. He challenged members of his

family to find a word in the dictionary he could not define. They
never found one. His son as a coach never used a nickel word

where a fifty-cent substitute would do as well, and his vocabulary

is credited to that early influence.

Young Frank, Chicago Tribune sports editor Arch Ward notes

in Frank Leahy and the Fighting Irish, also developed a hardy

physique by riding herd and boxing. For his range work, he got

seven dollars a day. You may say that was good pay for 1925, but

the hours were 5:00 a.m. to midnight. For his ring work, he got

the prospect of a bright future. Once he fought Ace Hudkins in

an exhibition; Hudkins later missed the world middleweight

championship by a hair. Leahy lost the fight but kept his feet the

three rounds.

Mr. Leahy encouraged Frank's boxing more than his football.

"Don't come home tonight," Mr. Leahy would say, "unless you've

had a fight." Frank's mother was no more stunned than Frank's

victims.

The boy became a regular halfback at Winner High, and

when the family moved to Omaha, he moved in as a tackle for

his last high-school season.

He set his heart on Notre Dame when he heard Knute Rockne

make an after-dinner speech. He brushed aside his fistic aspira-

tions and set out for distant South Bend, Indiana, with a new
wallet and nineteen dollars in it.

Frank lost the money along the way, but there was not a richer

man on campus the day Leahy reported for football practice and

met Rockne face to face.

"So you're Leahy?" smiled Rockne.

Leahy, naturally bashful with strangers (at that time) , was

completely awed in the presense of Rockne. Rockne remembered
his own humble beginnings at Notre Dame two decades before

and characteristically put the freshman at ease. "Sure, you're feel-
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ing lost, son, but you're never alone at Notre Dame. Remember
that and everything will be fine. Never quit smiling."

One of Leahy's first friends at Notre Dame was Larry (Moon)

Mullins, a fine fullback-to-be. The two were assigned to a dining

table with six seniors who had priority on victuals. When the

yearlings showed signs of malnutrition, a benign upperclassman

offered them first crack at dessert. Mullins shoveled half a bowl

of strawberry ice cream on his platter, and Leahy took the other

half, and it was their last gastronomic victory as freshmen.

Following Rockne's advice, Leahy never quit smiling and was

elected freshman class president. But he was not distinguishing

himself as a tackle, so Rockne switched him to center. Leahy

talked the student manager out of a football and practiced snap-

ping in his dormitory. When a wild toss busted a window, a priest

advised Leahy to consider himself a success as a center and cease

his assault on school property.

Still, Tim Moynihan was such a stanchion at center that in

his sophomore year Leahy was stymied again. Back to tackle he

went, but did not play enough to win a letter. He was installed

as a regular tackle in 1929 but suffered a fractured elbow early

in the season and was out for weeks. Just before the Southern

California game, Leahy visited Rockne. "How's the elbow,

Frank?" Rockne asked.

Leahy said, "Fine."

"That's not the doctor's story. Let's have a look."

Leahy's right arm was the hurt one. He stuck out his left,

flexed it, and grinned. Rockne was properly fooled. Leahy started

the game and despite intense pain played thirty minutes.

That was mild compared with what happened in the last '29

game. Notre Dame's game with Army was played in weather so

bitter that one player's hands and feet had to be thawed in ice

water at half time. Notre Dame won, 7-0, but it was a victory

well-earned.

When the Irish had dressed and began milling about their

hotel lobby, Illinois coach Bob Zuppke, a visitor, opened a char-

acteristic oration on the game. Leahy listened politely. Finally,

oblivious to the youth's scarred appearance, Zuppke asked, "Now
what else would you like to know?"
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"Just this," said Leahy. "Which one of those Cadets knocked

out this tooth?" He pointed to the gap as Zuppke stood speechless,

for a novelty.

The Irish finished that 1929 season unbeaten. By September,

1930, Leahy's elbow and mouth were mended. Then two days

before the opener, misfortune belted the Dakotan again. Leahy's

knee was twisted, and he was out for the year.

You would have got only a bitter scowl for the suggestion, but

it was the best thing that ever happened to Leahy. Instead of

being confined to the tutelage of one coach—in Frank's case,

Hunk Anderson—the youth now hobbled about Cartier Field

watching ends, guards, centers, backs, and, best of all, Rockne.

After the season, Rockne had to go to the Mayo Clinic for

treatment. He asked Leahy along for a knee operation. They
shared a room, and hour upon hour talked football—Rockne

the jocular genius, Leahy the hungrily inquisitive student. One
day Leahy said wistfully, "Rock, my first ambition was to play

football for Notre Dame. I did that, after a fashion. Next, I

wanted a college coaching job. But I guess that's out."

Rockne flipped a dozen letters onto Leahy's bed. They were

from schools wanting recommendations for assistants. "Take

your pick," Rockne said.

As Leahy thumbed the sheets, Rockne said, "I want you to

remember three things. First, coaching is no profession for a lazy

man. Second, never be as mild a personality on the field as you

are off it. Third, the price of victory is hard work."

Leahy picked the job of line coach at Georgetown. That 1931

fall, Georgetown played Jim Crowley's Michigan State team. The
old Horseman was so impressed by Leahy's line that he asked

him to join him at M.S.C. Leahy went to East Lansing in '33 and

moved on to Fordham with Crowley in '34.

"A blocker should be the first man in the stadium to start pro-

ducing," Leahy told his charges. He impressed that need, plus

aggressiveness, so deeply upon Alex Wojciehowicz that one day

the center, goaded by the demonstrating Leahy, almost broke

Leahy's jaw with a well-delivered elbow. The pain did not bother

Leahy; he appreciated the reaction.

Leahy gained an entree to fame at Fordham by developing the
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Seven Blocks of Granite, one of football's all-time lines. It may

be more significant that while there he married the girl who was

to bear him eight children. It was a good many miles by subway

from Leahy's Fordham dorm to the Brooklyn home of Florence

Reilly; somehow the youngster made it back and forth every

night, but the hour of his rearrival weighed heavily upon a priest

who lived in the dorm. The priest mentioned the "indiscretion"

to Crowley. Crowley advised Frank and "Floss" to get married

and end the agony. And they did.

A few years ago, when Leahy met an old pal after a twenty-

year intermission, the friend asked him, "How's the rest of the

family?"

"Fine," said Leahy. "All nine, counting Floss."

"Nine!" echoed the friend, aghast. Then, philosophically,

"Well, you never were one to hold down the score, Frank."

As Leahy's coaching stature increased at Fordham, so did his

ambition. He took courses in English literature and public speak-

ing and landed a job as a manufacturer's representative. Still

serving as a coach, he never managed to keep his activities sepa-

rate. Often, in the football off-season, factory associates would

come upon Leahy pivoting and charging before a full-length

mirror. Leahy was remembering what Rockne said about hard

work.

Every spare moment, he worked on ways to improve his line-

men. Fordham lost only two games over 1935-36-37, and had

another bountiful season in '38. Leahy, now thirty, had been an

assistant coach for eight years. The man whose teen-age ambition

was to return as head coach of Winner, South Dakota, High
School now set his heart on a major-college chieftainship.

He knew that jobs come looking for the man who has a good

one, so he worked hard and sat tight. One February night in 1939,

the telephone rang. It was Jack Curley, graduate manager of

athletics at Boston College. "How'd you like to be our head

coach?" Curley asked Leahy.

Leahy knew that B.C. and Gloomy Gil Dobie were separating.

"Sure, I'd like to be a head coach, but only if I can better myself.

I've a good job now."
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Curley was taken aback but asked Leahy to come up to Chest-

nut Hill, Massachusetts, the next morning anyway. Leahy had to

crack his son's piggy bank for railroad fare because the banks

were not open that early, but he made it on schedule.

He was quizzed by Curley and a panel of priests. He answered

their questions, then took the offensive. "What's the salary? What
sort of material will I get? How many assistants can I have? How
much can I pay them?"

He got a good offer and took the job.

Leahy quickly hired Ed McKeever from Texas Tech, John
Druze, Fordham end and captain in 1937, and Joe McArdle, an-

other Fordhamite. None stuttered when they met the apathetic

Eagles on the first day of spring practice. "You call all coaches

'coach' and not by their first names," Leahy clipped. "You get to

work immediately upon arriving on the field. No insubordina-

tion, alibis, or loafing will be tolerated. The best boys will be on

the first team."

Leahy picked a 147-pounder named Charley O'Rourke and

made him the tailback. Only Florida beat the Eagles until cross-

town foe Holy Cross came along. The Crusaders were favored

and looked as though they deserved the part when one punted

out of bounds on B.C.'s eight. Leahy sent word for a counterkick;

O'Rourke banged one eighty yards, and the uplifted Eagles won
by two touchdowns.

Old Boston called for a bowl, and got it. The Cotton Bowl

asked B.C. to play Clemson at Dallas on New Year's Day, 1940.

Clemson was used to the burning southern sun, but B.C. wasn't.

B.C. lost, 6-0, but rooters finally were finding that life could be

beautiful.

The Eagles worked harder than ever for 1940 and an early

game with Tulane in New Orleans. Leahy was not enthusiastic

about a long trip to play a team as tough as Tulane but buckled

to the task. He subscribed to New Orleans papers for weeks be-

fore the game. Then, the week of the trip, he called his assistants

and said, "These clippings don't mention pass defense. Tulane

has a sophomore halfback named Lou Thomas, so we'll shoot at

him."

O'Rourke sprayed bull's eyes all around the youngster and
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B.C. scored four touchdowns. Tulane actually was shut out for

sixty-two minutes; the clock went kerflooey, and the Greenies did

not score until two minutes after the end of the game. The result

still stands in the record books as B.C. 27, Tulane 7.

New Orleans shrieks for the Eagles as a 1941 Sugar Bowl team

reached a crescendo after Boston bounced its last eight oppo-

nents. The bid was extended and accepted, and Leahy returned

with a wiser contingent than the ill-fated Cotton Bowl squad.

This time B.C. arrived in time to train at Bay Saint Louis, near

New Orleans.

Tennessee was the antagonist, and a great one. The Vols led at

half. Leahy gave a brief exhortation:

"New England is listening in. Its prestige is at stake. You have

thirty minutes to show you're a great team!"

B.C. went out and built a 13-13 tie. In the fourth quarter,

O'Rourke faked a pass and ran off tackle for the winning touch-

down. Leahy used a Tennessee play to beat Tennessee.

Boston College had offered its beardless phenomenon a new
contract in the middle of his second season. Leahy procrastinated

until Curley told him, "If Notre Dame asks you back as head

coach, we will release you at once." So Leahy signed the B.C. re-

newal—and two weeks later Elmer Layden quit the Irish to take

a five-year contract as pro football commissioner.

Notre Dame had been going ninety-nine years and recognized

a master craftsman when it saw one. Within two weeks, thirty-

two-year-old Frank Leahy was head coach at Notre Dame.

There is no describing the exhilaration Leahy felt, that Febru-

ary day in 1941, when he walked the Notre Dame campus toward

the office of Father J. Hugh O'Donnell. Fifteen years before, he

had come as a penniless freshman, awed by Rockne. Now Rockne,

his friend and teacher, was dead. And Leahy, the onetime Dakota

hayrake-rider, was back to take his place. "Men of Notre Dame,"

Leahy told the student body, "we are happy to be back. We can-

not win all games but we will never be humiliated. Notre Dame
has thrown us a flaming torch. We hold it high and proudly."

The material that met him on St. Patrick's Day was not pre-

possessing. Where weight was not lacking, speed was.
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"You, Harry Wright," Leahy told the Long Island boy who
two years before had set out for Indiana with his life savings of

$41, and had become a top fullback, "you're a quarterback now."

Leahy signaled another fullback, Bernie Crimmins. He knew
Crimmins could play defense but was too slow for fullback. "You

take the other guard, Crimmins. Wally Ziemba, you've played

your last game as a tackle. You're a center now."

Dippy Evans, 168-pound tailback, was the new fullback. For

tailback, Leahy chose a sophomore named Angelo Bertelli.

The coach finally picked his eleven best players, regardless of

previous position or experience, and instructed them to be ready

to play sixty minutes each Saturday in that fall of 1941.

In the opener, Bertelli hit eleven of fourteen passes, and the

Irish swamped Arizona, 38-7.

The skies spewed an endless rain the day of the Notre Dame-
Army game five unbeaten weeks later. Notre Dame's only hope

was Bertelli's throwing, and Leahy sighed, "Great passers are not

made on wet fields. We haven't a chance."

By the third quarter, neither team could recognize its players.

Finally, in the gloaming of Yankee Stadium, the Irish stood on

Army's twenty. Harry Wright barked Dippy Evans's number for

an end run. Wally Ziemba wrenched the ball from the muck as

Bernie Crimmins blocked the end, clearing the way for Evans.

But Ziemba was off balance, and his snap flew far beyond the

fullback; by the time Evans recovered it, the Cadets had his face

in the goo. It was a scoreless tie and the only smudge on Leahy's

first season as Notre Dame boss. He was named America's 1941

coach of the year.

The summer before, he had seen the Chicago Bears whomp the

College Stars, and he decided to adopt the Bear-style T-forma-

tion. So in the winter of 1942 Leahy sought the counsel of Bear

coaches George Halas and Hunk Anderson; then quarterback

Sid Luckman; then T-originator Clark Shaughnessy, at Maryland.

Notre Dame people hardly could conceive of abandoning the

box formation practiced by Jess Harper and Knute Rockne.

Leahy said simply, "If Rock were alive, he would be the first to

try it."

He threw himself so selflessly into the change that he was ill
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and in the Mayo Clinic before the season opened. He listened by

radio as his Irish were tied by Wisconsin, trumped by Tech, and

finally beat Stanford and Iowa Pre-Flight. The game with Illinois

was tied 14-14 in the final four minutes, and Leahy edged closer

to his radio. Notre Dame had the ball, fourth and seven, at its

forty.

"Coach Ed McKeever, filling in for Frank Leahy, gives the

punt signal from the side line . . ." the radio announcer droned,

"and Wright's waving to him that it's O.K. . . . The Irish line up
. . . but wait . .

."

Now the announcer screamed. "Bertelli has the ball . . . he's

passing . . . it's a hook to George Murphy ... a first down. .
."

Leahy muttered in his bedcovers at such foolhardiness. But

Notre Dame drove on and won, 21-14.

In the dressing room, McKeever accepted telephonic congratu-

lations from Leahy. Then he called Wright to the receiver. "Lad,

Leahy's voice crackled at the signal-caller, "did you lose your

mind?"

"Why, coach," Wright laughed, "I called the pass that beat

Illinois."

"Harry!" Leahy sighed. "Don't you ever want me to get out of

here?"

He got out in time to drive the Irish into the Great Lakes

Navy finale with a 7-2-1 record. The Sailors were heavily favored

and Leahy was happy enough at trailing only 13-0 at half time,

but he had not fired his own last salvo. He told Bertelli:

"Fake to [Creighton] Miller, then give the ball to [Corwin]

Clatt at fullback. That play will gain. Then they'll be expecting

it again. You know what to do."

Clatt went sixty yards to a touchdown on the first play. A few

minutes later, Notre Dame got the ball on its twenty. Great

Lakes girded for the Clatt special. Bertelli remembered what

Leahy had said, gave the ball to Miller this time, and faked to

Clatt. Miller went eighty yards and Notre Dame went on to an

upset 13-13 tie.

Leahy's 7-2-2 record in '42 chased the pessimism of most T-

doubters. The year 1943 signaled an even faster pace. It also
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meant the advent of Johnny Lujack—Leahy's "most coachable

player."

Bertelli entered service after the Irish won six straight. Leahy

took Lujack aside one afternoon and told him he thought he

could handle the job. "I know darn well I can," the Pennsyl-

vanian answered softly. And he did. Notre Dame routed Army,

26-0, then stopped Northwestern and Iowa Pre-Flight before los-

ing, 14-19, to Great Lakes in the last sixty seconds—a cruel close

to one of Notre Dame's best seasons.

That team was superb "down the middle." It had Jim Mello

at fullback, Lujack at quarter, and Herb Coleman or Frank Szy-

manski at center. Szymanski was especially dear to Leahy be-

cause of his seeming modesty. Once Szymanski appeared in court

as a witness in an accident case. The judge asked him if he was

on the Notre Dame team. "Yes," said Szymanski, "I'm a center."

"Are you any good?"

"I'm the best Notre Dame ever had," Szymanski said.

Leahy was as flabbergasted as the judge. He asked Szymanski

whatever had become of his modesty. "Well, coach," the center

explained solemnly, "I was under oath to tell the truth."

That often zany 1943 season was Leahy's last for a while. He
went off to the Navy carrying a record for his first five years as

a head coach of forty-three victories, five losses, and three ties.

He returned in 1946 smarter, if anything. One incident illus-

trates:

Bill Fischer checked into Leahy's first postwar practice as a 235-

pound tackle. Leahy noticed Fischer always was the first man to

move from snap. "A natural for a pulling guard," Leahy decided.

The switch made Fischer an All-American.

A huge tackle named Zygmont Czarobski escaped Leahy's

wrath by the barest. Just back from service, too, he decided to

skip 1946 spring practice. Leahy said nothing until a newspaper-

man asked him what was the score with Czarobski. "If Zygmont
does not return in September in the most perfect condition," the

Master said precisely, "we shall ask him to disassociate himself

from our group."

Ziggie did, and Leahy did not.

Loafing was anathema to Leahy. "I can tell you," he was fond
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of telling you, "that if we detect a man loafing, we do not catch

him a second time." He added with a smile, "Or, if we do, we

have to use binoculars."

Supposedly cynical ex-G.I.'s reacted like eager rookies under

Leahy's touch. Notre Dame eyed Army, which had mauled the

Irish 48-0 and 59-0 while Leahy was away, and wheeled through

to the game unbeaten.

Leahy knew he had a great squad but kept it to himself. Once

he cried that his backs were so diminutive as to be mere feed

for the Army grinder. Quipped Jimmy Cannon of the New York

Post: "Leahy is developing a new race of men—supermidgets."
Two hundred reporters, some from as far away as Sweden,

jammed the press box for the Army game. But the "battle of the

century" was a scoreless tie. One reporter parodied Shakespeare:

"Much ado about nothing to nothing."

But Notre Dame was off and running on its fabulous streak

of thirty-nine games without a loss.

In that 1946 season, Leahy had tested a pet theory. He con-

tended there was a terrific element of shock in opening a game

with a long forward pass. Lujack threw to Terry Brennan on the

third Notre Dame play of the Iowa game, and Iowa suffered its.

worst defeat (41-6) of the year.

Another Leahy idea was that indoor practice was as beneficial

as outdoor work. When the Irish were forced inside, Leahy would

place ends under the basketball backboard and have his passers

throw at the basket. Receivers leaped for the ball as it caromed

crazily and were broken of the tendency of relaxing after the ball

was deflected. In the '47 match with Northwestern, Frank Tri-

pucka heaved a long shot intended for Lancaster Smith. Three

men batted it; Smith never took his eyes off the ball, finally

clutched it, and scored.

Leahy told his centers, "I want to see blood on the quarter-

back's hands when you snap the ball!" He told his quarterbacks

to "feed, fake, and flee."

He insisted, too, on fast linemen. In the 1947 finale against

Southern Cal, Red Sitko set out around end. He fought loose

from a line-backer. Ten yards downfield he was joined by Bill

Fischer, Jim Martin, and George Connor—hand-picked by Leahy
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for their fieetness. They actually outlegged Sitko, blocked a man
apiece, and Sitko went seventy-six yards to a touchdown.

Nothing disturbed Leahy more than a passer who threw side-

arm. Finally he called a campus carpenter. "I want you to sus-

pend an iron bar about seven feet off the ground," he told the

handy man. Players watched quizzically as the weird gadget was

strung up. Leahy asked a quarterback to stand behind the bar

and throw the ball over it. "Now let's see one of you lads throw

sidearm!"

It was impossible. From then on, all Leahy's passers threw

overhand.

In 1948 Notre Dame won nine straight games before Southern

Cal achieved a tie. That brought the defeatless skein to twenty-

eight games, longest in Notre Dame history.

The '49 Irish made it thirty-eight and won a second straight

national championship. For the second time in eight seasons,

Leahy was voted coach of the year.

Leahy's worst season was 4-4-1 in 1950. Purdue ended the

streak at thirty-nine by a 28-14 score. But it took extraordinary

work even to achieve that even break. Experience was short, and

Leahy ran sophomore quarterback Bob Williams through weari-

some exercises daily. He made Williams spin in complicated pat-

terns—reverse, step out, trap spin with step back, jump reverse.

He directed him to start his feet at a certain point and finish the

play with his tootsies in the exact outline of line markings.

That year saw Leahy at his best. "Pay the price! Pay the pricel"

he thundered at his men. "Strive for perfection daily. When look-

ing into the mirror, take the critical attitude."

The Irish boomed back in 1951 with seven victories in ten

games.

Inexperience was a problem again in 1952. The campaign was

further complicated by cries that the Irish were using a "sucker

shift" designed to draw opponents offside. Leahy met the charges

with simple logic: "Against shifts we were penalized forty yards.

Against our shift, opponents were penalized twenty yards. Who's
suckering who?"

Leahy asked the football coaches' rules committee, "Why do
any of you use a shift?" Then he suggested that all shifts be made
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illegal. He pointedly recalls that no such action has been taken.

The Irish of '52 checked Texas, Purdue, Oklahoma, and South-

ern Cal, all of whom either won or tied for their conference

championships. It was Notre Dame's toughest schedule and

brought Leahy one of his most treasured compliments. "We met

better teams than Notre Dame," said Oklahoma's All-American

halfback, Billy Vessels, "but none with better spirit."

And few with better defenses, he might have added. One of

Leahy's strong 1952 points was his defense against the split-T

formation. He used a 5-4-2 setup with two line-backers on the

outside and two on the inside, with two backs playing deep.

The only blot on Leahy's last schedule in 1953 was a 14-14 tie

with Iowa, and critics said the Irish only managed to deadlock

the Hawkeyes because of a feigned injury by tackle Frank Varri-

chione. Leahy caught more brickbats for that, fought back in

Look Magazine by charging that feigned injuries "have been part

of football since Walter Camp invented the first down seventy

years ago." He pointed out that S.M.U. faked injuries in the 27-

20 loss to Notre Dame in 1949 and so did Oklahoma in a 27-21

loss to the Irish in '52.

"It seems to me," said Leahy, "that the feigned-injury contro-

versy was caused not by what was done but by who did it and
how successfully."

Leahy was ever the target. But the shooters mostly missed.



CHAPTER FIFTEEN

LOUIS LAWRENCE LITTLE
'I Did Not Come to Columbia to Fail!"

It is a matter of indelible record that in 1905 Nicholas Mur-
ray Butler abolished football at his beloved Columbia University

as an "academic nuisance." It is likewise recorded that in 1915

the game regained standing around Morningside Heights and

for the last forty years, with certain exceptions, has been little of

a nuisance to anything or anyone—academics or opponents.

Today football is regarded as an indispensable part of the Co-

lumbia curriculum. There is no stadium debt to pay off, no hog-

wild player subsidization, and thus no vast athletic program to

support. And while the Lions mix with big-name rivals between

the wooden stands of old Baker Field, almost always to their

sorrow these days, there is no alumni clamor to replace the coach

of the last twenty-six years.

This is a unique tribute to that football coach. His name is

Lou Little, and "you don't hardly get them kind no more."

Columbia officials are not at all disconsolate over the knowl-

edge that under Little the Lions have not even broken even— 1 08

victories, 111 defeats, and 10 ties—and have had only five winning

seasons from 1936 through 1955. School heads regard Columbia's

21-20 victory over Army in 1947 (stopping the Cadets' thirty-

two-game defeatless streak) as far less significant than the fact that

Lion football players flunked only four of 335 academic subjects

that year.

In 1954, for the first time in history, the New York Football

Writers gave a silver plaque to a coach—Lou Little. And for the

first time in twenty years, the N.Y.F.W. summoned a college pres-

ident. He was Columbia's Grayson Kirk, and he went to talk

about Little on the big man's twenty-fifth anniversary as athletic

164
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acolyte for the two-hundred-year-old college. "No coach," Presi-

dent Kirk said flatly, "is any finer than Lou. He is not only a

great coach. He is a great man."

It is a great part of Little's charm that he does not consider

himself that "great man." His only pretension to philosophy is

that the correct football player, after rattling the brains of an op-

ponent, should help him to his feet and pat him on the back. His

sole claim to scholarship is that he reads Walter Lippmann daily

in the New York Herald Tribune. But Little is an imposing sight

to see—six feet one, 205 pounds, hung with rimless glasses, monu-

mentally hook-nosed, and, like the character in W. R. Burnett's

Boul' Mich', always "dressed from the hide out." It is said that

Little has bought a tie for every football play he has installed,

and this number once ran to five hundred, though smaller now.

He is not so well supplied with suits and shoes, but he considers

his thirty suits and twenty pairs of brogans sufficient unto the day.

Lou Little has come a long way:

From Boston, where he was born the son of an Italian-Ameri-

can contractor (the proper surname was "Piccolo"; when natural-

ized, Piccolo took the Anglicized version, Little) on December 6,

1893; from Leominister, Massachusetts, where he moved at the

age of four, an iceman in his mid-teens, a railroad brakeman in

his late teens; from the University of Pennsylvania, where he was

a tackle in 1916 and 1919; from the Philadelphia Quakers and

the Frankfort Yellow Jackets, the latter one of the leading pro-

fessional teams in America from 1920 to 1924, boasting Little as

its captain and coach; and from Georgetown University, where

he head-coached the Hoyas to thirty-nine football victories, twelve

losses, and two ties from 1924 through 1929.

One month before reporting as Charlie Crowley's successor as

Columbia head coach in 1930, Little was given a dinner by the

Columbia Club. One sentence he uttered that night sticks in the

minds of Columbians everywhere, and it needed no shouting or

table-pounding for re-emphasis. Little said simply and quietly, "I

did not come to Columbia to fail!"

Since that memorable evening, Little's teams have been, as one

put it, seldom outthought and never outfought.
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Materially, the Little era reached its height in 1933 when the

rest of the country was at an economic and spiritual nadir. The
Lions, tough through their first eleven but thin in reserves, beat

seven of eight regular-season opponents and were picked to play

Stanford in the Rose Bowl.

Nobody in the East was impressed. The only reason the Lions

were going to Pasadena, they said, was that none of the Big Three

—Yale, Harvard, and Princeton—could. And hadn't Princeton

handed Columbia its only loss, 20-0? John Kieran, of the New
York Times, rhymed mournfully:

The Eastern coach, with all his staff,

Was standing in the hall.

The Rose Bowl bid was in, and they

Were waiting for the call.

The faculty was huddling and

The dean still held the ball.

"If twenty men we used against

Eleven on their side,

Do you suppose," the head coach said,

"That Stanford could be tied?"

"I doubt it!" groaned an aide de camp
And broke right down and cried.

"If all our men wore armor plate

With rivets at the seam,

We still might save the lives of all

The players on our team,"

The head coach said. But that seemed just

A hopeful Eastern dream.

New Yorkers and westerners alike pointed to the disparity in

manpower. All right, Columbia had eleven good men—men like

Cliff Montgomery, Al Barabas, Ed Brominski, Tony Matal. But

Stanford had thirty-five good men, including a number of great

ones—Bobby Grayson, Horse Reynolds, Monk Moscrip, Keith

Topping, Bones Hamilton, and Frank Alustiza.

Little was one of the few who did not think it was a mismatch.

He loaded his caravan and set out. Aboard also were three hun-
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dred gallons of water from the Baker Field tap, and Little's per-

sonal cargo of memories from his own dreary experience in the

West. In 1916 his Penn team had gone out and lost to Oregon,

14-0, victim of its own merrymaking. This time Little kept his

Lions quiet.

The Columbia contingent arrived in Pasadena the day before

the game. Eighteen inches of rain had fallen in the several days

previous, and half a dozen big fire engines had been employed to

pump water from the field. Because of showers on the day of the

contest, only 35,000 fans were in the 93,000-capacity stadium at

kickoff.

The game settled into a kicking match. In the second quarter,

Cliff Montgomery took the snap from center Newt Wilder, spun,

and handed to Al Barabas. Montgomery faked to Ed Brominski,

who bulled into the line. Montgomery sped parallel down the

line.

At the same time Columbia left end Owen McDowell initiated

his own switch in plans. He was supposed to block right sideback

Bones Hamilton, and Hamilton knew it, and so did Stanford's

safety man. Instead, left guard Larry Pinckney hit the surprised

Hamilton head-on, and McDowell wiped out the safety.

Barabas tore down the right side line untouched, eighteen yards

to a touchdown. Wilder kicked the extra point for 7-0. And so it

stood.

Writing of it later, a San Franciscan quoted John: XVIII, 40:

"Now Barabas was a robber."

The play was Little's fabulous KF-79.

Since then, especially in the good seasons such as 1940, 1945,

1946, 1947, and 1951, Little has had some exceptional athletes

to run the likes of KF-79—Sid Luckman and Paul Governali in

the single-wingback version, and Mitch Price, Gene Rossides,

Lou Kusserow, and Ventan Yablonsky for its T-formation coun-

terpart—but never another outstanding collection of players.

Columbia athletes must toe the line scholastically, and because of

laboratory work and other late classes Little sees his entire club

together only on Saturdays. But that's the way Columbia and

Lou Little want it.

Both school and coach feel that football teaching is as im-
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portant as classroom teaching. "Teaching is a great art," wrote

Yale professor William Lyon Phelps in the preface to the Little-

Bob Harron book, How to Watch Football, in 1935, "and the

best college teaching is usually found in the department of ath-

letics."

Columbia pays Little around $17,000 a year, which if prorated

to victories would easily make him the highest-salaried football

coach in the country. Little is a confirmed worrier ("Naturally,

I hate to lose") , although Ralph Furey, Columbia graduate man-

ager of athletics, periodically assures him, "If it was a question

of winning or losing, you'd have been gone a long time ago."

And Lou Little spurns offers by the dozen. In 1944 the profes-

sional New York Yankees wanted to pay him $25,000 plus 5 per

cent of annual profits to be coach and general manager. In 1948

the pro Brooklyn Dodgers offered him a five-year contract as

coach and general manager at a big figure; Branch Rickey even

asked Little to write in his own salary. To these and other of-

fers Little's answer has been the same: "I have spent many years

at Columbia, all happy, and what more could anyone ask?"

The closest he came to leaving was when Yale in 1947 came

after him. Little was flattered by the offer and stimulated by the

challenge, but Dwight Eisenhower, then president of Columbia,

talked him into staying at Columbia.

It is doubtful that the mental stress on Little has been any

greater than the physical. Countless painful episodes dot his

years.

The roughest game he played in, Little says, was Pennsylvania-

Dartmouth in New York in 1919. Dartmouth won, 20-19, but

five men were hospitalized, and Little himself did not miss it by

much.

"I was having a rough time with the Dartmouth fellow across

from me. It was Gus Sonnenberg. At the other Penn tackle we
had John Titzel—a real man, but scrupulously clean in deport-

ment.

"Titzel said to me, 'Lou, this fellow opposite is playing some
pretty rough football, and saying worse.' I told him to give the

same stuff back, but John refused to play that way.
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"A few plays later John spoke of it again, and I said, 'I'll take

care of him.' I walked up to the fellow—Cuddy Murphy, a great

player and wonderful fellow when he wasn't facing you across

the line.

" 'Listen, you,' I told Murphy, 'if you don't play this game

right I'm going to take care of you.'

"Murphy shot a stream of tobacco juice, z-z-z-st, right past my
face. 'You hook-nosed punk,' he said, 'you'll do nothing!'

" 'Johnny,' I said to Titzel, 'I've got troubles of my own with

that Sonnenberg. You'll have to handle this Murphy alone. It's

every man for himself.'
"

In 1931, thirty-eight-year-old Little came out of a Columbia

scrimmage with a broken transverse process of a cerebral vertebra.

He was in the hospital for a week, during which time assistant

coaches Herb Kopf, Sam Cordavano, Paul Liston, and George

McCabe came nightly to review the day's work. Little returned

to practice wearing a steel brace, and as the final triumph over

adversity saw his Lions avenge a 52-0 shellacking by Dartmouth

in 1930 with a 19-6 decision in 1931.

Three years later Little hurt his hip in another scrimmage.

He took as much as 140 grains of aspirin some days for more than

two years before two 1936 operations resulted in the removal of a

spur in the hip joint and, subsequently, the excruciating pain.

"I have not had any trouble with it since," Little says. "Nor have

I done any scrimmaging."

Little ever was hard on his voice, and in 1942 he developed

a growth on a vocal cord. For seven weeks he did not talk, ex-

pecting the growth to disappear. In May, 1943, a cord was re-

moved, and he never has regained more than 70 per cent of his

old voice.

When end Tony Matal received a head injury in the 1934

Rose Bowl, Dr. Rudolph Schullinger told Little that if Matal

returned to the game he might be seriously hurt. Matal sobbed,

raved, begged, but Little refused him readmission to the game.

Tactical genius aside, to his intimates, this regard for the par-

ticipating individual is Little's stamp of greatness. And it goes

farther than concern for his players' physical welfare. His first

year at Morningside Heights, he read a newspaperman's critique
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of a quarterback whose misplay had cost the Lions a game. Little

told the writer, "Remember you are talking about a boy eighteen

years old. It is easy to make mistakes at that age, especially if

you are aggressive. Everybody makes mistakes—especially those

who try to accomplish something worth while."

"But Lou," the writer protested, "don't you criticize a player

when he makes mistakes?"

"Indeed I do, and severely. But not in the papers or in public.

When a player loses a game for me, I do not try to make him
feel as if the world had ended."

Little is left-handed. When things are not going his way he

pounds his left fist furiously into his right palm. Also he pulls

at his left ear. His language is not precisely that of the clergy-

man, but his players consider Lou's "Oh, my, my, my!" mighty

strong criticism. He has a stock reply for alibis:

"I don't care one iota."

In nearly everything, Little tries to set an example for young

Lions. The first time a quarterback named Walter Kondratovich

was called to Little's office at John Jay Hall, he arrived un-

shaven, in sports shirt and slacks. "Go back and put on a shirt

and tie and jacket, and shave," Little said. "Then come to see

me."

He frequently charges his students with errors of diction.

"Never use the word 'guy.' Say 'man' or 'fellow.' " In line with

this, he checks his players' class standing meticulously. "When
you have a squad of whom sixty per cent are studying prepro-

fessional courses with the hope of completing their educational

development in engineering, medicine, law, architecture, and so

forth," Little says, "you simply must take an interest in an under-

graduate's academic responsibilities. Their primary object in be-

ing in college is academic development. Extracurricular activities

should be subordinated to that purpose."

Columbia's Baker Field on weekdays is no place for the weak-

hearted. Little's practices are the football equivalent of Marine

bayonet drill. Assistant trainer Jimmy Judge, irked at a player's

plaint that "Little wants to win even practice games!" snapped to
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the New Yorker's Richard Boyer: "Certainly he does! Lou wants

to win even if it's only spittin' at a crack!"

Little himself maintains a stiff conditioning routine. "It wasn't

enough that he played handball and golf, and gardened, and

mowed his own lawn—and even those of neighbors—at his and

his wife Loretta's summer home on Cape Cod," Kopf chuckles.

"When I was coaching at Columbia, he even expected us to

work out with him after practice. One day I kicked the football

over his head and ran off the field. When he saw I was gone,

he all but let me go permanently."

Little's own prime physical condition (he smokes only three

or four cigarettes a day) has not shielded him from nervous at-

tacks during the playing season. "Every week," wrote Boyer in

the New Yorker, "Little assures his players that next Saturday's

opponent is composed exclusively of supermen. He evokes a pic-

ture of the opposition's most formidable mainstays—each of them

scheming, crafty, huge, and cruel, a veritable Paul Bunyan. . .
."

Well, really, in the last few years Louis Lawrence Little has

had a perfect right to this approach. In 1948 his team lost to

Penn in the last thirty-two seconds, to Princeton in the last

seventy-one seconds, and to Cornell in the fourth quarter. The
last straw was when Little cautioned an official to watch for de-

fensive holding and right off the bat Columbia was penalized

for defensive holding.

Yet Little's tactics have been as sound as any in football. Given

equal material, more often than not he has won. In 1928 he

knew his Georgetown team could not stop New York University

and halfback Ken Strong unless it put the quietus on blocking

back Ed Hill. He noted from scout reports that when Strong

ran outside to his right, Hill blocked the defensive left end in.

Little shifted the Georgetown defensive line over toward N.Y.U.'s

right side and told left end John Tomaini to play wide and

always off Hill's outside shoulder. "Keep Hill occupied so our

line-backer can get in there at Strong. Ignore the inside." Two
backs always were waiting for Strong that afternoon. He never

cut back in and N.Y.U. went down, 7-2.

A Little stratagem even frightened Army's 1943 steam roller.

He stationed his linemen a yard behind the scrimmage line so
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Army forwards couldn't rush-block. It was nip and tuck with

Army until the Cadets figured things out at half time and come

on to win by wedge-blocking the Columbia line straight back-

ward. Little called that his "Japanese Navy Defense—never come

out and fight!"

Little's favorite single-wing play, besides the storied KF-7g

of the Rose Bowl, was the double spin for run or pass. The Co-

lumbia left half took the ball from center and had four alterna-

tives. He could: (1) spin and give directly to the fullback; (2)

spin, fake to fullback, and completely spin into the line; (3) spin,

fake to the fullback, and go back to pass; (4) or spin, fake to

the fullback, complete a full spin, and hand off to the right half,

who went on off-tackle.

One of Little's best recent maneuvers has been the optional

end run or pass from the winged T. The Lion quarterback takes

the ball from center and spins. He fakes to the fullback, who
runs on between the right tackle and right end. The quarterback

then laterals to the left half. The left half has the choice of

(1) running around right end, or (2) passing to either end away

down field, or (3) passing to the fullback who has moved over

the right side of the line, or (4) passing to the right halfback

in the right flat.

Gene Rossides fired the pass for game-opening touchdowns

against Rutgers and Dartmouth in 1946, and used it for scores

against Yale, Cornell, and Navy that year. In 1947 Rossides threw

it for the touchdown that beat Army and ended the Cadets'

thirty-two-game unbeaten streak, 21-20.

The human element enters into any offense, though, and so

it was that Little was acclaimed in 1931 for brilliance really none

of his own. The Blue and White was to play Dartmouth, and

Columbia hadn't beaten the Hanoverians since 1899. Dartmouth

had a titanic left tackle named Hank Barber, who appeared to

be death on any sort of thrust near him. Little directed quarter-

back Ralph Hewitt to stay away from Barber and shoot for the

other tackle. Hewitt called the first play directly at Barber.

Little gaped when it gained. But so did a second, and a third,

and many thereafter. Barber turned out to be duck soup that

day, and Columbia won, 19-6. When it was over, Little shook off
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his trance and congratulated Hewitt. "You were brilliant, Ralph.

You knew more than the scouts and I."

"Just a second, coach," Hewitt blurted. "It was all an accident.

I called the first play by mistake, and then I didn't dare change."

Actually, Little's work with quarterbacks has been superb. In

the spring of 1947 Sid Luckman was helping out his old college

and coach, and working three hours a day with T-man Gene
Rossides. "We didn't have any trouble until we got to the foot-

work—but that was rough," says Rossides, now a lawyer. "Neither

Sid nor I could figure out why I was so fouled up. Finally Lou
stepped in with one sentence of advice on how I should move
my feet, and I never had another bit of trouble."

Mitch Price, who set the Columbia passing record of 3,076

yards in 1950-51-52, may be the most rabid of all Little devotees.

"But it's not about strategy, or conditioning, or anything but

Lou himself," Price testifies. "I guess the best sample of Lou
Little I can give you is the time an old Columbia player fell

sick with leukemia, and Lou, in his periodic news letter to old

players, asked for financial aid for the player.

"Lou made one stipulation—that he would be the only one to

contribute more than $5. And he contributed a whole lot more

than $5.

"That's Lou Little all over."



CHAPTER SIXTEEN

GENERAL ROBERT REESE NEYLAND
"You've Got to Get Wet All Over."

It was December, 1947, and, in the idiom then current, things

were tough all over. As the cold war grew hotter, the mountain

citadel of Knoxville, Tennessee—less than an hour's drive from

the Oak Ridge home of the atomic bomb—neared a state of riot.

It wasn't the international crisis that had Knoxville bothered.

Its football team was only breaking even.

Wasn't so much the University of Tennessee squad, fans

groused, as it was the coach. "It's that covered-wagon offense,"

some suggested. "Why doesn't he throw out that old-fashioned

single-wingback formation and switch to the T?"

The coach's wife actually asked him to quit. He was drawing

a brigadier general's retirement pay, and he was feeling the

physical strain of thirty-three years of painstaking devotion to

military and athletic duty. Why not chuck it all, take off for

Florida, and leave the spoiled brats of a golden sports tradition

to stew in their own juice?

General Robert Reese Neyland (pronounced Nee-land),

schooled at West Point, holder of the Distinguished Service

Medal, Legion of Merit, and Order of the British Empire, and

at one time an aide to General Douglas MacArthur, never even

considered retreat.

Four years later to the month, the gray-hackled boss of un-

beaten Tennessee's Sugar-Bowl-bound forces relaxed in the salon

of New Orleans's International House. He was taking a breather

from the jaw-wagging of the Southeastern Conference meeting.

Beside him sat a morose Wallace Butts, Georgia bowl master who
himself was borne along on the crest of the T-formation craze

174
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at the same time Neyland's hide was being verbally nailed to the

pine paneling of every fraternity den in Knoxville.

The general smiled. "Don't worry, Wally," he counseled,

"someday the T will come back."

That sally, so unlike the reticent old Spartan, illustrated sim-

ply and fully Neyland's belief in himself and his single-wingback

formation.

This was the man Knute Rockne called "football's greatest

coach"; the man whom Wallace Wade, Alabama and Duke cham-

pionship coach, called "the best coach in all phases of football";

the man Bernie Moore, Louisiana State chieftain in Ole Lou's

halcyon era, gave up playing because he could not beat him;

the man who, in balloting for the coach of the all-time Asso-

ciated Press Ail-American team, , was outranked only by Amos
Alonzo Stagg and Pop Warner; the man who produced four un-

beaten and untied teams and five others whose only blemishes

were ties. In one span, Tennessee had lost just one of sixty-one

games.

"You always know what Bob Neyland is going to do," Alabama

veteran Hank Crisp mourned, "but just try and stop him!"

Neyland's retirement in 1953 removed a football titan. His

record for 1926-34, 1936-40, and 1946-53 was an astonishing 171

triumphs, 27 losses, 12 ties.

In the glittering 1938-39-40 period of Tennessee football

(thirty victories, no losses) , Johnny Butler whirled fifty-six yards

to a touchdown against Alabama. That '39 run may be the great-

est in the history of Knoxville's Shield-Watkins Field.

In a blown-up picture of the play, you can see Butler swiveling

his orange suit into and out of impossible coveys of tacklers. You

also will notice center Norbert Ackerman laying out one Alaba-

man and tackle Don Edmiston rising after another perfect block.

End Ed Cifers is wheeling along beside wingback Breezer An-

dridge looking for more victims, and guard Al Thomas lies atop

an immobilized Tidesman. Tackle Bill Luttrell draws a bead

on the closest Alabama man to Butler, and end Mike Balitsaris

mows down the safety man.

After Tennessee tripped Texas, 20-14, in the 1950 Cotton Bowl
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game, Longhorn line-backer Don Menasco groaned, "Every time

I got up, somebody knocked me down again."

Such was Neyland football.

There still hangs a sign in the Tennessee dressing room, and

Neyland wrote it: ONE GOOD INTERFERER IS WORTH
THREE BALL-CARRIERS!
Neyland players either were blockers or bench-warmers. But

there was more than just blocking to the Neyland system. Tim-

ing was the true mainspring around which the eleven-jewel Vol

masterpieces were fashioned.

In younger days, Neyland, still carrying the oxlike frame of

his college days as heavyweight boxing champion, big-league

pitching prospect, and crack end, demonstrated timing in a most

peculiar way. He would blindfold himself and line up at tail-

back. "Snap me the ball on three," he told the center. "You

there at end! Take ten steps downfield, five to your left, and

look up for a pass."

The center respectfully submitted the pigskin to Neyland,

who, counting under his breath, took the ball, faded, and shot a

perfect bull's eye to the receiver.

Football, like bridge-building, was always an exact science

with the general. He would interrupt conversations with re-

porters to snatch a stop watch and time a passer or punter.

"Any passer who can't get that ball away in less than three

seconds isn't worth his scholarship," he maintained. Hank Lauri-

cella, 1951 Ail-American, was a master of such rapidity. But the

tailback had peerless assistance from the selfsame "cup-blocking"

protection that Neyland brought south just as he did the use

of the stop watch in football, huge canvas coverings for protec-

tion of the playing field, and low-cut shoes to make his men
faster.

One of football's fiercest rivalries matched Neyland and Geor-

gia Tech's Bobby Dodd. Dodd was an All-American quarterback

under Neyland in 1930. When his little scooters, specializing in

a sleight-of-hand that Dodd learned in part under Neyland, wal-

loped Tennessee 27-0 in the 1947 opener, it was the highest

score ever run up on the venerable tactician. "Our season's a

success right now," said Dodd at dusk.
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And Dodd is first to credit Neyland for the basic concepts of

the pass defense that helped make Tech a national scourge in

the 1950's. Neyland's pass defense entailed (1) a zone system,

(2) anticipation of where the passer would throw, and (3) abil-

ity to judge the ball in flight. Dodd remembers a time. . . .

Tennessee, once beaten in '30, was playing Florida in its final

game. The score was tied, 6-6, and the Gators had the ball near

midfield in the final half. Dodd and Buddy Hackman were on

defense. Florida's tailback fired a pass into Dodd's zone. Hack-

man, instead, was off and bolting with the release of the ball.

He came dashing across field, snatched the ball from Dodd's taut

fingertips and turned on his breathless speed down the side line

and into end zone. But an official ruled he had stepped out.

Hackman calmly threw him the ball and trotted back.

A moment later, Florida uncorked another pass. Again it shot

toward Dodd. Again Hackman streaked toward it. ("When the

ball is in the air, it's anyone's property," Neyland taught.)

It was Hackman's sixth interception that day. And this time

he was gone. Tennessee won, 13-6, because Neyland had recog-

nized Hackman's potential and drummed his principles into the

boy until they were automatic.

The fundamentals of the Neyland offense that carried Tennes-

see to its ineffable record of only one defeat over the seven years

from November, 1926, to October, 1933, were few and simple.

At one time, Tennessee used less than twenty-five plays. "When
I played for old Charley Daley at West Point," Neyland said,

"he never had more than twenty-eight. In my book, it's not the

number of plays you have, but the way you execute them." Ney-

land said he never ran a play before it had been rehearsed at

least five hundred times.

Doubtless the outstanding play in the Neyland repertoire was

the running optional pass. Neyland introduced it during his first

year at Tennessee. It produced at least fifty touchdowns for him,

and one of the best examples came in the Auburn-Tennessee
clash in 1939.

Tennessee was undefeated, untied, unscored upon. Notifica-

tion had been received that the Vols would be invited to the

Rose Bowl at Pasadena if they beat Auburn.
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The game was tied 0-0 in the fourth quarter and Tennessee

was at its thirty-six. Johnny Butler, tailback and signal-caller,

brought the team into the huddle and said, "This play is Left

Formation, Play Number One. If I get a chance to run, I am
going to run instead of pass. Give me some blocking!"

On the snap from center, Butler started full speed to his left,

faked inside the end, then swung outside. The fullback took the

Auburn right end, and Tennessee's left end and wingback went

on pass routes. The blocking back shot out along the line of

scrimmage, ready to receive a pass or block, as the play developed.

Butler slowed, lifted the ball as though to pass, then tore down-

field. The wingback, end, and blocking back picked off Auburn's

secondary with one exception. That lone Plainsman came across

and made a desperate try at Butler near the side lines about

midfield. Butler dodged, fell off balance, actually ran backward

five yards before regaining control. When he recovered, he had

a clear field, and he made it untouched. Tennessee won, 7-0, and

the Rose Bowl bid was received and accepted that night.

On the same play in 1930, Dodd threw to Hackman for the

first touchdown of the 13-6 victory over Florida. In 1936, Phil

Dickens pitched to Bowden Wyatt (present Tennessee head

coach) for the winning score against Vanderbilt. Butler fired to

Al Hust in 1940, for a vital touchdown in the 27-12 victory over

Alabama. In 1946, Walt Slater hit Bill Hillman with the winning

pass of the 12-7 verdict over Duke. In 1947, J. B. Proctor passed

to Fielden for the winner in the 13-6 decision over Kentucky.

The deep reverse and the off-tackle play were other classical

Neyland maneuvers.

There is no need to argue that Neyland's system is perfect.

If it were, it would be the first. For example, Neyland is credited

with introducing to Dixie the press-box-to-bench telephone.

That's how much of the coaching is done in today's games. But
it was such top-secret stuff in the beginning that for months after

an Associated Press sports writer named Roy Hutchens wrote a

story "exposing" it, he was barred from Tennessee athletic of-

fices.

Expert use of phone relay tips won many games for Neyland.

But in 1942, Neyland had re-entered the army and John Barn-
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hill was head coach. The Old Man was home on a visit when

U.T. played the University of Mississippi. Straight power foot-

ball piled up an early 14-0 Vol lead. Suddenly Mississippi coach

Hairy Mehre was called from his bench by a pal who stood near

the hedge holding a telephone.

Mehre clomped over, scowling. "Listen," said the friend, ex-

tending the receiver.

A voice crackled through the wire. "They're ripe for the re-

verse."

"Well!" Mehre lit up, "If it isn't my old friend Neyland home
a-helpin'. Isn't this lovely—a party linel"

Neyland was calling Tennessee's offense from the press box,

and Mehre was as diligently listening. Tennessee did not score

again that day.

"Throw one in the flat," Neyland would instruct his bench.

"Youl" the wire-tapping Mehre would shriek, holding his hand

over the speaker, "tell the boys to watch for the flat pass."

Some years later, Barnhill observed innocently to Mehre that

Mississippi "sure did perk up after we got those first two touch-

downs."

Such items, of course, are deep in the red on Neyland's lifetime

ledger. His modus operandi was too meticulous for much margin

of error.

Besides his ironbound ideas on strategy, Neyland also was a

magnificent disciplinarian. When Vols wool-gathered, he jolted

them. In Miami, just before Tennessee slaughtered Oklahoma in

the 1939 Orange Bowl, Ail-American guard Bob Suffridge mut-

tered an anti-Neyland epithet on the practice field. "For that,

Suffridge," said the general, staring down the star, "you can stay

in the hotel the rest of the time down here."

No bathing beauties, no sunshine, no swimming pools, no

nothing for Suffridge for ten days. That he played one of his

finest games in the 17-0 whacking of Oklahoma was testimony

enough to Neyland's deft penal touch.

At that, Suffridge and an equally puckish crony had the last

laugh. The two had become such pranksters that Neyland or-

dered them to dissolve their rooming partnership. Some days

later, he summoned the two.
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"Suffridge," he demanded, "have you two split up?"

"Well, sir," said the guard, "nobody will room with either

of us."

"You two," thundered Neyland, "remind me of a pair of cadets

we had at West Point who—"
"Sure, sir," interjected Suffridge, "but who was the other one?"

On February 17, 1892, Robert Reese Neyland, Jr., was born

to attorney Bob Neyland and Pauline Lewis Neyland in Green-

ville, Texas.

The jet-thatched babe clutched success to his bosom from the

start. He captained football, basketball, and baseball teams in

high school. He went to Burleson Junior College for a year, then

moved to Texas A. & M., where he became a pupil of Charley

Moran, who was to gain fame as coach of Centre College's Prayin'

Colonels and as a National League baseball umpire.

Neyland was a precocious chap but no match for bull-necked

Charley Moran. One day, when the youngster was sulking over

some supposed athletic inequity, his mentor said bluntly, "Why
don't you get some guts?"

Neyland woke up.

Two illustrious careers crossed and blended happily in the

next year. With his athletic and academic brilliance, the young

Texan caught the eye of Congressman Sam Rayburn. Rayburn

won for Bob an appointment to the United States Military

Academy.

Neyland opened his West Point career quietly enough. But

in his second year there, he was sentenced to walk the bull ring

for what seemed to him only routine plebe hazing. His sphere

of freedom included the gymnasium. It was characteristic that

Neyland turned judicial defeat into athletic triumph. "One of

the few things left open to us was boxing," he said, "and I de-

termined I'd show 'em. I said I'd get to be boxing champion."

Champion he became. For three years the sagebrush sprig

ruled the heavyweight roost at Army. It was a proud boast of

Elmer Oliphant, one of Army's all-time great athletes, that he

once lasted three rounds with Neyland.

Lean, bone-hard Bob was a crack end, too, but it was from
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another field that he garnered his greatest athletic achievement.

Pitching for Army, he won twenty straight baseball games,

finished his career with thirty-five victories against only five

defeats.

Neyland seldom mentioned the time he was hit on the head

with a pitched ball in a game, courageously carried on, and re-

ceived a commendatory letter for it from (of all people) the

Secretary of the Navy.

John McGraw and the New York Giants offered Neyland

$3,500 to sign a baseball contract, but sporting success had to

wait upon the military. Neyland went to the Mexican border as

an engineer. In 1917, he was in France, and three years later was

back at Massachusetts Institute of Technology as a graduate stu-

dent. "Neyland ought to be smart!" snapped a coaching foe in

later years. "He went to four colleges."

But West Point was not done with Neyland. He was called

back in '21 as an assistant coach and aide-de-camp to academy

superintendent General Douglas MacArthur. A historic coinci-

dence threw the ambitious young officer in with the ramrod who
framed the words: "On the fields of friendly strife are sown the

seeds which in other years on other fields will bear the fruits of

victory."

In 1923, Neyland married Ada Fitch of Grand Rapids, Michi-

gan. Two years later, through a ruling permitting army person-

nel to mix duties with outside jobs, he accepted an assistant

coaching job at Tennessee in conjunction with an R.O.T.C.

instructorship. He got $700 for coaching the ends.

One year was all Neyland needed to become head coach. At

8:00 a.m., September 6, 1926, Neyland spawned a career that

blasted the saying that "no Tennessee men become head coaches."

Neyland schooled a dozen head coaches and more than a hundred

aides at colleges and high schools from California to Florida.

Many of the best learned their football under Neyland: Flor-

ida's Bob Woodruff, Minnesota's Murray Warmath, Arkansas's

John Barnhill, Wyoming's Phil Dickens, Memphis State's Ralph

Hatley, Kansas State's Bill Meek, the Citadel's Quinn Decker,

Texas Tech's DeWitt Weaver, Tech's Bobby Dodd, and Ten-

nessee's Bowden Wyatt.
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The thirty-three-year-old boss gathered a tiny coaching staff.

Bill Britton coached the ends, Paul Parker the line, Neyland the

backfield. In the nine complete seasons 1926-34, they enscrolled

the amazing record of seventy-five victories and five losses.

Captain Neyland faced a plague of problems from the outset,

though. Tennessee's athletic association had netted less than $60

in 1925. The cracker-box stadium seated only 3,200. Neyland was

hired to beat Vanderbilt. Vanderbilt beat him, 20-3, the first

year. But from then until his retirement, Neyland's record against

Vandy was sixteen triumphs, three losses, and one tie. The dead-

lock occurred in Neyland's second season. After a more-than-

respectable 8-1 record on his maiden voyage, his '27 record again

was smudged only by Vanderbilt.

That season established Tennessee for the first time as a na-

tional threat. The Vols shared the southern crown with Georgia

Tech.

Neyland, at thirty-five, had matured as a football coach. Yet

1928 was to stamp Neyland even more indelibly as a maker of

teams versed in technique to the final fractional detail.

Neyland challenged Wallace Wade of Alabama. Alabama was

a 5-1 favorite in Tuscaloosa. Seconds before the kickoff, a Tide

partisan jumped up. "Here's $2,000!" he cried. "And it says

Tennessee won't score!"

Hardly were the words out when paddle-footed Gene McEver,

peer of all Neyland players, snatched the Tide kickoff and struck

up the middle. Few of the massed throng knew what was hap-

pening. Wade did, and shuddered. The kickoff was a regular

play in Neyland's book.

At midfield, McEver veered to his right. There near the side

line he found Neyland's trade mark—blockers, two of them—and

they bore him untouched to goal and glory.

It was 7-0 before the absurdity of the thing dawned upon the

crowd. Alabama's Flash Suther restored reason within seconds.

From the fifty, he spun into the line and wheeled to his left for

a touchdown. But when the conversion failed, Tennessee still

led, 7-6, and eventually took home a 15-6 decision. Neyland

had measured the master.
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The rolling stone barged on—26-7, 57-0, 37-0, 6-0. Kentucky

wrote in a scoreless tie, but U.T. nosed Florida, 13-12, on Hack-

man's interception, and was unbeaten for the second straight sea-

son. McEver blasted to a national high of 130 points.

It was Tennessee's third consecutive undefeated year. Neyland

had built a backfield operation to stand beside Notre Dame's

Four Horsemen of Harry Stuhldreher, Jim Crowley, Rip Miller,

and Elmer Layden, and Stanford's '39 foursome of Frankie Al-

bert, Norm Standlee, Hugh Gallarneau, and Pete Kmetovic.

Tennessee's was quarterback Dodd, who gave Neyland nervous

prostration with his field-reversing tactics after taking direct

snaps; the unmatched "Hack and Mack"—Buddy Hackman at

wingback, Gene McEver at tailback—and an alternating trio of

Quinn Decker, Hugh Faust, and Ty Disney at fullback.

By 1930, Neyland had engineered Tennessee into a $100,000-

a-year gate attraction. Still an army officer, the major was turn-

ing out football champions with one hand and dredging the Ten-

nessee and Cumberland rivers with the other. But in 1935, Ney-

land was called to Panama. At forty-two, he was out of football

for the first time in fourteen years. It seemed another world. Foot-

ball was changing and passing him by. He was pestered by an

inquietude that knew only one remedy—return.
As it happened, Tennessee lost all its big games under Britton

that year. Convinced that Neyland's restorative touch was essen-

tial, the school cabled him an offer of $12,000 per year.

"My family was in ill health," Neyland recalled later. "I missed

football terribly. The salary offered me was miles in excess of any-

thing I could have made in service. So I turned in my saber and
signed a five-year contract at Tennessee."

After twenty-three years in khaki, Bob Neyland was a civilian.

Neyland's 1938 team stands supreme. George (Bad News)

Cafego was a dream of a tailback. All-American guards Suffridge

and Ed Molinski were, fortunately, as eager at wounding the

enemy as snapping at each other. Suffridge was a piquant cuss.

One day Neyland, viewing movies of a game in which Suffridge

had pulled out in the wrong direction, asked him what he was

about. Suffridge said, "Well, I knew that defensive guard was
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going to follow me anywhere I went. So I figured I might as well

go the wrong way and get him out of position."

That team, in the Neyland tradition, was a miracle of con-

ditioning. Officerlike, Neyland drove them. "To play for Ney-

land," fullback Len Coffman told Tom Siler, of the Knoxville

News-Sentinel, "you've got to get wet all over!"

It well may be that Neyland's military training was the greatest

single aid to his coaching. One precept bears this out with

emphasis. Neyland's basic philosophy was that of a division com-

mander: Let the enemy move and then trap it.

For that reason, he always stressed defense. "You can only

score three ways when you have the ball," he said, "by passing,

running, or kicking. And often you must wear yourself out on

a sustained drive. I'd rather give the other team the ball deep

in its territory, then try to capitalize on a fumble, intercepted

pass, blocked punt, safety, or on downs. I don't want the ball

inside my thirty-yard line."

In the last game Neyland coached—a 46-0 thumping of Van-

derbilt in 1952—the Vols scored their first two touchdowns after

a recovered fumble and intercepted pass.

Neyland actually quit golf because, as he explained, "you can't

make par play your game. . . . There's no man-to-man conflict . .

.

nobody to outwit. You can't outthink a ball."

The '39 troops won ten straight before Southern Cal laid it on

in the Rose Bowl. With Amby Schindler and Grenny Lansdell

stomping, the Trojans of Howard Jones ignored Tennessee's

twenty-three-victory skein, scored just before half time, and sent

the weary Vols into intermission behind, 7-0.

Neyland paced the floor in his habitual gray suit and surveyed

his men, grim-visaged. "I know you're thinking you're going to

get licked," he stormed. "But you're not! They can't stop our

driving, slashing attack this half!"

It was a valiant stab at spiritual revival. Ray Graves, later

Georgia Tech line coach, was on that team and gets a chuckle

from the recollection. "I guess Schindler and Lansdell couldn't

hear him," Graves says, "because they kicked the daylights out

of us the last two quarters, too, and beat us, fourteen to nothing."
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Neyland may have been spreading at the middle in 1940, but

his new team was as scalpel-like in its single-wing attack as most

of those before. It, too, went 10-0; still, bowl glory for the second

straight year eluded the frantic clutch of Neyland and Tennessee.

Frank Leahy's Boston Collegians whipped Tennessee, 19-13, in

the Sugar Bowl. In the fourth quarter, with the score tied 13-13,

B.C.'s Charley O'Rourke faked a pass and tore inside Tennessee's

end to score the winning touchdown.

The 73,000 fans did not fully appreciate the irony. The win-

ning play was stripped from Neyland's own repertoire.

Neyland was beckoned back to service in 1941. The succeeding

year, he performed a remarkable coaching job. At War Depart-

ment behest, he assembled an Army all-star team that in four

days whipped the pro New York Giants, 16-0, and Brooklyn

Dodgers, 14-7. Four days later it bowed to the world champion

Chicago Bears only by 14-7.

When the general arrived in the China-Burma-India theater

to take over as chief of services and supply to U.S. troops in

China, Major General W. E. R. Covell remarked, "We've got the

first team out here now."

In 1946, he came back to Knoxville's Hill to wrestle with a

squad largely composed of veterans. After five years of restric-

tions, they wanted freedom. Yet so adaptable was Neyland's dis-

ciplinary technique that his club lost only one game that year,

and stopped Rice in the 1947 Orange Bowl, 8-0.

Look now at Neyland's record as a head coach through 1946—

15 losses in 145 starts! And nobody, until Dodd turned the trick

in '47, had ever scored more than twenty points on the old master.

The 1947 split found Neyland at low ebb in the public eye.

But he knew he was building and was not overly chagrined at

another even break in '48. At his spacious apartment on Kingston

Pike, he would tell interrogators that U.T. simply had a young
team. As early as '49 though, the Vols knocked off five high-

powered teams.

Neyland's silver anniversary as Tennessee head coach was cele-

brated in 1950. Fans presented him with a Cadillac before the

opening hatcheting of Mississippi Southern, but Mississippi State
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snuck up and poleaxed Tennessee, 7-0, the next week. And it

looked for a few minutes the following Saturday as if Duke might

make it two in a row.

The Blue Devils of Neyland's old adversary Wallace Wade
fought a frenzied stalemate for the first quarter. On the side line,

Neyland called backs Hank Lauricella and Andy Kozar to him.

He led them to the blackboard he always kept on the field. While

fans watched quizzically, the general resketched a play he had

installed the year before as part of the spectacular buck-lateral

series. He finally threw down the chalk, clapped his players on

the back, and sent them in.

Blocking back Jimmy Hahn took the ball, faked to Lauricella

at tailback, handed to Kozar at full. Kozar burst fifty yards for

the touchdown that set Tennessee off to a 28-7 victory.

"I knew it!" exulted a spectator who had stood nearby during

the coach's chalk talk. "I always said he was the smartest man in

football. He makes up a play right out of his head on the bench

and a minute later it's good for a touchdown!"

Tennessee went on to stun Texas, 20-14, in the Cotton Bowl,

and looked loaded for '51. Then All-American guard Ted Daffer

got married and automatically lost his scholarship. Doug Atkins,

a brilliant end, was dismissed from school. With the stars went

U.T.'s hopes for one of its finest teams.

Daffer, though, worked his way back. Atkins returned and

paid his own expenses. Neyland alternated Lauricella and Herky

Payne at fullback in ingenious fashion. Lauricella handled the

broken-field stuff down to the twenty. Then in came power-guy

Payne and bang! Tennessee smashed ten opponents, 239 points

to 81.

The Vols were asked to the Sugar Bowl again. And here Ney-

land's benevolence toward young coaches tripped him. One
spring, he had lent Maryland's Jim Tatum a huge ledger of

"Neylandia," his thoughts on football, his system in its entirety.

Maryland, under Tatum, blitzed Tennessee 28-13, on January

1, 1952. Trying to stem the Terrapins' splendid split-T running

attack, Neyland brought in one of his deep men, leaving only two

away back there. It was a lifelong principle with him to keep

three defenders deep to guard against the "home run." Still the
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Terps murdered him running. For once, Neyland's precious per-

centages had backfired.

His final season was a bright one, though, and his same old

percentages were going for him. Only Duke beat Tennessee in

1953-

Standing in the inch-deep snow and muck of Nashville as his

boys finished the season by crushing Vanderbilt, 46-0, was the

clincher for the general in his argument against age and assorted

physical difficulties. He had long had trouble with his teeth.

His liver was acting up. So he played the percentages, and im-

mediately after Tennessee lost to Texas 16-0 in the Cotton Bowl,

he quit coaching and remained just an athletic director.

Neyland never countenanced fly-by-night formations or tactics.

He never was a party to flamboyancy or exhibitionism. He re-

fused to give radio interviews, shunned after-dinner speeches. He
turned down lucrative endorsements and magazine authorship

offers. "I'm hired to teach football—and that's what I do," he

said.

The night before the Sugar Bowl game of '53, Neyland became

the first coach to miss the burning of the brandy at Antoine's

Restaurant. After the game, he appeared at the traditional party

only briefly.

At times like these, Neyland seemed cold in the extreme, and

it took a lot of knowing to like him. But the general had his

warm side—football. And, beaten only 27 times in 210 games,

there never was a hotter coach over a third of a century.



CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

KNUTE KENNETH ROCKNE
The Greatest

"We are becoming so hardened by misfortune and bad luck . .

.

that it takes a mighty big calamity to shock all this country. . . .

But, Knute, you did it. . . . We thought it would take a presi-

dent's . . . death to make a whole nation . . . shake their heads in

real . . . sorrow and say, 'Ain't it a shame he's gone?' Well, that's

what this country did today, Knute, for you. You died one of our

national heroes. Notre Dame was your address but every gridiron

in America was your home."—Will Rogers, March 31, 1931.

Knute Rockne was not football's most creative coach. Nor its

foremost fundamentals teacher. Nor its best conditioner. Yet in

the common mind Rockne is pictured as the greatest football

coach of all time.

Why? The answer is in one word, or two: Inspirational sales-

manship.

"He was the greatest salesman sports ever had," says Harry

Mehre, player, coach, commentator, and columnist. "Not just

football, but all sports." Mehre explains it this way:

"Rock sold football to the man on the trolley, the elevated,

the subway . . . the baker, the butcher, the pipe fitter who never

went to college. He made it an American mania. He took it out

of the thousand-dollar class and made it a million-dollar busi-

ness.

"Rock sold football to his Notre Dame players. He used the

positive approach. He changed that 'die gamely' routine to 'fight

to live.'

"You take that Babe Ruth-Ty Cobb argument. You know
darned well Cobb was the better baseball player. But who did

people knock down gates to see? Ruth or Cobb? Ruth. Ruth was
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the salesman. He sold the long ball . . . and Rockne sold the

long run. Ruth sold color, shock, drama . . . and so did Rockne.

Ruth did his. Rockne did his and preached his. Rockne captured

the imagination of America."

When Rockne's Notre Dame teams from 1918 through 1930

were rollicking to 105 victories against only 12 losses and 5 ties,

he was as well known as Wilson, Harding, Coolidge, and Hoover,

and as beloved as Will Rogers.

When he died at forty-three in 1931, his mourners numbered
the heads of nations, from men of the White House to King

Haakon of Rockne's native Norway.

Nobody was quicker on the draw than Rockne. Nobody was

more perceptive of the right touch to bring out the best in the

public or his own team. Remember the Notre Dame-Carnegie

Tech game of 1925? Fullback Rex Enright reeled into the dress-

ing room at half time with chin on chest. He couldn't gain for

losing. Both feet were left feet. As Enright sat brooding, Rockne

snapped a look at him and shouted, "Manager! Get some low-

cut shoes for Enright! What are you doing giving him those

clodhoppers, anyway?"

Enright, convinced the trouble had been in the shoes, went

out and murdered Carnegie Tech. Notre Dame breezed in, 26-0.

Rockne could work a negative twist and still come up with

an uplift. During his five unbeaten and untied seasons (1919, '20,

'24, '29, '30) , overconfidence was a daily threat at Cartier Field.

He never bullied but got results with sarcasm. "That guy would

just fall over," he suggested to a player who complained that his

opponent was too rough, "if you'd just show him your scrap-

book."

To another sluggish aspirant, he said, "There are some dumb
people and some dumber people. You come next."

He told linemen, "The only qualifications for a lineman are

to be big and dumb." Then he turned to his backs. "To be a

back, you only have to be dumb."

When one Irish student took umbrage at censure and stormed,

"I'll never play for you again!" Rockne crushed him with "You

never have!"
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The Four Horsemen—quarterback Harry Stuhldreher, half-

backs Don Miller and Jim Crowley, and fullback Elmer Layden

—assumed such heroic proportion that occasionally they began

to believe their newspaper notices. Rockne would casually re-

move the Seven Mules and let the Horsemen stumble around be-

hind scrub blocking. When they were ready to drop, Rockne

would reinsert ends Chuck Collins and Ed Huntsinger, tackles

Rip Miller and Joe Bach, guards Noble Kizer and John Weibel,

and center Adam Walsh. "See?" he taunted the backfield. "With-

out the Mules, you Horsemen are just turtlesl"

Prodigious Fielding Yost (who never got along with Rockne)

had nothing on Rockne when it came to versatility. Rockne was

graduated magna cum laude from Notre Dame in 1915 as a

chemistry major, and for a time worked with Father Nieuwland,

who developed the base for synthetic rubber. Rockne was a flute-

player, actor, debater, businessman, and voracious reader. He
kept on hand at all times one heavy nonfiction volume, one

detective novel, and one biography. He skipped between them to

train himself to pick up threads of thought quickly. He also was

a devoted husband to Bonnie Rockne and a loving father to his

children.

It is little known that the Norseman was Notre Dame's trainer

as well as head coach from 1918 through 1923. One doctor left

Rockne's office marveling at the coach's knowledge of anatomy-
unaware that Rockne as an undergraduate had boned through

such skullcrackers as materia medica, zoology, physics, bacteriol-

ogy, physiology, and anatomy.

Rockne swabbed down players with oil of wintergreen and

iodine, dosed them with mineral oil, and told them to get nine

hours' sleep. "And don't worry if the pain keeps you up tonight,"

he said. "Just try again tomorrow night. If you can't sleep then,

there's still no need to worry. Because you'll certainly sleep the

third night."

Player, coach, trainer, doctor, flutist, actor, debater, or reader,

Rockne was thinking every minute. Studebaker Corporation

thought enough of his approach to pay him $10,000 for six in-

spirational talks to salesmen. Rockne had plenty to tell them,

and one of his themes was never overplay it. For the most part
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he abjured long-drawn-out fight talks, limiting his orations to

bits of irony such as, "I thought this was the Notre Dame dress-

ing room!"

In 1922 Rockne's Ramblers were going to Atlanta to play

Georgia Tech. Scout Roger Kiley had reported that the rebel

yell would give the Irish as much trouble as the Tech football

team. Rockne impressed upon his squad that it would win if it

could overcome the yell. He had players dress near one of the

loudest Tech sections, where rebel yells by the dozens rent the

air. Then he made disparaging remarks about it. By the time

Notre Dame took the field, the yell was just a yell. Having

whipped that, Rock's boys whipped Tech, 13-3.

He even turned his wit upon himself to make a point. It was

no joke when he came down with phlebitis in 1929. But just

before Notre Dame's Southern California game in 1930, Rockne

got trainer Scrapiron Young to bandage his legs in full view of

the team. It took no stunning declamation that day for Notre

Dame to swamp U.S.C., 27-0.

If Rockne was vain, he was deservedly so. He worked for

everything he got. When he took over in 1918 he told publicist

Arch Ward, "I'm running this team. Nobody else has anything

to say about its make-up or play. If it's a flop, pan me. I have

worked around here for four years and seldom have seen my
name in print."

Rockne commented laughingly to author J. P. McEvoy that

someone had compared him with lexicographer H. L. Mencken.

"Can you imagine me comparing myself with Mencken?"

"Yes," McEvoy replied shortly.

Rockne wasn't often on the receiving end. He caught on too

quickly. When he was five, he charmed the Midway at the Chi-

cago Exposition by wandering about in an Indian suit and shout-

ing, "How Skol!" a Norse greeting, while his father exhibited a

carriage he had built back in Norway. When he was sixteen and

had been kicked out of Northwest Division High in Chicago for

overcutting, he took the dirtiest job in the post office—dispatcher

—because he was the only one willing to memorize arrival and

departure times of hundreds of trains.
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** Rockne was the first coach to use "shock troops," or substitutes,

to soften up opponents for a fresh onslaught by the first team.

He was the first to send his teams from coast to coast, realizing

not only profit for the school but intangible benefits for players.

Red Barron, All-American halfback at Georgia Tech, once asked

a Notre Dame player why all the Irish were so shifty, and the

player quipped, "From climbing into and out of those upper

berths I"

Rockne chided one player for "having the nerve to travel

twenty thousand miles with Notre Dame and still flunk geog-

raphy."

He was the first to recognize the wisdom of carrying local

water on trips; one of the first to really bear down in spring

practice; one of the first to emphasize work for players broken

down into groups rather than mass drills; and one of the first

to carry otherwise inept players on trips just because they were

morale-boosters.

He did not introduce the shift, as he is commonly credited

with having done, but he did most to popularize the Notre Dame
shift—a T into a single-wing formation.

The only thing, in fact, that really licked Rockne in his life-

time was baldness, and he got some laughs out of that. One of

Rockne's pals was forever needling him about his lack of cranial

vegetation. The ribber was particularly vicious about the time

the notorious Gerald Chapman was executed in Connecticut.

One day, when the needle was at its sharpest, Rockne popped:

"You know, Gerald Chapman had a fine head of hair. But

Demosthenes, he was bald!"

Rockne wasn't a lot to look at, especially after he shed most of

his golden Norse locks. He was only five feet eight inches and

never weighed more than 170 pounds, 145 as a player. Westbrook

Pegler's description (which Rockne hated) is a classic:

"Rockne has the appearance of the . . . preliminary fighter

who becomes doortender in a bar. His nose is a bit smashed and

his skull is more nude than otherwise. And when he talks, it is

like an old battered oil can giving champagne."

Rockne got his nose smashed as a boy in a baseball game, then

typically turned the injury to his advantage. His parents had
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forbidden football as "too rough." When they saw baseball make

pulp of little Knute's proboscis, they outlawed baseball and

legalized football.

Rockne was as earthy as he was homely. Early arrivals at a

Bucknell coaching clinic were amazed to find the star lecturer,

Rockne, sprawled on the steps, chewing peanuts and tossing the

hulls over his shoulder.

His physical wants were few. When he became head coach at

Notre Dame, there was one dressing room with two showers, and

one of the showers did not work. His office was a primitive cubby-

hole at the rear of the college's main building. It never was locked

although money was left in the scarred desk. It was piled with

footballs, photographs, and bits of uniform—vivid contrast to

modern coaches' large and sleek quarters. Even when the Irish

had a $750,000 stadium (seating capacity grew from 2,500 in

1919 to 20,000 in 1924, when Notre Dame had its first national

champion), Rockne kept the ratty room.

Rock wasn't tight. He just never had any money to throw

away. Ironically, he was ready to hit the jackpot when he died.

Although he had never received more than $11,000 a year at

Notre Dame, he was heading then into lucrative sporting goods,

automobile, and motion-picture fields.

Rockne stayed at Notre Dame at a severe financial sacrifice.

He rejected an offer of $25,000 annually to coach Columbia,

$35,000 at Ohio State, and an unbelievable $100,000 at Southern

California. The Columbia situation illustrates Rockne's loyalty.

In the mid-1920's he had almost quit to go to Ohio State. He
was put out because football profits were being used for academic

buildings rather than the athletic plant. But when students held

a magnificent demonstration even after Iowa snipped the Irish

victory string at twenty straight, 10-7, in 1921, Rockne was over-

come and promised to stay as long as Notre Dame wanted him.

In 1925, though, Rockne's nerves grew thin from a 7-2-1 sea-

son, his "worst" yet. He verbally accepted a Columbia offer with

the stipulation that the deal was off if Notre Dame still wanted

him. Notre Dame's president, Father Walsh, shrewdly told

Rockne that Notre Dame would not stand in his way to better

things. The shaken Rockne returned to South Bend, then took
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off on a tour of Europe, quieted his shaken nerves, and came

back to South Bend to stay.

Few gestures have been so important to American sport as

the defiant shrug Lars Rockne flung at his countrymen in little

Voss, Norway, in 1893. They were jeering the carriage maker for

thinking he could build a coach to compare with those of more

modern, more moneyed manufacturers who were exhibiting their

models at the Chicago Exposition in the United States.

Lars Rockne held firm. He believed his work would measure

up. So in the tiny village surrounded by Norwegian peaks, he

went ahead with building his carriage. When it was done, he

told his wife, three daughters, and five-year-old son Kenneth

Knute good-by and sailed for America.

Voss was right. Lars Rockne's carriage was outclassed. So rather

than return to Norway to face the I-told-you-so's, he landed a job

in Chicago and sent for his family.

The six Rocknes settled in a two-story red-brick home in the

Logan Square district of Chicago and became Americans.

Little Knute signed his name at school as "Kanute Kenneth,"

then struck through the "a" to signify that it was pronounced

that way but spelled without the "a".

Almost before he was big enough to catch a football, he fell

for the sport. But when he entered Northwest Division High in

1900, his reed-thin 120 pounds made football success out of the

question. He became a star pole-vaulter (twelve feet, four inches)

and half-miler (two minutes, two seconds) before finally making

the football team as a 140-pound senior end.

Rockne's grades were adequate—when he was in class. He
played hookey regularly so that he could practice football with

Irish and Swede cotruants. When the high school expelled him

in his final year without noticeable sense of loss on either side,

he became by turns a janitor, a lake-steamer hand, and finally a

mail-dispatcher. The job was the toughest in the post office, but

the $100 a month it paid was big money. Despite his meager

academic progress, Rockne had read widely. In applying for the

post-office job, he selected as the theme for the required essay,
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"How the result of the Russo-Japanese war demonstrated the

advisability of having a large navy."

As a dispatcher Rockne worked killing midnight-to-eight hours.

He had had the job four years and was twenty-two when his

sister talked him into going to college. A friend sold him on

Notre Dame, which at that time had only seven hundred stu-

dents. Then, in the words of his autobiography, he "went down
to South Bend with a suitcase and $1000, feeling the strangeness

of being a lone Norse-Protestant invader of a Catholic strong-

hold."

He knew the stake would not last long and got a job as janitor

of the chemistry lab.

Rockne was still all for football, but the six tough years out

of school had taught him that life isn't all play. He applied

himself in his studies and averaged 92.6 for four years. In seven

courses he made 100's.

Rockne and a stocky chum named Gus Dorais lived in a base-

ment room in Sorin Hall. Inasmuch as their quarters offered the

only entrance to after-curfew arrivals, they felt justified in exact-

ing a 10 per cent fee on all edibles carried into the building.

They also hit on another route to revenue, a "radiator fee" for

freshly matriculating students who were conned into believing

that the radiators would be lifted from their rooms unless they

paid Rockne & Dorais, Inc., a service charge.

Rockne weighed only 145 pounds as a freshman and was

discouraged as a fullback prospect by Coach Shorty Longman.

He returned to practice the next year— 1911—as an end aspirant,

won a regular assignment, and lasted three seasons, in which

Notre Dame stacked up a twenty-win, two-tie, no-loss record.

When he was a junior, in 1912, his father died. Only Knute's

persuasive sister talked him out of quitting Notre Dame and

going to work.

Rockne and Dorais had done their best for Longman in 1912,

but neither cared for his melodramatic approach. They were de-

lighted when Jess Harper replaced Longman in 1913.

The Irish were scheduled to meet mighty Army that fall. That
summer, at Cedar Point, a Lake Erie resort, Rockne and Dorais

reflected upon the Cadets' oft-expressed disdain for the new-
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fangled forward pass and decided they might overturn Army if

they could make a weapon of the pass.

Cedar Point loungers gaped when Dorais began hurling long

spirals into the arms of the sprinting Rockne.

The gape widened four months later when Dorais completed

fourteen of seventeen passes, mostly to Rockne, for two hundred

yards, and Notre Dame smashed Army, 35-13. The victory was

a national sensation.

Both Rockne and Dorais had coaching in mind. When they

graduated, they flipped a coin to see who would take a job open

at St. Joseph's (now Loras) in Dubuque, Iowa. Dorais won and

went. Rockne leaned toward enrolling at the University of St.

Louis, coaching a nearby high-school team, and attending medi-

cal school on the side. But Father Nieuwland convinced him that

he should stay at Notre Dame as a chemistry assistant, and Har-

per's offer of an assistant coaching spot on the side swung it.

Rockne married Bonnie Skiles of Kenton, Ohio, on a shoestring

and pitched into his diverse duties. His classwork was fairly

routine, but Harper gave Rockne authority and latitude on the

field. One lineman refused to accept the young mentor's advice

to crouch low and make a quick, balanced charge. Rockne ordered

him from the field without consulting Harper, and the squad was

aghast. Harper told the player he could come back only if he

publicly apologized to Rockne. He did.

In the fall of 1916 a casual but historic meeting occurred.

Rockne, eyes flicking about the practice area, noticed a rangy

freshman drop-kicking fifty yards at a whack. Rockne introduced

himself to George Gipp. Gipp told Rockne he was a baseball

man. But Rockne cajoled Gipp into trying football anyway.

In his first game—the 1916 opener against Western State Nor-

mal—Gipp drop-kicked a field goal from his own thirty-eight.

Rockne and Harper learned that Gipp required a light touch.

He was quiet, all but friendless, indifferent to advances. His wit

matched Rockne's. The son of a Congregational minister, but no
churchgoer, Gipp roomed next to a shower. When his roommate
chided him for being a heathen, Gipp pointed to the shower

and cracked, "Cleanliness is next to godliness."
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Gipp was master of every occasion. When Notre Dame led

Army, 7-2, in 1917, the Cadets made a desperate drive toward the

Irish goal. It was a spot for a run. Gipp, playing safety, intuitively

sized up the next play as a pass and alerted the secondary. It was

a pass, and it was knocked down, and Notre Dame rode out the

day to a 7-2 victory.

Harper's Kansas ranch called him in 1918. He urged the Notre

Dame fathers to make Rockne the boss. They did, at $8,500 a

year, a substantial stipend for the time.

Thirty-year-old Rockne scrawled off a note to Dorais to join

him as an assistant. Said the postscript: "I came to Notre Dame
with a collar button. I can see the time coming when I'll have

the whole wardrobe assembled."

Despite his natural gregariousness, and because of his double

preoccupation with chemistry and football from 1914 through

1917, Rockne gave slight thought to the possibility that someday

he might have to do considerable public-speaking. When the head

coaching job was thrust upon him, he sought out the president of

Notre Dame, Father John Cavanaugh, for advice. They took

long walks through the woods around South Bend, and Rockne

was whipped into an elocutionist. Cavanaugh offered three tips

that Rockne ever after observed: study the audience to find out

what it wants, exhaust each thought thoroughly without jumping

about, and be brief.

Rockne never spoke for more than forty-five minutes, and he

learned to discourse in any surroundings. He hardly knew a cat-

fish from a tarpon but he fascinated one Izaak Walton Club for

a full three-quarters of an hour.

Rockne had to face a stiff problem during his first year out. In-

1918, when America went into the war, Notre Dame students had

to go through long daily military drills. Rockne knew he must

enliven his practices for leg-weary players, and he began attending

theatrical productions in the manner of Harvard's Percy Haugh-

ton to find out how tempo and interest were maintained in the

choruses. He went back to practice and mapped out frequent

breaks and faster drills. Like Haughton and John Heisman, he

regarded football as drama and the squad as a cast. In essence he
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tried to make a theater out of both the practice field and the

stadium, to keep both participants and spectators entertained at

all times.

The young but balding chieftain retained the friendship of

the team while remaining in unquestioned authority. Pranks

were commonplace. A ski salesman attracted by Rockne's Norse

background tried to peddle him a pair. Rockne steered the huck-

ster to Hunk Anderson and O. J. Larson, whose names sounded

likely enough. The salesman almost drove the players batty, and

Rockne delightedly dubbed Anderson and Larson the Ski-

Jumpers.

Another 1918 tale concerns the day a campus priest asked in

the cathedral, "And how will you attain the Kingdom of

Heaven?"

And at just that moment from the reaches of Carter Field,

Rockne's bellow echoed back, "Run, darn you, run I"

Because of the war, Notre Dame played only six games in 1918,

winning three, tying two, and losing to Michigan State, 13-7. It

was no magnificent start, but even then Rockne was building the

schedules that made Notre Dame famous—and rich. That year,

he took on Purdue. Francis Wallace's rundown of the other

schools that Rockne added to the Irish schedule is graphic: 1919

—Indiana; 1920—Northwestern; 1921—Iowa, Rutgers; 1922—Geor-

gia Tech, Carnegie Tech; 1923—Princeton; 1924—Stanford; 1925

—Minnesota, Penn State; 1926—Southern Cal; 1927—Navy; 1930

—Southern Methodist, Pitt, Penn.

Rockne had not been able to use Gipp in 1918 because the phe-

nomenon had a broken leg. When Gipp returned in 1919, Rockne
had his shift down pat, and a man of Gipp's instant reactions

was a perfect fit. Rockne got part of the technique from the

theater. If the shift went to the right, the right halfback would
count, "One-two-three-hip," and the backfield hopped right. The
line would remain still (Rockne didn't believe in line shifts ex-

cept in rare cases for the ends) . The play went to one side or the

other depending upon the visible weakness of defense. The ad-

vantage of the shift was that it kept the defense guessing as to the

time of the snap.

In desperate situations Gipp just took off on his own. In 1919
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Notre Dame was trailing Army 0—9 and knocking at the goal when

an official raised the horn to his hips to signal half time. At that

moment Notre Dame was snapping into its shift. Gipp caught the

official's movement and cried, "Gimme the ball, quick!" O. J.

Larson snapped it directly to him, Gipp bulled through to a

touchdown, and Notre Dame went on from that touchdown to

win, 12-9.

Rockne-Gipp genius in 1919 combined for nine straight vic-

tories, 229 points to the opponents' 47, and Rockne's first un-

beaten season.

Notre Dame enthusiasts had run out of superlatives by the 1920

season. Gipp came back better than ever, passed for two touch-

downs and kicked three extra points in the 27-17 defeat of Army
that gave Notre Dame its second straight perfect season.

When watching teachers snickered at his chastisement of a

player, Rockne barked at them: "If you can't keep quiet, get out!

I don't come into your classroom and laugh at your methods—or

results. This is my classrooml"

Longtime Irish trainer Scrapiron Young tells in With Rockne

at Notre Dame how Rockne ordered caretaker John Mangam to

work the track one day, then fired him without a hearing when
Mangam let himself be persuaded by baseball coach Ed Walsh

to drag the baseball field first.

"Rock could be wrong and Rock could be cute," wrote Francis

Wallace, "but when it came to a showdown he was a stand-up

guy-"

He threw a man downstairs who tried to crash the dressing

room after a 1920 game. When a player's father complained that

his son wasn't getting a fair shake, Rockne staged a scrimmage

demonstration of the boy's shortages in blocking and tackling.

Father talked it out with son, and son became an outstanding

player.

Rockne was so busy with so many things, and Notre Dame was

so busy watching Rockne, that George Gipp's illness sort of

slipped up on everybody. Gipp had tonsilitis, then pneumonia. In

1921 there were no wonder drugs. It seemed incredible, but the

unconquerable Gipp was dying. The boy who had been accused

of heathenism embraced Catholicism on his deathbed.
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Just before Gipp closed his eyes for the last time, someone

said, "It's tough to go, Gipp."

Gipp looked up at Rockne and said, "What's tough about it?

I've no complaint."

Rockne looked away. Gipp said, "I've got to go, Rock. It's all

right. I'm not afraid. Sometime, Rock, when things are wrong

and the breaks are beating the boys, tell them to go in there with

all they've got and win one just for the Gipper. I don't know
where I'll be then, Rock. But I'll know about it. And I'll be

happy."

Rockne sounded a futile warning that the Irish were riding to

a fall even as they collected their nineteenth and twentieth con-

secutive victories to start 1921. Then came Iowa. The Hawks
subdued Johnny Mohardt, Eddie Anderson, Hunk Anderson,

Harry Mehre, Tom Lieb, Roger Kiley, Frank Thomas, Chet

Wynne, and company, 10-7, and the honeymoon was over.

When the Irish returned to South Bend, fearing the coolest

sort of welcome, three-thousand thronged the depot. Rockne,

brooding and morose, actually was snatched into the air and de-

posited on a baggage truck to shouts of "Speech! Speech!"

Rockne gave them a short one. "As long as you want me," he

said hoarsely, "I'll be here."

Notre Dame gave up only three touchdowns the rest of the sea-

son. Thus ended the first Rockne span when his World War I re-

turnees won nineteen straight games, lost a single match by three

points, and twice were undefeated.

The Four Horsemen were just around the corner in 1922. Paul

Castner was the hero at fullback but one drowsy-eyed sophomore

commanded immediate attention. Rockne asked the boy if he was

getting enough sleep at night. "Yep," the boy flipped back, "but

not enough out here in the afternoon."

Thus was Sleepy Jim Crowley nicknamed.

By the end of that season in which the Irish sustained only a

14-6 loss to Nebraska and a 0-0 tie with Army, Rockne felt he

had the makings of an above-average backfield in sophomores

Layden, Miller, Stuhldreher, and Crowley. Piece by piece he built
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on it. He gave Crowley and Stuhldreher lighter stockings, thigh

guards, and shoes, trying to increase their speed to that of Layden

and Miller. When Stuhldreher still dragged, Rockne made him

throw out the thigh guards altogether. The backfield finally de-

veloped such fleetness that Rockne had to move it back from the

Seven Mules to keep the Horsemen from running up the Mules'

backs.

On the threshold of his sixth season as Notre Dame's head man,

Rockne had gathered thirty-nine victories against only three de-

feats and three ties. In that time his teams had sextupled the

point output of opponents— 1,210 to 198.

Rockne at thirty-two had force beyond his years. At a summer
clinic, when he was using Stuhldreher to demonstrate passing, a

visitor disagreed with Rockne's receiving technique. Rockne got

the kibitzer to line up and had Stuhldreher really cut loose at

him. The ball rocketed through the wise guy's arms. "You know,

we've done a lot of passing around here since 1913," Rockne said,

"and we've been more or less successful at it. We're open to new
ideas. . .

." He paused. "But they've got to be good ones."

The Irish opened 1923 with a 74-0 lacing of Kalamazoo and

after another effortless victory met formidable Army. By then

much of Rockne's psychology had rubbed off on the Four Horse-

men. When the score was tied and Notre Dame needed a first

down, Crowley called time, sneeringly paced off the required ten

yards, and announced, "Hal A truck horse could run that farl"

Power of suggestion or what, Crowley galloped exactly ten yards

on the next play. Notre Dame wound up 13-0 winner.

Nebraska—the only 1922 spoiler—ruined a perfect 1923 season,

too, for Rockne. He went to work to see to it that 1924 was

different.

The Army game of '24 was the first real test of the finished and
cohesive Horsemen. They had come a long way. Two years be-

fore, Stuhldreher had been inspiring only in looks and voice. As

a senior, he was a fine thinker, blocker, and tackier. When a news-

paperman asked Rockne years later to compare Stuhldreher with

Frank Carideo (1928-29-30), Rockne snapped: "Why don't you

compare Caesar and Napoleon?"

Layden picked up power to complement his speed; he was a
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marvelous punter. Miller developed into a resourceful all-around

back. And Crowley realized his full stunning potential.

The four were undiluted destruction in jolting Army, 13-7.

Grantland Rice saw them and wrote in the New York Herald

Tribune that October 19 his immortal lead:

"Outlined against a blue-gray October sky, the Four Horsemen

rode again. In dramatic lore they are known as Famine, Pesti-

lence, Destruction, and Death. They are only aliases. Their real

names are Stuhldreher, Miller, Crowley, and Layden."

Then came Nebraska!

Rockne trotted six full teams onto the field to warm up. Corn-

husker coach Fred Dawson, who wanted to keep the Indian sign

on Rockne, gaped. "Which one of these is your first team?"

"All of 'em," Rockne said airily.

Nebraska's hex on Rockne ended that day. Rockne mixed his

shock troops, Horsemen, and Mules so effectively that it was no
contest—34-6.

The letdown came the next Saturday. Northwestern led 6-0 at

half time. Only Layden had been impressive, so he went about

trying to soothe his bumbling companions. Rockne ignored the

mass of offenders and singled out Layden for missing a single

signal in the first quarter. The maneuver served as tonic enough

for the Irish to blast back to a 13-6 triumph.

The 40-19 rout of Carnegie Tech wound up the historic 1924

campaign. The Irish were invited to the Rose Bowl and agreed

to make their only postseason appearance of history.

Rockne's temper was thin, and the squad was worn fine by de-

parture time. Everything from weather to train connections went

bad. And publicist George Strickler unthinkingly forwarded

seven hundred pounds of mail of all sorts to Rockne on the west

coast.

Rockne's anger kindled his memory. Just before the Nebraska

game, halfback Max Hauser had celebrated prematurely, run into

the Rock, slapped him on the back, and howled. "Hello, you

goldarned Swede, where's your mail sack?" Rockne had shown
admirable restraint and simply sent Hauser to bed.

When the mail showed up out west, Rockne smiled tightly and
sent for Hauser. "You were worrying about my mail sacks,
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Hauser. Well, they're here. Now, smartie, get them back to Notre

Darnel"

Rockne wisely skipped trying to match Stanford's power in the

Rose Bowl. He told Layden to keep Stanford backed up. Twice

the wiry fullback kicked better than eighty yards. Stanford wore

itself out in its own territory and Notre Dame peppered its

heavier opponent, 27-10.

At the end of the season, Rockne—the man who had felt him-

self a "lone Norse-Protestant invader of a Catholic stronghold"

fifteen years before—was baptized, on the day after the Irish beat

Northwestern 13-10. Two days later he went to mass with his

boys for the first time in eight seasons as their preceptor.

For all his salesmanship, Rockne found few subscribers to his

argument that the loss of the Horsemen and Mules would de-

moralize the 1925 club. After Notre Dame piled up 110 points in

the first '25 games, optimism rocketed so high that Rockne felt

desperate measures were in order. He mailed copies of every Notre

Dame play to Tommy Mills, coach of the Beloit team the Irish

were meeting next. Beloit saved itself from slaughter, holding

the Irish to 19-3, and Rockne's plan to cool off the public worked.

Well it did. The next week Army plastered Notre Dame, 27-0,

the most points yet scored on a Rockne team.

Northwestern had a 10-0 half-time lead when Rockne got

desperate again. He declared he was quitting, walked out, and

took a seat in the stands. Gradually his scowl turned to a smile.

Rex Enright led the Irish back for a 13-10 margin in the third

quarter, and Rockne amiably rejoined the boys for the fourth

quarter.

But Nebraska piled it on Notre Dame, 17-0. For the first time

in eight years, Rockne had lost as many as two games.

The 1925-28 interim between the Horsemen and the majestic

Carideo-Schwartz-Brill-Savoldi backfield was played out by what

Francis Wallace calls Rockne's "forgotten teams." It is testimony

to Rockne's greatness that the forgottens won twenty-eight games,

lost only eight, tied two.

Rockne learned to roll with the punch. He became a master of

sly pessimism. "Never tell 'em how many letter men you've got
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coming back. Tell 'em how many you lost." He accepted second-

guessing good-naturedly, once asked a South Bend downtown
coaches' club whom he should start at fullback.

Bread cast upon the waters came back. Coach Ossie Solem, of

Drake, thought so much of Rockne that when a Notre Dame scout

muffed a Drake assignment, Solem mailed Rockne the Drake

"book" in its entirety.

Rockne scrupulously avoided humiliating opponents, short of

telling his players not to score. One of his backs was a transfer.

When Notre Dame met the boy's former school, the transfer

scored a touchdown and thumbed his nose at the opposition

bench. Rockne pulled the player, made him apologize, and saw

that he never played again for Notre Dame.

Speed was at such a premium in Rockne's 1925-26-27-28

squads that he shot for strong-side power. When the opposition

wised up and began to overshift, Rockne introduced spinners to

the weak side. Navy coach Bill Ingram determined in '28 to stop

the Irish strong side and wound up being whipped on the weak

side, 7-0.

Rockne was not perfect—though a lot of people would give a

lot to come as close—and he made a prodigious tactical blunder

in 1926. He decided to take in the Army-Navy bloodletting and

let Hunk Anderson direct the Irish against Carnegie Tech in

Pittsburgh. Tech used a deep punt formation, and scout reports

indicated poor kicking. Rockne told Anderson to use a close box

defense, much tighter than the 7-2-2 or seven-box arrangement

Rockne normally favored, and not to switch under any circum-

stances.

Rockne was struck dumb when he heard the score: Carnegie

Tech 19, Notre Dame o.

Walter Steffen had directed his Tech team to quick-kick on

second down, away from the bunched Irish defense. Notre Dame
never got a foothold, and Anderson stuck by Rockne's instruc-

tions.

Heartbroken as he was, Rockne took full blame. "I would have

fired Hunk," he said, "if he had changed that defense. It took real

courage to stand up there and take a beating for the sake of fol-

lowing orders."
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It was in 1928 that Rockne fulfilled the Gipper's dying wish.

The Irish were at close quarters with Army, and Rockne relayed

Gipp's deathbed message verbatim. In the third quarter Jack

Chevigny hurtled across the Army goal with "Here's one for you,

Gipperl" A pass from John Niemiec to One-Play O'Brien gave

Notre Dame its final 12-6 margin.

Something good and something bad befell Rockne in 1929—

a

fine football team and phlebitis. Warned to take it easy, he shot

the works anyway in his dressing-room speech against Southern

Cal. That night, as doctors feared, the clot broke loose in his leg.

Amazingly, it passed through his heart safely, missed his brain,

and settled in the other leg.

Rockne worked from a wheel chair much of that fall, but the

Irish were simply stunning in the build-up to a great 1930. They
coupled brains with natural ability and won as many games with

chatter as with muscle.

When Navy sent in triple-threater Whitey Lloyd, Irish line-

men whewed, "Is this the Mr. Lloyd?" They repeatedly queried

official Bill Crowell on the downs and yardage. The baiting bum-

foozled the Middies and was instrumental in Notre Dame's 14-7

victory.

A defensive stratagem by Rockne hoisted Notre Dame past

Army, 7-0, and gave the Irish a perfect season. Rockne recog-

nized the dangerous potential of the diagonal pass thrown by

Army's Chris Cagle, and he stationed Jack Elder, his fastest man,

in the deepest secondary position. Elder intercepted a Cagle

heave and hauled it back ninety-four yards for the winning

touchdown.

With brilliance returned the bugaboo of overconfidence, as real

as when the Horsemen rode. And Rockne fought it well. Guard

Jack Cannon had taken up the habit of roaming about the field

defensively, making tackle after tackle away from his own zone.

Glory piled up in the papers, but Rockne saw that while Cannon

was out promenading for headlines, tackle Ted Twomey was fill-

ing the gap. Rockne lifted Twomey from one scrimmage, and the

sub was unable to take care of his and Cannon's area as Twomey
had done. "All right, boys," Rockne said with an air of resigna-
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tion, "let's take a shower before Cannon messes up any more."

Thereafter the guard stayed closer to home.

Rockne spotted Marty Brill loafing and made the halfback

direct the remainder of the monotonous drill. At the end he re-

marked icily, "Now isn't that wonderful that a great big 190-

pounder can do all those exercises so well?"

Nor did Brill give any more trouble.

Great characters go with great teams, and the 1929-30 organiza-

tion had abundant flash. Fullback Joe Savoldi approached

Rockne for complimentary tickets one Wednesday. "How about

two for Saturday?" he asked, bracing against the proof of need

he knew Rockne would demand.

"Relatives?" Rockne returned.

"No, tickets," Savoldi said blandly.

The 1930 foursome of Savoldi, Carideo, Brill, and Schwartz

was so magnificent that it overshadowed its fine line, even more

than the Horsemen had overshadowed theirs. You may remember

Walsh, Bach, Brown, Collins, Kizer, Oberst, and Mayl from '24.

But who recalls O'Brien, Culver, Pierce, Yarr, Metzger, Kurth,

Donaghue, and Conley from '30?

That season smacks of an almost psychic quality. The opener

with Southern Methodist was tied, 14-14, with three minutes to

play, when the Irish took time out. Trainer Scrapiron Young
asked Rockne if he wanted to send any instructions. Rockne

shook his head. "Just tell 'em any play'll work if the blocking is

good."

When Young reached the clot of players with water bucket and

towel, Carideo asked anxiously, "Any word?"

"Yeah!" Young blurted, shocked as the words rolled out. "Run
fifty-one, and block like hell!"

The play won the game.

Another weirdie popped up against Southern Cal. Late in that

struggle, Carideo punted to U.S.C.'s fifteen. As the Irish trotted

downfield, Carideo thought he heard Rockne call, "Try twenty-

eight." As quickly as he got the ball, Carideo called it. The shift

went left. Brill took the ball and handed off to Schwartz. Schwartz

started to his left, and Carideo bulleted through a hole, acting as

an interferer. Schwartz threw him the ball, and Carideo scored.
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Rockne thought Carideo was crazy when he told him why he

called the play. There hadn't been a word from the bench.

This was the team that Rockne, not knowing it was his last,

called "the best I ever had." He told Green Bay Packers coach

Curly Lambeau that his backfield was as good as any in the pros.

Best or not, it had more crazy things happen to it and with it.

In the next to last game, a 60-20 verdict over Penn at Philadel-

phia, New York Mayor Jimmy Walker was thrown off the bench

when the preoccupied Rockne told Scrapiron Young to eject all

unauthorized persons. Scrapiron heaved the little mayor into the

shrubs, then got the bad news.

The last game Rockne coached at Notre Dame was a classic in

its own right. Both Notre Dame and Southern Cal were unbeaten.

Ineligibility of Joe Savoldi and injury to second-string fullback

Larry (Moon) Mullins made the Irish incredible 10-6 under-

dogs. Rockne was left with third-stringer Dan Hanley at fullback.

When Notre Dame reached the coast and began workouts,

Rock pointed to the player wearing Hanley's number as the man
who had to do the impossible job. When "Hanley" started, it

turned out to be sub halfback Bucky O'Connor. O'Connor scored

twice, and Notre Dame routed Southern California, 27-0.

Almost as soon as the season was done, Mayor Jimmy Walker

barreled an appeal to Rockne to round up his old stars and play

the pro New York Giants for the relief of New York City's 60,000

unemployed. The Horsemen were a far cry from the trim college

youths of six years before, but they played for charity.

Rockne was moving more and more into business. On the last

day of March, 1931, he was in Kansas City, preparing to fly to Los

Angeles for the opening of a chain of sporting-goods stores. He
ran into trouble because of a ticket mix-up that canceled his

space. But as he turned to leave the terminal counter, a man
recognized him and offered him his own seat. Gratefully Rockne
accepted.

Only a few days before, playwright Albert Fuller had wished

Rockne good-by with, "Soft landings, Rock."

"You mean happy landings, don't you?" Rockne had grinned.

He attached no significance to the remark as he boarded the

plane that he thought would take him into the brightest financial
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days of his life. Besides the sporting-goods connection, he had

contracted to become sales manager for an auto company and to

participate in several movie productions.

It was bitter cold that March 31. Ice formed on the plane's

wings. Over little Bazaar, Kansas, the engines coughed, sputtered,

and died.

The plane crashed. Rockne and seven others were killed.

In South Bend, Notre Dame President Father O'Donnell told

Hunk Anderson, Jack Chevigny, Ike Voedisch, Tim Moynihan,

and Scrapiron Young: "We have lost the best friend that a man
could ever have."

Ten thousand jammed the Chicago railroad depot as Rockne's

body was returned. Funeral services were broadcast all over the

world.

Men from Rockne's 1930 team—Conley, Yarr, Carideo, Schwartz,

Mullins, and Brill—carried the casket to South Bend's Highland

Cemetery.

Father O'Donnell spoke. "Knute Rockne is dead," he said

heavily, "and who was he?

"Ask the president, who dispatched a personal message.

"Ask the King of Norway, who sends a delegation.

"Ask thousands of newspapermen.

"Ask men and women from every walk of life.

"Ask the children, the boys of America. . .
."

The Cleveland Press declared:

"In the past generation it was Buffalo Bill. This generation it

is Knute Rockne."

Rockne left that sort of mark on America.



CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

HENRY RUSSELL (RED) SANDERS
"Today's Special—$1.35"

Ten to one, when you think of single-wingback-formation

football, you think of something stiff and stodgy. The real gone

guys nowadays, they say, are gone on the T and the split T, and

the old single-wing is strictly for squares. Which is the really

peculiar thing about Henry Russell Sanders. He is by acclamation

the nation's number-one single-wing coach. But stodgy?

If you hang around "Red" Sanders long enough, you'll see him

enter a restaurant, order a $5 steak, stoke it away, whip out a

fountain pen, carefully cross out the $5 price on the menu, and

write in, "Today's Special—$1.35." Sanders always pays up, but

he has given more ulcers to cashiers than the sales tax.

Or, if you knew him back when, you might have been with

him some 2:00 a.m. when he'd telephone old Vanderbilt hero

Heck Wakefield, disguise his voice, and insist that Wakefield buy

an insurance policy—at such length that Wakefield finally ripped

his telephone from the wall.

If you were Fred Russell, sports editor and raconteur of the

Nashville Banner, you might shudder at the recollection of one

Sandersish spring afternoon in the 1920's. The scene: a Vanderbilt

law classroom. A professor who hated to be interrupted was lec-

turing on his favorite subject. Russell was snoozing quietly. San-

ders nudged Russell and frantically whispered that the professor

was calling on him. Russell leaped to his feet, cried:

"Sir, I am not prepared on that case!"

Eventually Russell gave up law to become a sports-writing peer;

it is not unlikely that this Sanders episode—and the professor's

malignant reaction—dealt his barristering ambitions a jolt they

never survived.

209
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As a teen-ager, Sanders would tap his way into silent movies

posing as a blind man. He would sit blandly upon the laps of

dowagers, apologetically extricate himself, then read subtitles

aloud to the extreme annoyance of other patrons. It was said

that Sanders never let a film run its course without shouting at

the penultimate moment, "He's going to kiss her!"

A popular Sanders stunt nowadays is to stumble up to a pari-

mutuel window at a race track, extend a crumpled, soiled—and

postdated—personal check for $3.45, and plead with the ticket-

seller to cash it.

This, then, is "stodgy" single-wing Sanders: North Carolinian

by birth—Asheville, March 7, 1905; Tennessean by rearing—Nash-

ville, 1905-20; Californian by migration—he took over as head

football coach at U.C.L.A. in 1949 after coaching Vanderbilt in

1940, '41, '42, '46, '47, '48.

Sanders's pranks are deceptive. At work he can be a regular

Cerberus, and a cookie won't stop him like the mythical three-

headed dog. Only touchdowns satisfy him.

And whatever Sanders's psyche, opponents do not care for it.

In his six years at Vanderbilt, he won thirty-six games, lost twenty-

two and tied two with run-of-the-mill material. In six seasons at

Los Angeles his team shouldered out a 51-13-1 record—includ-

ing, in 1954, U.C.L.A.'s first perfect season—to give the South-

erner a lifetime college head-coaching figure of 87-36-3. Not since

1940, when he inherited a thin squad from Ray Morrison and

won only three of ten games, has he had a losing season. His

yearly records, starting at Vanderbilt in 1941 : 8-2-0, 6-4-0 (in serv-

ice, 1943-4-5), 5-4-0, 6-4-0, 8-2-1, 6-3-0, 5-3-1, 8-1-0, 8-2-0,

9-0-0, and 9-1-0.

Sanders prefaces any explanation of his system with the flat

statement that he is no miracle man and cannot operate without

good material. He does not pretend to genius, simply digs for

precision in a power offense.

"The single wingback formation," Sanders says, "is the basis of

our attack, but at times we move into a short punt or spread.

From the single-wing, we can attack any point with deception

and/or concentrated power. We've had high-scoring teams with-

out once using a flanker, splitting the line, or having a man in
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motion. Every running play in our attack has a companion pass

with both plays starting alike. Our system is paradoxical in that

the offense is deceptive to opposing teams, yet the fans in the

stands can follow the ball all the time."

Sanders is no different from other top single-wing tacticians in

that he must have a top tailback who can run, kick, pass, and

think. He has had them in Ray Nagel, Primo Villanueva, and

Paul Cameron. Yet Sanders has employed the fullback almost as

importantly as the tailback, shooting him off center and right

guard on U.C.L.A.'s wedge play.

Sanders never was much for legerdemain as a substitute behind

Vanderbilt quarterback Bill Spears in 1924, '25, '26. Nor has he

gone in for fancy football since, although he parodies critics by

referring to his single-wing as "a horse-and-buggy offense with a

TV set in the dashboard." He looks with disfavor upon fans who
"demand that a team be scintillating or colorful. . . . I've yet to

see anything more scintillating than a touchdown, no matter how
my team makes it." Yet he dressed up U.C.L.A. in sky-blue uni-

forms contrasting sharply with the duller old-style dark blues.

And he has delighted in a "corkscrew" play that has been a

frequent gainer. On that the quarterback lines up a yard and a

half behind, and a yard and a half to the left of, the center. The
right half is the same distance back of the quarterback and to

the right of the center. The fullback and tailback take their

normal positions, and with this crazy line-up the Bruins gulp

yardage in short, brutal chunks.

At Vandy, Sanders milked maximum power from a buck in-

side the strong-side tackle. He borrowed some of it from General

Bob Neyland, of Tennessee, but the blocking was slightly dif-

ferent. Sanders had his right end swing across in front of the line

and block the short-side line-backer. The left guard took the

strong-side line-backer. The right guard and right tackle disposed

of the strong-side defensive guard, while the blocking back moved
up to ward off the strong-side defensive tackle. The tailback took

two short steps to his right, careened upfield through the gap,

and veered left. The wingback drew out the strong-side end and

dashed after the defensive left half. The left end gave the short-

side tackle a quick shoulder block and convoyed the carrier on
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downfield. J.
P. Moore went seventy-six yards on the play against

Florida in 1946. Dean Davidson ran L.S.U. crazy with it in 1947.

Ray Nagel is Sanders's Exhibit A in tailback development. He
was a T-quarterback in high school and for three years under

Bert LaBrucherie at U.C.L.A. When Sanders brought the single-

wing into his first spring practice in 1949, senior Nagel first re-

fused to report. Then he asked to return. Sanders approved and

set out to turn T-quarterback Nagel into tailback Nagel. That

November 12, with regular Ernie Johnson hurt and side-lined,

Nagel played forty-two minutes both ways, ran for two touch-

downs, and passed for another in a 46-26 rout of Washington.

"Maybe the single wing was supposed to be dull," Nagel said,

"but I played more honest-to-goodness football and had a lot

more fun in Sanders's single-wing than I ever did on the T."

Sanders made expert use of the bewhiskered end-around when
he had All-American Bob Wilkinson in 1949. Wilkinson averaged

12.4 yards and scored sixty points.

"The T may be fast as lightning on some plays," Sanders con-

cedes, "but when we drive our man in there on quickies we have

a block in front of him. We may not strike so quickly, but we'll

deceive and anchor linemen and line-backers just as effectively

as the T formation does when we use our spin plays."

Arthur Daley, of the New York Times, asked Sanders (while

he was being honored as 1954 coach of the year) if he had been

tempted to switch to the T. Sanders replied, "My single-wing can

get by with average or ordinary backs who might not go in the

T. I'll say this. If we had to abandon spring practice, I'd switch

to the split-T. I couldn't teach my spinning fullback to mask
our attacks without spring practice. I never was much on systems

or formations, anyway. If you block and tackle better than the

other fellow, you win. Period."

Most experts feel that Sanders oversimplifies his role as an

instructor. The Chicago Bears' George Halas and other pro

coaches observe and admire his work each autumn. Georgia's

Wallace Butts says he would "rather play any coach in America

than Red Sanders." Another coach told Jack Tobin of the Los

Angeles Mirror, "You've got to spend every second figuring how
to combat Sanders, and then he may beat you on the side lines."
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The latter may be the most pertinent point in the Sanders

success formula. He is at his best during a game. He works with

sleeves rolled up, rattles off substitutions, barks orders staccato.

As unemotional as his old Vandy coach Dan McGugin was emo-

tional, he often kids his assistants before games to release pres-

sure. "I don't care what anybody says," is a favorite sally to an

aide, "I like that suit you've got on out here today."

In 1949 Sanders sat dead-panned when Ernie Johnson passed

to Bob Wilkinson for a touchdown against Oregon. He remained

motionless when Woodley Lewis of Oregon returned U.C.L.A.'s

kickoff for ninety-four yards. Nor did he display the slightest

pique when Oregon turned two interceptions into touchdowns.

U.C.L.A. came on to win, 35-27, and the biggest item in that

victory was Sanders's side-line conduct.

If Sanders is not the number-one bench man in college foot-

ball today, he does not miss it by much.

"His self-control is amazing," says ex-U.C.L.A. guard Bruce

McLachlan. McLachlan recalls an afternoon in which Sanders

was running his quarterback through "the gauntlet"—an exercise

in which players stand in two lines and try to snatch the ball

from a speeding carrier. This particular day, the quarterback fell

exhausted after ten trips and was unable to rise. Sanders directed

him to run the gauntlet again. The quarterback staggered to his

feet, flung the ball over the fence, and walked away. Sanders

sung out levelly, "Boy, you crazy?" and turned his back. "Not

another word was said," McLachlan concludes, "and the boy was

never disciplined. He didn't have to be. He had learned his

lesson."

Success, you often hear the unsuccessful growl, often is a mat-

ter of "breaks." Sanders has made a practice of being in the right

place at the right time, but whether it has been "breaks" or

simple opportunism is open to conjecture.

Sanders moved out of Asheville, North Carolina, with his

traveling-salesman father and mother in 1907. He prepped at the

Nashville, Tennessee, Davidson County Central High, Duncan
Preparatory School, and the Gainesville, Georgia, Riverside Mili-

tary Academy. It was in Nashville as a teen-ager that he won the
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lasting sobriquet of "Red," but you must take your pick of two

stories of how it happened. The best-worn tale is that he got the

nickname from wearing a bright-red sweater. A less-told but prob-

ably more authentic yarn, in the light of later developments, is

that an adult neighbor commented, "That Sanders boy snorts

around like a young red bull!" Anyway, the "Red" stuck, although

Sanders's hair today is iron gray.

He entered Vanderbilt in 1923, knocked off a numeral as a

freshman quarterback, and eyed a big varsity future under Dan
McGugin.

Commented the 1924 yearbook Commodore: "The 1924 varsity

should reap a harvest from the freshman stars if they will only

stay eligible." They needn't have worried about Sanders. He be-

came secretary-treasurer of the freshman class, president of the

sophomores and juniors, and vice-president of the seniors, all

the while carrying on an exuberant social life as an Alpha Tau
Omega.

Sanders was handicapped by a five-foot-eight, 143-pound build,

and never rose above reserve status as a varsity quarterback. He
played only one full game—a 13-0 loss to Sewanee in 1926 when
Bill Spears was out hurt. But he traveled in fast company with

Nig Waller, Gil Reese, Bill Hendrix, Peck Owen, Paul Mc-

Gaughey, Neil Cargile, Cowboy Jones, Jimmy Armistead, Bill

Spears, and other elite Commodores. Said the 1927 yearbook:

"He has given his all and that has been a great deal."

Said McGugin: "Sanders has one of the finest football brains

I have ever seen."

Between mischief, Sanders also captained the 1927 Vandy base-

ball team. He was graduated in 1927 and stumbled into a twin

career. "I happened to be walking along the street in Nashville,"

he remembers, "and Josh Cody drove by. He stopped his car and
offered me a job helping with the Clemson College backfield."

Sanders accepted the autumnal job, but during the next three

summers he knocked about as a second baseman in Pensacola,

Florida; Muskogee, Oklahoma; and Mobile, Alabama. In 1931

he gave up baseball and launched one of the most spectacular

prep-school coaching careers the game has known. His football

teams at Columbia, Tennessee, Military Academy (1931-34) and
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Riverside, Georgia, Military Academy (1934-38) won fifty-five

games, lost four, and tied two.

From Riverside, Sanders went to Florida as backfield coach

under Josh Cody. In 1939, Louisiana State chief Bernie Moore
hired Sanders as L.S.U. backfield coach. In 1940, Vanderbilt lost

Ray Morrison, and sports editor Fred Russell switched the beacon

to Sanders. Russell still has the envelope on which he had

scrawled Sanders's qualifications for the job of Commodore head

coach. The notes are:

"Only alumnus in comparable league.

"Ability to get material. [Sanders had "recruited" Cadets for

C.M.A. and G.M.A. on a commission basis.]

"Wonderful record in every job.

"Wide acquaintance with Vanderbilt alumni.

"Contacts with other coaches.

"Fine appraiser of boys and knows Vanderbilt's peculiar con-

ditions. [Commodore scholastic standards were and are extraordi-

narily high; Sanders often said he had a much harder time meet-

ing V.U. academic requirements than those of the Southeastern

Conference.]"

When the Vanderbilt athletic council picked Sanders in 1940,

it was choosing its second alumni mentor in thirty-five years and

only its third head coach over that span.

Sanders's first and most important move at Vanderbilt was to

switch Jack Jenkins, a fast, strong senior, to blocking back. He
used Jenkins at fullback in short-gain situations in 1941, and

Jenkins wound up as leading Southeastern Conference scorer

with ninety points—still the fourth highest total in S.E.C. history.

All told, Sanders's Commodores won fifteen of twenty-one games

in 1941 and 1942.

Sanders went into the Navy in 1943, and pretty soon he was

Lieutenant Commander H. R. Sanders. He had a chance for re-

lease and return to Vanderbilt in 1944, but rejected the oppor-

tunity because he thought it might mean unfavorable publicity

for his school.

He went back to the Commodores through normal discharge

channels in 1946, and in 1948 engineered eight straight victories
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to close the year. Vanderbilt wound up twelfth in the Associated

Press poll.

Vanderbilt had not beaten Tennessee since 1937, when Sanders

huddled his boys before the 1948 meeting. "You don't have to

show me anything today," he said. "You've already shown me."

The Commodores socked General Bob Neyland's team, 28-6.

By then Sanders had Vandy so far back up there that columnist

Henry McLemore cracked: "Red Sanders has joined Nashville's

two greatest advertisements—iris bulbs and sinus trouble."

Then whatever stroke of fortune had thrown Sanders under

McGugin's tutelage, and shoved him onto that street beside Josh

Cody, gave him another push. Sanders started out for a coaches'

meeting in San Francisco, but was blocked by snow in Chicago

and decided to return to Nashville. But an airline hostess got

him on a flight to the West Coast. Wilbur Johns, U.C.L.A. ath-

letic director, had gone to San Francisco from Los Angeles to

find a successor for Bert LaBrucherie, who was fired early in

1949. Johns found Sanders and offered him a five-year contract at

$13,500 a year to come to U.C.L.A.

Sanders went back to Nashville and talked it out. Vanderbilt

came up with a five-year deal at $12,500 per, and a guarantee of

$10,000 annually until he was sixty-five, with retirement privi-

leges like those accorded university professors. And there were

other things to hold him. Vanderbilt was rated fifth in pre- 1949
estimates while U.C.L.A. was rated seventy-fourth.

Sanders whipped off a wire to U.C.L.A. saying he'd come.

Then he changed his mind. It was too late. The news was out at

U.C.L.A. Sanders was in.

Once the step was taken, Sanders was stimulated by the chal-

lenge. U.C.L.A. not only had lost eleven of its last eighteen games

under LaBrucherie but had little talent coming up from the

freshman team.

Sanders moved in aggressively. He made his men wear helmets

at all times on the field and even running to and from practice. "I

thought that helmet business would kill me," said a tackle, "but

after a while we felt strange even going to classes without them."

U.C.L.A.'s uniforms were changed from dark blue to light blue
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for better visibility in films. Numbers were modified from gold

to white.

In Sanders's first year, U.C.L.A. whipped Oregon, Stanford,

Washington, Iowa, Oregon State, and Washington State for a

6-3 record, a surprising second place in Pacific Coast Conference

standings, and the second highest scoring total in Bruin history

—227 points.

In 1949 his Bruins, inept at sustaining drives, hawked op-

ponents' errors so ferociously that they scored nineteen of the

first twenty times that they were within the opponents' twenty-

yard line.

The University of Florida came after Sanders with a ten-year,

1 180,000 inducement. Sanders gave it substantial thought until

a mob of students clustered in front of his home one night.

"Which one's got the rope?" cracked Sanders, and decided he'd

be better off sticking with anyone who cared that much. That
year he was named Los Angeles' outstanding citizen in a Los

Angeles Mirror poll.

In 1953, Henry Russell (Red) Sanders, who never had won
any sort of college championship, delivered his Bruins to the

nearby Rose Bowl. They had won eight games, lost the other to

Stanford by a point, and set a seven-year home attendance high

of 362,517 fans.

Ironically, punt-stressing Sanders saw U.C.L.A. lose the Rose

Bowl to Michigan State, 28-20, on punts. The Californians led

14-0 with four minutes left in the first half when State's Ellis

Duckett blocked a Paul Cameron kick and recovered for the first

Big Ten touchdown. Michigan State wheeled back in the second

half to go ahead 21-20, and Billy Wells returned a Cameron punt

sixty-two yards to sew it up.

Any other style of defeat would have distressed Sanders. But

none so much as this. He began studying kicking and kick-re-

turning while in the Navy, and his first U.C.L.A. team had won
its opening game over Oregon State, 35-13, on kick returns of

62, 33, 28, and 28 yards by Ernie Johnson.

Fifteen Bruin veterans graduated in 1954, but Sanders brought

back a club that creamed ten straight opponents. The season in-

cluded a 34-0 walloping of Southern Cal and gave him his fourth
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victory in six starts against the arch rival. U.C.L.A. also popped

California, 27-6, for Sanders's fourth triumph in six tries against

the Golden Bears. And the Uclans scored 377 points for a school

record.

U.C.L.A. could not go to the Rose Bowl because of the no-

repeat rule, but Sanders was named Scripps-Howard Coach of the

Year. Two of his linemen—tackle Jack Ellena and guard Jim
Salsbury—made All-American. Sanders called the team "the best

I ever coached."

U.C.LA. could go to the Rose Bowl after the 1955 season,

though, and earned the bid by stomping nine of ten opponents.

That 1956 Rose Bowl turned into one of the most hectic ever.

Michigan State won, 17-14, on Dave Kaiser's field goal only after

U.C.L.A. line coach Jim Myers was detected sending signals in

from the side line and the Uclans were penalized to deep in their

territory. Sanders kept pretty well shut about the whole thing but

Los Angeles Mirror-News headlines screamed just four days later

that actually the Michigan State field goal had been illegal because

someone on the Spartan bench threw the kicking tee onto the field

for Kaiser's field goal—an illegal procedure.

All such furor is typical of the life Sanders lives, but it never

seems to throw him. He's never too bushed to see the humor in a

situation. The ultimate in the latter surely must have come when
U.C.L.A. was penalized $93,000 and each player stripped of a

year's eligibility because of violations of the player-aid code.

"We'll field a team in '56," said Sanders, "but the Humane Society

may take a dim view of it."



CHAPTER NINETEEN

CLARK DANIEL SHAUGHNESSY
Daddy of the Modern T

Both Stanford and Clark Shaughnessy were looking for bet-

ter things in late 1939. Stanford's football team had averaged a

miserable 4% points per game and lost six of seven Pacific

Coast Conference contests. Coach Tiny Thornhill was fired.

Shaughnessy was left without a college connection when his

University of Chicago suddenly dropped football.

Head coach Shaughnessy, a lean, driving forty-eight, also held

a full professorship with permanent appointment when the foot-

ball rug was jerked out from under him. If he wanted to keep it

and forget about football, he would be certain of at least $9,000

a year until he was sixty-five.

Shaughnessy, though, had not the slightest notion of drifting

out of football. The handsome Minnesotan's life and love was

football. "I'm not going to sit around here and watch a great

game go to hell," he burst out to his wife.

His decision to attend the national coaches' convention at Los

Angeles, and Stanford's search for a successor to Tiny Thornhill,

came simultaneously and fortuitously.

At the Biltmore Hotel in Los Angeles, Shaughnessy met Walter

Ames, chairman of the Stanford athletic board, and Professor

William B. Owens, faculty representative. They had been sent

by Stanford president Ray Lyman Wilbur, who had seen the

Chicago Bears slaughter the Washington Redskins, 73-0, that

December. Wilbur thought whoever was responsible for the

Bears' "new" T might be just the man for Stanford.

When Ames approached him, Shaughnessy said, "You must be

making a mistake, Mr. Ames—my record is hardly a pretty thing

to look at." He was dead right on that; his Chicagoans over the

219
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past six years had won only seventeen games, lost thirty-five, and

tied three. But Ames persisted, so Shaughnessy talked job with

the Stanfords.

Eventually Shaughnessy became impatient at what he thought

was inconclusive negotiation, and arranged for a train trip back

to Chicago. Then Stanford publicist Don Liebendorfer pre-

vailed upon him to visit the campus at Palo Alto. Shaughnessy

was unimpressed by "The Farm's" 8,800 acres, but the sight of

the big football players strolling about the place struck his fancy,

indeed.

Liebendorfer also walked Shaughnessy to the huge, 90,000-seat

Stanford Stadium. "That got me," Shaughnessy said later. "I

could just visualize a team of mine down there—some of those

big boys I'd seen. I thought to myself, before I die, I want to

coach some place where I have enough material to man a real

football team. This may be it."

Shaughnessy well knew manpower problems. At Chicago even

his ingenious improvisation produced only seventeen victories in

fifty-six games. His material had been so raw that one varsity

candidate actually asked where the line of scrimmage was.

The day after he saw Stanford Stadium, Shaughnessy was given

another assurance that he was in the right place. That was the

day he met 220-pound fullback Norm Standlee.

Finally Shaughnessy was invited to meet with the Stanford

athletic board. As it happened, he caught cold, and he was list-

less and almost voiceless. His answers to board members' ques-

tions were uninspired. It was not until after the meeting ended

on a nebulous note that Shaughnessy realized he was letting his

big opportunity pass. He called board chairman Ames to his

hotel room and straightened things out.

On January 11,1 940, football history was made. Stanford hired

Clark Shaughnessy for five years.

Then he tossed the bomb:

"Stanford will use the T-formation!"

The T? Well, the public scowled, that was all right for the

professional Chicago Bears, with highly trained personnel. But

for Stanford. . . .
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Shaughnessy had used the T at Chicago against Michigan in

1937, barely losing, 13-12. But this flanker and man-in-motion

business was brand-new. He explained it in specific terms:

"Always in the past, the offense tried to coil up power in a

ball, then explode it, splitting the defense. The effort was made
to stretch the defense thin, then penetrate it. That was the idea

of Pop Warner's single wing and Knute Rockne's shift.

"Our approach will be different! We'll coil up the defense in

as small an area as possible, then run around it or throw over

it. We'll shuttle tackles and ends back and forth along the line

laterally, shift the guards sometimes in an unbalanced line and

sometimes in a balanced line. Shuttling tackles and ends, shifting

guards, and setting a man in motion—away from the play—will

force the defense out of a set position. It will make old set

defenses obsolete!"

Shaughnessy began at bedrock. He studied 1939 game films

and saw that Frankie Albert was only mediocre as a single-wing

tailback. But he decided that Albert was born to handle the

ball. "His talents were primarily those of a faker," Shaughnessy

said. "He could fool people, and by temperament he ate up that

sort of assignment. His talents were more intellectual and psy-

chological than physical."

Shaughnessy knew something else before he met the Stanford

squad that spring—that Tiny Thornhill had given them a lot

of rope. "In days gone by," wrote Bud Spencer, of the San Fran-

cisco News, "the Stanford men were known as laughing boys, who
flaunted their sass and vinegar in a dizzy state of a football circus.

Every day was a waltz, every coach a waltzing partner, and there

were times when the boys, in a good spirit of fun, even tackled

their coach and ruptured a muscle in his leg, while the boys

rolled on the ground and hee-hawed. They thought it the vogue

to clean out a tavern the night before a game; then, waking up

to find themselves with a cut eye or a sprained shoulder, they'd

go into games injured with the hiccoughs of hangovers echoing

across the greensward."

Shaughnessy changed that situation in a hurry. His very ex-

pression discouraged hilarity, and his rules did the rest.
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Still the squad that met him for 1940 spring practice was skep-

tical. "Most of us on the varsity team," Hugh Gallarneau re-

members, "wondered what the heck Stanford was thinking of to

hire a guy whose team was to say the least unimpressive in the

Big Ten."

But Shaughnessy left the Indians little time to conjecture. He
saw that Gallarneau was a superb runner (he could gather speed

in one stride) as well as a blocker, and moved him from block-

ing back to halfback. There was no spot in Shaughnessy's T back-

field for a man who could only block, so he moved stocky Chuck

Taylor from blocking back to guard.

He asked halfback Vic Lindskog, "What would you rather be,

a mediocre halfback or a great center?"

Lindskog supplied the obvious answer and was shifted to

center.

Besides Albert at quarterback and Gallarneau at right half-

back, Shaughnessy had Pete Kmetovic (a poor blocker but fast

starter and an exceptional broken-field runner) at left half and

Norm Standlee (a brute of a man with the physical attributes of a

Nagurski) at fullback.

Sixty new plays were installed. Shaughnessy instructed a line-

man to call line-blocking. He introduced intricate, concentrated

chalk talks. "I'll never forget that first one," Albert says. "He
told us that the particular play he was drawing would produce

ten to twelve touchdowns that season. We hadn't made that

many the whole 1939 season 1"

Still the public doubted. One San Franciscan suggested that

Shaughnessy be nicknamed "Soup" since he was in it now.

West Coasters looked again when Stanford walloped San Fran-

cisco, 27-0, then Oregon, 13-0; Santa Clara, 7-6; and Washington

State, 26-14.

Albert sent Standlee tearing for big yardage around left end

against Southern Cal in the first half. At halftime Shaughnessy

pointed out that U.S.C. halfback Jack Banta was coming up fast

and was a sucker for a feint. Then and there he drew up a new
pass play. It called for Albert to fake a pitchout to Standlee, who
carried out the fake of an end run. Then Albert was to shoot a
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pass to Pete Kmetovic, who had been blocking Banta on the end

run. Albert faked the pitchout, Standlee faked the end run,

Kmetovic faked the block on Banta, and Albert passed over

Banta's head to Kmetovic in the end zone. Stanford won, 21-7.

Few coaches worked more and slept less than Clark Daniel

Shaughnessy that 1940 season. He slept six hours each night, rose

at 3:00 a.m. and called his assistant coaches—Marchie Schwartz,

Phil Bengtston, Jim Lawson, and Harry Shipkey—to a "breakfast

meeting" at six-thirty. He would fly back to Palo Alto after each

out-of-town game while the team rode the train, so he could get

a closer look at game films. And Stanford's play-execution grew

closer and closer to flawlessness.

Albert improved weekly. When a reporter asked Shaughnessy,

"What happens if Albert gets hurt?" Shaughnessy cracked, "I

fall off the bench." Shaughnessy looked upon Albert as a father

regards a precocious child. He built up the Orchid Man's con-

fidence and zealously guarded him from injury. He ran after

Albert in scrimmage and blew his whistle when Albert was in

danger of being hit hard. Once Albert went down in a heap, and

Shaughnessy screamed, "Get a stretcher!"

Albert moaned. Shaughnessy paled. Then Albert hopped up.

"I just wanted to see if you'd miss me, coach!" the little quarter-

back quipped, and trotted back to position.

Nothing delighted the player so much as ribbing the coach.

The Indians went on from the Southern Cal game to tumble

U.C.L.A., 20-14, and Washington, 20-10, and someone asked

Albert what had impressed him most about the game.

"Shaughnessy's chin when we were behind," Albert said. "It

was trembling like a kite in a hurricane."

Quiet, shy Shaughnessy reserved compliments for strategic oc-

casions only. A newsman asked him why he never praised Gal-

larneau, and Shaughnessy shot back, "Do you advertise your ace

in the hole?"

The Indians whipped Oregon State, 28-14, and California,

13-7. Shaughnessy broke his no-pep-talk rule before the Cal

meeting with a blunt reference that "football is like life—dog

eat dog."
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"Let's get the first bite!" whooped the Indians, and tore up

the Bears.

Stanford was invited to meet Nebraska in the Rose Bowl.

After the Cornhuskers scored in five straight plays, Albert trotted

past the bench and told Shaughnessy, "Cheer up, coach, we'll

get the ball in a minute."

They did. They went ahead, then fell behind. A sub came

out with a message from Albert to Shaughnessy: "Frankie told

me to tell you to keep your chin up—and watch!"

Shaughnessy watched, and his T-men poured it on. Working

from Nebraska's forty-two, Gallarneau drifted wide, faked taking

a lateral, sprinted thirty yards, and at the twelve snatched a pass

over his shoulder and scored. Albert converted for a 14-13 lead.

As he came out, he whispered to Shaughnessy, "Pretty good ball

club, huh?"

The "pretty good ball club" won that 1941 Rose Bowl game,

21-13.

When all the tabs were added, Stanford's football team had

averaged twenty yards for each of twenty-nine touchdown plays

and had outdrawn budget estimates by $200,000.

Shaughnessy won the Scripps-Howard Coach of the Year award

by the largest margin in twelve years.

Such was the birth of the modern T in college football.

The tactics that General Montgomery used at El Alamein were

astonishingly similar to those of the football T. "On a certain

T-formation play, when run to the right as Montgomery did at

El Alamein," Shaughnessy says, "the right half runs to the left

to draw the defense that way. While the right half is in motion

the fullback also makes a false start to the left. The left half

simultaneously plunges into the center. The quarterback, pivot-

ing, pretends to hand the ball to the left half but really hands

it to the fullback, who turns back after his deceptive start and
slices between the defensive left end and tackle, preceded by

the guard to block out the defensive left half.

"At El Alamein the feint to the left by General Montgomery
and his threat to the middle of the line prevented the Germans
from shifting enough power to Montgomery's right to stop the
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onslaught of the British Tenth Corps. In football the play is

called a fullback counter."

Shaughnessy won his niche in football's hall of fame by father-

ing the T, but he did a lot more, too.

His Tulane teams from 1915 through 1926 won fifty-eight

games, lost twenty-seven, tied six. At Loyola of the South (a

name Shaughnessy invented to glamorize his football team) from

1927 through 1932, he compiled a 38-16-5 record. The 17-35-3

record at Chicago in the next six years was achieved with de-

emphasis personnel. He knocked off a 16-3-0 mark at Stanford

in 1940-41. His Maryland team won seven and lost two games

in 1942.

Under wartime conditions, and in the middle of an impossible

alumni situation, Shaughnessy's 1943-44-45 Pittsburgh squads

won only ten of twenty-seven games.

His last college team—Maryland in 1946—won three and lost

six.

Thus Shaughnessy's thirty-one-year college coaching record

read 149 victories, 106 defeats, 14 ties.

He left college football in 1947, served with the Washington

Redskins, joined the Los Angeles Rams as head coach in 1948,

and steered them to a divisional championship in 1949. Since

1951 he has been an advisor to the Chicago Bears.

He also has an interest in his son's publishing business ire

Biloxi, Mississippi. This is not entirely accidental, because he
always had a flair for the mother tongue. He called one of his

Tulane players, Harry Gamble, "tough as a crossword puzzle in

Sanskrit."

Clark Daniel Shaughnessy was born at St. Cloud, Minnesota,

on March 6, 1892. He entered the University of Minnesota in

1908. His only knowledge of football at the time was what he
had read in the papers; he never had seen or played in a game.

But he noticed that classmate Paul Young seemed to enjoy con-

siderable standing by being a football player, so he walked over

to see a game. Not having the price of admission, he saw his

first football game—Pop Warner's Carlisle Indians against Dr.
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Henry Williams' Minnesota Gophers—by peering over a Northrup

Meld fence.

He reported for freshman football in 1909 but was refused a

uniform for inexperience. Ten days later, he returned and was

given a uniform, but he got little attention from coaches. Be-

sides, the triple strain of studies, football, and delivering the

St. Paul Daily News was too much for him. So he dropped out

of school and worked the remainder of the year.

In the summer of 1910, Shaughnessy bought a football for $2

in St. Paul. He had read about the new-fangled spiral passes, so

he practiced throwing spirals and catching them all that summer.

He reported for varsity practice in September, 1910, but did not

get into a game, thus preserving three full years of eligibility. In

1911 (largely because so many regular squadsmen were in-

eligible), he was given a spot on the varsity. He went to Ann
Arbor with the Gophers and sat on the bench at the classic

Michigan-Minnesota game of 1910. Michigan won, 6-0, but both

the Wolverines' Fielding Yost and Gophers' Dr. Henry Williams

for years called it the greatest game they had ever seen.

"That game eventually caused me to be a football coach," says

Shaughnessy. "It was that great."

Shaughnessy was the squad's fourth tackle in 1911 but later

became a fullback. Dr. Williams once called him "the finest for-

ward passer Minnesota ever had, and, in my estimation, the best

ever produced in the midwest."

His last year— 1913—Shaughnessy alternated between defensive

end, offensive fullback, and two-way tackle.

The 1914 yearbook's line for Sigma Chi Shaughnessy:

"Good old war horse . . . you'll sure succeed in this football

stuff."

When Shaughnessy was graduated at Minnesota, Dr. Henry
Williams hired him as assistant. His work attracted two offers

from Midwestern colleges and another from Tulane—all as head

coach. The Midwestern opportunities were closer to home, and
good financial deals. But Tulane offered a challenge, so Shaugh-

nessy at twenty-three went to New Orleans.

He found the grass on the Tulane gridiron two feet high. The
field was surrounded by a ramshackle wooden fence. The grand-
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stand was a tumble-down affair that might have seated 2,000

spectators. The equipment was so sparse that Shaughnessy and

an old colored porter, Fomore Thomas, carried it to the dilapi-

dated field house in one trip.

Shaughnessy signed a personal note with A. G. Spalding for

enough equipment to outfit a squad. He wrote sixty-two letters

to schools all over the country asking for games. At the first one—
against Jefferson College, Louisiana—the team manager, "Juno"

West, had to walk the side lines collecting admission, which came

to a total of $160.

Shaughnessy's salary as athletic director, head football, basket-

ball, and track coach was $1,875.

In 1916 Shaughnessy persuaded Tulane and Newcomb College

to declare a full holiday in which the students of both institu-

tions would work for one day and turn earnings over to a grand-

stand fund. The total came to $10,000. Shaughnessy says today

that getting the schools to declare that single holiday was far

more difficult than raising $300,000 for a new stadium in 1925.

(The latter made today's resplendent Sugar Bowl possible.)

First of a long line of distinguished Shaughnessy quarterbacks

was 138-pound Edmund Faust. It was no cinch running Shaugh-

nessy's team. Faust says, "It meant mastering the most intricate

signals. I can recall plays that had two numbers, one with four

numbers, and all sorts of variations."

Shaughnessy's Tulane teams stressed speed and deception be-

cause for the most part they were small. When the twenty-five-

man Tulane squad met powerful Auburn in 1925, the Plainsmen

piled all over Greenie fullback Peggy Flournoy while Lester

Lautenschlaeger—Shaughnessy's second regular quarterback and

as good as any he ever coached, including Albert of Stanford and

Sid Luckman of the Chicago Bears—trotted easily across the goal

with the ball.

Shaughnessy still considers Lautenschlaeger, Flournoy, and

Alfred (Brother) Brown of Tulane the finest three backs ever

on one team at one time.

Shaughnessy's early system basically was an unbalanced single-

wing, but he often employed the indirect snap. Also he frequently
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switched formations at midweek to capitalize upon an opponent's

defensive weakness.

Not generally known is the fact that Tulane received a Rose

Bowl invitation after the 1925 season but turned it down be-

cause the athletic board felt the Greenie players were too small.

Alabama subsequently received and accepted a bid.

In 1927 a New Orleans millionaire offered Shaughnessy

$175,000 to coach Loyola for ten years. Shaughnessy gleefully

accepted and soon was giving his imagination even freer rein.

He got authorities to change the name from "Loyola of New
Orleans" to a catchy "Loyola of the South." Loyolans had un-

limited plays—three to four hundred.

Peter Miller played end on a single shift, fullback on a double

shift, tackle on a triple shift. "That's right," Miller says, "we

shifted that often."

The night before one game, the coach called the players in

and instructed them to forget every play they had learned. A
dozen new ones were substituted, and Loyola crushed a con-

fused opponent that thought it had Loyola thoroughly scouted.

Loyola went to South Bend in 1928 to meet Notre Dame. The
Irish had a 133-man squad. Shaughnessy saw the horrifying size

of Knute Rockne's group and kept his Loyolans in the dressing

room until just before game time. Then his men almost beat

Notre Dame before losing, 12-6. Said Rockne: "Never get me
another 'warm-up' game with a team coached by that guy."

In 1932 Shaughnessy took his Wolves to Indianapolis to meet

Butler. It was so cold that fans brought kerosene stoves, and
four-foot-high piles of hay were dumped around players' benches.

Loyola end Malcolm Simmons played the whole first half. By
intermission he ached in every joint. When the second half

opened with the Wolves in front, Simmons slipped into a loose

hay bale. Shaughnessy repeatedly called for him, tore his hair,

and raved. He never got an answer. At game's end, Simmons
sneaked out and joined Loyola's victory cheer.

At the end of the 1932 season the deal with the millionaire

fell through, and in 1933 Shaughnessy moved to Chicago to begin

the most trying tenure of his lifetime. He had the great Jay
Berwanger at quarterback in 1933-34-35, but little else. In
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Shaughnessy's last year, 1939, Chicago lost to Beloit, 6-0; Har-

vard, 61-0; Michigan, 85-0; Virginia, 47-0; Ohio State, 61-0;

and Illinois, 46-0.

Talk about your heights of futility. That was it—bushy-haired,

intense Shaughnessy, desperate, barking day after day to the

ragged and winless but expensively garbed Maroons of '39:

"Get niftyl Get nifty!"

Yet in 1935, Shaughnessy, well knowing what sort of personnel

he would have at Chicago, had turned down an offer to become

head coach at Harvard. He cherished the offer but rejected it

because it did not include faculty status. He regarded faculty

status as an inseparable part of any football contract.

President Robert Hutchins's abolition of football at Chicago

on December 23, 1939, was taken without consultation with

Shaughnessy. Mr. S. got the news at second hand, and Mr. H.

refused even to discuss it with him.

Thus the stage was set for Shaughnessy's monumental transi-

tion from the nation's biggest loser to its number-one coach.

After the perfect 1940, Shaughnessy and Stanford dropped

only three games in 1941. At the end of that season came Pearl

Harbor. Shaughnessy felt that football should fit itself into the

national emergency, and he wanted a part in an entire athletic

program rather than just football. At the same time Maryland

President Curly Byrd decided to hire a full-time football head

coach and athletic director. Knute Rockne had told him a dozen

years before that Shaughnessy and Bob Neyland at Tennessee

were the two best coaches in the country. Byrd offered Shaugh-

nessy a five-year contract at $10,500 a year.

Shaughnessy left Stanford for Maryland in 1942 with few

bruised feelings on either side.

For a starter, Shaughnessy changed Maryland's colors from

solid black to the red and white that had worked so well for him
at Palo Alto. More important, he molded Tommy Mont into a

superb quarterback. The Terps won seven games, dropped two.

Then a dispute over Shaughnessy's advisory connection with the

Washington Redskins, among other things, led to termination

of the Maryland contract in 1943.
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Jock Sutherland had just quit at Pitt, claiming the material

there was "lousy." Shaughnessy hooked as head of the Panthers,

moved in with high hopes, and barked "We will hurry all the

time at Pitt!"

It took Shaughnessy only a few weeks to learn that Suther-

land's parting shot about the personnel had been based on fact

and not fancy. One thing led to another. A player complained,

"If your little finger is out of place, he yells at you." Three

assistant coaches—all former Pitt linemen under Sutherland—

"struck" at the end of 1945. They said they would quit if

Shaughnessy returned.

Shaughnessy himself noted that there seemed to be an in-

surmountable alumni resentment at his not being a Pitt alumnus,

and that he could not do an adequate job with his three as-

sistants.

So he quit the $i5,ooo-a-year job and went back to Maryland

for 1946. Then he threw in with the pros full time.

When his Los Angeles Rams whipped Washington's Redskins,

53-27, for the Western Division championship of the National

Football League, it was the first time the double spread had

been used in football. Since then, it has become the most im-

portant maneuver in the pro game.

Commented pro expert Roger Treat:

"I always looked upon Clark Shaughnessy as a Henry Wallace

with brains—a conscientious idealist who might better have fol-

lowed the trail of Father Flanagan. He may never be entirely

happy in the jovial thuggery of pro football, where every man
has a little assassin in him."



CHAPTER TWENTY

AMOS ALONZO STAGG
The Grand Old Man

TO ME, THE COACHING PROFESSION IS ONE OF THE NOBLEST AND

most far-reaching in building manhood. No man is too good to

be the athletic coach for youth. Not to drink, not to gamble,

not to smoke, not to swear ... to be fair-minded ... to deal

justly ... to be honest in thinking and square in dealing . . . not

to bear personal malice or to harbor hatred against rivals . . .

not to be swell-headed in victory or overalibi in defeat ... to be

the sportsman and gentleman at all times . . . these should be the

ideals of the coach. —Amos Alonzo Stagg

When Lonnie Stagg was a child, just after the Civil War, he

asked his father for the bladders of the two hogs the family

butchered each November and March. He then blew up the

bladders with a quill and used them for crude footballs.

Two world wars and seventy years later—ten years after the

University of Chicago, which Stagg helped build, had made him
professor emeritus—he was named football coach of the year 1943.

On mileage alone Stagg rates as the number-one coach of all

time. But tfiere is a great deal more to Stagg's story than longevity.

No other football figure even approached the G^anxLjOld Man
of the Midway-, foiijnyentiyeness; he was the game's Benjamin

Franklin, Alexander Graham Bell, and Thomas Edison rolled

into one. His brain children include:

The ends-back formation (1890)

Reverse play (1890)

First indoor game (1891, Madison Square Garden)

7-2-2 defense (1891)

231
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First book on football with diagrams, with Minnesota's Dr.

Henry Williams (1893)

First intersectional game (1894, Chicago-Stanford)

Huddle (1896)

Direct pass from center (1896)

Wind sprints (1896)

Line shifts (1897)

Lateral pass (1898)

Man in motion (1899)

Unbalanced offensive line (1900)

Lights on practice-field (1901)

Backfield shift (1904)

Awarding letters (1906)

Numbering players (1913)

Cross-blocking (1918)

Knit pants (1927)

6-2-1-2 defense (1932)

5-2-1-2-1 defense (1943)

Double flanker with twin backs and blocking back (1947)

Stagg even invented the indoor batting cage in baseball and

pioneered the headfirst slide. He conducted the first tour of

Japan by American baseball players. A track trail blazer, too,

he served on the Olympic committee from 1906 through 1932,

and coached James Lightbody to an Olympic "triple" in 1904.

Clyde Blair, first man to run the hundred meters in less than

ten seconds, was a Stagg protege. For good measure, Stagg in-

vented troughs for overflow in swimming pools.

Think of versatility and you think of Stagg. He nearly starved,

studied for the ministry, made All-American end on Walter

Camp's first football selection in 1889, and struck out twenty

men in one baseball game for Yale before he ever started coach-

ing. He once presided over a folk-dance society and twice was

honored by the Boy Scouts for distinguished service to youth.

When Chicago tried to pension him in 1933, Stagg said, "I

could not and would not accept a job without work. I am fit,

able, and willing. I refuse to be idle and a nuisance."

No man, added seventy-year-old Stagg, has the right to retire

as long as his work benefits his fellow man.
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Above all, Amos Alonzo Stagg kept football in its place. He
never viewed the game as an end in itself. A tackle complained to

Stagg in his senior year that he just had not caught on to the

game; the youth believed his college education had been wasted.

"You're dead wrong, boy," Stagg said. "You've learned to dress

right, speak right, how to act around good people. And if you

never passed a college course you still would know a thousand

things that not one out of ten other men know. Don't ever tell

me again that your college term has been wasted."

Stagg's devotion to clean play is fact and no part of the mytho-

logical sportsmanship attributed to many coaches by overenthu-

siastic publicists. In 1922, Chicago was embroiled in a bloody

game with Princeton. Fritz Crisler, then Stagg's assistant, sug-

gested that the Old Man send in Alonzo, Jr., at quarterback to

call an end run. Stagg flatly refused. Chicago lost, 21-18. Later

Crisler asked Stagg why he had not directed the most effective

strategy. "The rules committee," Stagg said levelly, "deprecates

the use of a substitute to convey information."

In 1909 Stagg asked officials to call back a Chicago touchdown

because, he said, his team had broken a rule.

He often had opponents' signals sent to him by well-wishers.

He never even read them, just tore them up and threw them

away.

The physical world was revolutionized during Stagg's lifetime.

He was thirty when the first gas buggy was visited upon America,

over eighty at the coming of the atom age. But Stagg never

changed. He campaigned relentlessly for plainer diets and cleaner

living. He scrimmaged with his players until he was forty, jogged

a mile daily at seventy, took walk-and-run hikes at eighty. "The
greatest pleasure one has," he said repeatedly, "is keeping and

feeling fit. Live in a way that makes you feel good, and get your

fun out of feeling good."

Paradoxically, Stagg believed that kids raised in the city are

better equipped for both sports and life than country kids:

"They're more alert."

Stagg was fifty before he had to wear glasses. Forever trying

to prove that sports were beneficial, he conducted a survey of

old University of Chicago athletes and noted that the percentage
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of baldness was tiny. He said that this showed that sports were

advantageous to health.

Hairy-headed or not, all old C men quickly stamp out their

cigarettes in Stagg's presence.

He is a stickler for the simple diet. "Keep the hot dogs in the

stands where they belong," he preaches. "I never ate one in my
life."

He allowed his players a sufficient sum for each meal on a

football trip, and if they charged more to the team bill, he col-

lected the difference. "I am a stoic," he said, "not an epicure."

On his eighty-ninth birthday in 1951 he dined on pea soup, two

ears of corn, peaches, and milk.

The stocky little man (he weighs only 166 pounds today, 70
years after he played as a 150-pound end and halfback) never

smoked or used profanity, but numbered at least two dozen

pupils in his famed Double Jackass Club. "Just calling a man a

jackass," he would say, "is too good for some of them. They make
the Double Jackass Club."

Illinois's Bob Zuppke agreed that Stagg never swore at his

men "because he doesn't have any men. He calls this man, then

that man, then another, a jackass. By the end of the workout

there are no men playing—just jackasses grazing."

One of Stagg's Chicagoans, Norman Barker, asked Mrs. Stagg

why the Old Man was so critical of him. "Why, Norman," said

Alonzo's beloved Stella, "Whom the Lord loveth, he chasteneth."

That about fit. Stagg wasted no time with the washouts or

the unwilling. One self-styled hot-shot came to practice at Chi-

cago in a bright new uniform. Stagg moved the scrimmage to a

muddy sector and told the quarterback to give the ball to the

great man. After five dunkings, the V.I.P. quit.

Before a big Chicago game with Illinois, Stagg walked about

the dressing room peering under benches, chairs, towels, and

out the window. The player nearest him asked him what he

was looking for. "A right end," Stagg snapped.

"I'm a right end," said the boy.

"Well, we're going to play you at right end," Stagg said, "but

we won't be fooling Illinois a bit because they know you're not

a right end."
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Stagg beamed his pep talks toward team pride; he specifically

refrained from building resentment against the opposing team.

"In athletics, or in business," he maintained, "you won't get far

by teaching your men to hate your competitor."

Amos Alonzo Stagg won 254 games, lost 104, and tied 28 in

41 years as Chicago coach. When he took over there in 1892,

Gentleman Jim Corbett had just beaten John L. Sullivan for

the heavyweight championship and Knute Rockne was a child

of four in Norway.

Stagg's fourteen-year record at College of the Pacific was fifty-

nine victories, seventy-seven losses, and seven ties—achieved with

inferior material and schedules that played hob with his record

but netted CO.P. $230,000 and helped pay off the mortgage.

When CO. P. tried to make him a "consultant" in 1947, Stagg

observed that he believed in consistency and felt the same way
about a job with no coaching contacts with youth as he had at

Chicago. He joined son Alonzo at little Susquehanna College in

Pennsylvania and for six seasons went on the field daily for

vigorous coaching of offense. Susquehanna had a perfect record

in 1951.

In 1953 he went back to Stockton College as an aide.

Today at ninety-three he remains a firebrand.

America's number-one sport was war when A. A. Stagg was

born. He burst upon the little world of West Orange, New Jer-

sey, on August 16, 1862—just four and a half months before the

Emancipation Proclamation.

Stagg was the sixth of eight children, and his boyhood was

hard. His father had been bound out at seven as a shoemaker's

apprentice and was a poor man. The Staggs lived in a neighbor-

hood of Irish laborers as poor as themselves; they did not starve,

but things were tight enough so that when his mother peeled

apples Lonnie stood beside her to catch and eat the skins. The
boy's playtime was spent foraging the woods around West Orange

for berries, chestnuts, and hickory nuts for the family table.

Fear of and contact with poverty was so deeply ingrained in

Alonzo that he never borrowed a cent in his life. In Chicago he
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and his wife lived in a rented flat for twenty-three years—until

they had money to pay cash for a house.

When Lon was seven, the first intercollegiate football game

(Princeton-Rutgers, 1869) was played. At fifteen he saw curves

thrown in baseball for the first time. He took up baseball and

worked assiduously at pitching. The day he threw an outward-

breaking curve, he ran screaming to his mother, shouting Archi-

medes-like, "Mamal I've got it! I've got it!"

Summertimes Alonzo worked beside his father in Newark Bay

as a grass-cutter, swatting bloodthirsty Jersey mosquitoes with

one hand and mowing grass with the other.

At thirteen he read a Spartan history and took to heart the

story of a boy who hid a fox in his shirt and refused to cry out

when the animal bit his stomach. Stagg looked about for some

form of asceticism and chose the coffee sin. At that time he was

gorging himself with one cup a week, at Sunday breakfast. H<

forthwith put it out of his life.

The young Stagg was a marvel of industry in high school, pay-

ing his way with chores and graduating in three years. He came

to know and like a girl named Grace Livingston Hill, later the

famous author of girls' novels, and she encouraged his leaning

toward church activities until he decided to enter the ministry.

He matriculated at Phillips Exeter Academy in New Hamp-
shire to prepare himself for Yale. He budgeted himself to

eighteen cents a day, lived on stale bread, oatmeal, and milk

(three cents a quart) . He entered Yale in 1884, at twenty-two.

He had $32 in his pocket and it may be said he did not waste a

cent of it. He went through bitter New England winters without

an overcoat. He refuses to this day to consider life in an un-

heated garret a hardship: "It was perfectly natural in those days."

Still such skimpy fare wore down even Stagg's iron frame, and

when he fell sick from malnutrition, a doctor ordered him to

get an outside job and cease stinting. He forthwith landed a

spot as a table-waiter and lived more handsomely.

Baseball preceded football for Stagg at Yale. He pitched Old

Eli to the collegiate championship five years running, bringing

offers from six National League clubs. One was for $4,200 from
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the New York Nationals. It so aroused the editor of the Friar

Point, Mississippi, Gazette that he wrote:

"As long as a pitcher gets $4,200 for six months and a preacher

$600 for a year, so long will there be good pitching and poor

preaching."

Stagg turned down the money anyway.

His inventiveness showed itself quickly. Modern detractors

claim that there was more room for athletic improvement in

those days, but Stagg deserves credit for an astonishing number

of the most progressive ideas practiced today.

He produced the football tackling dummy. College rule-makers

had just lowered the tackling line from waist to knee, and Stagg's

Yale pals were having a hard time of it. Lonnie simply rolled

a mattress into the rough shape of a body, hung it from the gym
roof, laid other mattresses flat beneath it as cushions, and ran

the boys through long tackling drills.

He was such a pig for conditioning that while the team rode

a bus from the practice field to the gym after practice, Stagg

insisted on running the mile and a quarter. A classmate accused

him of having a "dry jag." Stagg said it was just the result of

living right and feeling right.

The 1888 football team—Stagg's first as a player—scored 6g8

points while shutting out opposition.

Stagg made Walter Camp's Ail-American at end in 1889. While

his athletic progress continued apace, his ministerial career was

halted in 1890 by the remark of John R. Mott, later a Nobel

Prize winner, "It's a pity Stagg can't speak on his feet." From
then until he was fifty-nine, Stagg accepted speaking invitations

rarely and reluctantly. After that, he filled frequent oratorical

bills; he said the difference was that he had "considerably more
to say in my sixties than in my twenties."

Stagg abandoned theology as a career, but not his interest in

youth. After Yale he moved to the Springfield, Massachusetts,

Y.M.C.A. College and became a faculty mate of Dr. James
Naismith, the father of basketball. It was there that Stagg of-

ficially coached his first football squad.

"At Yale," Stagg recalls, "I had perceived that I could do more
effective work as interference for the runner by lining up slightly
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behind the line of scrimmage as an end. So at Springfield I

pulled my ends back from the line, used them like backs to

carry the ball around the opposite ends, and to drive into the

line ahead of the ball-carrier." Others claimed the ends-back

formation, but it was Stagg's idea. From it he evolved ten criss-

cross plays—now called the reverse.

Even then—six full decades ago—Stagg was acclaimed by one

New York editorialist as "the finest football strategist" in the

country. The writer suggested that Stagg carry his brilliance into

a field where he could really cash in.

But Stagg was not marking time in Y work. Two years before,

he had talked with his old Yale Bible teacher, Dr. William Rainey

Harper. Harper in 1890 was president of the University of Chi-

cago, and he was selecting a faculty.

"I'll give you fifteen hundred a year," Harper said, "to come

to Chicago."

Stagg was so stunned he said nothing.

"Two thousand then," Harper said, "and an assistant profes-

sorship."

Still Stagg was silent.

"All rightl" Harper cried. "I'll give you twenty-five hundred

and an associate professorship—an appointment for life!"

Stagg wanted time to think it over. At length he wrote Harper,

"After much thought and prayer I have decided that my life can

best be used for my Master's service in the position you have

offered."

Amos Alonzo Stagg checked into the University of Chicago in

1892. Not a building was complete, and only one was far enough

along for Stagg to walk into it on bare planks.

His first "squad" consisted of thirteen players. As at Spring-

field, Stagg himself had to play. "The game was too young and
weak," he says, "for such a situation to be thought particularly

unusual."

Stagg's first victory as a college coach was achieved at the ex-

pense of Hyde Park High, 12-0. Six practice-game triumphs later,

Chicago moved up in class and tied Northwestern, taking home
$22.65 as gate receipts.
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In one game a policeman was trotting his horse along the side

lines while the 150-pound Stagg was running for a touchdown.

Pals needled Stagg for years that he would use anything—even

a horse—for a blocker.

Chicago won only one college game that year, against Illinois.

But Stagg already was so highly regarded that he was asked to

referee the second Chicago-Illinois game when an ankle injury

forced him to the side line.

He returned to action—his last as a player—as a quarterback

against Purdue in 1893, when his only quarterback was hurt.

The game was so rough that at one point the Tippecanoe County,

Indiana, district attorney walked onto the field and threatened

indictments for assault and battery.

During the 1893 baseball season, a seventeen-year-old coed

named Stella Robertson watched from the stands as Stagg

coached. He met her, wooed her, won her, married her on Sep-

tember 10, 1894, and launched an inspirational lifetime partner-

ship.

That fall of 1894, Chicago played twenty-two games and the

Staggs had no time for a honeymoon until the regular schedule

was completed. The team was asked to the West Coast for three

games, and Alonzo took Stella along. "Stagg must have loved

the boys on that team," 1893 captain Andy Wyant told Stagg

biographer Francis Powers years later, "because he took twenty-

two of them with him on his honeymoon."

Stagg had to shell out his own money to buy a dressing room
when Chicago finally built what later became Stagg Field. Yet

financial shortages were no obstacle to Stagg's ingenuity. In 1894

he originated the fake kickoff. The rules said the ball must go

ten yards, then was free. Against Michigan, Chicago's Warhorse

Allen stood beside the ball, and another player ran forward as if

to kick it. Just before the other reached the ball, Warhorse gave

it a gentle boot at an angle. Chicago recovered but failed to

score. This later became known as the onside kickoff.

Some of Stagg's players could give him a run for wit and color.

One was a chap named Tony Ketman, a 196-pound divinity

student. Stagg taught his blockers to submarine against larger

foemen, and a 150-pounder named Oscar Looney kept butting
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under Ketman. Ketman finally rose and said, "Mr. Stagg, I don't

mind playing against a man, but I'm damned if I'll play against

a goat."

Clarence Herschberger, a 158-pound halfback, was Stagg's first

All-American. His forty-yard drop kick beat Michigan, 7-6, in

1896.

The next year brought Stagg no titles—just "the wildest crew

I ever skippered." They flung potatoes about the training table,

dropped dishes from second-story windows, and eventually wound
into an extreme of puckishness that cost Stagg and Chicago a

championship. Just before the Wisconsin game of '97, Captain

Herschberger and Walter Kennedy vied to see who could gain

the most weight at one meal. Kennedy won, seven and a half

pounds to seven. This led to further gastronomic combat in

which Herschberger ate thirteen eggs, suffered a gastritis attack

and was unable to play in the 23-8 loss to Wisconsin. "We were

beaten not by eleven Badgers," Stagg quipped dourly, "but by

thirteen eggs."

Harold L. Ickes, later Secretary of the Interior, was a track

man for Stagg in 1898. In that year, Stagg furnished Chicago with

its first completely clean-shaven football team by taking his

trusty long razor and slashing off the whiskers of the last hairy-

faced player.

Stagg won his first title in i8g6 with an 11-2-1 record and

his second in 1899 with 12-2. One of his most sensational

originations—the "whoaback"—came in 1900. Stagg put a

"pusher" behind fullback Ernie Perkins against Michigan.

Perkins was catapulted through for multiple gains, and Chicago

won, 15-6. The "whoaback" title, never precisely explained,

sprang from the doubtless overworked brain of a Chicago

journalist.

Into Stagg's life in 1902 came Hugo Bezdek, the man who
equals Fritz Crisler as Stagg's most celebrated pupil. Bezdek,

who later coached Penn State and managed the Pittsburgh Pirates,

was a Bohemian kid from Chicago who was called the Thirteen-

Inch Shell. He was a fine offensive fullback but a poor tackier on

occasion. Stagg worked futilely on Bezdek's defense until Hugo
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suggested, "If you will cuss me out about my tackling just before

every game, I think it will work."

It did.

The field was checkerboarded (crisscrossed with lime mark-

ings) between 1903 and 1909, and appropriately Stagg found

his king in 1903. That was Walter Eckersall. Eckersall ran 107

yards against Texas in 1904. Opponents strained in vain for a

chink in the Eckersall armor, but Stagg beat them to it. He
noticed that Eckersall favored running to his right. He suggested

to Eckie that opponents might be wising up that he was strictly

a right-side runner and that he should start out to his right,

then cut back to his left. Eckersall absorbed the advice and used

it for a 105-yard run against Wisconsin.

While Chicago improved in 1904, Stagg took some lumps. He
tried to leap a flooded gutter with five-year-old Alonzo, Jr., in

his arms, landed on slick ice, and dislocated a vertebra. The
injury gave him as much pain that year as his team gave

opponents.

The team that Stagg called "the greatest that ever wore the C
in the days of five-yard football 1" came in 1905. The names of

Eckersall, Bezdek, Mark Catlin, Ed Parry, Bert Gale, Don Boone,

Bubbles Hill, Art Badenoch, Babe Meigs, Leo DeTray, Fred

Walker, and Clarence Russell became household words.

The Chicago-Michigan meeting was a natural. Michigan under

Hurry Up Yost had been unbeaten in fifty-six games. At a track

meet the previous spring, Stagg and Yost had argued, and Yost

had closed with, "We'll give you plenty this fall!"

Stagg's pregame statement to his players was simple: "Don't

let him cram this game down my throat!"

A crowd of 25,791 paid a then-fabulous $35,000 to see the

titans collide. But the looked-for thrills were smothered by a bone-

crushing defensive and punting duel between Walter Eckersall,

of Chicago, and J. C. Garrels, of Michigan.

By half time neither team had scored. President Harper was in

bed, slowly dying from cancer, listening to the game by a

special telephone hookup. At half time he dispatched a lady

professor to Stagg with the message, "You must win for me."
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Stagg told the players.

In the second half, Eckersall punted over goal. Denny Clark

fielded the ball and ran. As he stepped out from his end zone,

Chicago tackle Art Badenoch hit him, and Chicago captain-end

Mark Catlin pinned him to the ground for the safety that gave

Chicago the game, 2-0, and the Western Conference champion-

ship.

Chicago repeated as titlist in 1907-1908. At the end of the

1909 season the Maroons had lost two games in five seasons.

In 1906 the forward pass was legalized. That season Stagg had

sixty-four pass plays in his team's manuall Just two years later,

he used a double pass. He describes it:

"Walter Steffen at quarterback carried the ball as if on an end

run. Then he flipped it to Pat Page, who ran back as if to carry

it around the other end as he had done previously on his thirty-

yard crisscross run. But here we added a cracker to our whip.

Left end John Schommer had slipped unnoticed beyond the

Cornell secondary and over the goal line while Cornell concen-

trated on Steffen and Page. Page passed to Schommer for a

touchdown."

From 1905 through 1909 Chicago lost only twice, both times

to Minnesota. Steffen won the igo8 championship for Chi by

returning a kickoff a hundred yards against Wisconsin.

Stagg's "naturals"—Herschberger, Eckersall, and Steffen—were

helped by the Old Man's intricate planning. He never cheated

but did not think it un-Christian to trick opponents. In the 1913

Chicago-Iowa game, Stagg's fullback pointed behind the Iowa

line and asked, "What's that?"

Iowans looked back and in the unguarded moment Chicago

gained twenty yards.

Different in so many other ways, Stagg was a typical football

coach in one particular: his eternal pessimism. The "Stagg Fears

Purdue" cliche was produced by his perpetually gloomy outlook

although his team had built a record of near invincibility against

Purdue. He defended himself, "You never know when a team

might improve and beat you."
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He also was suspicious of reporters "who rewrite your tame

and tasteless quotes to sell their newspapers."

Victory rated high with Stagg, but he always kept the main

objective in sight—building men, not teams. He caught one

youth loafing and told him, "Heaven help you in later life if you

don't take a tumble to yourself. You are a self-satisfied, opinionated

young jackass who is bigger than the team, the coach, and the

school together. Take a good look at yourself!"

He worked another player to a pitch, then sent the well-

lectured youth into the game. On the first play the sub screeched,

"Come on, men, fight!" The club was assessed fifteen yards for

failure to observe the one-play-of-silence rule.

Stagg welcomed imaginative youths like Eckersall, Steffens,

and Pete Russell. One's fancy, though, was too rich even for

Stagg's blood. Chicago was playing Cornell at Ithaca. A number
of customers had congregated on a cliff overlooking the field.

The player looked up from the huddle to the cliff and said

blandly, "Say, what do you suppose would happen if that bluff

should cave in with all those people?" When Stagg heard about

it the boy became a lifetime member of Stagg's Double Jackass

Club.

Stagg had good reasons for not actually cursing. "Like all

forms of overstatement," he observed, "cursing is an opiate, and

progressively increasing doses are necessary for effect. Too, curs-

ing is likely to leave a permanent wound on the object, no

matter how impersonally it is delivered."

President Harper once razzed Stagg that he was "doing a lot of

swearing."

Stagg took immediate and shocked umbrage.

"Perhaps that's the trouble, then," Harper suggested. "Maybe
you should cuss a little."

Chicago won the Western Conference championship in 1913,

but there was a gap in its greatness until 1921. That '21 back-

field of John Thomas, Raynor Adolphus Timme, Jim Pyott, and

Bill Zorn prompted this rhyme from opponents:

Thomas, Timme, Pyott, and Zorn,

We wish they had never been born.
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When in sarcastic mood, Stagg would mimic the song in his

fine tenor voice.

The year 1924 gave Stagg and Chicago a final Big Ten title.

The club had a 4-1-3 record and one magnificent day—against

Illinois.

Fritz Crisler, freshly signed as Stagg's assistant, had scouted the

Illini and had come back raving about Red Grange. At length

Stagg said, "Fritz, did you ever see Grange score without the

ball?"

Crisler shook his head.

"Well," Stagg said, "tell me about their line."

Crisler did, and Stagg set up complicated frontal defenses.

But Grange did get the ball three times; he scored three times

and it was a 21-21 tie.

Francis Powers selects this all-Chicago-under-Stagg team for

the years 1892-1931:

Ends—Mark Catlin (1905) and Fritz Crisler ('21) ; tackles-

Lawrence Shull ('15) and Chuck Maguire ('21) ; guards—Swede

Ahlswede ('04) and Joe Pondelik ('24) ; center—Ken Rouse

('27) ; quarterback—Walter Eckersall ('05); halfbacks—Clarence

Herschberger ('98) and Austin (Five-Yard) McCarty ('24) ;

fullback—John Thomas ('22)

.

In 1932, after Chicago lost six of eight games, Stagg reached

seventy, compulsory retirement age. Subsequently he and Presi-

dent Robert Hutchins held eight conferences. The president

offered Stagg either of two advisory posts at the same $8,000

salary.

Neither job fulfilled Stagg's desire to work closely with young

men, and he declined both with thanks.

A half-dozen schools wanted him, seventy-one or not. One of

the offers was from College of the Pacific at Stockton, California.

C.O.P. President Tully Knoles was an old Stagg-worshiper who
once rode a bicycle thirty-eight miles to see Chicago and Stanford

play. The C.O.P. challenge struck a responsive note with Stagg.

He showed Knoles the letter he had written Harper nearly half a

century before. "I come to College of the Pacific in the same

spirit," he said.

During Stagg's first years at C.O.P. he would lead the season
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with Southern California, California, and St. Mary's—an un-

heard-of schedule for CO.P. Alumni charged Stagg with com-

mitting mass suicide by overscheduling. "Well, if you don't

schedule the big fellow," Stagg asked, "how can you ever expect

to defeat him?"

In Stagg's second Pacific season, 1934, Southern Cal edged

him 6-0 and California won by only 7-6. In 1936, '38, '40, '41,

and '42, C.O.P. won Far Western championships. In 1939 the

little school whipped big-time Cal, 6-0.

But in war-torn 1942, Knoles told Stagg he could not possibly

field a team. Stagg went ahead with a ragtag squad of 4-F's and

Naval trainees and watched it pay off in 1943, when he used a

flanker formation. That club whipped U.C.L.A., 19-7, California,

12-6, and upset Del Monte Pre-Flight, 16-7. Stagg was carried

from the field after the Del Monte feat, chortling, "This hasn't

happened since Yale beat Harvard in baseball in 1886!" C.O.P.

finished in the nation's top ten, and Stagg was voted America's

coach of the year at eighty-one.

Said John Cechini, one of the Old Man's C.O.P. players:

"Stagg's hold on our squads was so remarkable that his boys

played not for school, not for girl friend, not for publicity—not

for anything or anybody but Stagg."

After Pacific's 1935 game with San Jose State (0-0), star

tackle Bill Ijams entered the dressing room in tears. He smashed

his fists against a steel locker. "I let Mr. Stagg down! We all let

him down! Our playing was an insult to him!" Before he could

be consoled, he had crushed every knuckle on his right hand.

At C.O.P. Stagg would have the players to his home for soft

drinks and cookies and "get-acquainted" sessions. At Chicago

he had rewarded his warriors with ice cream; at C.O.P. the

victory prize was a dish of fresh figs.

But the Old Man had not softened. Just before the 1936 finale

against the San Diego Marines, five first-stringers celebrated

prematurely. Stagg told the players he did not believe what he

had heard but would leave it to them to affirm or deny. They
confessed. "I'm terribly sorry," said Stagg, "that this thing had

to happen. But you know the rules. You have not kept faith with

yourselves or your teammates. The graduate manager will
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furnish you your train tickets back to Stockton right away. You
will not play tomorrow." And they didn't.

There were contrasting episodes, too. When John Cechini

came down with appendicitis near the end of the college term,

he lacked money, and he felt he could not spare time away from

his studies for an operation. Stagg found out about it, went to

Cechini's home, and told him he was idiotic to gamble with his

health. Stagg personally guaranteed the hospital expenses.

Even in his eighties Stagg remained steadfastly amateur. He
dissuaded dozens of Pacificans from turning professional and

steered them into business instead. In the 1940's, Dr. Kellogg

Speed, 1900 Chicago captain, was reunited with Stagg at a

banquet. Speed began the conversation with a bantering, "Do
you realize that that dumb football player Speed is now a Chicago

professor on the side?"

"Wonderful I" Stagg exulted. "What sort of salary do you

draw?"

"None," said Speed.

"What!"

"Yes, sir," Speed said. "You taught me amateurism, Mr. Stagg,

and I never violated it."

Nothing could have pleased Stagg more.



CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

DR. JOHN BAIN (JOCK) SUTHERLAND
"Noise and Strong Muscles and Great Courage"

Dr. Jock Sutherland was a technician.

In 1938 he headed the Kansas high-school football-coaching

clinic. His first lecture was on the off-tackle play. The maneuver

could have been covered by any other teacher in fifteen minutes.

But when Sutherland's allotted hour was up, he was still involved

in minute details.

"The cut-back," he said again and again, "involves two steps

when you go inside guard, four inside tackle, eight around end."

Attending coaches yawned, tore their hair, twiddled their

thumbs, tapped their feet. It was two hours before he finished.

That was the way he coached, too. He didn't care what anybody

thought. He just covered every inch of every play.

Dr. Jock Sutherland was a Scotsman, from Coupar Angus in

the Strathmore Valley.

Mike Getto, an AU-American tackle and assistant coach for

the Old Man, drove Sutherland to the railroad station after that

Kansas clinic. Getto pulled his car up beside a meter, stepped out,

and dropped in a penny.

"You could have double-parked, you know," Sutherland ad-

monished him.

Dr. Jock Sutherland was a master of self-control.

"He was the closest man alive that just missed being a recluse,"

says sports caster Bob Prince. "His composure was almost

unimaginable."

In one of the last games that a Sutherland-coached team played

against Notre Dame, the doctor had been sending a blocker to

247
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mow down the Notre Dame safety man on every play, regardless

of where the play went. Irish coach Elmer Layden grew more

and more irritated. Finally he rushed Sutherland, poked him in

the chest, and told him off. Sutherland was unmoved.

As the half ended, Jock walked toward his Pitt dressing room.

A Notre Dame rooter hurled a newspaper at him. The paper

struck Sutherland in the face, obscured most of his head, and

blocked off his vision. Sutherland never looked back or to the

side. Nor did he touch the paper. He stoically walked out of

sight of the crowd, the paper held to his face by the wind.

After a victory over Penn State, some Pitt Panthers loaded

two buckets with ice shavings and water. They meant to heave

it at a companion as he left the shower room. They got the go-

ahead sign from a teammate, but the intended victim turned and

trotted back to pick up his towel. At that moment, Sutherland

finished his shower and opened the shower-room door. Two
buckets of ice and freezing water hit him right in the mush.

Sutherland never changed stride, never looked right or left.

Dr. Jock Sutherland was a humanitarian.

Dr. Harry Scott in his Jock Sutherland, Architect of Men,

tells of a conversation between Sutherland and a rival coach

just before a game. Sutherland noticed one of the other fellow's

players was limping. He asked what was wrong.

"Sorry you noticed it," the coach said. "That's the best boy

I have, and he has to wear a brace on that knee."

"You have no worries from my team," Sutherland said. "My
boys have been taught never to take advantage of an injured

player." They didn't, either.

During World War II, Sutherland supported three refugee

boys in Scotland. He took special pleasure in recalling one letter

the boys wrote him about their dog who would hide at the

words, "The Germans are coming!" and come out and wag its

tail at the shout, "The English are comingl"

Dr. Jock Sutherland was as effective a practitioner of the

single-wingback formation as football has known. Pop Warner
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said, "Jock. put more power and punch into single-wing than any

other coach."

That covers a lot of ground, but so did Jock's single-wing. In

twenty college seasons—five (1919-23) at Lafayette and fifteen

(1924-38) at Pittsburgh—his clubs won 144 games, lost 28, tied 14.

He coached twenty-two Ail-Americans.

In four years in pro football—two with the Pittsburgh Steelers,

two with the Brooklyn Dodgers—Sutherland had a 28-16-1

record.

One rainy morning in April, 1948, Sutherland ran his car into

a ditch between Bandana and Monkey's Eyebrow, Kentucky.

He had been on a scouting trip for the Steelers. A passer-by

offered him a ride, but he declined and began walking. Another

driver offered him a ride; this one Sutherland accepted. By the

time they got to town, the driver had noticed Sutherland's glazed

eyes and knew he had a sick man in his car.

Sutherland was rushed to Pittsburgh's West Penn Hospital

for a brain-tumor operation that lasted seven hours. He died at

4:15 a.m. on April 11.

The John Bain Sutherland story began March 21, 1889, at 9
Calton Street in Coupar Angus, Scotland. Little Johnny was

the son of a molder who died trying to save the life of a work-

man pinned beneath a girder. Johnny's mother was loving and

devoted but tolerated no tomfoolery. On Sundays Johnny and

his two brothers and three sisters were not even allowed to

whistle, much less run and play.

The boy worked on a farm where his home was a one-room

hut with a stone floor. He rose before dawn. The few occasions

that he got off work, he spent picking berries.

He learned to play the organ, violin, melodion, and mouth
organ. As he grew older, he began to play soccer football, with

a tin can or old rags tied together serving as the football. Once
he caddied for Harry Vardon, an all-time great golfer.

At fifteen Johnny landed a job as porter at a railroad station.

A year and a half later he moved to Glasgow and worked as a

parcel-checker. Then Johnny's brother Archie moved to the
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United States. Between the two, they finally saved enough money

to pay Johnny's way to America. Johnny was eighteen when he

landed in New York. He caught a train to Pittsburgh, liked it,

and decided to live there. Years later, when he was locked in

bitter controversy with university authorities, he was to say

with rare sentiment: "I have seen a dynamic poetry in this city.

To me it has not been a poetry of daffodils and pink sunsets,

milky moonlight and anemic idealism. To me it is the practical

rugged poetry of noise and strong muscles and great courage."

He went to work with his brother at Dixmont Mental Hospital,

and it almost cost him his life. He had to care for dangerous

inmates; one slashed him from ear to throat with a piece of

metal.

At nineteen John Bain Sutherland stood six feet four and

weighed two hundred pounds. He worked as a policeman in

suburban Sewickley but never made an arrest. He never had to.

One look at the rawboned Scot discouraged potential felons.

In time Sutherland became interested in the Y.M.C.A. Even-

tually Bayard H. Christie, of the Sewickley Y., talked him into

trying to get into the University of Pittsburgh. Sutherland

lacked credits, so he enrolled in Oberlin Academy in Ohio

(where John Heisman had played and coached years earlier)

and, at twenty-four, began studying to enter college.

He became Oberlin's star track man. Pitt star Lou McMaster

saw him and recommended him for a Pitt scholarship. It was

eagerly accepted.

Sutherland was sold on sports but he never was weak on

scholarship. He clicked immediately in Dental School (where

he had a freshman average of 86) as well as in track (hammer,

shotput, and discus), wrestling (heavyweight), and football.

His first big splash in football came as a substitute tackle in the

1914 Navy game. He moved up as one of Coach Joe Duff's

regulars as Pitt played out the season with only one defeat.

Sutherland came under the tutorship of Pop Warner in 1915.

Warner moved the strapping tackle to guard, and Pitt won six

of eight games. By 1916 he was so effective that Florent Gibson,

of the Pittsburgh Post, wrote: "The Scot has yet to be shelled
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out of his trenches on defense, and on offense charges like a

Highland regiment."

The Panthers were unbeaten both in 1916 and 1917. Suther-

land was a star, but life was not easy. To keep himself eating, he

had to work during vacations as a shell inspector, an infantile-

paralysis inspector, and handy man at a settlement house. He
mowed lawns and gardened in return for his room in the East

End, but found time to join Sigma Chi fraternity and stand

second in the Pitt premedical class.

Jock became a citizen on September 10, 1917, and enlisted in

the Army Reserve Corps on December 22. The following June
he was called into service. Oddly, he found his first head coach-

ing job in service, at Camp Greenleaf near Chickamauga,

Georgia.

He pulled his first coup as a coach in the Camp Greenleaf-

Vanderbilt game of 1918. It was a murky, rainy day, and twenty-

nine-year-old Sutherland was playing guard as well as coaching.

In the last minute, he called for a tiny halfback. The players

huddled over the little man. Then the midget took off around

end; bone-dry and fresh-legged, he scooted right past the soggy

defenders for the game's only touchdown.

Greenleaf whipped Camp Dix, 34-0, for the cantonment title

of the South and East, and Sutherland was named guard on

Walter Camp's all-service team.

As soon as he was discharged, Sutherland returned to Pitt

Dental School as a demonstrator. Then coaching offers flowed in

from all over. He accepted one from Lafayette College, in

nearby Easton, for the sole purpose of making enough money to

equip a dental office of his own.

During his first pro season, he and pal Pud Seidel played in

the Massilon line on Sundays. Sutherland was tough, and ex-

pected his players to be. "After a week's practice under the

doctor," said tackle Art Deibel, "the Saturday games were short

and sweet."

The Lafayette Leopards loved the doctor but never quite

made him out. When Deibel was named 1923 captain, he thought

he had better show his interest by asking questions. His first

answer from Sutherland: "Egad, don't you know that?"
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Deibel and Bob Duffy, the other tackle, held Washington and

Jefferson without a first down one entire half, and Sutherland

told them they would have to improve. "Looks like you're loaf-

ing," he said curtly.

Lafayette excelled under Sutherland—6—2 in 1919, 5—3 in 1920,

9-0 in 1921, 7-2 in 1922, 6-1-2 in 1923. The Leopards thumped

Lehigh five straight times, beat big Pitt twice running. The 6-0

victory over the 1921 Pitt club of Herb Stein, Harvey Harman,

Tommy Davis, Tommy Holleran, Tiny Hewitt, and Charlie

Bowser ranks as Sutherland's biggest coaching thrill.

It wasn't until his last year at Lafayette that Sutherland's men
"avenged" his stringency. It was at training camp in the moun-

tains, where Lafayette players and coaches had to cross the

Delaware to reach the field.

"Matt Brennan, a two-hundred-pound quarterback, and I [230]

were rowing Jock back across the river," Deibel says. "It was

the last day of training, and Matt and I decided to sink the boat

to 'get even' with the Silent Scotsman. The boat sank near the

shore. Jock stood up as the water entered the boat, stepped

calmly out, and waded to shore in water four feet deep, without

uttering a word. He never spoke of it."

When Pop Warner quit Pittsburgh for Stanford late in 1923,

there was no question as to his successor. Sutherland signed a

three-year contract and in the words of Eddie Beachler, of the

Pittsburgh Press, became "as much a part of Pittsburgh as the

Golden Triangle . . . the bridges, the smoke, the coal mines, the

steel mills . . . the Cathedral of learning."

If Pitt people were happy then, they were to achieve positive

rapture in a few years.

Sutherland took an aggressive approach and was undismayed

by three losses and a tie during his first Pitt season— 1924.

Linemen spent hour upon hour running interference routes

emphasizing depth in the backfield and the right turn downfield.

Running routes were marked with lime.

"On the off-tackle play," recalls center-quarterback Eddie

Baker, later head coach at Carnegie Tech, "our halfback took

four steps parallel to the line and cut into the hole on the fourth
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step off his outside foot. Not the third or fifth step but the

fourth."

Sutherland's Pitt Panthers came back in '25 with eight tri-

umphs. Calm in defeat, he never went overboard in victory, either.

Pitt ground out five triumphs, two defeats, and two ties in

1926, went 8-0-1 in '27, and moved on to the Rose Bowl only to

lose a one-pointer to Stanford, 7-6. The Panthers carved a

6-2-1 record in 1928. The one tie was as much a matter of

reverse psychology as anything else. They went to play Nebraska,

and Pittsburgh sports writers had excoriated the Cornhuskers

as "big and dumb." When the Pitt squad pulled into Lincoln,

signs were plastered all over town reading:

BIG AND DUMB, EH?
WE'LL SHOW YOU!
Sutherland almost had a stroke. "I wish our writers were here

to correct some of these half-truths," he said. "They are big . .

.

but not so dumb."
Pitt had to use the same eleven men all the way to salvage

even a 0-0 tie.

Sutherland's 1929 club piled up 277 points to their op-

ponents' 43. After completing the schedule without a loss, they

were invited back to the Rose Bowl.

On the way to Pasadena, Sutherland caught his men in a crap

game. He scooped up the pot with the comment, "You boys are

gambling more than I do . . . and I can afford it."

Whether it was losing the pot or just what, Pitt took a 47-14

shellacking.

Sutherland was a driver. "The only permanent satisfaction,"

he maintained, "is to attain your objective by facing difficulty

squarely and overpowering it."

He had nothing personal against those who failed. He simply

did not want them cluttering up his teams. A tackle who tried to

tell him how Notre Dame should be played on defense—and

wouldn't hush when Sutherland tried to hush him—was sent to

the bench after three years as a starter. He stayed there.

A fine halfback who fumbled in a big game lost his first-string

assignment permanently.

Superstition was not a Sutherland characteristic. But on one
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visit to his mother in Scotland, he sent Andy Gustafson some

Scottish heather and made Gustafson carry it to all games. Gus,

a Sutherland fullback, then assistant coach, now head coach at

the University of Miami, Florida, still cherishes the heather.

Pitt didn't open the 1930's like much—with a 6-2-1 won-lost-

tie record. But it was the only year from 1924 through 1932 that

Sutherland lost as many as two games; he lost only seven during

that entire period.

In '31 the Panthers scored six shutouts and won eight games,

losing only to Notre Dame. In 1932 only two ties marred the

ten-game schedule. But again Southern Cal whomped Pitt in

the Rose Bowl, this time 35-0.

The club won eight out of nine in 1933. Most of the season

was one grim effort, but there was a light moment. The only '33

loss was to Minnesota, 7-3, at Minnesota. The Gophers were

particularly effective off Pitt's right side, manned by Joe Skladany

at end, Tiger Walton at tackle, and Bob Onder at guard. Suther-

land thought Walton was not putting out, and at half time he

chided him.

"When I turn the play in," Walton explained, "Onder misses

the tackle. When I turn it out, Skladany misses it."

"You'd make a good traffic cop," Sutherland growled.

Again in 1934, Minnesota slipped Pitt its only loss, 13-7.

Both those Minnesota triumphs had come early in the season.

A few alumni began sniping at Sutherland for being a "Novem-
ber coach." Pitt had no training table, and the players had to

eat at whatever restaurants were available, so Sutherland retorted:

"What do you expect in warm weather from the diet of hot

dogs and soda pop these kids are forced to live on?"

All this time Sutherland refused to affect football garb. He
preferred sweat shirt, business-suit pants, and street shoes. He
let his assistants take care of ball-handling so he could be free

to think over the master plan (one indication that Sutherland

would have been a master supervisor in later two-platoon-system

days).

His thoughts were profound yet crystal clear:

"No coach sure of himself and his team constantly bawls out

his players."
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"Speed is not your fastest but your slowest man. No back can

run faster than his interference. Watch a team kick off. When the

kicking team's players cross the other team's thirty-five, they

should be at least six or seven abreast."

"Count your sophomores and figure each one will cost you

one or more touchdowns during the season."

"Fewer than three touchdowns is not enough and more than

five is rubbing it in."

In 1935 Jock had a team of sophomores and still lost only

one of ten games. But there wasn't even a good freshman around

that year to help with the punting. After poor kicking cost Pitt

the Notre Dame game in '35, Sutherland said, "When we punt,

they don't have to move the ball. They just turn the sticks

around and it's first down going the other way."

The 1935 sophs were tough juniors in 1936. They dropped a

mud-bound 7-0 classic to Duquesne but clipped Notre Dame,

26-0, and won all the remaining games and the Eastern cham-

pionship.

The best in the East was good enough for the Rose Bowl,

although Sutherland's work at Pasadena had always been far

short of magnificent.

This trip to California was notable for two things. First,

Sutherland insulted Arrowhead Springs Hotel people by bring-

ing Pittsburgh water. Then Pitt won its first Rose Bowl game
by whipping Washington, 21-0.

Author-doctor Harry Scott tells of the typical Sutherland

incident that transpired on the Panthers' return to Pittsburgh.

Jock sent his players from the train to receive cheers but refused

to go himself. At a dinner honoring team and coach, Pitt

Chancellor Dr. John Bowman again tried to get Sutherland to

accept credit. Finally Sutherland rose and said:

"There is no praise coming to me. The boys won that game. I

didn't. I'll call their names so they can take the bowl"

Sutherland's 1937 production was undefeated, then shocked

the nation by becoming the first team publicly to decline a Rose

Bowl bid.

Students, alumni, and friends pressured players to return to
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Pasadena as soon as the news of the invitation leaked. Only

Sutherland refused to try to influence the Panthers. The squad

met and voted sixteen to fifteen not to accept. The older players

wanted their Christmas holiday. It was a jolt to the sophomores

and to Sutherland, but he never complained.

Pitt's dream backfield arrived in 1938: John Chickerneo,

Harold (Curly) Stebbins, Dick Cassiano, and Marshall Gold-

berg. It took some molding, though. Goldberg had been All-

American halfback the year before. He realized Pitt needed a

good fullback and went to Sutherland.

"Dick Cassiano is a fine halfback," Goldberg told the Doctor,

"so why not let him take my place at halfback and make a full-

back out of me?"

Sutherland pointed out Goldberg's slim chances of repeating

as All-American at a different position. Goldberg shrugged off

the gamble and reiterated his request to be moved.

The first five games were Pitt runaways. But Stebbins had

increasing trouble with fumbles. Then came the Fordham game.

The Panthers wanted to beat Fordham more than any other

opponent, for Pitt and Fordham had played three straight

scoreless ties. The Monday before the Fordham meeting, Suther-

land handed Stebbins a football and instructed him to carry it

everywhere. Stebbins took it to class, practice, study hall, meals,

bed. The idea was to hold on to it, and he did just that on

Saturday. Pitt popped the tie hex with Fordham, 24-13, thanks

largely to Stebbins's brilliance.

Carnegie Tech trumped Pitt, 20-10, the next week, and then

Pittsburgh lost a snowy 0-7 finale to Duke. But one of Suther-

land's toughest seasons had come out 8-2.

That 1938 season was Sutherland's last in college. That winter

the bombshell hit. Shamed and angered by such remarks as

Upton Sinclair's, "Pitt is the only college in America giving a

high-school diploma," the university decided to de-emphasize

football.

Dr. Sutherland wrote Chancellor Bowman: ".
. . The future

athletic course is so indefinite and vague that ... it will be for

the best interests of all concerned if I ask you to accept my
resignation. . .

."
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Big men from all over gave Jock a testimonial dinner a month
later. Jock kept it simple. "I have tried hard," he said, fingering

his metal spectacles, "to give back part of what I have owed to

Pittsburgh since I came to this city as a youth . . . and found here

teachers and good friends to guide me on my way. I shall not

say good-by, but rather good night and God bless you."

Sutherland did not say good-by to all football, though. He
spent a year speechmaking, coaching the Eastern All-Stars in a

10-0 defeat by the New York Giants in 1939, and in 1940 joined

the Brooklyn Dodgers. His '40 Dodgers won eight of eleven

games. In 1941, it was 7-4.

In 1942 the fifty-three-year-old Sutherland gave up an $18,000-

a-year assignment to take a $36i-a-month job as lieutenant

commander—over protestations of Navy officials who tried to

discourage him because of his age.

He was released in 1945, went back home to the Pittsburgh

Steelers in 1946, built 5-5-1 and 8-4 records the next two years.

He stuck with the single-wing and earned a rep as pro foot-

ball's champ T-buster. To do it, he used a shifting defense, a

five-man line, and a Scot's disposition.

When someone asked him if he didn't think he was directly

competing with his old college game, he said, "If I thought I

was, I'd quit."

It was in the next spring that Sutherland died. The Scots lad

who had come penniless to America, left a fortune of some

$500,000. But it wasn't that for which Pittsburgh and the world

remembered him.

Eddie Beachler, of the Pittsburgh Press, put it one way:

"With its heart on its sleeve, Pittsburgh bade a fond goodbye

to Doctor Football."

The Pitt Owl, campus annual, had said more or less the same

thing when it dedicated the volume to him in 1930.

"Anything the Old Man says," the yearbook read, "is right."



CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

JAMES MOORE TATUM
Silent Jim? Well, Not Actually.

Even for Jim Tatum, the period from December 15, 1955, to

January 15, 1956, was a hectic one.

He carried his Maryland football team to the Orange Bowl to

play Oklahoma. Almost as soon as he arrived, Tatum announced

that he would bar reporters from Maryland workouts. Too much
danger of spying, he said.

The move enraged the press. One sports editor—Morris Mc-

Lemore of the Miami Daily News—went so far as to write that he

personally would gather such information as he could from the

Maryland camp and pass it on to the Oklahoma staff.

If Tatum thought the press was hot, he found something even

hotter on New Year's: Oklahoma. The Sooners staged a terrific

second-half comeback and whittled down Maryland, 20-6.

A few days later Tatum ended long speculation by resigning

his Maryland job and accepting the job of North Carolina head

coach.

Instead of despondency, actual ecstasy seemed to set in in some

Maryland quarters. "We do not feel his leaving means the end of

the University of Maryland," wrote the editor of The Diamond-

back, student newspaper. "It may be a second beginning. It may
mean a pause in athletics which will give us time to develop more

of the academic fundamentals for which the university exists."

At the other end of the line, editors of the Daily Tar Heel, the

North Carolina student publication, bewailed the danger of com-

mercialism coming with Tatum.

258
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The only people who were happy, it seemed, were victory-

starved North Carolina football rooters.

It has ever been thus with Tatum. "Tatum has that zeal,"

wrote Tom Siler of the Knoxville (Tenn.) News-Sentinel shortly

after the job-shift. "It's just that the big guy has two left feet,

conversationally speaking. We suggest ear muffs for the Tar Heel
alumni."

Opposing coaches would for a fact like to put ear muffs on some
of the prep prospects Tatum seeks out—and almost invariably

lands. Georgia Tech Coach Bobby Dodd tags Tatum "the best

recruiter in the business." United Press sports writer Bob Serling,

astounded at Tatum's way with hand-picked pre-college plums,

quipped that Sunny Jim "could sell refrigerators in Greenland."

It appeared that whatever danger Tatum posed to North Caro-

lina academics would be made up in winning football teams.

Missouri's Don Faurot, who taught Tatum the split-T, labels

Tatum "the finest defensive coach." In 1953, the Terps shut out

six opponents and led the nation in defense.

"Jim Tatum is not only a coach," says Jack Mitchell, a quarter-

back under Tatum at Oklahoma and now head coach at

Arkansas, "but a father, preacher, and advisor. He is the sort

of man I would want my son to play for."

Contrasting these testimonials are frequent charges of ruthless-

ness, which, taken overall, endow Tatum with many of the

qualities of a French Revolutionary executioner.

After Georgia tumbled Tatum's Terps by 27-7 in 1950, he

poured it back on the Bulldogs the next three seasons, 43-7,

37—0, and 40—13. After the second rout, Georgia coach Wally

Butts met Tatum for the handshaking ceremony.

"I did all I could to hold it down, Wally," Tatum said.

"Yeh," Butts retorted dryly, "you did all you could. Period."

In 1954 Maryland clobbered Faurot's Missourians, 74-13.

Everybody got excited about it except Faurot, who held Tatum
blameless. Tatum even got into a hookup with sports caster

Bill Stern about the "cruelty" of it, which ended with Tatum
pretty well making his point that he could not control touch-
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down-hungry third- and fourth-stringers. Maryland, Tatum
pointed out, threw one pass the entire second half.

Few coaches are faster with a quote than Tatum. "A lot of

people don't like what I say," he says, "but those usually don't

like to face facts. I only try to speak up for football."

Drawls Montreal pro coach Douglas Clyde (Peahead) Walker,

who knows Jim from old Southern Conference days: "Tatum is

the only man from South Carolina I ever saw who shoulda been

from Texas."

And Bob Quincy, of the Charlotte News, wrote:

"Jim Tatum is criticized more and takes it better than any

coach I know. Jim can greet an assailant with a smile and a

drink, where most men under similar conditions would yell for

bodyguards to toss 'em out on their ear."

The one thing Tatum never has been accused of is being a

poor football coach. In 1 1 seasons as a college chieftain, his

teams have won 86 games, lost 20, tied six. His record is the best

in the country for anyone active for ten years or more. His Mary-

landers had a nine-year 73-14-4 record. Until All-American

quarterback Bernie Faloney was hurt and Oklahoma hung a

7-0 haymaker on the Terps in 1954, Tatum had not lost a bowl

game in four shots.

Tatum's tactics are nuggets of soundness, and his thinking on

the line split in his split-T formation is an example. "There are

two objects in splitting your line," he says. "First, you must

spread the defense and open holes in the defense even before

the ball is snapped. The second is to isolate the defensive man
at the critical point of attack so that the offensive blocker need

do no more than screen the defender in either direction. The
offensive linemen on either side of the attack point contain

their men, keeping the hole open and allowing the critical

blocker this freedom of action."

Tatum does not run his split-T on a hard and fast set of rules.

He assigns his linemen no definite splitting distance, rather fits

the split to the play. Maryland guards split anywhere from six

to twenty-four inches from the center, tackles from twelve to

forty-eight inches from their guards, and ends can split any-

where from twelve inches up, from their tackles.
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On a more human basis, pride has been as big as any other

factor in Tatum's success. The Sooners were flying back from the

Kansas-Oklahoma game in 1946, and Tatum was upset over the

16-13 loss. Then he remembered that the B team was supposed

to play the Missouri Bees the next Monday. Right there on the

plane he reeled off the names of the players who would make the

B-team trip—all but the top dozen Oklahoma varsity men.

As it happened, Don Faurot got wind of Tatum's scheme and

sent out some of Missouri's best men, too. The score is not a

matter of record, but a big crowd saw a whale of a game that

day with little more than pride involved.

Six-foot-four-inch, 230-pound Tatum keeps a huge coffee pot

boiling in his spacious office at College Park, Maryland. He
drives his assistants, his high-priced car, and himself at record

speed, and all seem to thrive on it.

Tatum has been one of the game's leaders in "pushing" his

assistants. Four now hold responsible head-coaching positions-

Wilkinson, Oklahoma; George Barclay, North Carolina; Bill

Meek, Houston; and Jack Hennemier, pro with Calgary, Canada.

Jim Tatum was born in 1913 in McColl, South Carolina, a

village of 2,500. He never lacked athletic encouragement. Long
before he climbed into his first football pads at eleven, his

brothers were big names in southern sport. Two played tackle for

Wofford, one for Wake Forest, another for Clemson. Two of

them coached at McColl High.

Jim captained McColl High in his senior year. But Pop Tatum
had died three years earlier, and family finances were in bad

shape when Jim started looking toward college. It was only

because of a philanthropic uncle and a helpful baseball coach

that young Tatum even got as far as the University of North

Carolina.

He entered U.N.C. in 1930, cracked the varsity in '32, got his

big break in '34 when Carl Snavely became head coach. George

Barclay, later to succeed Snavely, got the headlines in the early

1930's as All-American guard, but Tatum was a reliable tackle.

The punt he blocked in 1934 was the big item in the Tar Heels'

7-0 upset of Duke.
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Tatum never entertained a thought of coaching until Snavely,

intrigued by his aggressiveness and affinity for detail, hired him

as U.N.C. assistant in 1934 and took him to Cornell with him in

•36.

For three summers Tatum returned to the Carolinas to play

semipro baseball under Peahead Walker. He couldn't hit a curve

unless he knew it was coming, so Peahead stole signals and re-

layed them to Jim. That gave Tatum a .365 average one year.

He was varsity baseball coach at Cornell in 1937-38-39.

Returning to North Carolina under Bear Wolf in 1939, he

stayed in the shadows until his scouting paved the way for a

6-3 overturn of Duke in '40. In 1942 he got his first chance at

head coaching, took over a draft-riddled single-wingback squad

that had won only two of nine games the season before, and

turned it into a 6-2-1 outfit.

Tatum then entered the Navy and formed two friendships

that had a profound bearing on his career. One was with Don
Faurot, of Missouri. In 1940 Faurot had conceived the split-T

formation, using as its basis the quarterback operating parallel

to the line. Faurot taught Tatum all he knew about the split-T.

Another Tatum pal in blue was Bud Wilkinson, and they burned

midnight oil swapping split-T ideas.

When Tatum was discharged in 1946, Faurot told him, "I

want you as my assistant at Missouri, but I'll recommend you to

any school that wants you as head coach."

Oklahoma wanted Tatum, and got him. Tatum signed a three-

year contract starting at $8,000 and calling for yearly $1,000

raises.

The Sooners had absorbed two straight shellackings from

Oklahoma A. & M. Tatum took care of the talent deficit by

bringing along five of his former Navy players, and combing the

rich high-school ranks of Oklahoma and the Texas Panhandle

for others. He also imported the "new" split-T, and Wilkinson

as assistant.

Army was one of the few teams with an organization to match

Tatum's. The 1946 bout with the Cadets represented Tatum's

first postwar test. Tatum addressed the Sooners mildly before

the West Point game in line with his theory that if a team isn't
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"up" by Saturday, it's too late. Then he turned to lead them

out through the tunnel onto Michie Stadium turf. Midway he

was stopped by a heavy door. He tried to open it and couldn't.

He beat on it furiously as Sooners waited passively, their minds

on the game.

"By golly!" Tatum screamed, "they did this on purpose—to

get us excited! But they won't do it!" He went into a weird, arm-

flapping dance. "Nosirree, we won't get excited! If I just knew

who did this, I'd—now don't get upset! Don't get upset!"

The door finally was unlocked for the berserk Tatum and his

more placid proteges. Then Tatum got his first look at the

awesome Army line-up of Glenn Davis, Doc Blanchard, Arnold

Tucker, and friends. He controlled his reaction to this mass of

muscle better than he had at the door.

The Sooners knocked the Cadets flat early, roared into a 7-0

lead, then drove to Army's seven. Tatum sent in Darrell Royal

to throw a running pass, then began showing lineman Dee

Andros how to block on the certain extra-point opportunity.

Tatum glanced up just as Royal's pass sailed into a receiver's

hands and somehow transferred itself to Cadet Tucker. The
Army quarterback wheeled downfield. As Tucker passed the

bench, Tatum shrieked, "You can't do that! Stop! Stop!" Tucker

didn't even slow down.

Just before half time, Oklahoma punter Charlie Sarratt

sprained his ankle. "Quick!" Tatum ordered his trainer, "fill

that water bucket with ice! Soak his ankle! Maybe we can get

him back in!" Sarratt sat for nearly an hour with his tootsies in

ice. By then the heat had turned Tatum's throat dry. He went to

the other water bucket and found it empty. Without taking his

eyes off the field, Tatum reached down, gently removed Sarratt's

foot from the ice-bucket, took a cooling draft of the melted ice

and replaced the foot.

"What the hell!" he answered ribbers. "He was my player,

wasn't he?"

Army eventually beat Oklahoma, 21-7. So did Texas and

Kansas. But when the Sooners crushed Oklahoma A. & M., 73-12,

they were invited to the Gator Bowl, and there belted North
Carolina State, 34-13.
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Now Oklahomans were not the only ones sold on Tatum.

Maryland had soured on Clark Shaughnessy for dividing his

time between the Terps and Washington Redskins, and wanted

a new man. Tatum fitted the bill.

Tatum wanted to fulfill his obligation to Oklahoma, but he

also wanted an athletic directorship so he could run his own
show. The O.U. athletic director was Jap Haskell; Haskell had

hired Tatum, and Tatum refused to undermine him.

There were two other considerations in Maryland's favor.

First, it presented a chance to build from the bottom up at a

much larger institution. Also, Tatum wanted to get back closer

to the Carolinas.

So he went.

Jim Tatum found a kindred spirit in Maryland president

H. C. (Curly) Byrd. Byrd had taken over Maryland football

in 1912 when only twenty-three. He held the job for twenty-

three years, then climbed the administrative ladder to president.

He continued to stress victory even as president, but this attitude

produced too few triumphs and too many frustrated coaches.

One—Paul Bryant—quit after one season (1945) to go to Ken-

tucky. Byrd rehired Clark Shaughnessy, but that project ended

with a dull thud when the 1946 team lost six games.

Tatum had to start from scratch. One of his first moves in-

volved a 170-pound guard named Bob Ward. Ward had played

service football at Fort Benning, Georgia, and was highly recom-

mended, but Tatum was aghast at his size and accepted him

only because Ward had the benefit of the G.I. bill. As soon as

Ward settled upon Maryland, Tatum received a letter from

Ward's father, a plain-clothes detective:

"If you are a good coach, this boy will make All-American. I

have trained him just so, and only you can prevent him from

succeeding."

Tatum saluted the elder Ward for his work, did nothing to

prevent young Ward from succeeding, and Bob became a watch-

charm terror.

Tatum lost only two games in 1947. He cut loose a bald-headed
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halfback named Lu Gambino on Georgia in the Gator Bowl,

and Maryland "won" a 20-20 tie.

The Tatum system was going full blast. He passed up too-tall

players. "Ectomorphs," he said, "are the worst blockers and the

easiest to block, and the split-T is built on blocking."

Then Gambino was ruled ineligible for '48. The club lost

four games, did not complete a pass against Vanderbilt. Tatum
kept heart, though, because he had a superb freshman crop.

No detail was too small for Tatum. He instructed trainer

Duke Wyre to have an apple waiting for each player in his

hotel room on every trip.

"Tatum's the greatest organizer I ever saw," said President

Byrd.

Tatum worked closely with his quarterbacks, especially on the

"keep" play. "If the quarterback, after studying the defensive

man, perceives he is going to tackle him," Tatum and assistant

coach Warren Giese wrote in their split-T textbook, "then a

lateral to the offside halfback is in order. But the lateral should

not be made until the defensive man actually commits himself

to the tackle. A split second before contact, the quarterback rolls

his shoulder closest to the line of scrimmage—pointing it at the

defender—and placing his weight on his left foot in the same

manner as a defensive man preparing to meet an interferer.

Then with an underhanded pitch controlled by both hands the

ball is lateraled to the halfback."

By 1949 Tatum had brought Maryland to maturity. The
Terps racked eight victories, lost to Michigan State by a touch-

down, scored 266 points against only 82. The defensive record

sprang in large part from Tatum's freak measure of sending

three men in to rush the passer while the other eight formed

a large loose secondary.

Tatum went Gator Bowling for the third time and proved

Faurot absolutely correct in his appraisal of Tatum as a de-

fensive master. Faurot, who wrote the split-T book, saw his

Tigers stopped, 20-7.

Now Tatum encountered charges perpetually flung at a do-

well. One was that he used too many Easterners. "Doesn't it

bother you to win with Pennsylvania boys?" he was asked.
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"Not near as much as it would to lose without them!"

In September, 1950, he bragged that he had his best team.

The dream blew up in his face when Georgia beat the Terps

in the broiling heat of Athens, 27—7. But Maryland dropped

only one other game.

The lumbering Tatum, looking almost professorial in his

rimless glasses, was unusually quiet in '51. The only noise he

made was answering critics who accused Tatum's Terps of

"beating the count" on offense—getting started before the ball

was snapped. "The snap," Tatum replied, "is the only advantage

the offense has. The offense must move simultaneously with the

ball—and we do. The ball is the defensive signal. If the offense

loses the advantage of a simultaneous movement on the snap, it's

like a pitcher's fast ball losing its hop."

Tatum has an assistant who checks the offensive line charge

during practice.

Tatum hauled Maryland through ten straight foes that 1951

season, and by far the most satisfying victory was over Georgia,

43-7. Bob (Shoo Shoo) Shemonski scored 97 points. Jack Scar-

bath emerged as a slick quarterback. Bob Ward and Big Mo
Modzelewski had their last tremendous seasons on the line, and

Little Mo Modzelewski was a star junior tackle. They all were

products of the Tatum regime. For the first time, Tatum was

playing with his own program.

Tatum had sweated for a big bowl chance. So, when the

Sugar Bowl asked Maryland down to meet Tennessee, he was

delighted at the Board of Regents' decision to accept. Tatum
emphasizes that he did not decide. "The regents read the

Southern Conference no-bowl ruling, and decided that they

were making a retroactive decision."

Eighty-six thousand fans saw Tatum magic come to life that

New Year's. The Terps scored their first touchdown on a hand-off

play by Scarbath with Ed Fullerton shooting over. A few minutes

later, Scarbath lateraled to Fullerton, Shemonski raced down-

field, and Fullerton hit him right in the nose with a touchdown

pass.

Final: 28-13, Maryland.

The Southern Conference placed Maryland on football pro-
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bation for a year for going to the bowl. The probation only

whisked the Terps right back into the all-big-time schedule they

had wanted—and they were ready.

Unlike Michigan's Fritz Crisler, who contended that sprinting

was the only sort of running that aided football conditioning,

Tatum urged athletes to jog and walk a lot in the off-season.

He also asked their parents to keep them in line by feeding

them specific meals—unlike Faurot, who asks only that his players

not eat between meals.

The regimen paid. The 1952 Terps made quick work of

Missouri, Auburn, Clemson, Navy, Boston College. Right in

the middle of everything, three Marylanders distinguished them-

selves and Tatum by reporting bribes offered them to hold their

victory over Louisiana State within twenty-one points. The
players—center Tom Cosgrove, guard Frank Navarro, and quar-

terback Jack Scarbath—not only turned in the would-be "fixer"

but saw to it that Maryland won by twenty-eight points.

The bowl business came up again. But this time Maryland

administrators voted "no bowl." That, some said, shattered the

Terps' morale and left them open to be trapped by Old Miss and

Alabama.

Then Byrd broadsided Tatum:

"If Tatum had done as much coaching in November as he

did in September and October, we wouldn't have lost a game."

For once Tatum kept quiet—publicly. Privately he countered

Byrd's slam: "Just before we went to Mississippi, Dr. Byrd gave

me a couple of pass plays. They were good, except that we had

four backs and two ends as receivers—and nobody to throw the

ball."

Things looked bad for 1953 with heavy graduation losses.

Then rule-makers rolled one right down Sunny Jim's alley by

killing two-platoon play. Tatum's backfield of Bernie Faloney,

Chet Hanulak, Dick Noland, and Ralph Felton were as tough

defensively as offensively. Before the ink was dry on the substitu-

tion amendment, Tatum was hurrahing the foursome as the

best backfield he ever had.

It was just that. Ten straight teams fell to the Terps. Mary-

land opponents were held to thirty-one points. And, true to
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split-T formula, Tatum's team averaged less than five passes a

game.

Tatum particularly wanted to beat North Carolina in '53

because he had never won in Chapel Hill. Maryland held only

a tiny lead at half time. Tatum clenched his teeth and violated

his no-pep-talk rule. "You've passed up three scoring chances!

You're playing too tight! Relax!" Then he roared, "What are

you guys—men or mices?"

Players tittered, then guffawed. Tatum stood stupefied at the

reaction, shocked at his own unwitting words.

Then he saw that his men were relaxed. "Go get 'em," he said.

They went and got 'em, 26-0.

Tatum closed with his second perfect season in seven at

Maryland—and number-one national ranking. He won the

Scripps-Howard newspapers' coach of the year poll by a stagger-

ing margin.

The Orange Bowl bid against Oklahoma posed a problem.

Tatum and Wilkinson never had played each other because they

were so close. But neither could turn this one down.

Maryland's effectiveness was crippled by the reinjury of

quarterback Bernie Faloney. Then, early in the game, Oklahoma
shook halfback Larry Grigg away for a twenty-three-yard touch-

down run. The 7—0 score was Tatum's only defeat in a bowl.

Maryland won seven games, lost two, and tied one in 1954,

barely missing a second straight Orange Bowl shot. When the

season was over, and coaches began post-mortemming, U.C.LA.'s

Red Sanders had something to say about Tatum. The Uclans

had whipped Maryland 13-7 in the World Series of football,

but, said Tatum's successor as coach of the year, "That's the one

game I'd hate to play all over. Maryland and Tatum are great!"

Tatum supplied a cruel underline to Sanders's compliment

early in the 1955 season. U.C.L.A., top ranked nationally, fell

to Maryland, 7-0.



CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE

FRANK WILLIAM THOMAS
The Top Sergeant

When Frank Thomas was a boy in East Chicago, they say, he

beat up the truant officer so regularly that the guy finally gave

up and quit coming around.

No one believes this story is precisely true. In the first place,

Tommy wasn't tough in a mean way. And secondly, he not only

finished college but eventually got his law degree. But he was

tough—whether he was taking it or dishing it out.

Usually he was dishing it out.

Thomas succeeded Wallace Wade as Alabama head coach.

There he ran into a gigantic tackle, Bill Lee. Lee had not yet

developed the fierce competitive drive that marked his senior

season, and Thomas scolded him for loafing. Just as Thomas
concluded his sulphurous harangue, Lee turned his back on

him. Thomas, all of five feet eight and 160 pounds, seized Lee

by the shoulders and ludicrously began trying to haul himself

up to the chin-level of the mammoth, looking for all the world

like an ant attempting to scale an elephant. The humor, how-

ever, was lost on Lee, who was frightened witless by Thomas's

shrieks:

"You will be impudent! You will be impudent! I'll kick you

right over the gymnasium! Right over the gymnasium!"

Lee managed to avoid being airborne, but that was the last

time he lay down on the job around Frank William Thomas.

Neither sadistic nor scatterbrained, Thomas simply was un-

compromising and realistic. There is no question but that his

methods served him perfectly through nineteen seasons as a

college head coach. His first four (1925-28) were at Chattanooga.

After two years as Harry Mehre's assistant at the University of

Georgia, he caught on at Alabama and held sway from 1931

269
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through 1946—until ill health forced him out. His teams won 141

games, lost 32, and tied 8. From 1935 through 1945, Thomas was

cock of the national roost. His 90-17-7 record over that time was

the best.

When Tommy died on May 11, 1954, in Tuscaloosa, he was

only fifty-five. He had had to quit coaching at forty-six, thus was

snatched from football probably far short of his peak.

There are many, and not all of them are Alabamians, who
contend that Thomas was the most intelligent coach of his day.

They tell you, "Tommy wasn't afraid of good assistants. He never

surrounded himself with mediocrity. Just look at his staffs."

His assistants were Hank Crisp, Bear Bryant, Red Drew, and

Tom Lieb, among others. Of those, Bryant and Drew graduated

into head-coaching jobs.

"No other coach could pick holes in an opponent like

Tommy," says old Tide tackle Noah Langdale, now a lawyer.

"To give you an example, when we played Tulane, we knew
they'd key their whole offense on the unbalanced line with the

fullback spinner. Tommy set up special assignments for his

strong-side defensive guard, and we lost only once to Tulane in

six years. And that was on a seventy-five-yard run by Jitterbug

Kellogg in 1939."

Thomas stopped Georgia's fabulous Frank Sinkwich in 1941

and won, 27-13. Alabama lost, 21-10, to Georgia in 1942 only

because of the most bloodcurdling comeback in Southern history.

That 1942 season, Tommy's idea was that his middle could stop

Sinkwich and Charley Trippi. So he set his defense with par-

ticular care for outside stuff. He sent sidebacks Russ Craft and

Carl Mims charging in fast to meet off-tackle runs on the line.

It worked perfectly until Georgia went berserk on passes and

fumble-recoveries in the last quarter.

The Thomas single-wing carried slashing trap plays. Just as

General Bob Neyland's Tennessee single-wing was the very

best at strong-side traps and straight power drives, so was

Thomas's the toughest to the weak side. Both used the balanced

line.

When Thomas and Neyland met, it was a clash of colossi.
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1

Thomas unfailingly played a seven-man line against Tennessee,

and the Vols had to pass to win.

One of Thomas's masterpieces was the explosive tailback-spin-

to-feed-fullback. It went for the only touchdown of Alabama's

8-0 victory over Tennessee in 1942. The following New Year's

Day, it worked for a score against B.C. in the Orange Bowl.

Bobby Tom Jenkins ran it both times, thirty-four yards against

U.T., forty against B.C.

As Alabama's tailback pivoted and handed off to the fullback,

both guards pulled out of the line. The weak-side guard blocked

the end. The strong-side guard took the line-backer.

Both Thomas's offense and defense were gems of planning. He
believed with Confucius that the cautious seldom err. This

reluctance to play anything but conservative football was his

weakness if he had one.

If unflamboyant in football, he never could be called that so-

cially. When Alabama went to the Rose Bowl late in 1937,

Tommy swung freely into festivities. One morning after the

night before, he showed up for signal drill in street clothes, and

struggled pathetically to follow his crackling offense up and

down the practice field. "Why do they have to run signals so

fast?" he bleated to a clot of reporters.

Goodness knows he had ample opportunity for postseasonal

high life. His Crimson Tide made six bowls. He was the only

college chieftain until Tech's Bobby Dodd to hit four straight

big bowls. Thomas's men rode his Notre Dame box formation

into the 1942 Cotton Bowl (29—21 over Texas A. & M.), 1943
Orange Bowl (37—31 over Boston College), 1945 Sugar Bowl

(26—29 loss to Duke), and 1946 Rose Bowl (35—14 over Southern

California). The trips were consecutive in that Alabama did not

field a team in 1943, thus could not have gone to a 1944 bowl.

Thomas's Tide also smacked Stanford, 29-13, in the 1935 Rose

Bowl and lost to California, 13-0, in the 1938 Rose Bowl. Often

it was difficult to tell whether Frank Thomas lived in Tuscaloosa

or Pasadena.

Alabama's athletic program was financially successful under

Thomas, but the little Welshman himself never was overliberal

with the coin of the realm. Mainly this self-imposed economy
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was in the interest of providing for his family. He earned a lot

in coaching, in real estate, and in an automobile agency, and

methodically socked it away. The story that he burned gas lamps

in his Tuscaloosa manse to save on the electric bill is dismissed

as apocryphal, but it is true that, in place of the five-dollar bills

handed out at other schools after other games, he often passed

fifty-cent pieces to his all-winning warriors with the advice to go

out and live it up.

Said one of his men, in a spirit more of affection than vindic-

tiveness: "Frank Thomas had low pockets and short arms."

Tommy was a psychologist's nightmare as an administrator.

He just let his mail pile up, hoping that after a time the prob-

lem might solve itself. Much of the time thus saved was spent

in county politics, but his candidates never matched his football

record. It didn't make a whole lot of difference to Tommy; he

wasn't tough politically as in football, and it was enough to him
that on a bright spring morning he could drive to a farm and

slog through a cornfield to chat with a farmer about the Thomas
candidate while the farmer's mule rested at the end of the furrow.

Any good coach is an excellent conditioner. So was Thomas.

He had no superior at putting "bottom" on his football team in

early September. He worked the squad twice a day for two weeks

at the start. Mornings they wore track shorts, undershirts, and

short wool socks. Twice during the two-hour practice, they would

break for cool (never cold) water. At the end of the drill they

sat and sipped half-pints of orange juice. Then they doused them-

selves in alternately tepid and cold showers. Afternoons it was

full regalia and work on "form."

When Illinois's Bob Zuppke saw Tommy's Tide prancing

about Pasadena after four months of vigorous football in 1937,

he marveled "What a squad of legsl" Thomas kept them fresh

during season by various stratagems. One was to get each player

to remove jersey and shoulder pads at half time and bathe from

the waist up. That simple sponge bath won dozens of games

in the third and fourth quarters. Additionally, it kept them

sprightly in the stretches of four unbeaten seasons— 1934, '36, '37,
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'45—and kept them moving toward three Southeastern Confer-

ence championships— 1933, '37, '45—and one cochampionship—

1934-

Frank William Thomas, youngest of six, was born to iron-

worker James Thomas and Elizabeth Williams Thomas on No-

vember 15, 1898, in Muncie, Indiana. It was only sixteen years

after the Thomases had come to this country from Cardiff, Wales.

Youth wasn't particularly cozy for Frank. Pa Thomas bounced

around considerable, and the neighborhoods he selected invari-

ably called for a specialized knowledge of self-defense.

The Thomases lit in East Chicago when Frank was ten. He
played his first football there at Washington High. When West-

ern State Normal College in Kalamazoo, Michigan, found out

young Thomas was Washington's first four-sport letter man—
and that in only his junior year—it offered a job for his room and

board and a chance to complete his high-school education there.

Tommy checked into Kalamazoo with $7.50 and two changes

of clothes. The first Saturday there, he played against mighty

Michigan. Thomas weighed 135 pounds (Naylor Stone tells in

his Coach Tommy of the Crimson Tide) but he played fifty-five

minutes and ran eighty-seven yards to a touchdown before tiny

Western lost to a Tad Wieman kick, 17-13.

The next season—1918—Thomas was Western State captain.

When that season was out, old Notre Damer Clipper Smith

steered the kid to Notre Dame and Knute Rockne.

Because of his size, Frank won the sobriquet of "Rat" as a

freshman at South Bend. Because of his ability, he won the

position of quarterback. But when he became a sophomore, he

opened as a third-stringer behind Joe Brandy and Chet Grant.

Notre Dame had a big 1920, but Tommy spent most of it on

the bench.

One of the five games he got into was with alma mater West-

ern. Notre Dame was at midfield and couldn't move. So Tommy
called for roommate George Gipp to punt. Instead, the Gipper

faded to his thirty-eight and drop-kicked a perfect sixty-two-

yard field goal.

When Gipp died that fall, Tommy lost his best friend.
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In 1921, he moved up as regular quarterback on a team packed

with great names—Eddie Anderson, Harry Mehre, Buck Shaw,

Hunk Anderson, Roger Kiley, and Chet Wynne. He was a hit

that junior campaign, and Rockne himself acclaimed his work

in the 28-0 defeat of Army as "the best I ever saw."

Tommy repeated as a regular in 1922. One untoward incident

occurred: he was slammed to earth by a twisting tackle from a

St. Louis line-backer. He got up and challenged the bruiser, and

only intervention by teammates prevented blood-letting. The
bruiser's name: Robert Hannegan, later U.S. attorney general.

Rockne asked Thomas to join the 1923 staff. As it happened,

Georgia head coach Kid Woodruff was hunting a backfield coach

at the same time. Woodruff looked to Notre Dame and was ap-

prised that Thomas was the only player or ex-player around the

Golden Dome with a serious desire to coach. By other Irish stars'

own admissions, they were victims of Rockne's success and drifted

into coaching because their names and backgrounds brought of-

fers. Thomas on the other hand would have become a coach

regardless of where he had schooled. Notre Dame and Rockne

just made it easier.

Woodruff's offer of $2,500 was more than peanuts. Besides,

Thomas saw Yale's presence on the Georgia schedule as a tre-

mendous wedge for national publicity for both the Bulldogs

and himself. He joined the Woodruff staff, and Georgia knocked

off everybody but Yale and Alabama in 1923. Then in 1925 little

Chattanooga set up a holler for Thomas as head coach. He took

the job, and the Mocs beat everybody but Howard his first year.

Over the next three seasons Thomas lost only three games—two

to Vanderbilt, one to Auburn.

Meanwhile, Harry Mehre was promoted to Georgia head coach

in 1929. The year before he had served as best man at Tommy's
wedding to Frances Rowe, comely daughter of the Athens Ban-

ner-Herald editor. Now, as Georgia head man, he pleaded with

Thomas to return as assistant. Tommy accepted and had imme-

diate cause to be delighted when Georgia belted Yale, 15-0, in

the Sanford Field dedication that September, 1929.

Thomas's personal fortunes shifted even more violently when
Wallace Wade announced his intention to coach out the 1930
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season at Alabama and go to Duke. Wade, the Atlanta Journal's

Edwin Camp, and former Alabama great Borden Burr, recom-

mended Thomas for the job. Dr. Mike Denny, Alabama presi-

dent, took an immediate liking to the chunky man with the

Indiana twang and hired him. The ink was hardly dry on the

contract when Denny jolted Tommy with a meaty bit of phi-

losophy. "Mr. Thomas," he said deliberately, "material is ninety

per cent of football, and coaching is ten per cent. We will fur-

nish the ninety per cent and you will be held to strict account-

ing for delivering the remaining ten per cent."

Tommy shuddered. Outside the office, he remarked to Camp,
"Those were the hardest and coldest words I ever heard. Do
you reckon the figures are right?"

"The proportion may be off," Camp said dryly, "but there

is no doubt the good doctor means what he says."

Thomas promptly shelved Wade's single-wingback with un-

balanced line and indoctrinated Alabama with his own Notre

Dame box. He ran into two big troubles, only one of which

could be quickly remedied. First, halfback Johnny Cain was too

modest to call his own number. Tommy simply turned the

strategizing over to Hillman Holley. Second, Tennessee racked

Alabama, 25-0, for the only Tide defeat. All Tommy could do

about that was grit his teeth and work twenty hours a day in-

stead of fourteen. Which he did.

Cain returned as Tommy's captain in '32 and had a magnifi-

cent season, but again Tennessee stopped Alabama, 7—3. So, in

the vein peculiar to football fans, a belief sprung up that Bob
Neyland had a hex on Thomas.

Tommy himself simply looked to 1933. That year he hap-

pened on a skinny citizen from tiny Hartford, Alabama, named
Millard (Dixie) Howell. Howell was an end by training but

Thomas moved him into the backfield so he could punt. In mid-

season, regular left half Joe Riley was hurt. Thomas moved up
Howell, and Dixie ran eighty-two yards against Vanderbilt first

crack out of the box—and started every Alabama game for the

next three years.

Thomas was so nervous the day of the 1933 Tennessee match
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that he stuck the lit end of a cigar into his mouth. His Tide

busted the so-called hex, 12-6. In the last game of a season

marred only by a 2-0 upset by Fordham, Howell kicked four

times from behind his goal against St. Mary's and each punt

sailed past midfield!

Alabama greatness now was only a matter of time.

It came in 1934. Thomas shepherded the team through un-

beaten. The night of the final 34-0 triumph over Vanderbilt,

he got a telephone call from Los Angeles. The Rose Bowl wanted

thirty-six-year-old Frank Thomas to pay a visit—and bring his

football team.

New Year's Day in Pasadena, a crowd angered at the selection

of the "nobodies" from Alabama chanted, "We want Minne-

sota!"

Thomas was trembling before the game. "I didn't have a single

hot line to deliver," he later recalled, "like 'from yonder pyra-

mids, forty centuries are beholding you.' But I was thinking that

beyond the Rockies lies a lot of railroad track, and if Stanford

licks us it will be a long, sad ride back to Tuscaloosa."

In the first quarter Bobby Grayson banked through for a Stan-

ford touchdown. But Tommy needn't have worried. "That touch-

down," drawled Will Rogers, "was like holding up a picture

of Sherman's March to the Sea in front of them Alabama boys."

Howell made a tumbling, twisting five-yard run for a touch-

down. Riley Smith missed the extra point and Stanford still led,

7-6. Moments later Smith kicked a twenty-two-yard field goal for

9—6. Then it was that Alabama's gruelling autumn afternoons,

drilling daily till dusk, paid.

Howell took the ball in deep punt formation. He started as

if to go between end and tackle, then swung outside and down-

field. Right half Jimmy Angelich and fullback Joe Demyanovich

were assigned to get Stanford left end Monk Moscrip; Angelich

faked him, Demyanovich took him out. Angelich went on and

knocked down the defensive fullback. Right end Bear Bryant

blocked Stanford left tackle Reynolds just as quarterback Riley

Smith hit left half Grayson. Howell cut back toward the middle.

Hutson slashed right half Bones Hamilton off his feet. That
left only safety man Van Dellen, and Howell faked him off and
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went on to score. The run had covered sixty-seven yards. Smith's

placement made it 16-7, Alabama.

Then Alabamians roared, "We want Minnesota."

The game rocked back and forth until it was 22-13, Alabama,

in the third quarter. Uncharacteristically, Thomas let up. He
sent in Don Hutson to tell Riley Smith not to throw any more.

"The trouble was," Hutson laughs, "since it was the first play

I was in, I couldn't talk—especially with the referee right there

in the huddle. So Riley figured I'd been sent in to catch a pass,

and he called one."

Thomas scouts had reported that Stanford halfback Bones

Hamilton played unusually deep on defense. So three times

earlier in the game, Hutson had stopped short and caught spot

passes in front of Hamilton. This time Hamilton edged up, de-

termined to intercept. Hutson turned on steam and went out-

side of Hamilton and took a thirty-nine-yard touchdown pass

that made it 29-13.

Thomas picked up a new five-year contract and headed into

a new and golden era. It took a while, though. Even Tommy
couldn't take up the slack of graduation losses from 1934, and

Alabama lost two and tied one in 1935. Meanwhile he was dis-

patching aides Paul Burnam, Hank Crisp, and Red Drew to the

corners of the country to proselyte. By 1936, with a mature Joe

Riley and Joe Kilgrow holding up the backfield, things were

back on keel and only a tie with pesky Tennessee kept Thomas
from a perfect season.

The Rose Bowl looked the other way this time. Thomas was

deeply shaken. He never pulled that we're-not-looking-for-a-bowl-

game routine. He went out every September playing for a New
Year's Date. So he told his 1937 team that its predecessor had gotten

a raw deal, and the new bunch would have to step on it to make
it back to Pasadena. Herky Moseley, Perron Shoemaker, and

Kilgrow paid particular attention, went unbeaten and back to

California. As it so happened, they got cold-calked by California.

A loss and a tie were the Tide's only 1938 lumps. Next year,

1939, was Thomas's worst season. He had no experienced quarter-

back but even so came up with a 5—3—1 record. Thomas, it

seemed, had jockeyed himself and his club into a cul-de-sac. Noth-
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ing less than an all-victorious season would satisfy alumni.

Alabama went 7-2 in 1940, and even at that the alumni began

howling for a change.

For 1941, they produced an 8-2 record and finally a 9-2 tri-

umph over Tennessee. It also served to notify Alabamians that

Thomas still was a master. He sent in a quick-kick play against

Tulane when Alabama was behind in the last minute. Here's

how it happened: Nelson quick-kicked for sixty-six yards, dead

on the Tulane twelve. Tulane kicked out to its forty, and seven

plays later Don Sails drilled through center for a touchdown

that won it, 19-14.

This was the team of a thousand backs—Jimmy Nelson, Billy

Harrell, Julius Papas, Sumpter Blackman, Paul Spencer, Al Sabo,

Vaughn Tollett, Carl Mims, Howard Hughes, Bart Avery, Russ

Moseley, Louie Scales, Dave Brown, George Gammon, and Russ

Craft.

Vanderbilt and Mississippi State stopped 'Bama, but the Cot-

ton Bowl tendered Tommy a bid anyway.

He loosened up on the way to Dallas to play Texas A. & M.

"I can't see how they can stop our backs," he said frankly. They
didn't, and Alabama won, 29-21.

War riddled the 1942 team, but Alabama won eight of eleven

games. That season accounted for one of the few humorous in-

cidents of Thomas's career. Alabama was playing manpowerless

South Carolina, and the wolves were snapping at Gamecock boss

Rex Enright's heels. The Tide led 29-0 at half, so Thomas sent

a courier for Enright. "Don't do any more passing or kicking

until fourth down," Thomas mumbled. "Hang on to that ball."

Enright followed the advice, and the Gamecocks looked good

out there. When Thomas entered the U.S.C. dressing room to

shake hands with Enright, the Gamecocks showered him with

jeers. "You lucky stiff1" one yelled. "If we'd got started early

enough, you never would have beaten us I"

Alabama massacred Boston College, 37-21, behind Johnny
August in the Orange Bowl.

'Bama dropped football in 1943 because of the draft. Yet it

was one of Thomas's busiest years. He took up the slack in civic

and War Bond drives. "We guys overseas never appreciated
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Tommy more than when he wrote those newsletters," says Don
Sails. "He'd give us all the dope at home, and where the other

players were. I know I got my letter while I was in a hospital.

And I suspect a lot of other guys did, too."

In 1944, Thomas picked up the threads of Tide greatness with

young Harry Gilmer at tailback. Tommy's War Babies lost only

to Georgia. The Sugar Bowl matched them with Duke for one

of its most spectacular shows. Duke was a two-touchdown fa-

vorite but won only 29-26 in a furious game in which Gilmer's

last-second heave to Ralph Jones failed to score by inches.

The toll of two decades in the game began to tell on Thomas
in 1945. Says Sails: "We could see him fight things. On Monday
before a game he would be loud. Tuesday he was himself, ef-

ficient and businesslike and without emotion. On Wednesday he

was tight . . . about to explode. Thursday he was abnormally

gentle. Friday he was so tense he spoke in whispers. Saturday . . .

well, we didn't get close to him that day!"

Ill or not, Tommy brought the Tide through unscarred, and

the Rose Bowl called again. Gilmer was peerless in Pasadena, and

Alabama slaughtered Southern Cal, 34-14.

Heart condition and high blood pressure really struck Thomas
in 1946 at a West Virginia clinic. That fall he worked from a

trailer, always sitting, because Dr. Joe Hirsh would not let him
stand. Just before the Tennessee game, President Raymond Paty

asked Thomas to resign in fairness to himself. Thomas refused,

finally acceded after Tennessee, Georgia, L.S.U., B.C., and Mis-

sissippi State bumped him.

His condition steadily worsened. Out of coaching, confined to

the athletic directorship through 1951—when he gave that up,

too—Tommy never lost interest in football. He argued against

the two-platoon system. He analyzed the game on his Birming-

ham TV show. And he was named as one of twenty-one charter

coaches in the National Football Hall of Fame.

Then, wasted to a pitiful semblance of the old roly-poly robust

Frank Thomas, he died.

Tommy had produced sixteen bona fide All-Americans. They
were halfback Johnny Cain, 1931; guard Tom Hupke, 1933;

halfback Dixie Howell, end Don Hutson, and tackle Bill Lee,
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1934; halfback Riley Smith, 1935; tackle Tarzan White, 1936;

tackle Jim Ryba, guard Leroy Monsky, and halfback Joe Kil-

grow, 1937; center Carey Cox, 1939; end Holt Rast, 1941; tackle

Don Whitmore and center Joe Domnanovich, 1942; halfback

Harry Gilmer and center Vaughn Mancha, 1945.

Most of them came to his funeral in Tuscaloosa. All were

silent, respectful.

"Maybe some of the boys didn't like him," said Gilmer, "but

they knew he knew his game, and they knew he'd never ask

more of them than they could give. He was second to none."

There was no better testimony to Frank William Thomas's

standing—unless it was the one Grantland Rice had delivered in

verse the day Tommy quit as coach:

"The winds from Tuscaloosa now face a mournful ride,

For Tommy isn't back again to lead the Crimson Tide.

The winds from Tuscaloosa have carried old refrains

Of victory through Southern suns and driving autumn rains.

From bowl to bowl the Crimson Tide has fought its way to

fame,

But Tommy's on the sidelines now, and nothing seems the

same."
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WILLIAM WALLACE WADE
"What Do You Want—Sir Galahad?"

In 1933 the Duke football team ended a three-year Tennessee

unbeaten streak by whipping the Volunteers, 10-2. Wallace

Wade, eyes expressionless, thin face frozen, walked into the

Duke dressing room, waved solemnly, and said, "Well, boys, you

did all right."

Two months later, Georgia Tech tumbled Duke, 6-0, eliminat-

ing the Blue Devils from Rose Bowl contention. Wallace Wade,

eyes expressionless, thin face frozen, walked into the Duke dress-

ing room, waved solemnly, and said, "Well, boys, you did all

right."

For twenty years, from 1923, when he became head coach at

Alabama, until 1942, when he interrupted a twelve-year Duke
stint to enter the army for the second time, Wallace Wade was

the coolest case among college football head coaches.

He stressed efficiency rather than theatrics, production rather

than excuses. The best you can do, he maintained, is not good

enough unless it does the job.

He saw, through ceaseless improvement of the single-wingback

formation and the punting game, that the job got done.

Wade's Alabama clubs from 1923 through 1930 won 61 games,

lost 13, tied 16. His big blue Dukes for 15 seasons— 1931-41 and

1946-50—beat 103 opponents, lost to 33, tied 7.

Wade's total: 171-49-13.

More than half of Wade's Duke defeats—seventeen—came in

his last five years, after he returned from a lieutenant colonelcy

in World War II. He never reached again the old heights. His

last five teams won twenty-five games but lost seventeen and tied

four.

281
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Far too much the perfectionist to accept mediocrity, he quit

in 1951 to become commissioner of the Southern Conference.

As a coach Wallace Wade often was crusty and standoffish. One
of his chief characteristics was a virulent reaction to challenges

of all kinds.

Born at Trenton, Tennessee, on June 15, 1892, he attended

Trenton's Peabody High, Chicago's Morgan Park Academy, and

Brown University. He had early coaching experience at Fitz-

gerald-Clarke Prep in Tullahoma, Tennessee, and at Vanderbilt

University as Dan McGugin's helper. After two years under

McGugin, he struck out on his own.

The University of Kentucky and head coach W. J. Juneau

separated after the 1922 season, so Wade took a shot at that spot.

He impressed the selection committee and was asked to attend

an interview at a Lexington hotel. He answered questions and

asked some of his own. Then he complied with a request to re-

tire so the committee could talk turkey.

The discussion wound on and on. Wade cooled his heels in

the lobby. Finally, unknown to Wade, the committee decided to

take a written vote. The ballots had just been tossed into a hat

for counting when knuckles splattered at the door panel and

Wade strode in without preface, plainly in a temper. He took

no pains to conceal his disgust at the delay, and covered the com-

mittee's shortcomings jointly and singly. Among other things, he

told the stunned committeemen that wherever he did go, he

would never lose a game to Kentucky.

The flustered committee sat down to look for another can-

didate. When, as an afterthought, one delegate suggested that

the votes be counted just for the fun of it, it developed that the

decision had been unanimously for Wade.
It was too late. Wade went to Alabama and indeed never lost

to Kentucky. He trimmed the Wildcats 42-7, 31-0, 14-0, 21-6,

14-0, 24-13, and 19-13 in seven meetings.

Even after leaving 'Bama for Duke, he continued to wave a

wand over U.K. Duke squeezed by, 14-7, in 1933 despite a huge

Kentucky statistical advantage, and a young Bluegrass reporter

cornered Wade.
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"See your jinx held," the cub offered.

"What jinx?" Wade snapped. "We won, that's all."

"Aw, coach," the boy said, "look at the figures. We got thirteen

first downs to your three."

"Yeah?" Wade retorted. "How many yards did we return

punts?"

"About two hundred and thirty."

"That's twenty-three first downs right there!" trumpeted Wade.
Wade suffered frequent accusations of stubbornness. He sim-

ply never admitted he was wrong, and was drawn into difficult

situations because of it. ("Well, what do you want in the way of

a football coach?" cracked the Charlotte Observer's Jake Wade„
now University of North Carolina publicist. "Sir Galahad?")

He told off intruders en route to the Rose Bowl in 1939 and

became embroiled with the Los Angeles papers. They had

plumped for Texas Christian as an opponent for Southern Cal

and howled when Duke was asked out. Wade burst back that

the Angelenos had been "bought off" by T.C.U. He further en-

deared himself by barring newsmen from Duke practices. He
caught the devil for it while Southern Cal's Howard Jones car-

ried off the same procedure without a complaint. "That's the

way they are out here," flipped Wade, and the vendetta flared

afresh.

To top off a thoroughly distasteful trip, Duke lost the game,

7-3, in the last forty seconds on Doyle Nave's legended pass to

Al Krueger.

Wade disparaged the Southwest Conference when its teams

were passing more than others and professional football until

he coached an all-star team against the pros in 1942. He stayed

at odds with North Carolina's Carl Snavely. He wanted so des-

perately to knock U.N.C. out of the Rose Bowl running in

1935 that he switched tactics completely and actually joked about

an opponent. The club went out so "loose" against the Tar Heels

the next day that Jule Ward broke off on a forty-seven-yard touch-

down run in the second quarter, and the Devils wound up on

the heavy end of a 25-0 slaughter.

One of the few men Wade really looked up to was Tennessee's
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Bob Neyland, and he even had a hassle with him. When Ten-

nessee tripped Duke in the last minute in 1936, Wade complained

that his team had had to go away off into a hot room in the

Knoxville athletic plant at half time, and that hadn't helped.

Neyland cracked back, wondering aloud where did Wade put

his men at half time in Durham—in a refrigerator?—and the

battle raged.

Wade was a student of the punt, both coming and going. He
discouraged his safety man from calling for fair catches or letting

kicks roll. "What are they back there for," he demanded, "if

they aren't going to do anything with punts?"

He failed utterly to see any character-building aspect in de-

feat. "What good did it ever do anyone to get kicked around?"

he asked.

His caustic half-time expositions were classic. "We're the only

team in the country," Blue Devils moaned, "that runs signals

during intermission."

At half time of a Duke-North Carolina game, Wade asked

end Earl Wentz what was the matter with him.

"I'm sick," Wentz replied.

"Sick!" thundered Wade. "Sick! Boy, get sick on Christmas

Day . . . get sick on the 4th of July . . . get sick any time . . .

but don't get sick in the middle of the biggest game on our

schedule!"

It was a legend with his players that Wade could stop rain

merely by holding up his hand. One autumn while the Devils

were practicing twice daily, it rained every morning just after the

early practice. Sore, weary Dukemen lay in the dormitory pray-

ing it would continue. And each day precisely at noon a man-

ager came around to tell them that Wade had stood outside the

gym looking at the clouds, and the clouds went away.

End Bob Gantt delights in recounting Wade's mastery over

men and machines. When Duke went to Washington to play

Navy, Gantt says, the bus scheduled to take the squad from the

terminal to its hotel broke down. Taxis were almost impossible

to get at the time (around the end of World War II), and the

players despaired of ever making it. "But Wade walked right out
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in the middle of the street," Gantt said, "and held up his hand—
and eight taxis stopped and opened their doors."

Wade's men expressed their feeling about him by calling him

"the Bear." One Saturday he was driving some of his backs to

a game and stopped at an intersection. Unknowingly he braked

the car at the soft brink of a ditch. The backs—George McAfee,

Jap Davis, and Tommy Prothro—saw their danger, and Davis

whispered to Prothro to tell Wade.

"Oh, no," Prothro said, "you tell 'im."

None dared. When Wade tried to start the car it flopped on

its side. Wade and the players crawled out and thumbed the rest

of the way.

Tough? Wallace Wade was one of the toughest. One story,

doubtlessly embellished, concerns the day tackle Tom Rogers

failed to emerge from a pile-up. He lay groaning and moaning,

and Wade asked, "What's the matter, Rogers?"

"I believe my right leg is broke, coach," Rogers said.

"Well," said Wade, "you've got another one, haven't you?"

That, of course, is sheer exaggeration. But Wade did enjoin

his men against screaming or crying. "If yelling 'oh!' would help,

I'd yell 'oh!' for you."

His idea of the perfect comportment for an injured athlete

came to life the afternoon end Bill Bailey was carried from the

practice field with a broken leg, wisecracking, "I'll be thinking

of you poor slaves when I'm lying in that nice soft hospital bed!"

Wade contended that a coach laid himself liable to charges of

partiality by "getting too friendly" with players. He defended

his aloofness and reluctance to praise by saying, "Nobody ever

got back-slapped into winning anything."

Yet he could inspire a player or team by a simple sentence or

gesture. The afternoon Duke played Navy in Baltimore in 1948,

Wade told tackle Al DeRogatis, "You are going to make AU-
American today." DeRogatis was at once stunned and compli-

mented. When he recovered, he went out and made All-American.

The dour Scot was alternating first and second teams against

Wake Forest in 1936, and the first team would not click. Wade
chewed out the regulars at half time, turned to the second team

and said, "Gentlemen, I'm afraid to start the first team in this
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second half. Now I'm going to leave the room and let you decide

which team should play the second half."

Quite naturally the seconds voted the firsts out. Wade started

the seconds, waited until the firsts had reached just the right

stage of anxiety, then sent them in. Duke romped, 20-0.

Wallace Wade was equally capable at offense or defense.

His admiration for Bob Neyland stemmed from his like-minded

belief that there are just as many ways to win a game on defense

as on offense—interception, fumble recovery, blocked kick, taking

over on downs, and so on.

Offensively his bread-and-butter play at Duke was the spin-

and-fake. The ball was passed to the fullback. He spun, faked,

gave to the tailback, who faked an end run to the strong side.

The offensive weak-side end and tackle ganged the defensive

weak-side tackle. The strong-side tackle came around and flat-

tened the right halfback; the strong-side end took the defensive

center, and the tailback shot through the gap. The play scored

by dozens.

But when Wade lost tailback George McAfee before the '§8

season began, he immediately turned stress from offense to de-

fense. Duke was low-scoring itself, yet even after the seemingly

crippling loss of McAfee, finished unbeaten, untied, and un-

scored on.

Wade's gift for instantly adapting to any situation was best

illustrated in the 1926 Rose Bowl game. His Alabama squad, first

southern representative at Pasadena, trailed at the half. He shook

down the whole offense, veered emphasis from Johnny Mack
Brown-around-end to Pooley Hubert-up-the-middle, and mixed

in passes. He also put two guards at ends to stop Washington's

off-tackle play. Alabama scored three touchdowns in seven min-

utes of the third quarter and won, 20-19. He considers this his

best half-time job.

In what Duke people fondly call the DeRogatis Era, both

DeRogatis and fellow tackle Louis Allen were injured the week
of a meeting with Wake Forest. Neither started, and the Deacons

marched to Duke's ten on the first series. At that moment Wade
sent in DeRogatis and Allen. He fully realized they were unable
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to play but hoped that Wake Forest would not tumble to it.

Wake Forest didn't. The Deacons switched the offensive focus

away from the tackles, got stymied in the process, and Duke took

over and went on to victory.

Wade brain-picked other coaches relentlessly. After one Ala-

bama game at Vanderbilt, the Commodores' Russ Cohen met

Wade and began asking Wade's reactions to Cohen's Vanderbilt

squad. Finally Wade blurted, "Russ, I don't care about your

team. I want your ideas on my team so I can improve it."

Another day, in 1926, Wade's heavily favored Crimson Tide

nosed out Bernie Bierman's Mississippi State team by only 6-0

because of a phenomenally charging Maroon guard named Jones.

When the near upset was done, Wade asked Bierman how Jones

managed to break through so often.

"Oh, he does that all the time," Bierman replied.

Wade waited a few minutes, then repeated the question. Bier-

man repeated the answer.

At length the conversation switched to another subject. Then
Wade slipped in, "Say, how was it you said Jones broke through

the line like that?"

Again Bierman answered, "He always does that."

"Well, if Jones is always breaking through the line," said Wade
bitterly, "how in hell do you lose so many games?"

Wallace Wade was one of five sons of a prosperous Tennessee

farmer. After attending high school in Trenton, he went on to

further preparatory work in Chicago, then enrolled at Brown
and became a star guard. There he fashioned the first part of a

distinction: Wade was the only man ever both to play and to

coach in the Rose Bowl. But Washington State whipped Wade's

Brown club, 14-0, in the 1916 Pasadena show.

Wade graduated the next spring, entered the army, and be-

came a cavalry captain. He was discharged in 1919 and W. S.

Fitzgerald invited him to become head coach at Fitzgerald-Clarke

Prep in Tullahoma, Tennessee. In two years there, Wade won
fifteen games and lost only two.
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Summertimes Wade worked in a lumberyard and played base-

ball. He had a dandy arm and was a good pitcher. A carnival

attracted his notice, and he won a dozen fat hens for throwing

balls through a hole in a barrel. The owner refused to let him

play any more the first night, so Wade returned the next night

and won more hens. That was the limit of the concessionaire's

patience—and hens—and he declared Wade ineligible for any

more pitching.

Typically, as friends stood by cheering his accuracy, Wade
never cracked a smile.

Even at twenty-seven he was a shrewd football analyst. Roy
Mitchell, now a Tullahoma lawyer, came home from Harvard

in the summer of 1920 looking for some inside information for

a wager. He asked Wade whether Harvard would win the Har-

vard-Centre game—being careful not to tell the upright Wade he

intended to bet.

"Centre has a good team," Wade said precisely, "but only

about fourteen first-class players. Centre probably will be ahead

or in a tie at half, but Harvard has too much manpower in the

long run."

Sure enough, Centre and Harvard were tied, 14-14, at half

time. And, sure enough, Harvard won going away, 31-14.

The young titan attracted McGugin's attention in 1921 and

was nailed down as a Vandy aide. Two more unlike characters

never served together. McGugin's warmth was offset by Wade's

coldness; where McGugin had an ever-ready joke or smile, Wade
was 100 per cent business. But between the two they did a mag-

nificent job on the Commodores in '21 and '22. They did not

lose a game.

Wade hooked on with Alabama in 1923 after Kentucky had

made him wait in the lobby. He found material at Tuscaloosa,

and he knew what to do with it. By 1925 he had Pooley Hubert,

Johnny Mack Brown, and the rest of the Tide squad in the

Rose Bowl, whipping Washington, 20-19. In 1926, Wade's Tide,

spurred by Hoyt Winslett, Sherlock Holmes, and Emile Barnes,

went back to Pasadena and tied Stanford, 7-7. It was not until

1931 that Wade avenged the loss as a player to Washington

State. His 'Bamas clobbered the Westerners, 24-0.
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At the close of the 1930 season, and hard upon Wade's third

Rose Bowl appearance in eight years, Jimmy DeHart left Duke.

The Dukes went after Wade and got him.

Wade reported to Durham on January 15, 1931. In the fourteen

seasons before he quit coaching, he produced six Southern Con-

ference champions. The worst defeat of his Duke career was 25-2

to Tennessee his first year. He sent both his '38 and '42 teams to

the Rose Bowl. Actually, he brought the Rose Bowl to Durham
for the wartime 1942 game, because the West Coast was too close

to the war to fill an arena with 90,000 people. Duke lost to

Oregon State in that transplanted Tournament of Roses, 20-16.

Wade had the horses at Duke, and something else just as im-

portant: the capacity for painstaking preparedness. Few Wade
teams were caught unawares.

Pittsburgh came up to the 1938 Duke game with the reputa-

tion of one of the real running teams of all time. Wade ignored

the Panthers' passing attack altogether in drawing his battle

plan. He diagramed a sliding defense and worked Eric Tipton

on kicking to all four corners of the field every day for three

weeks before the game.

Tipton kicked out of bounds inside Pitt's ten-yard line no less

than seven times. Duke end Bolo Perdue blocked a Marshall

Goldberg kick for the only touchdown, and the Devils' 7-0 vic-

tory in the snow of Durham was instrumental in bringing about

Wade's fourth Rose Bowl invitation.

Wade was commissioned a major in the Field Artillery in

1943. He returned from service a changed man.

"I'm just not tough enough," Wade told his friend Jack Hor-

ner, of the Durham Herald.

"The truth," wrote Horner, when Wade gave up his former

fanatical insistence on big, powerful men, "was that Wade mel-

lowed after seeing 135-pounders die for their country as glori-

ously as 200-pounders."

Forthright honesty and appreciation of the virtue in others

was the hallmark of Wallace Wade.

In his last season at Duke, 1950, he had a young assistant named
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Billy Hickman. The Devils opened by thumping South Caro-

lina, 14-0, and Wallace cheerily asked Hickman how he liked

watching the single-wingback formation go.

"Td rather sit in a dentist's chair," said Hickman.

It was a shock to Wade. But it was honesty. And, characteristi-

cally, he never quit liking Hickman for it.



CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE

GLENN SCOBEY (POP) WARNER
Double-Wing Wizard

In 1895 a burly Cornell law graduate received simultaneous

offers to become full-time paid football coach at Iowa State Col-

lege and the University of Georgia.

His name was Glenn Scobey Warner and even then (because

at twenty-five he was older than most students) he was known
as "Pop."

Warner wanted to pick up the loose change at Iowa State but

he also hankered to come South. So he made a deal whereby he

would "get Iowa State ready" in August for $150, then report to

Athens at a weekly salary of $34.

The parade ground between the Old Moore chemical build-

ing and New College at Athens was so rocky as to discourage

violent activity thereon, and Warner had only twelve candidates

for his first Georgia football team in 1895. He felt like beating

it back to Iowa State, but stuck it out through a three-victory,

four-loss inaugural, and came up to '96 with a big and experi-

enced outfit.

The Bulldogs were going great until they hit Auburn. The
Tigers repulsed them so consistently that finally Georgia squad-

men retreated in a group behind their line to discuss strategy,

then ran off plays without vocal signals. They won, 12-6, and

went on to an unbeaten season.

Far more important, though, was the birth that day of foot-

ball's huddle. It was the first of many innovations in which Glenn

Scobey Warner had a hand.

Warner's most striking brain child was the double-wing forma-

tion, with line unbalanced for more blocking force. It all began,

Notre Dame's Knute Rockne told Joe Williams, of the New York
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World-Telegram, with an innocent question at a clinic. Warner

(Rockne said) was sounding off at the blackboard and a student

held up his hand. "What's wrong with putting two guys out there

and making it a double-wing?" the student asked. Warner did,

and there it was, right on the blackboard, football's first double-

wing.

Later he became an ingenious single-wing teacher, too.

Warner also was the first coach to dummy-scrimmage, using

mannequins to simulate opposition without danger of physical

harm to his charging players.

He introduced the practice of numbering plays.

He was first to teach the spiral punt and one of the first to

advocate the spiral pass.

Fiber pads, rather than the old sponge type, were Pop's idea.

And his Carlisle Indians, with whom his adventures could and

do fill a book—Fabulous Redmen, by John S. Steckbeck—wore

football's first headgear against Chicago in 1897.

Warner erroneously received credit for conceiving the hidden-

ball play; John Heisman actually invented it, but Warner did

put it to good use.

As late as the 1940's, in his seventies, he was thinking up tricks.

He was talking with coach Dick Hanley of the professional Chi-

cago Rockets and noticed that the Rocket jersies were white with

crimson stripes. He saw that the night football was white with

black stripes, and asked Hanley why he didn't put black stripes

around the Rockets' jersey arms so the ball would blend with that

background. "Rules," said Hanley with a wry grin.

Warner hated the newfangled T-formation but kept up with

modern football. In 1939 he urged Washington Redskins owner
George Preston Marshall to emphasize offense, not defense. That
theory helped fashion the multimillion-dollar pro football in-

dustry of today.

In the 1940's Pop suggested that the rules be changed to elimi-

nate the second-half kickoff, play being resumed where it ended

at half.

He wanted colleges to plant their goal posts on the goal line

as in pro ball to stimulate field-goal kicking. He was so enamored
of wide-open play that he favored a rule forbidding defensive
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men to come within five yards of a punt-receiver before he

caught the kick.

Amos Alonzo Stagg calls Warner "one of the excellent cre-

ators." Andy Kerr terms him "the greatest of the great." Cor-

nell's Lefty James says football "owes Pop Warner more than

any other man." An Associated Press poll named Warner the

number-one coach of all time.

It wasn't his record that made Pop Warner one of the best,

but that record speaks eloquently too:

Years College W L T PF PA

1895-96 Georgia 7 4 184 66

1897-98 Cornell 15 5 1 429 7i

1899-1903 Carlisle 34 18 3 1,090 395

1904-1906 Cornell 21 8 2 636 188

1907-1914 Carlisle 74 23 5 2,182 666

1915-23 Pittsburgh 59 11 4 i>537 3i5

1924-32 Stanford 7i 17 8 i>974 594

1933-38 Temple 31 18 9 763 516

44 years 6 312 104 32 8,795 2,810

Pop Warner was eighty-three when he died on September 7,

1954, in Palo Alto, California, leaving an estate of more than

$500,000. He had many great loves—the double-wing, Turkish

Trophy cigarettes, apple pie with butter, song writing, and paint-

ing. He didn't mind a dram of the hard stuff now and then,

either. He was far from a heavy drinker, but his trainer had in-

structions to furnish him with a bottle of "cough medicine" every

cold afternoon. "Wally!" he would bark to his long-time trainer

Wallace Denny, "hand me my cough medicine!" In later years, as

a retired Californian, he made his own wine.

"He made a cherry cordial that was a tangy drink," says Dick

Hyland, of the Los Angeles Times, who played for Warner at

Stanford. "His secret was to grind the pits up to a powder and

mix it with the wine."

Warner also was one of the first do-it-yourself tribe. He had

a woodworking shop in his garage and once made a golf-club
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head from a broken bedpost. "His theory," Hyland says, "was

that a man who worked with his head for a living should work

with his hands for a hobby in order to 'balance' his life."

Warner made expert use of expletives. When he arrived at

Carlisle Indian School in Pennsylvania, players quit wholesale

because they couldn't stand abuse from a white man. So Pop

modified his language and chastised his redskins by having them

spank each other once apiece for misplays. The Indians grew to

love him; indeed, they could think of no one else who would

put up with such personalities as Sweetcorn (who shot up the

Cumberland Valley Railroad depot because they wouldn't sell

him a ticket after Warner had left him home on a trip) and

Redwater (who had to be sat on throughout a two-hundred-mile

rail journey because he had a skinful and insisted on jumping

off the train, just for laughs).

Warner had to be a rugged boss to handle that tribe, but he

could give and take a joke. He often nailed his assistant coaches'

shoes to the floor. Once he trussed a live chicken and put it

under an aide's bed; when the coach did not sleep a wink and

showed up for the next day's practice bleary-eyed, Warner be-

rated him for not being on his toes.

When John Heisman's 1918 Georgia Tech colossus went to

Pittsburgh to play Warner's Panthers, Forbes Field's dressing

rooms were wall-to-wall. Heisman made a heart-rending appeal

to his Yellow Jackets. Warner instructed his boys to put their

ears to the paneling and listen. When Heisman finished, Warner
said, "O.K., boys, you heard that. Go out and tear 'em up."

Pitt did, too, 32-0.

All his life Pop Warner was a blunt, bluff guy. He would sit,

knees spread wide, elbows outthrust, and hands on knees, puffing

Turkish Trophies furiously, and bellow, as just before the first

Sugar Bowl game in 1935:

"Yea, we had a pretty good season, but it's just like those

alumni to get me into this thing against Tulane, and we'll get

massacree-ed, and they'll be after me worse'n ever."

His Temple team lost, 20-12, but "they" weren't after him.

Even if they didn't cotton to his tactlessness, it was pretty hard

for alumni to get tough with a coach who placed forty-seven
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men on All-American teams through the years, and who built

this sort of standing against major teams:

Army, 3-0-0; California, 5-1-3; Carnegie Tech, 7-3-0; Col-

gate, 4-0-1; Holy Cross, 3-1-2; Minnesota, 2-1-1; Navy, 3-2-0;

Penn, 12-11-4; Penn State, 9-1-3; Pitt, 7-4-0; Syracuse, 12-5-0,

and U.C.L.A., 5-1-0.

The only teams consistently to outjockey Warner were South-

ern Cal, which beat him five of eight games, and Princeton,

which shut him out, 9-0.

Warner would think of football plays while playing golf and

whip out an envelope and scribble down the maneuver between

putts. Such a thought came to him in 1925, when his Stanford

Indians faced apparent annihilation at the hands of Oregon

State. He told his Indians to pass on every down from the open-

ing kickoff on, no matter what the field position. The Stanfords

did just that and won 26-10.

In the mid-1920's, when the rules gave the ball to the last

man touching it before it went out of bounds, Warner told

Stanford's Dick Hyland to "fumble" over the goal line and out

of bounds if he ever got tagged near a side line. Hyland's test

of the maneuver resulted in the rule being changed.

Glenn Warner as a boy had diverse interests—baseball, foot-

ball, boxing, law, and beating the races. Born near Springville,

New York, on April 5, 1871, he played on a pickup nine at twenty

with John McGraw, later New York Giants manager. At Carlisle

he developed Chief Bender, who became a Philadelphia A's pitch-

ing immortal. His own promising hurling career was halted by

a "dead" arm.

Warner's mania for harness races began and ended in a week.

He won fifty dollars on the trotters at Buffalo, moved out with

the intention of following the whole Grand Circuit, dropped

the bundle at the first stop—Rochester—and went home.

He was Cornell heavyweight boxing champion for two years.

Warner played football for the first time in a 58-0 victory over

Syracuse. No one then imagined it would be sixty-two years be-

fore he directed his last victory—Temple's 20-12 decision over

Florida in 1938.
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Pop was a two-hundred-pound left guard for the Big Red
under Pop Courtney, but when he passed the New York State

bar examination he thought he had done with football. Then
came twin summonses from Iowa State and Georgia.

Warner went to Ames on August 15, coached them to one

victory (over a country team) , picked up his check, and headed

for Dixie at $34 a week. He was popular during his two years

at Athens but was not accused of being oversoft. Some claimed

Pop turned out the Bulldogs at 6:00 a.m. daily for five miles of

roadwork, had them practice for three hours in the afternoon,

fed them and locked them in the dormitory until the next morn-

ing at six. But he never demanded that his players do anything

he couldn't do himself. He scrimmaged regularly until he broke

his best center's collarbone in 1896.

At the end of the '96 season, Cornell asked Pop back as head

coach. He was flattered, and returned. He served Cornell meri-

toriously for two seasons at $800 per, although his temperament

didn't improve much. Always a tough loser, Warner locked him-

self in a dressing room and wept after a 6-0 loss to Princeton.

Warner worked out the 1898 season before switching to Car-

lisle at $1,200. The Indian School was comprised of a thousand

students from sixty-odd tribes, and Warner's life there was wacky

in the extreme.

The Indians were completely fearless and unpredictable.

Charles Dillon told Warner after being questioned as to his

condition, "I'm fine—just a little pleurisy."

They were faster and more agile than their white counterparts

and far wilder when full of firewater. Jimmy Johnson, Warner's

Ail-American quarterback in 1901 and 1903, was insubordinate

and sulky, and Pop had to treat him like a child. Others such

as Pete Hauser, Frank Mt. Pleasant, Little Boy, Afraid of a

Bear, Ike Seneca, Little Old Man, Bemis Pierce, Martin Whee-

lock, Asa Sweetcorn, Gus Welch, and Jim Thorpe were as rough

off the field as on it.

Emotions ran rampant at Carlisle games, and one tribesman,

carried away by Hauser 's line-smashing, submitted this limerick

to Warner before a Penn game:
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"Peter Hauser, fullback at Carlisle,

Has the power Penn's feelings to rile.

With a stoical grunt,

He can tackle and punt,

And they'll never get next to his style."

Often Warner could not get money from the government for

equipment. But he, or the school, could requisition any amount

of canned goods. So Pop got a warehouse full of canned goods

and sold the merchandise at cut-rate prices to stores for miles

around in order to get cash for equipment.

The Redmen, physically superior to most opponents, were so

erratic that they often lost to inferior teams. Proof of their in-

dividual brilliance was the total of thirteen All-Americans War-

ner produced there from 1899 through 1903 and from 1907

through 1914.

By far the finest was Jim Thorpe.

Thorpe came from a Prague, Oklahoma, farm. He was de-

scended from Sac and Fox Indians and French and Irish. When
he entered Carlisle in 1907 he weighed 178 pounds and stood five

feet eleven.

The first time Warner met Thorpe, he knew he was something

special. Later, to keep him trying, he drummed into Thorpe how
lazy he was. But the Indian seldom reacted. "I'm satisfied," he

said.

Warner said that great as Thorpe was he could have been 60

per cent better. Against Harvard in 1911 Thorpe kicked field

goals of thirteen, forty-three, and forty-five yards—on a sprained

ankle—and Carlisle cut down the Crimson, 18-15. He scored on

runs of ninety yards or better in seven games in '11. He made
twenty-five touchdowns the next season.

Warner despaired of teaching Thorpe technique. Every time

he brought up a matter of style Thorpe brought up the results

he was getting. "I tell you what to do, and you start a debate!"

Warner said angrily, stalking off.

Thorpe won the Olympic decathlon (8,412 points of a pos-

sible 10,000) and pentathlon in 1912. Later he was stripped of
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all Olympic awards for having played professional baseball with

Rocky Mount, North Carolina, in 1909.

The legend that Thorpe hated water is a canard. He liked

it fine—a couple of drops in a tumblerful of whiskey. His drink-

ing was a constant irritation to Warner.

In 1914 the Indian School began breathing its last, and War-

ner hearkened to a 14,500 offer from Pittsburgh. He stepped in

behind Joe Duff and came into some excellent material, includ-

ing a young tackle named Jock Sutherland. Warner's Panthers

were tough in 1915 (8-0, 247 points to 19), but 1916 provided

him with the number-one team of his life. It had George McLaren

at fullback, Jim Morrow at quarterback, Bob Peck at center,

Pat Herron at end, and Sutherland at tackle. Warner actually

showed Penn coach Bob Folwell his plays in detail in 1916, then

whipped the Quakers, 20-0.

The Panthers also were unbeaten in 1917 and 1918 for four

straight perfect years. Counting on into 1919—before the 24-3

loss to Syracuse—Warner's men were undefeated in thirty-one

consecutive starts.

In 1918, Pop was a party to one of the oddest games on record,

when Pitt lost to the Cleveland Naval Reserves, 10-9. Officials

made a travesty of the contest by penalizing the Panthers almost

every time they gained. The fourth quarter alone ran forty-nine

minutes—long enough for the Reserves to win.

Warner picked up far less than his share of enemies on the

coaching trail, but he had a genuine one in Hugo Bezdek of Penn

State. In 1919, Penn State whipped Pitt, 20-0. It wasn't that so

much that galled Warner; rather, it was Bezdek's practice of

putting his bench right on the side line, the water bucket be-

tween his legs, and instructing players as they stood within the

playing area and bent over to get a drink. Finally Warner settled

upon a scheme. The Friday night before the game he had four

six-foot posts hammered into the grounds near the Penn State

stands in the Pitt stadium. Then, far from the playing field,

benches were chained to the posts. Bezdek and his staff turned

purple before finally giving up trying to free the benches and

get them to the side lines.
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Warner's 1920-23 Pitt clubs were good, but even a guard like

Herb Stein could not compensate for the departure of a back

like Jimmy DeHart or an end like Len Hilty. After the 1921

season, Warner had dickered with Stanford. But he wanted to

serve out two more years of his Pitt contract in good faith. So

he sent assistant coach Andy Kerr to Palo Alto to pave the way

for him. When 1923 was over, Warner became Indian head coach

with a pay hike and a beneficial change in climate. Warner's

salary was $20,000 but he also had stipulated that he receive two

round-trip tickets per year from Palo Alto to the East.

Leland Stanford University proved the mother lode of War-

ner's long prospecting. And if his first year there was his most

frustrating, it also contained Warner's greatest moment.

Ernie Nevers, by Warner's own admission the best player he

ever coached (better than Thorpe, because he gave more of him-

self), hurt both ankles during his sophomore season of 1924 and

played less than half of it. But Warner had an Ail-American end

in Ted Lawson and other fine material. Against California, the

Indians clawed back from a 20-6 third-quarter deficit to a 20-20

tie.

Warner called this the number-one game of his life, partially

because Stanford played without ace halfback Norm Cleaveland,

who was ruled ineligible for playing two minutes in a freshman

game four years before, and without Nevers, and partially because

of the game's chilling drama. In the last five minutes, Stanford hit

two long touchdown passes, kicked the extra points, and tied the

score.

Three of old Pop's Stanford clubs went to the Rose Bowl.

They lost to Notre Dame, 27-10, in 1925. They tied Alabama,

7-7, in 1927. They edged Warner's old Pitt club, 7-6, in 1928.

Nevers outrushed the whole Irish backfield in 1925 despite the

loss. He gained 114 yards, and Warner's Indians made seventeen

first downs to seven for the men of Knute Rockne. Warner sug-

gested prankishly that first downs should count as points, and

Rockne popped back that maybe a baseball team should get a

run for each man it left on base.

Pop shut up, but was right back in Pasadena against Alabama
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two New Year's Days later. That year Tricky Dick Hyland ran

wild, and the Indians gained 305 yards to Alabama's 98. Warner

pulled off a master stratagem in that game. Alabama was keep-

ing watch on Ted Shipkey and left half Hyland as receivers

because they had been best all year. So Warner swapped Hyland

and right end Ed Walker; Alabama's safety man covered Walker,

thinking he was Hyland running from halfback. Hyland himself

dashed out from his end position to the fifteen-yard line, pirou-

etted, and retreated to the twenty-seven to catch a pass from

Biff Hoffman. Alabama stopped that score, but Stanford pushed

one across later in the first quarter and led 7-0.

Alabama pulled within 6-7 after blocking and recovering a

punt, and lined up for its point-after attempt. Tide Captain

Emile Barnes hollered "Signals over!" and as Warner recoiled on

the side lines the Indians relaxed. The ball promptly was

snapped, and Alabama's Herschel Caldwell kicked the score to

7-7. Which was the way it ended.

The next January 1, 1928, Pop worked up a "triple play" for

Pitt. It could go into either of three variations. The first ma-

neuver was a Statue of Liberty, Hoffman to Hyland. The second

was a short pass from the same initial movement by Hoffman, to

the left end behind the line. The third was a line buck after

that same first movement, with Hoffman going over guard.

A Pitt guard began pulling out and backing up as soon as he

saw Hoffman raise his arm, and the Panther was suckered again

and again with the buck. After the game, he told Dick Hyland,

"If I wasn't smart enough to pull out when I saw a pass coming,

you would never have made me look that bad."

Hyland relayed the player's plaint to Warner, after Stanford won,

7-6, on Hoffman's extra point, and Pop said, "Saw those fellows

play against Penn State. Knew that guard was smart. Some
plays you make up to fool a smart man—some to fool a stupid

one."

Warner was astute at that "suckering." He had Hyland run-

ning to his right all one season on punt returns because he

knew the University of Washington scouts would notice. Then
he told Hyland to run to his left against the Huskies, and Hyland
had a field day.
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Once Warner told Hyland he was worse than Jim Thorpe at

following orders. Hyland scored on a punt return (running to

the wrong side) that Saturday, and for a week Warner relayed

instructions to him by Hoffman. He absolutely refused to speak

to Hyland.

The one coach Pop Warner never mastered was Howard

Jones of Southern California. Warner was imported to Palo

Alto with the main purpose of turning back the University of

California, but even his five victories in nine starts against the

Bears could not offset five straight losses to Southern Cal from

1928 through 1932 (10-0, 7-0, 41-12, 19-0, and 13-0). In partial

extenuation, Warner had only average material—many notches

below Jones's fleet giants—around the turn of the decade. One
reason for this was that he had little chance to develop likely

freshmen. Stanford President Ray Lyman Wilbur was shooting

to make it a graduate school for the most part, and freshman

enrollment was limited.

So it was that when Temple hooked its finger at sixty-two-

year-old Warner in 1933, he went.

The Philadelphia opening was opportune for both coach and

school. Warner wanted out at Stanford, and Temple wanted a

big-time team. But Warner found he only had more of the

same trouble that had beset him at Palo Alto: Owl alumni

failed to provide the wherewithal for good talent—while paying

Pop $20,000 a year for his six seasons.

Temple made it to the first Sugar Bowl against Tulane in

1936, but got there more on Warner's name than on team

strength, and lost, 20-12. Warner's high at the Philadelphia

school was an 8-2 season in 1932.

At sixty-eight, peripatetic Pop Warner was not quite so

vigorous. "We would have won a lot of games we lost by a

point," one Owl recalls, "if we'd just thrown a pass. But Pop
went for the heavy stuff, so we didn't throw too awfully much."

Pop still went for the heavy stuff on conditioning, too. He let

assistant Harry (Lone Star) Dietz scrimmage regulars between

halves of games. He shrugged off his own rheumatic hip and
insisted that even men on crutches report to practice.
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He never lost his faith in the sixty-minute performer, the

indestructible ballplayer. When John Boyd lost a tooth in

scrimmage and worried out loud what his date that night would

think, Warner went back out on the field and found it and

proudly presented it to Boyd as though the boy could glue it

back in and be as good as new.

Warner left Temple in 1938 and returned to the West Coast.

He dabbled as advisory coach of a highly successful San Jose

State team, but he really wanted to enjoy life and think over his

big days, both sad and glad.

There were a lot of both, but when Warner wanted to reel

back and pick out a hot one, he might well have called to mind
one night when he bossed Pitt. The Panthers were playing a

game the next afternoon, and socialite Harry Thaw arranged

for boxes for the whole Pitt team for the Al Jolson show at

New York's Winter Garden. Pop puffed and griped and stood

it as long as he could, then turned in at midnight. With custom-

ary presence of mind, he put a huge chair against the dormitory

front door and locked the basement entrance before retiring

in the chair.

The Panthers wound up with a squadron of chorines, finally

shed them, and arrived back at the dorm at 4:30 a.m. They
climbed in a window and slipped right by old Pop. When he

was awakened by a noise, and checked, his warriors were abed

and feigning sleep.

Pop ranted and raved and swore he'd find out what time they

came in. But they showed up for 7:15 breakfast eating and hol-

lering and shouting just like football players, and Pop just

snorted, and sighed—and grinned.



CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX

CHARLES (BUD) WILKINSON
"Run! Run! Run!"

"It was at a coaches' convention," recalls the Reverend

Charley Dowell, "in Salt Lake City, I believe. Bud Wilkinson

was riding down in the hotel elevator. Standing beside him was a

large, attractive woman who seemed quite taken with Bud. You
know, he is a strikingly handsome man, better than six feet

tall, 190 pounds, blond, clean-featured, and all. Well, this lady

was snuggling closer to Bud than even the crowded condition

of the elevator warranted. Finally he turned to her, blushed, and

said, 'Please, miss, I'm not used to being outmaterialed.'
"

Dowell, a Presbyterian minister in Fort Laramie, Wyoming,
and himself a former Wilkinson protege, advances the episode

as illustrative of Wilkinson's character and tact.

Nor does the Reverend Mr. Dowell overlook another basic

attribute that has helped shove Wilkinson into the very front

rank of modern college football coaches and kept his University

of Oklahoma teams among the top ten nationally for seven

straight years.

"That man," the Reverend Mr. Dowell goes on, "seems to

have a sixth sense about football. I don't mean a supernatural

touch of luck like Bobby Dodd of Georgia Tech; rather, it's an

intuition about what his opponent will do on a given Saturday.

When I was at Oklahoma (1946-50) , each Sunday afternoon

during season we had a meeting and were given the scout report

on the next opponent. Then Bud would speculate on which

defense the opponent would use. Maybe he's been wrong on
one, but I can't remember it."

Even the minister admits that Charles Wilkinson, thirty-nine,

is at best quietly colorful. He is not a chap about whom hilarious

303
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stories are told. J. B. (Ears) Whitworth, of Alabama, who di-

rected Oklahoma A. & M.'s 1949-54 clubs, says: "I coached

against Bud for six years and I feel as if I know him as well now
as when I met him—no better. With Bud, there are no flare-ups

or ruckuses. Everything's smooth and in order. He's not emotional

and he's hard to get next to, but he's square and he's smart."

Wilkinson has been engaged in controversy; it would be

incredible if he had not had his feet to the fire at least several

times in nine seasons at Norman, Oklahoma, which have pro-

duced a gleaming 84-8-3 record and in which the Sooners have

never lost a Big Seven Conference game. Additionally, Wilkin-

son's Oklahomans built a thirty-one-game unbeaten streak over

one span, and he was named National Football Coaches Associa-

tion Coach of the Year in 1949 and Associated Press Coach of

the Year in 1950. But the mix-ups have never been of Wilkin-

son's direct doing, and in almost every squabble he has with-

drawn as far as he possibly could and still retain dignity.

One was the result of a disputed Texas touchdown in the

Sooners' 34-14 victory over the Longhorns in Wilkinson's first

(1947) season. An official was set upon by enraged spectators,

but Wilkinson kept his bearings and his temper.

The next was the "spying" incident preceding Oklahoma's

35-0 trampling of Louisiana State in the 1950 Sugar Bowl. Some
Sooners accused former L.S.U. lineman Piggy Barnes of watch-

ing their workouts through binoculars. Wilkinson was drawn

into that one but shushed it to a ripple by game time.

When Oklahoma lost to Notre Dame in 1952, 27-21, half the

newspapers in the country jumped the Irish for their "sucker

shift." Wilkinson simply forbade his players to speak of it.

The next-to-last stormy episode was a spat with long-time

friend and former boss Jim Tatum of Maryland. That one

concerned the legality of Oklahoma blocking in the Sooners'

7-0 Orange Bowl victory of 1954. But it was so effectively masked

that it never made the papers—not even when Tatum and

Wilkinson worked together on the College All-Star staff that

summer.

In early 1954, when the National Collegiate Athletic Associa-
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tion placed Oklahoma athletics on two-year probation, Wilkin-

son also refused comment.

This studied retreat from flamboyancy extends to Wilkinson's

speaking dates as well. On a rostrum he makes no pretensions

to Will-Rogersish Oklahoma-style humor, speaks clearly, softly,

diplomatically. He gives straight questions straight answers.

Only once has he been truly stumped. That was at the Okla-

homa City Touchdown Club, which Wilkinson faithfully attends

during season. Each Monday a Touchdowner in the rear of the

hall brought up the name of a second-string Sooner halfback,

and asked Wilkinson, "Why isn't he playing regularly?" Wilkin

son explained as best he could but never convinced his inter-

rogator. Finally the second-stringer entered the Army and wound
up on the squad of an Oklahoma post. In time the Army coach

was invited to speak in Oklahoma City, and in his closing

remarks mentioned Wilkinson's old pupil as a second-stringer.

"Any questions?" he concluded.

"Yes," Wilkinson gently queried, "why isn't he playing

regularly?"

At home, the Oklahoma chieftain is the proud husband of his

University of Minnesota sweetheart Mary Shiflett, and father

of two strapping sons—Pat, fifteen, and Jay, thirteen (both

athletes). A capable bridge-player, Wilkinson also plays the

organ and likes semiclassical music. He shoots golf in the low

eighties—perhaps a hang-over from his youthful Minneapolis

association with pro golfer Patty Berg and his days as University

of Minnesota golf letter man and University of Syracuse golf

coach.

A major factor in Wilkinson's climb in one of the most

hazardous of professions is his zeal for the work. In low moments
he had knocked coaching as having no future "because just

about the time you're washed up as a coach, you'd be reaching

the peak of almost any other profession." But by and large he

takes a cheerful attitude toward his task. "I never got up in the

morning at Oklahoma," he says, "when I felt as if I was going

to work. That's a grand way to feel about the way you make your

living."

The University of Oklahoma in turn feels so grandly about
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Wilkinson's yearly records of 7-2-1, 9-1, 10-0, 10-1, 8-2, 8-1-1,

8-1, and 10-0, and his 3-1 bowl record, that it rewards him to

the tune of some $15,000 annually. Unlike many other top

men in the field, he consistently shuns offers that would mean
breaking his ten-year contract, which runs through i960. He
has turned Minnesota, Yale, Navy, and Wisconsin down cold.

Intimates say he aims to bust the University of Oklahoma coach-

ing record of twenty-two years set by Bennie Owen from 1905

through 1926.

All this evidences a perspective unusual in football coaches.

And Wilkinson is unusual. One member of his small (four

men) and unspecialized staff says he can't remember Bud raising

his voice to a player. "He treats you as though you were his

son," says ex-All-American guard J. D. Roberts. All-American

halfback Billy Vessels, a deep-dyed Wilkinson worshiper, says

the tall, quiet coach "inspired me far more than any man who
would rave and carry on as if all the players were idiots."

This compassion for his charges has even carried over into

their haberdashery. Before a California trip, Wilkinson smilingly

cautioned players to "Wear your best—don't let the folks out

there think we're a bunch of Tobacco Roaders."

Charles Wilkinson was born April 17, 1916, at Minneapolis.

He was an all-sports star at Shattuck Military Academy in Fari-

bault, Minnesota, and paid his way through the University of

Minnesota. He played guard under Bernie Bierman (his per-

sonal coaching idol to this day, and the father of many of

his characteristics) in 1934 and 1935, and switched to quarter-

back in '36. He lettered in ice hockey and golf. He won the Big

Ten medal for scholastic-athletic proficiency in the spring of

1937. That summer he quarterbacked the College All-Stars to

their first victory over the professionals—in this case the Green

Bay Packers, 6-0.

Wilkinson narrowly escaped being the goat of that one. He
played left half on defense, and his assignment most of the

game was to cover Packer end Carl Mulleneaux. Mulleneaux

made three decoying trips near Wilkinson, each time made the

casual conversational gambit, "Sure hot—no use running hard,"
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and merely jogged through his pass routes. On the fourth sortie,

Mulleneaux broke into a sprint, left Wilkinson staring horrified

and flat-footed, and came within inches of snaring a touchdown

pass from Arnie Herber.

At the time Wilkinson had no designs on coaching, and not

the remotest idea that in 1952 he would be All-Star head coach.

That fall he moved into his father's mortgage banking business.

Eventually he yielded to Ossie Solem's plea to join the Syracuse

staff as part-time backfield coach. There he also developed his

own radio show, tacked a Master's degree onto his Minnesota

B.A., and finally decided to tackle coaching whole hog.

He went to Minnesota as a Bernie Bierman assistant in 1942

and entered the Navy after the 1943 season. He saw service at

Iwo Jima, Tokyo, Kiushui, and Okinawa as hangar deck officer

aboard the Enterprise.

Wilkinson also came under Missouri split-T master Don Faurot

at Iowa Navy Pre-Flight School and along with Jim Tatum
absorbed Faurot's revolutionary theories.

Mustered out in 1945, Wilkinson aimed to drop coaching and

re-enter business. But, as in 1937, he yielded to Tatum over-

tures at Oklahoma, and before the year was out had signed on

as backfield coach at Norman. When Tatum left early in 1947,

Wilkinson was his natural successor.

Wilkinson confesses to two coaching phobias—condition and

desire. On the first, he says: "The way to get in shape is to

punish yourself in practice after you get tired. A good player

will do this and a poor one will go hard for two plays and rest

one play." Wilkinson sees that his warriors get a head start on

conditioning with scientifically planned meals.

You cannot feed a team desire, on the other hand, but Wilkin-

son has been extraordinarily successful at inculcating it. "The
way to tell whether they've got it," he says, "is to count your men
within eight yards of the ball as it is blown dead. If nine or ten

are there, you're O.K. If they're scattered, you have a team with

poor desire."

It is not surprising that Oklahoma under Wilkinson has been

a fourth-quarter team. One vivid case in point came in 1952,
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when Oklahoma held a late one-touchdown lead over Nebraska.

Quarterback Gene Calame called a right-end sweep with left

half Billy Vessels carrying and fullback Leon Heath convoying.

Heath wiped out the right end, but Vessels, hemmed in, cut

back the other way. Heath brushed off a charging sideback—his

second block—then saw Vessels careening around his left end with

a Cornhusker giving chase. Heath cut cross field and smashed

the Nebraskan out of bounds, leaving a clear field.

"When a player keeps looking for something to do after two

blocks," Wilkinson says, "you know he's in good shape and has

desire."

A Wilkinsonian paradox is his stress of defense over offense

alongside his reputation as college football's best offensive coach.

He says, "We never talk to our kids about offense until we've

taught them everything we know about defense. All things

being equal, the team with the soundest defense wins."

Offensively, Wilkinson's teams have several distinguishing

characteristics. One is a fierce, almost staccato onward movement
from the time the Sooners break huddle. Wilkinson's men simply

"outsnapped" Maryland in a 20-6 Orange Bowl victory on

January 1, 1956.

Typically, Wilkinson regards the exciting forward pass as

only an incidental weapon. There is a concrete philosophy

behind his practice-field chant of "Run! Runl Runl" He believes

runners are more easily developed than passers.

When Wilkinson's quarterback does pass, it rarely is the

"come-back" or "drop-back" pass—where the slot man takes the

snap, retreats rapidly, then throws—common to almost every T
or split-T offense in the country. The Oklahoma quarterback

always fakes or "slides" down the line first.

Several years ago, author Franklin Reck asked Wilkinson to

detail his three most effective plays for the Farm Journal.

Wilkinson listed them as the fullback counter, the pass from

the fullback counter, and the halfback optional-run-or-pass.

The fullback counter was the one on which fullback Leon
Heath ran eighty-six yards in the 1952 Sugar Bowl and eighty-one

yards against Santa Clara. Wilkinson says it is deceptive because

it has two fakes. "One fake is to the right halfback and the
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other is a fake pass. The quarterback takes the ball, takes two

strides to his right and fakes to the right half, who plunges

inside tackle and looks for someone to block. The quarterback

steps back and hands the ball to the fullback, then fades as if to

pass. The fullback hits over center."

The pass from fullback counter takes advantage of onrushing

line-backers. The quarterback first fakes to the fullback, then

retreats hunting for a receiver. Four receivers are downfield—

two ends, the right half, and fullback.

Wilkinson's running pass gives the halfback a choice of run-

ning or throwing. He sets out to run and cuts loose the ball only

if line-backers commit themselves. In Oklahoma's Sugar Bowl

games against L.S.U. and Kentucky, this play made or set up
six touchdowns.

"Bud keeps winning," says U.C.L.A.'s Red Sanders, "because

he believes in complete mastery of a few plays instead of a lot

of plays learned as well as possible."

If there is any defense against the Wilkinson split-T, opponents

have not found it. In 1950, the Sooners averaged 320 yards of

total offense per game to 55.6 for the opponents. In 1953, they

scored forty-two touchdowns. Over three years they averaged

55 points against Oklahoma A. & M., and in 1948 they set a

Big Seven scoring record of 43.4 points per Big Seven contest.

Balance is the strength at Oklahoma, and Wilkinson can

prove it by producing All-Americans at every position:

Quarterback—Eddie Crowder, '52; Buddy Jones, '50; Darrell

Royal, '49; and Jack Mitchell, '48.

Fullback—Buck McPhail, '52; and Leon Heath, '50.

Halfback—Billy Vessels, '52; and George Thomas, '49.

End—Frank Anderson, '50; Jim Owen, '49; and Max Boydston,

'54-

Tackle—Jim Weatherall, '51; and Wade Walker, '49.

Guard—J. D. Roberts, '53; Stan West, '49; Buddy Burris, '48;

and Bo Bolinger, '55.

Center—Kurt Burris, '54; and Tom Catlin, '51.

Royal and Mitchell now are head coaches at Mississippi State

and Arkansas.

Not that Bud goes around bragging about it. He has a sincere
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humility, which you may trust the Reverend Mr. Dowell to

mention:

"In 1953, I visited Norman for a six-thirty a.m. football work-

out during the two-a-day practice period. When the session was

over, I got with Bud, and we walked through a parking lot and

finally stopped at a big, beautiful Cadillac. I looked at Bud, and

he was grinning in that infectious way.

"I said, 'Bud, the last time I saw you, you were driving a

Ford.'

"He said, 'I still would be, Charley, if the fans hadn't given

this to me.'
"



CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN

FIELDING HARRIS (HURRY UP) YOST
"You Don't Put Morale On Like a Coat.

You Build It Day by Day."

"Did you ever talk to Hurry Up Yost?" a friend asked Ring

Lardner.

"No," Lardner said, "my father taught me never to interrupt."

Columnist Grantland Rice bet Herbert Bayard Swope, gar-

rulous editor of the old New York World, that Yost could outtalk

him. Swope took the bet. Rice introduced Swope and Yost at

noon. By sundown Yost had had the floor six hours. "Every time

I try to sneak in a word," the apoplectic Swope muttered to

Rice, "he just drowns me out."

By 3:00 a.m. Swope was trying desperately to get out of ear-

shot. Finally he snatched his new hat and began to walk away.

Big, shaggy-haired, filibustering Yost grabbed Swope by a

shoulder, flicked the hat from his head, and swung his foot at it.

"Now that," Yost cried gleefully as the battered chapeau sailed

away before Swope's miserable eyes, "is the way to get your foot

into a punt."

One reason Fielding Harris Yost talked so much was that he

knew so much—about football, war, business, boys, anything.

Intimates said he could have been a millionaire if he had con-

centrated on business, a five-star general if he had chosen the

military, an actor to rival Barrymore if he had picked the stage.

Yost didn't do badly as it was. He coached football for twenty-

nine years, twenty-five at the University of Michigan. His teams

won 196 games, lost 34, and tied 11. Thirteen of his teams were

unbeaten. From igoi through 1905, his Wolverines won fifty-five

games, were tied once, and lost only once (2-0) to Amos Alonzo

Stagg's great Chicago eleven. They scored 2,821 points to their

3 11
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opponents' 42, clearly stamping themselves the finest five straight

football machines ever assembled by one coach at one school.

"Fielding H. Yost?" echoed Illinois's Bob Zuppke. "I'll buy

that. But don't give me any of the Fielding Harris Yost stuff.

His name is Fielding Hitting Yost. His teams knock you down
and run away from you, but when you try the same thing on

them they knock you down again." Yet even the men Yost beat

loved him. Ring Lardner said Yost had the best personality of

anyone he had ever met.

Yost's legion of friends and admirers stretched far beyond

football. They included Will Rogers, Branch Rickey, Jim Farley,

J. Arthur Vandenberg, Cordell Hull, Tom Dewey, Edgar A.

Guest, A. B. (Happy) Chandler.

Yost quit coaching in 1923, came back for the 1925-27 seasons.

Like his first four, his last four teams either won or tied for the

Big Ten championship. From his "retirement" in 1927 until his

death on August 21, 1946, he pioneered in American intramural

sports, built the University of Michigan's model $4,000,000

athletic plant, put himself in healthy financial shape, became

such a military wizard he could predict the outcome of a battle

weeks before its conclusion, and gave powerful support to the

Boy Scout movement.

Fielding Harris Yost was born in Fairview, West Virginia, in

1871, six months before the Chicago fire. For color, he actually

had an edge on the world before he started. His mother's name
was Elzena, his father's Permenus. Much of his boyhood was

lived out in a log cabin. Like Jock Sutherland, he got tough in

a hurry by serving as a deputy marshal in rowdy mining towns

while still in his teens.

At seventeen, Yost got a public-school teaching certificate and
pounded knowledge into and the bejabbers out of hardy back-

wood kids. He went to Ohio Normal College for two years, then

took a laborer's job in the oil fields. At twenty-four, he entered

West Virginia Law School (ironically, Yost's greatest triumph

was his 1904 Michigan teams 130-0 rout of W.V.U.) and played

in the first football game he ever saw. He weighed two-hundred

pounds and was a regular for three teams at one time.
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"That boy," said an unbelieving contemporary, "can play

football all day and talk it all night."

Yost was an A student. To mesh his sports with his school-

work, he asked for fall-term assignments at the end of each spring

and prepared them during spring "vacation." That left him
more time for football in the autumn.

He started coaching at Ohio Wesleyan in 1897, drifted to

Nebraska and Kansas before carrying a 24-3-1 record into his

fourth season and fourth job, at Stanford. His Indians won
seven of nine games in 1900, and Yost looked back toward the

Midwest. He applied for the head coaching job at Illinois, found

it filled, hooked on at Michigan.

He rode a train cross-country, and when he disembarked at

Ann Arbor, saw only one person on the platform. The chap

offered his hand. "I'm Charlie Baird, manager of athletics at

Michigan," he said, "and you . . . you must be Yost." Baird

bubbled on. "Tell me, Yost, is it true you coached four teams

simultaneously in California?"

"Four?" Yost counted on his fingers. "Stanford varsity, Stan-

ford freshmen, San Jose Teachers, California Ukiah, and Lowell

High School. No, it's five, y'know. I guess I forgot to mention

that last one, that San Francisco high school, in my letter of

application."

Baird's eyes bulged. Then he snickered, remembering the

"letter"—a sheaf of stationery going into glowing details about

Yost's records, and several scrapbooks of clippings.

"Say," Yost asked, "how many students—men, y'know—y'got

'ere?"

"Oh, around two thousand."

"And how many come out for football?"

"Oh, fifteen or twenty."

"Well," said Yost, "if that's all that want to play for the

varsity, it's all right, y'know. But I'm interested in fitness for

all." His eyes gleamed. He waved his hands. " 'Athletics for all'—

that's Meeshegan's motto now that Yost is 'ere." He calmed.

"Where's your carriage? I've got two heavy suitcases."

"Here," said Baird, pointing to a bicycle. "Besides, Yost, if

you're that stuck on physical fitness, you're better off walking."
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Bags underarm, Yost trotted the mile uphill to the college—

and into the arms of fame.

He took over quickly, firmly, flashily. He wore starched collars

and ties at practice, but they didn't slow him down. "Ding 'em in

the slats!" he would bellow. "Fight 'em! Touchdown! Oh, no,

lad—not that way! Nay, nay, Pauline!"

When a big player loafed, Yost railed, "Y'know, lad, God
made ye big! He made ye muscles strongl He gave ye good

health! And ye're playing like a wooden Indian in front of a

cigar store! If I should put ye in a greenhouse and gave you an

ax and a shotgun, ye couldn't get aout!"

He would do a hootchy-kootchy to show a halfback how to run.

"Ye just won't take coaching!" he stormed. "Listen to Yost,

y'know, and ye'll be a man."

Yost had coached a kid named Willie Heston at San Jose.

From Michigan he sent for him. Heston had been teaching

school, but he ran into a fellow who wanted to sell the return

half of a round-trip railroad ticket from the Midwest to the

Coast. He bought the ticket, reported to Yost, ran for touchdown

after touchdown.

Yost's second Michigan team (1901) rolled to ten consecutive

triumphs, scored 550 points while shutting out the opposition.

The Wolverines slaughtered Buffalo, 128-0. During the game a

Buffalo substitute staggered to the Michigan bench. "Son," Yost

pointed out, "you're on the wrong side."

"Oh, no, I ain't," the boy said, and sat down.

University of Buffalo students refused to believe the score as

printed in newspapers until the team came back and confirmed

it.

Now "Meeshegan" was in demand everywhere. Yost signed an

agreement with the Tournament of Roses committee to play a

postseason game against his old team, Stanford, at Pasadena.

It was ten below zero when Yost convoyed his men out of Ann
Arbor. It was eighty-five above when they played at Pasadena.

Yost used only eleven players of his thirteen-man squad, but

Stanford was so far behind by half time that its coach asked the

game to be stopped.
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"No sirree," Yost laughed, strutting, "get on with it!"

When the score mounted to 49-0, Stanford's players stumbled

away unable to continue. This was the first Rose Bowl game,

although it has never been officially registered as such.

By now Yost was becoming known as "Hurry Up" Yost, genius

of improvisation, master of discipline and strategy. "Ye think we
got all day?" he shouted in practice. "Hurry up! Hurry up!

Hurry up!"

He developed a play—"Old 83"—that became the most famous

of its day. His team lined up overbalanced to the right. The
quarterback took the ball and hid it while his teammates led the

fullback, faking possession, crushing to the right. When the

play seemed ended, the quarterback passed to a halfback, and

the halfback ran around the pile. It was the forerunner of the

modern "keep-or-pitch-off" play that earmarks the split-T forma-

tion, and the T-formation's "belly" play. Opponents knew what

was coming, but they could not stop it.

Michigan spirit was tremendous. When other coaches asked

his morale-making secret, Yost replied:

"You don't put morale on like a coat. You build it day by

day."

Yost told Benny Friedman, who was on a par with Harrison

(Boss) Weeks as Michigan's greatest quarterback, "They can

outpower us, Benny, but they can't outsmart us."

Michigan's 20-0 upset of a heftier Minnesota team in 1926

was opened by a forty-nine-yard Statue of Liberty play for a

touchdown. In a second game with the Gophers that season,

Friedman's Yost-inculcated strategy enabled Michigan to win,

7-6, although out-first-downed, 19-3.

"They tol' me I shouldn't play those Gophers twice—they're

poison!" Yost wheezed delightedly. "So I said, we'll take two

doses of that poison! And who'd it make sick? Not Meeshegan!"

Yost was an unashamed ham, a natural-born exhibitionist—

that rare person who can boast and be liked for it. After Michigan

stopped Illinois's fabulous Red Grange in 1925, Yost bragged,

"Grange didn't gain enough graound t' bury him in, y'know!

Even if they'd buried him head daown!"
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When newspapers praised him (they seldom did anything

else) , he showed the printed applause to everyone within reach,

beaming, "Look 'ere, look 'ere what they say about me."

Fred Lawton, Detroit insurance executive, author of Michigan's

victory song and Yost's closest friend, said in his intimate biog-

raphy Hurry Up Yost in Song and Story that the surest way to

find a camera was to put your hand on Yost's shoulder, close your

eyes, and follow Yost.

Any time, any place was good enough for a Yost demonstration.

Age never dimmed his activity. "Yost," said Grantland Rice,

"never knew there was a calendar."

When his team put up at a Minneapolis hotel, a stranger in

the lobby asked the great man about a play. Yost grabbed every-

body he could reach and lined them up in formation, but came

up two positions short. When a bellboy approached with a

dowager and her suitcase in tow, Yost shoved him in at tackle

and put the suitcase at end.

"This is disgracefull" the lady screeched. "Where is the

manager?"

"Hold yer horses just a meenit," said Yost. "The manager is

playing quarterback!"

Yost got his kicks from high-powered offense, but he also was

an accomplished defensive tactician. "His defensive philosophy,"

explains Friedman, now coach at Brandeis University, "was

couched in three principles:

"First, look the defense over.

"Second, play for position laterally on the field because some

plays work better when in the middle of the field and others

when to one side or the other.

"Third, there's a sucker born every minute."

There was one memorable 1924 afternoon in Urbana, Illinois,

when no defense worked. That was the game in which Illinois's

Red Grange ran for four touchdowns in twelve minutes—and

another later—and Illinois won, 39-14. Yost's humor was not

improved when his wife Eunice asked innocently, "Don't you

think it would have helped if you'd sent in someone to tackle

that redheaded boy?"
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That game broke down much of Yost's enthusiasm for scout-

ing. He had carefully studied a football-technique book written

by Illinois coach Zuppke just before the '24 season in which

Zup detailed and diagramed Grange's favorite plays.

"The personnel—not the plays—are what you must look for

in scouting," Yost maintained thereafter.

In personal life Yost was a devout Methodist, a Republican,

and Sigma Chi. A dignitary calling upon him found his office

crowded. Yost was introducing those present, "Brother Jones . . .

Brother Brown . . . Brother Smith—" when the visitor interrupted.

"All brothers?" he asked doubtfully.

"Sigma Chi brothers," Yost explained. He added with a

twinkle, "This 'ere is my eligibility committee."

Yost never needed an eligibility committee in his early days.

He completely disregarded rules in early talent searches. Later

he regretted his carelessness and became an advocate of stringent

scholastic standards for athletes. But he never liked to be kidded

about these violations—or anything else. He loved jokes only

when he was telling them. His nature, like that of baseball im-

mortal Ty Cobb, forced him to be the leader, the best; always

the giver, never the recipient. Other speakers on the same program

irritated him. "How long is this feller goin' to be?" he would

growl.

One day he was strolling with Adolph (Germany) Schulz, his

All-American center of 1907, and an interurban car whizzed past

them on nearby tracks.

"Dutchman," Yost said conversationally, "those cars sure go

fast."

"Yes," Schulz said seriously, "but they're hard to steer."

Yost said nothing for a minute. He thought hard. Then he

scowled.

Michigan beat Wisconsin 6-3 in 1923 only because referee

Walter Eckersall forgot to blow the whistle on a violation, and
Tod Rockwell scored for the Wolverines. Badger partisans

raised such a hue and cry over the mistake that Yost finally

drawled, "Ten years from naow, what will the record book show?

That Eckersall made a mistake? Naw, I reckon it'll show
Meeshegan six, Wisconsin three!"
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Yost was brother-in-law to Dan McGugin, who, as Vanderbilt

coach from 1904 until 1935, shoved Southern football into na-

tional prominence. McGugin was a Michigan graduate and a

native Midwesterner, but when he went back with Vanderbilt

against Yost's Michiganders in 1905, he told his players, "The men
you're meeting today are the grandsons of the damned Yankees

who killed your grandfathers." Vanderbilt gave Michigan a

mean day before losing, 18-0. But Yost didn't appreciate that

brand of humor.

Nothing pleased him so much as putting one over on an

opponent. Even when Michigan had little Beloit badly beaten

in the second half of the 1903 game, Yost inspired center Dan
Gregory to tell an opposing lineman, "Say, this is the play we
killed a man on last year." Michigan scored on the play, naturally.

Yost leaned toward piety and was no hypocrite. He not only

preached against swearing, dirty storytelling, smoking, and drink-

ing but sturdily refused to indulge in any of it himself. "Some

people can drink," he lectured, "and it doesn't hurt them. But

it doesn't do them any good. And ye want to be good, don't ye?"

When Yost arrived at Michigan, football squads were being

administered ale on Friday nights before games, on the trainer's

contention that it would alleviate tension. Yost tolerated this

until one such evening he found the youngsters so free from

stress they were unable to walk. That ended the ale.

Nor was money any laughing matter to Yost. He made a lot,

promoting and developing a hydroelectric plant, serving as

director of a cement company and as an official in a bank, and

coaching. He would give children all sorts of presents, and he

supported one indigent farm couple lifelong, but he often said,

"I don't throw any money to the birds."

Friend Fred Lawton pestered Yost for an autographed picture

until Yost gave in, took Lawton to an Ann Arbor studio, and

had the photographer pull a picture from the files. Yost scribbled

his name on it and handed it to Lawton. "There," said Yost,

"it's yours." After a moment he added, "Now pay the man."

He questioned his wife about tips, hunted for hours for lost

golf tees. Yet he once subscribed $1,000 to a war memorial colon-

nade in the University of Illinois stadium.
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Two years before he died, the white-haired, bespectacled

seventy-three-year-old sat in Michigan's 87,000-seat stadium remi-

niscing with Lawton. Lawton looked out over the awesome arena

and whistled, "Big, isn't it?"

"Yup," Yost guffawed, "and the best thing about it is that

people pay three dollars for every seat in it."

Yost was alternately called progressive and not progressive

enough as a coach. He fought the legalization of the forward

pass in 1906, then turned it into a devastating weapon. Michigan

won the Western championship in 1910 on a 6-0 victory over

Minnesota largely because of two zany Stan Wells passes to Stan

Borleske. This was one of football's bigger games, and Yost

had the strategy for the occasion.

With five minutes to play, quarterback Neil McMillan dropped

right end Wells ten yards behind the line. Borleske, the other

end, took his stance well apart from his neighboring tackle. The
ball was handed through three men to Wells. He threw eighteen

yards over the bewildered Gophers to Borleske. The same play

took the ball ten more yards to the four. From there Wells

scored behind All-American guard Albert Benbrook.

Yost's "punt-pass-and-pray" offense was hailed as just the trick

while Michigan won consistently. But when the Wolverines hit

a losing streak, critics carped at the dullness of the "triple P"

attack. Yost bit back:

"We play percentage. We let the other fellow rush the ball

and waste his energy in his own territory. Football games aren't

won—they're lost. And Meeshegan's record is due to a policy of

letting the enemy take the risk of fumbling inside his forty. Then
we cash in on his mistakes. Let 'em holler about a punt, a pass,

and a prayer. We generally have the last laugh."

Yost took the past seriously, as would anyone responsible for

building such a solid chunk of it. His inquisitive brain reached

far beyond football's boundaries. He was one of the first men to

question "Doc" Cook on his North Pole discovery claims. Yost

championed Commodore Peary. Yost argued his point at one

party, then called for a ballot to see if he had convinced every-

one. The vote ended eighteen to three in Peary's (and Yost's)

favor. Perfectionist Yost was not satisfied. He harangued for an-
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other hour to convince the doubting three. Then he called for

another ballot. It was 21-0 for Cook. To Yost this was a vicious

sort of prank.

Hurry Up Yost was an unbiased expert on Civil War history,

worshiped Stonewall Jackson and Robert E. Lee. In his sixties,

visiting in Nashville, Tennessee, he would dump whole sacks of

groceries upon the sidewalk and allow comestibles to wilt in the

sun while he shuffled about in his jerky, flat-footed gait, illustrat-

ing Federal tactics at the Battle of Franklin.

He agonized over the Battle of Gettysburg, talked by the day

to his wife's uncle, Colonel John Fite of Lebanon, Pennsylvania,

who was in Pickett's charge.

All military history fascinated Yost. One episode with an un-

common attraction for him was Custer's Last Stand against the

Sioux. He actually went to the Little Big Horn battleground and

interviewed surviving Indians. He wanted to know if the slaughter

of the Seventh Cavalry Regiment had been Custer's fault, but

he never reached a decision.

Whenever a landscape resembling that of Waterloo would pre-

sent itself along the roadside, Yost would bring his auto to a

screeching halt, lumber out, and shout, "There it isl The battle-

field of Waterlool There's Hougemont Farm! There's the sunken

road! Over there's where Napoleon sat on his white horse,

y'know."

Zorah Clevenger, University of Indiana athletic director, re-

members how Yost broke up one coaches' meeting with a three-

hour description of the Battle of San Jacinto, using salt shakers

for troops and penciling diagrams upon hitherto immaculate

tablecloths.

After Harry Mehre's Georgia Bulldogs had beaten Yale five

straight games in the mid-1930's, Yost maneuvered him into a

five-hour explanation of Southern climate, attitude, practice

routine, field strategy, diet, and every possible item bearing upon
Dixie football.

Yost in 1923 became captivated by the Wisconsin team's prac-

tice of carrying about a live badger as mascot. He resolved to get

a live wolverine for Michigan. Failure to find one only stimulated

his search. He sent questionnaires to sixty-eight trappers. When
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that produced neither wolverines nor information, he wrote

every Michigan letter man in the state. Still no success. He dug

into books, corresponded with animal authorities, even con-

sulted politicians. He heard that a senator had a stuffed wol-

verine and made a special trip to the legislator's farm only to

find that the beast was a coyote. Desperate, Yost lengthened the

trail of the wolverine into Canada. A year after his search began,

he ran across a chap in Alberta who thought Hudson's Bay might

be able to help him. Hudson's Bay sent a twenty-six-pound

stuffed wolverine, but Wisconsin's live badger continued to tor-

ment Yost. In 1927 he rounded up ten live wolverines from

Alaska. They grew so vicious that even Yost had to give up on

them and ship all but one to out-of-town zoos. "Biff" was kept in

the campus zoo, a monument to Yost's perseverance.

A lawyer representing the contractor in charge of Michigan's

athletic buildings once called up Yost to offer information about

construction. He came out shamefaced and perspiring. "Why,"

the lawyer cried, "he knows wood from chopping of the tree to

the nailing of the board! He knows the number of nails used in

the building, and how far apart! He knows how many grains of

sand and how many pebbles should be in the concrete! But if

you think / got a lesson, you should have heard the hell he

gave those pine-tree 'experts' before I came in!"

Yost never ranted that the old days were the best. He rated

the youth of his old age ahead of those of his own boyhood. He
kept his beloved Boy Scout Beaver and Buffalo decorations near

him in his final illness, and set an example of fatherhood in his

own home equaled by few.

And when Yost died of a gall-bladder attack in 1946, his

richest legacy was not to the past, not the magnificent structures

his ingenuity and drive built on the Michigan campus, not his

coaching record, not the hundreds of thousands of dollars he

earned, not his contributions to the military. The finest thing

Fielding Harris "Hurry Up" Yost left to America was his belief

in youth, expressed in his essay, "If He Were My Son":

"If he were my son, I would want him trustworthy, honest,

independent, courageous, self-reliant, fair, loyal. ... I select these

qualifications not through any abstract ideals but because all
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worth-while and lasting success is based on service to fellow

men. . . .

"I would have my son selfish to the extent of playing the game
of life well ... so jealous of his self-interests that they could not

be sacrificed by stooping to anything mean, small, or weak. . . .

"I would make him understand that school is not just an in-

stitution to keep him out of mischief but where he prepares to

start the real battle of life. . .
."



CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT

ROBERT CARL ZUPPKE
Rembrandt of the Prairies

Once upon a time, the story goes, Bob Zuppke decided to drop

by Knute Rockne's home in South Bend, Indiana, for a chat.

Zuppke 's knock at Rockne's door was answered by a man-

servant. "I'm Zuppke," the little Illinois coach announced him-

self, "and I want to see Rock."

"Zoopy? Soupy? Never heard of you." The servant started to

close the door.

"Look," Zuppke said, "I want to see Rockne. I'm a coach."

The servant persisted. "No, Mister Rockne's the coach."

"No, yourself!" shouted Zuppke. "Rockne's the genius—I'm the

coach!"

Zuppke was irritated, but still he was underselling himself. In

his salty, aphorismic way, he had much of genius about him as

a football coach, and eventually as a painter. In both fields his

work has had a craggy, violent quality, founded on solidity and

virile purposefulness.

Because of his prodigious wit, Robert Carl Zuppke is identified

with more funny football stories than any character in the game
except Rockne. The impression is misleading, for Zuppke is a

serious man. A University of Illinois dean said of him:

"On the street, during the season, he walks with his head down,

thinking of football. He is grim. He is in a mental state which

he wishes to encourage in his men. Then, following Thanksgiv-

ing, Zuppke is transmogrified into an agreeable human being—

and a grand painter!"

If Zuppke lacks the fame he deserves, it is because his name
never was twin to any system, such as Rockne and the shift,

Warner and the double-wing, Shaughnessy and the T, Faurot

323
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and the split-T. Yet his reasoning on that subject qualifies him

for brilliance as surely as if he had invented a system of his own.

"I always tried," he says today at seventy-six in Champaign-

Urbana, Illinois, "to simply fit the formation to the material I

had at the time."

Yet Zuppke used a T-formation early in the century. George

Halas, who first used the T in pro football as Chicago Bears

coach, was a product of Zuppke's 1915-17 teams and picked up

the basic ideas from Zuppke.

As with his systems, Zuppke himself defied pigeonholing. At

the various times he was called the Blond-Topped Scowl, the

Illini Dutchman, the Wily Dutchman, Smiling Bob Zuppke, the

Little Napoleon, the Old Philosopher, the Dutch Master, and the

Illini Menace.

He never was either completely harsh or completely convivial.

His mood might be described as utilitarian:

"I acted the way I had to at a given time. But one thing I

always did, and that was to take care that my players were never

bored."

It is unlikely that players or anyone else have ever been bored

around Zuppke. His story is odd from the outset. He was born

in Berlin, Germany, on July 2, 1879, the year after Chancellor

Bismarck put down the Socialists.

Zuppke's family moved to Milwaukee, Wisconsin, when he

was two. He quit school at thirteen, worked a year as a sign

painter's apprentice, returned to high school the next year, and

completed his graduation requirements.

Zuppke's first job after receiving his high-school diploma was

teaching the first eight grades in a country school. He also painted

signs from a scaffold in Milwaukee, and eventually went back to

school at the University of Wisconsin in 1903. He was twenty-

three. He played football as an undersized scrub quarterback,

set a still-standing record for time spent in the University in-

firmary from injuries, and graduated at twenty-five.

He took a fling at art in New York, "doing this and that," he

says, "and mainly learning self-reliance." Then he went to Mus-

kegon, Michigan, as football coach. He worked there from 1906

through 1909, moved to Oak Park, Chicago, where he stayed
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through 1913. At Oak Park he coached a fledgling player named
Ernest Hemingway, who later remarked that "scrimmaging

against Zup's first team was tougher than shooting lions in

Africa."

Zuppke took over at the University of Illinois in 1913. From
then until 1941—when he retired at sixty-two—his Fighting Illini

won 131 games, lost 81, tied 12. They won or shared Big Ten
championships in 1914, '15, '18, '19, '23, '27, and '28, and were

runners-up in 1924 and '29.

Zuppke also directed a stadium drive that netted an incredible

$2,200,000 in contributions and provided the University with a

70,000-seat stadium.

In all his twenty-nine years as Illinois boss, Zuppke never had

a scholarship player. Many seasons he had no candidates for

quarterback or center and had to convert halfbacks and linemen.

He rarely had a fullback worthy of the name.

Fritz Humbert at 166 pounds was the biggest man in Illinois's

1927 title backfield. Zuppke liked his men large only if they were

fast, too. "When you get a good little man," he said, "he is al-

most sure to be a star, because he must have a spirit that never

surrenders."

At one time or another, Zuppke used the Flea Flicker, Blue

Eagle, Corkscrew, Sidewinder, Whirligig, Razzle-Dazzle, Whoa
Back, and Flying Trapeze as plays. None were ordinary, and

Zuppke tacked on the fancy names to make them easier for

squadmen to remember.

The Flea Flicker was Zup's favorite. Briefly, it was a pass to

an end who flicked a lateral to a halfback (hence the name).

Zuppke developed it at Oak Park High and used it successfully

a dozen or so times at Illinois. Eventually it became so popular

that Wisconsin used it to score on Zuppke's Illini.

Zuppke liked best to operate the Flea Flicker from place-kick

formation. "It worked best fifteen or twenty yards from the goal

line," he said, "and if the kicker has a reputation, it helps. The
fastest back gets on his knee about eight and a half yards behind

the scrimmage line, with outstretched arms as if about to receive

the pass from center. Instead of receiving the pass he pivots and
runs forward, describing a wide arc. In the meantime the center
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has passed the ball to the would-be kicker, who in turn throws

a forward pass to the right end, who has run down and out about

two yards. After the end gets the pass, he laterals to the fast back,

who has come up behind him."

The play also was good to the left. Zuppke introduced the

Flea Flicker to the East at Philadelphia against Pennsylvania in

1925, with Bill Britton the pretending kicker and Red Grange

the final receiver.

Zuppke also invented the huddle as we know it today. He
originated the modern huddle in 1921, was roundly abused for

it for a couple of years, and saw it accepted as a benefit only

after the Grange championship club of 1923.

He was away ahead of his time on the spiral pass from center,

too. He installed it at Muskegon, Michigan, High in 1906; it

was ten years before it gained general approval.

Zuppke originated the system of pulling back guards to pro-

tect the passer, the screen pass, and "strategy maps" for quarter-

backs. And he was the first to use the 5-4-2 defense.

His brain was and is astonishingly agile. Not even Rockne

could match Zuppke for quips. When California center Roy
Riegel ran the wrong way in the 1929 Rose Bowl against Georgia

Tech, Zuppke said, "No wonder centers run the wrong way. They
spend all their time looking at the world backward and upside

down."

A pained Michigan rooter in the Red Grange era of 1923-25

passed off Grange's magnificence with the comment, "All Grange

can do is run."

"And all Galli-Curci can do," Zuppke said, "is sing."

Occasionally Zuppke's Illini won on wet fields, bringing op-

ponents' yelps that their club would have won under normal

conditions. Snapped Zuppke: "When it rains, it rains on both

teams."

He carried on a vendetta of wisecracks with Rockne. One of

his pet tales concerned (he said) a visit to Notre Dame. "When
I got on the campus, three freshmen came out of a building

hollering, 'One-two-three shift!' Then two priests emerged from

a doorway, lifted their cassocks, and shouted, 'One-two-three

hike!' Finally I got around to the president's office. He yelled,
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'One-two-three shift!' and stepped toward me in cadence. He was

pretty old and feeble and couldn't move very fast. In fact, he

was the only one I saw on the Notre Dame campus whose shift

was legal."

Zuppke had to keep chiding one back named Bud Stewart

about carelesss tackling. Stewart made an unusually hard tackle

in a scrimmage, turned to Zuppke, and blurted, "See that one,

Zup?"

"I don't look for tackles, son," Zuppke said dryly. "I listen for

them!"

The same Stewart pestered Zuppke to put him into a game,

and Zuppke invariably answered, "I am saving you."

"Saving me for what?" Stewart asked finally.

"For the junior prom," Zuppke burst out.

He hated to see his players overpublicized and had all sorts of

sayings on the subject:

"There is no scrap in a scrapbook."

"Often an All-American is made by a long run, a weak de-

fense, and a poet in the press box."

"A back should keep his feet as long as he can, and his head

always."

Every so often, conditions were reversed, and Zup became the

blushing butt of someone else's wit. One celebrated instance was

when Zuppke's club was being torn apart by Notre Dame in

general and Steve Juzwik in particular. Zup dispatched a sub-

stitute halfback with the instructions, "Watch that Juzwik!"

On the next play Juzwik went around the sub for a huge gain.

Zuppke yanked the halfback. "I thought I told you to watch

him!" he stormed.

"I did, Zup, and, boy, can he run!"

At a Los Angeles banquet at which Grantland Rice was pres-

ent, Zuppke offered, "New York is the cesspool of journalism."

"I won't debate it," drawled Rice in his turn. "My old grandma
taught me never to argue about cesspools with an expert."

In 1922 (some say) , Zuppke sent his warriors out against Iowa

with an ultimatum: "No man comes out of that line-up who is

still breathing."

As the game progressed, an Illinois lineman fell to the ground
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in a heap. Zup sent in a sub, who bent close to the demobilized

player, and sprinted back to Zuppke. "What are you coming back

here for?" Zuppke demanded.

Sputtered the substitute:

"He's still breathin'
!"

Zuppke's greatest verbal tour de force was a speech in which

he nominated himself for the presidency of the American Foot-

ball Coaches' Association. Red Grange describes the episode in

his Zuppke of Illinois. It started when Zup decided he wanted

to be A.F.C.A. president. Just before the New York meeting,

though, another coach told Zuppke he would oppose his election.

"You weren't much of a quarterback, were you?" Zup asked.

"Why not?"

"Because," Zuppke said, "you display appalling ignorance of

tactical principles. You should have waited and taken me by

surprise. Now I am forewarned."

A.F.C.A. president John Heisman being absent, Zuppke as

vice-president had the chair. Army coach John McEwan nomi-

nated Hurry Up Yost of Michigan, "... A man from the North.

A man as tall and straight and strong as the great timbers that

grow in the northland. . .
."

Princeton's Bill Roper seconded the nomination. Zuppke, who
knew perfectly well who Roper was, asked him who he was.

"Roper, of Princeton."

"I guess I'll recognize Princeton," Zup twinkled.

Wisconsin's George Little moved that nominations be closed.

Zuppke opposed the motion, had himself replaced in the chair,

moved to the floor. "I also am a candidate for the presidency.

Will anyone nominate me?" No one did, so he said, "All right,

I nominate myself."

Then Zuppke began his oration. "Captain McEwan says we
want a man from the North. What do you thing of that, you

Southerners? Do you want a damn yankee ruling you? Where's

that hot Southern blood?

"If the situation calls for a man from the North, why pick a

man as tall and straight and strong as the great timbers which

grow in the northland? Why not pick a little guy like me, whom
you can push around?"
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He was elected, 500-1. The one vote for Yost was Zuppke's,

who had voted against himself just to be independent.

Zuppke's initial contact with football was the result of a

straightforward announcement by the West Division High prin-

cipal in Milwaukee: "Anyone who wants to break his neck

should report for football practice this afternoon at four o'clock."

The students thought the headmaster was overdoing it a

spot, but the first game actually was so rough that the sport was

abolished at the school.

Zuppke moved on to Milwaukee State Normal, became a star

debater and basketball player. He drifted into teaching at $45
a month, then matriculated at the University of Wisconsin in

1903-

A twice-broken collarbone kept Zuppke from starring as a

quarterback. When he graduated in 1905, he was offered a coach-

ship at Madison High School but turned it down for a stab at

the New York art world. He hooked on as a commercial artist

but was fired frequently because, he told Grange, "the lions I

was supposed to draw looked more like house cats." When he

tried to draw women's dress patterns, his salaried art career

ended in a blaze of inglory. "All I could think of," said Zuppke,

"were dresses with polka dots."

Next stop was an advertising agency in Grand Rapids, Michi-

gan. The entire agency, with the exception of a photo retoucher,

was fired when the boss caught Zuppke promoting a boxing

match in the office. The long-forgotten participants in that bout

unknowingly were among football's real benefactors, for on the

precise day of Zuppke's discharge an opening occurred at Mus-

kegon High. He accepted.

Zuppke's two pass-stressing Muskegon elevens were so success-

ful that Oak Park High in Chicago offered him a $2,ooo-a-year

shot. A practice game with an athletic club was his only defeat

for three seasons. His 1912 Oak Parkers, using the T, scored 556
points to 17 for the opponents.

Northwestern, Lafayette, Purdue, and other colleges spread

their nets for Zuppke. The ante rose to 14,000. Then Zuppke
talked with Illinois alumnus George Carr and athletic director
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George Huff. Struck with the challenge of the Illini job, he went

to Champaign-Urbana for $2,700.

Zuppke's predecessors had enjoined players against eating pie.

"Any man who can't digest a slice of pie," said Zuppke, "isn't

hardy enough to play for me." He dressed down a gloomy as-

sistant for "infecting a squad with your doubts." In his second

year he produced a Big Ten champion that outscored its opposi-

tion 224 points to 22 from the T. That 1914 season he could have

fielded a mammoth squad lacking speed; instead, he chose eleven

thoroughbreds—strong, flexible men of medium weight who could

move. Three standouts were quarterback Potsy Clark (149) , half-

back Harold Pogue (142—Illini crowds yelled, "Pogue it over!"),

and end Perry Graves (146).

Forty-five hundred fans at a dollar a head was a big crowd at

Illinois before the coming of Zuppke. A few seasons after he got

there, crowds were up to 20,000 at $1.50 per. Over his coaching

stay at Champaign-Urbana, Illinois's stadium capacity went from

4,500 to 70,000.

Zuppke drove his team through five scrimmages the week of

the 1916 Illinois-Minnesota game. "We're supposed to get killed

Saturday," he said, "so at least we'll have the pleasure of doing it

ourselves."

Ring Lardner picked Minnesota to beat Illinois by forty-nine

points. That Friday night, Zuppke gave his players a banquet.

The next morning, he told them, "Minnesota never varies on

the first three plays. Sparfka, Wyman, and Long take it in that

order. Tackle them in that order."

Then, by prearranged signal, as the Minnesotans trotted onto

the field past the Illini, halfback Dutch Sternaman called to

Zuppke, "They're not so big!"

"No!" Zuppke answered in deliberate earshot of the Gophers,

"and the whole bunch together couldn't add two and two!"

Minnesota was rattled to begin with. Zuppke directed his team

to kick off a flat-lying ball to make the Gophers apt to fumble.

Minnesota did fumble, but recovered at its five-yard line. Illinois

quickly got the ball and sprung its cockeyed offense.
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1

The Illinois line was split, with two players on the left of the

center—six yards apart—and four players on the right of the

center. The man directly to the center's right was about five

yards away from the center, and two more players were shoulder

to shoulder to his right. The end was five yards to the right from

the clustered pair. The backs lined up in a perfect box.

From that, the Illini galloped through the line or ran the end

on the short side. Occasionally they shifted into a T or deep

punt. As soon as the players were set, the center snapped without

signal.

The Illini won an "impossible" 14-9 victory.

Zuppke was particularly close with Alabama's Frank Thomas
and New York's Chick Meehan. His "feud" with Rockne was a

friendly one, mostly for kicks.

At a New York coaches' meeting, Zuppke stepped into an

elevator. Just as the door began to close, Meehan walked up
and shouted, "Where ya goin', Zup?"

"To a Notre Dame banquet," Zuppke answered as the door

closed.

Meehan, familiar with Zuppke's jesting war with Rockne, stood

amazed. Then the elevator door shot open again, and Zup bel-

lowed with a grin, "But I'm the main speaker I"

At another banquet, Rockne said with mock modesty, "My
assistants do the coaching. All I do is blow up the footballs."

When Zuppke rose, he said, "I do not have that much wind."

Zuppke got off one of his five-star bons mots when there was

agitation for the removal of Sam Willamon as Ohio State coach

in 1933. Zuppke himself was a frequent critic of alumni inter-

ference. He said, "A coach should change schools every ten years

because in that time the frustrated substitute grows up to be

a member of the athletic council." So he had a ready reply when
an anti-Willamon man asked him for an opinion. "Sure," Zup
retorted, "Sam should be fired. He's beaten me four straight

games."

Zuppke's multiple aphorisms are legend:

"The undefeated team is not always the strongest team. It

might be the luckiest."
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"Never prophesy a great future for any back until he has

gained his first yard and received his first bump."

"Some backs run very fast on one spot."

"The sheik may be God's gift to women, but the second guess

is God's gift to football fans."

"The hero of a thousand perfect plays becomes a bum after

one error."

"All quitters are good losers."

"Never let hope elude you. That is life's biggest fumble."

"Most games are won or lost before they are played."

"On the first two downs, play for a touchdown. On the third

down play for a first down."

"The tough mug may have a trembling knee."

"Football made the nation college-conscious."

Zuppke also had fixed superstitions. He wore several rings on

his right hand in season. He would move them back and forth,

sometimes jamming two or three onto the same finger, looking

for the right "combination." When Illinois won, he would keep

the rings in just that sequence until his team lost a game.

He picked up a penny in the dressing room before one Illinois-

Michigan meeting, thinking it might be a luck charm. But Il-

linois lost. So when he spotted another coin in the same spot

before the next Michigan game, he hurled it out the window
grumbling that Hurry Up Yost had planted it there.

More a mere notion than a superstition was his theory that

quarterbacks with long noses are no good because the proboscis

interferes with peripheral vision. He told Chicago's A. A. Stagg

that Pete Russell would never make a great forward passer be-

cause his beak was so big he could not see to the sides; Stagg

ignored him, and Russell became a star quarterback—but not a

great passer.

In 1922 a slender redhead from Wheaton, Illinois, presented

himself as a halfback to the Illini. His name was Harold Grange,

and Zuppke saw immediately that he had everything a great

runner needed—knee action, balance, pickup, and heart.

In three varsity seasons, Grange, aided by Zuppke's abnormally

open formations and good blocking, scored thirty-one touch-
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downs and gained more than two miles. Zuppke let him run

thirty to thirty-two times a game. Zuppke had it figured that

Illinois could not win most games unless Grange carried at least

thirty-one times.

It was Zup's Grange who on October 18, 1924, flashed football's

most amazing one-man show. The Illini were playing Michigan

at Champaign-Urbana. In the first twelve minutes Grange car-

ried the ball four times, and scored four times on runs of ninety-

five, sixty-seven, fifty-six, and forty-five yards. Zuppke then took

Grange out. He put him back in in the fourth quarter, and

Grange went fifteen yards for another touchdown. Illinois won
by 39-14.

The next fall Grange slithered for touchdowns of sixty, fifty-

five, and fifteen yards in a 24-2 rout of Penn on a muddy field.

"Aim at the stars," Zuppke told Ralph Chapman, 1914 Illinois

captain and All-American guard. "Then, if you don't hit them,

you'll land pretty high anyway."

If his men didn't aim themselves high, Zuppke aimed them.

He had a player named Heinie Schultz who was inclined to get

down in the mouth after criticism from the coach. "Heinie,"

Zuppke would say, "you can just go and cross the river Styxl"

Tears would well up in Schultz's eyes.

"Now, Heinie, when I tell you to go there, you must grit your

teeth and say to yourself, 'Aw, go there yourself, old man!' Then
show me how wrong I am." He added with a grin, "But be sure

you say it to yourself—and not where I can hear you."

One of Zuppke's captains was a country boy, all heart but pos-

sessing an innate gaucherie and none of the social graces. A
layman saw the clumsy youth at a party and asked Zuppke, "Is

that the kind of men Illinois turns out?"

"Yes, thank God," Zuppke said, "and I wish she turned out

more like that."

Robert Carl Zuppke retired from coaching at the end of the

1941 season. A crowd of 71,119 turned out for Zuppke Day—the
Michigan-Illinois game—in 1949.

Fannie, Zup's beloved wife of twenty-eight years, had died in
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1936. Zuppke wanted to stay busy, so, when he put coaching

behind him, he put farming and painting in front of him. His

porkers brought him less pride than his paintings, but he was

fond of showing prize hogs.

Art, along with football, has remained closest to Zuppke's

heart. He paints for about three hours at a stretch some four

times a week. During the summer he goes to Lake Harbor, Michi-

gan, and works in pastels, although oils are his favorite medium.

His "Gun Flint Trail" was reproduced on the cover of an

Illinois football program. His "Sunsets," and "Prairie Views,"

have been applauded by critics. The Camelback Inn in Phoenix,

Arizona, has a Zuppke Lounge, in which his painting hang.

Zuppke's art has been referred to as brutal. "But why shouldn't

art be brutal when and if Nature is brutal?" he asks. "Football

is brutal, too, but brutes can't play it. Why shouldn't I paint

the forests as they are? When I go into the forest, the trees scratch

and scrape me. Am I expected to come back and paint a lovely

park scene? Life is not easy and for the most part a scratchy

struggle. The value of all paintings, whether in pigskin or pig-

ment, lies in some degree in their resemblance to life."

Zuppke himself has never been a brutal person. But neither

has he ever lost his low regard for stupidity and triteness. When
a reporter asked him what had been his greatest thrill, he re-

buked him. "I do not measure life in terms of thrills. I am grate-

ful that I have had my share of drama, but the full effect of the

thrill is in a large measure destroyed by the anxiety which goes

along with creating the possibilities for that kind of drama. To
give you a facetious answer, my biggest thrill was having my
nails manicured in Oklahoma."

Few coaches, or former coaches, could manage that much
profundity. But Zuppke lived in no ivory tower. No sooner had
he passed off that philosophical nugget than he could scribble

an earthy reply to a critic who maintained that he always could

tell when Illinois was going to punt.

Zuppke's reply:

"So can we."



CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE

DANIEL EARLE McGUGIN
"Knock the Jiblets Out of 'Em!"

"YOU MEAN," THE DRAKE UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASKED HIS ENGLISH

teacher, "you haven't met McGugin yet?"

"No," she said, "but I've heard so much I'm beginning to wish

I could."

"Well," said the boy, "he isn't any slouch, I'll tell you."

A few days later the instructress, Rea Woodman, met McGugin.

He came to Miss Woodman's English literature class, introduced

himself as "Daniel Earle McGugin of Tingley, Iowa," and began

pulling a handkerchief from his coat pocket. Out and out, and out

it came, until revealed in full view as a red-bordered Turkish

towel.

McGugin solemnly wiped his nose and restored the "handker-

chief" to its cramped resting place.

That was in 1898. A quarter-century later, McGugin still was no

slouch, had lost none of his proclivities toward prankishness, and

had grown into the South's premier football coach.

In thirty years at Vanderbilt University, Daniel Earle McGugin
raised Southern football to the level of the East and Midwest. He
ground out 13 championships, 195 victories against 55 losses and

19 ties-780—and saw his team score 6,636 points to the opponents'

1,667.

McGugin was only twenty-four when he drove his first team

through an unbeaten season in 1904. He went on to compile

undefeated and once-tied records in 1910, 1921, and 1922. His

1905, '06, '11, '15, and '26 productions lost only a game apiece.

Like Rockne, McGugin specialized in the intangibles. He could

fire prune seeds and hot potatoes across the training table one

335
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night, and the next afternoon deliver a hell-fire-and-brimstone

oration that made his players willing to die for him.

In 1921 McGugin took his Commodores to Dallas to play the

University of Texas. He crossed his fingers and tapped them on

the wooden floor of the dressing room, and spoke in a voice of

low force:

"You are about to be put to an ordeal which will show the stuff

that's in you. What a glorious chance you have! Every one of

you is going to fix his status for all time in the minds and hearts

of his teammates today. How you fight is what you will be remem-

bered by. If any shirks, the Lord pity him. He will be degraded

in the hearts of the rest as long as they live.

"Man is a curious kind of critter. You will all doubtless eat and

have comforts and butt around for a good many days. But during

the next hour you must forget yourselves absolutely. You are to

hurl yourselves like demons on the crowd that has come here

to humiliate us.

"The man worthwhile is the man who can rise away above and

beyond himself in the face of a great task. You must transcend

yourselves.

"... I heard repeatedly before we left Nashville that this team

. . . might win from Texas if it would only fight.

"Has anybody the right to imply such an insult? And if so,

when before now could such a thing be said of men from Ten-

nessee?

"How about Pickett's men who moved out of the wood and

exposed their breasts and faces to be shattered and torn as they

moved up that slope?

"How about the men of the 30th Division who broke the

Hindenburg Line ... a task even greater because it was accom-

panied by so much mud and misery?

"Who the devil started all this bunk about the Texas team?

Who thinks they are unbeatable? They say that they have the

greatest team in their history, and perhaps this is true. They say

Vanderbilt never had a team which could beat theirs this year,

but that is not true. Texas has no shield like ours. We have some

scars on it but there are a lot of stars, too. Texas has no such

athletic tradition and history.
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"They say the climate is against us. That is not true. The
change should do us good. This light pure air will help us.

"Texas is overconfident. They say it will be a Texas landslide.

If you will put every ounce of strength you have into the first

fifteen minutes, they will ask themselves: 'What liars deceived

us this way?'

"Everything is in our favor.

"You have seen what the papers have been saying . . . that you

are only a shell of the old Vanderbilt teams. You don't deserve

anything better unless you give the back of your hand to such

an insult.

"Now is there any man here who will not fight every inch of

the way?

"Will any man here disgrace himself and live in the contempt

of his teammates the rest of his days?

"Are you going to establish yourselves in your own self-respect

and in the eyes of thousands who are watching you?

"Are you going to make your own records and leave memories

for others to live by?"

Cynics called it corn. Scorekeepers called it Vanderbilt 20,

Texas o.

From 1904 through 1908, McGugin's teams were scored upon
by Southern opponents only twice. From 1904 through 1912 he

gathered a 66-10—4 record. Five of those nine games were lost

to the Michigan eleven coached by McGugin's brother-in-law,

Fielding Harris (Hurry Up) Yost.

Full-faced, bushy-browed McGugin was not an inventor and

innovator in a class with Heisman or Haughton or Stagg or

Warner or Shaughnessy or Faurot. But he developed a pass to a

guard and pioneered development of the onside kick and the use

of guards in interference. He studied rules assiduously and as

early as 1906 lined up with the center at end as an eligible re-

ceiver.

Like Yost, he spent little time on fundamentals. One McGugin
pupil said he never saw him tell a player how to block or tackle

in three years. But, again like Yost, McGugin adored the kicking

game. It was not uncommon for him to spend a full practice
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trying to catch a punt between his knees and entirely without his

hands.

To his punters, McGugin said:

"Just imagine that someone has murdered your mother and

father and brother and sister and with one blow you want to get

even for this terrible crime. That's the way I want you to hit that

football with your foot!"

He did not believe in scrimmaging regulars. Some went all the

way through Vanderbilt without scrimmaging and when reserves

scrimmaged, scores were not allowed. The teams were forced to

change ends when one of them got close to the goal. It was

McGugin 's way of preventing bitterness from practice-field shel-

lackings.

McGugin was an astute game-observer, a master of opportune

substitution. Often he analyzed games so expertly at halftime that

he brought his club back from certain defeat. He was a genius at

installing new plays for critical games.

Under 1907 rules, a pass had to cross the line at least five yards

from the point of snap. Before the Sewanee game that year,

McGugin called officials together and explained a trick.

Sewanee led, 12-11, with twelve minutes to play. Vandy had

the ball just beyond midfield. At McGugin's signal the Commo-
dores went into a freakish formation in which Stein Stone stayed

at center and all other linemen shifted left, leaving Stone as

right end, still snapping the ball. Quarterback Hugh Potts, a yard

behind Stone, took the ball and lateraled to right end Vaughn
Blake. Blake lateraled across to Bob Blake, who had lined up
deep in punt formation. Meanwhile Stone tore down the field.

Blake heaved the ball and Stone caught it at the ten and ran on

to the five. Vandy scored and won, 17-12.

A Sewanee follower rushed out shouting, "Stein Stone caught

that ball!" He thought the play so stridently illegal that he did

not even bother to point out that he thought Stone was a center.

It took some explanation to convince him that Stone's stationary

shift to end had made him eligible.

Dan McGugin was at his best with small squads where a max-

imum man-to-man relationship could be established.
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"He was the best friend I ever had," said Russ Cohen, later

L.S.U. and Clemson coach.

"Next to my father," wrote Ralph McGill of the Atlanta Con-

stitution, "I loved him best. He was a big man—mentally, physi-

cally, and spiritually."

McGugin was not beloved merely for his eccentricities. He
clutched every chance to help where help was needed. He got

Ray Morrison (who succeeded him) his first job at Southern

Methodist. He landed the Florida head-coaching assignment for

Josh Cody. He saw that Lewie Hardage was named boss at Okla-

homa, Cohen at Louisiana State, Neely at Southwestern Louisiana.

"He was so much like Rockne," said Alabama's Frank Thomas.

"He really was the first man to encourage me as a coach."

When Vanderbilt clouted Bernie Bierman's Tulane Green

Wave, 32-0, in 1927, Bierman was so disconsolate he thought of

junking his single-wingback formation. McGugin sold him on

retaining it; Bierman did and rode it to high success.

McGugin was a soft touch for loans and gifts. Incredibly, he

once signed a note for $20,000 for one of his old players—and

wound up paying off every cent.

He had a ribald sense of humor, enjoyed slipping up behind

players and tripping them, or spraying them with ice water. But

he was little given to profanity. He apologized to one squad for

saying, "We'll have to win the next game in spite of hell."

His favorite entreaty was, "Get in there and knock the jiblets

out of 'em!"

The Iowan was fond of his mother-in-law and delighted in

teasing her. Seeing her walk down the street, he would run up
and take her arm, babbling, and blandly pushing her into the

street until she was walking in the gutter while he stayed on

the sidewalk.

McGugin never condoned failure yet never hurt an offender's

feelings. After Vanderbilt lost a game because of poor tackling,

he asked All-American end Lynn Bomar where he had been when
the rival star ran to a touchdown.

"I don't know, coach," the boy said tearfully. "I just couldn't

get to him."
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"That's all right," McGugin said. "I hollered at him myself

. . . but he just kept on running."

Bob Neyland's 1927 Tennessee blockbusters tied McGugin's

Commodores, 7-7, on a late dash by Dick Dodson. After the game
McGugin questioned each of his players as to his whereabouts

during the run. Without exception the players claimed that two

men had blocked them.

McGugin shrugged. "Well, we'll just protest the play. It's per-

fectly obvious that Tennessee had twenty-two men on the field."

Gene Beck, 1934 Vandy captain, said, "Before we left the

stadium after a defeat, we always were in a frame of mind to

give our best the next week."

McGugin did nothing normally. Even his pronunciation was

crocksided. When his 1921 outfit finished practice for the climax

game with Sewanee, he told the boys to come over to the "Fire

House" the next morning.

"You mean that Fire House at Five Points?" a player asked.

"No, no," McGugin said. "The Fire House on the campus.

Fire Delta Theta."

He meant, of course, Phi Delta Theta.

Daniel Earle McGugin was born on a farm on July 29, 1879.

The nearest town—Tingley, Iowa—was so small that the high

school had no football team. Thus young Dan did not even have

a go at football until entering Drake in 1898.

He was a crack law student but reveled in posing as a rube and

tormenting anyone in sight or earshot. Once he dropped a mouse
in class and acted alarmed at discovering it. Then, to the dismay

of the professor, McGugin chased the mouse the full class-period,

banging a heavy textbook on the floor and walk all the while,

pretending the chase was "for the poor ladies' sakes."

The tall collegian's friends adopted a McGugin Rallying Cry:

"First in war, first in peace,

First in the hands of the city police."

Among more publishable activities, he appeared as "Charles,

a Wrestler" in a Shakespearean play, and he was president of the

Oratorical Association.
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Where there was bombast, there was McGugin. He was a tackle

on the Drake football club. After one victory he purchased a small

brass cannon and fired it at regular fifteen-minute intervals, nod-

ding politely to neighbors' Sabbath complaints and merrily blast-

ing away.

McGugin went on to Michigan the year after the century

turned, and there met Yost. He advanced his law studies and was

first-string guard on the point-a-minute teams of 1901-02. Fred

Russell and Maxwell Benson tell in Fifty Years of Vanderbilt

Football how McGugin, upon graduation from Michigan in 1904,

offered himself as a coach to Vanderbilt. No response forthcom-

ing, he accepted a job at Western Reserve. Bare moments later,

when he returned from the telegraph office to the Delta Upsilon

house, he found a wire from Vandy wanting him to replace head

coach J. R. Henry.

The Western Reserve offer was $1,000. Vanderbilt promised

only $850.

McGugin chose Nashville because he wanted to see and know
Southerners and the South.

McGugin took over at the Ivy League school of the South on

September 19 with only thirty candidates aboard.

Immediately he replaced routine training methods with Spartan

ones:

Strict diet, no water on the practice field, on your feet every

minute of every workout.

Before he came, Dixie teams had used long-drawn-out recita-

tions of numbers as signals. Innis Brown, crack 1904 end who
became captain in McGugin's second year, recalls that McGugin
"taught our quarterback to bark signals staccato before the pre-

vious scrimmage was untangled."

It was up to the signal-caller—not the defense—to start play.

That is, a team could run off a play as soon as it got set, with

no regard for the condition of the defense. In the opener against

Mississippi A. & M., Vandy often had the ball in play before

Aggie men had lined up.

The first team McGugin coached at Vanderbilt slaughtered

Mississippi A. & M., 61-0; Georgetown, 66-0; Ole Miss, 69-0;
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Missouri School of Mines, 29-4; Central University of Kentucky,

97-0; Tennessee, 22-0; University of Nashville, 81-0; and Se-

wanee, 27-0.

His first night on campus, McGugin attended a fraternity

dance. A courteous student asked him if there was anyone in

particular he wanted to dance with. McGugin pointed to a beauty

named Virginia Fite. Romance ensued. But Miss Fite was only

nineteen, too young to marry, her parents thought. When Mc-

Gugin went back to Detroit to his law practice in the winter

of 1905, he had lawyers, professors, and ministers write Mr. and

Mrs. Fite endorsing him. When he reappeared to plead, the Fites

approved. Dan and Virginia were married in 1905.

Yost came down for the wedding, met and took a shine to

Virginia's sister, Eunice, and they, too, were soon wed.

McGugin's 1906 club dropped another match to Michigan,

10-4. But the Commodores more than made up for it by plas-

tering Pop Warner's Carlisle Indians, 4-0, in the South's first

real intersectional triumph.

By 1907 McGugin had won twenty-three games and lost only

two. He used psychology as aptly as Rockne. He found a fresh-

man with a savage charge and told regular center Stein Stone to

teach the rookie how to charge. Stone was knocked ten feet back-

ward and onto his derriere, and returned to the varsity sheepish.

There was no overconfidence at Vanderbilt.

"Hit 'em hard and carry 'em to the ground," McGugin told

his players. "It reduces their enthusiasm."

Too many sophomores could have spoiled McGugin's 1908 pud-

ding. But he manipulated them so shrewdly, and so gainfully

employed halfback Ray Morrison's broken-field-running wizardry,

that the club managed a 7-2-1 record.

Once well established at Vanderbilt, McGugin took an up-

stairs office. When players passed he would call them up for

bull sessions that lasted anywhere from an hour to all day. Mc-

Gugin neither subsidized nor paid off his men but in his office

many boys lacking the price of a present for a sweetheart found

solace—and wherewithal.
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Opponents were so leery of the McGugin system that in 1910

he had trouble lining up a schedule. Eastern king Yale was one

of the few schools unafraid of McGugin. This turned out to be

an Eli error. Vandy hung a 0-0 tie on Yale, shackling the big

Y's on their own field for the first time in history. And that was

Dixie's first real achievement against an Eastern power.

A lightning-swift backfield of Lew Hardage, Wilson Collins,

Ammie Sikes, and Ray Morrison pushed Vandy through 1911

with only a 9-8 loss to Michigan. In 1912 the McGuginmen were

national high scorers with 391 points, rolled to 105 and 100 points

against Bethel and Maryville.

McGugin was working without the material available to Mich-

igan and other rivals from other sections. He bypassed the lack

of natural talent with cleverness. When Vanderbilt was being

belted by Michigan in 1913, McGugin saw 150-pound Russ Cohen

fidgeting on his bench. McGugin spoke to the man next to Cohen,

"Do you think you can break up those passes?"

"Yes, sir," said Cohen's neighbor.

McGugin never took his eyes off the other man. "Russ!" he

said quietly but urgently. "Go in there and get the halfback to

play deeper."

Cohen never had time to wonder if he could make the grade.

He went in on the run and played a fine if futile game.

Nineteen-fourteen brought McGugin his first losing season, 2-6.

But he always made light of disaster, and was ready to play

second-fiddle to no one. At the end of the year, he was riding

to New York with Yost. Yost was scheduled to make the principal

address before the National Coaches' Association. He insisted on

trying his speech on McGugin. McGugin yawned through the

rehearsals. When McGugin was called upon for some remarks at

the actual meeting, he responded with Yost's entire speech.

Yost had to stumble through on his own.

And, as McGugin knew they would, things got better in 1915.

The Commodores set an all-time school record of 515 points,

losing only to Virginia.

When only Auburn stood between Vanderbilt and the Southern

title, Captain Russ Cohen told McGugin he thought Vandy could

win if phlegmatic Pud Reyer came through at tackle. McGugin
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told Reyer, "I'm terribly upset. I have had to cuss out several

Vanderbilt people for talking about you. These people say you

haven't the intestinal fortitude."

Reyer played a magnificent game, and Vandy romped, 17-0.

McGugin used small quarterbacks with the gift of agility, and
implanted in them his own forward-passing theories. Captain

Rabbit Curry in 1916 was one of McGugin's best quarterbacks.

McGugin taught him to throw in a high arc so the ball would
float almost straight down into the receiver's hands. That way,

he maintained, a defender had to stay with the receiver or the

ball would pass just out of his reach. McGugin teams rarely had

passes intercepted.

That 1916 team whipped every foe but Tennessee. It was not

until 1917 that a Southern team really avenged long-time torment

at McGugin's hands. And it took one of history's top backfields

—Joe Guyon, Ev Strupper, Al Hill, and Judy Harlan of Georgia

Tech—to do it, 83-0. Chicago also whomped Vanderbilt, 48-0,

and Auburn beat the Commodores, 31-7, before the season was

over.

McGugin never quit trying to keep his men "up." Just before

the Alabama game, he shouted to reserve halfback Top Richard-

son to "hit hard on every play."

"Yes, sir!" Richardson returned. "I'll knock hell out of anyone

who comes near this bench!"

McGugin spent 1918 in service, came back and molded a 1919

club that, spearheaded by quarterback Doc Kuhn, lost only to

Tech. After a routine (4-3-1) 1920 record, Vanderbilt bounced

back in 1921. The Texas game, sparked by McGugin's unfor-

gettable oratory, was the big one; and Vandy got out of the year

without a loss.

Again in 1922 Vanderbilt went undefeated. When the season

was over, Alabama sought McGugin. He said he was quite happy

and recommended line coach Wallace Wade, who was promptly

hired.

The next fall he sustained his first loss in three years, 3-0 to

Michigan. Meanwhile, big money offers poured in. He rejected

a Michigan Power Company law position that would have paid
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him $40,000 annually, although he never made more than $7,000

salary at the college.

Even when his team had a mediocre (6-3-1) season in 1924, he

retained his sparkling outlook and continued his shenanigans.

He would see a pretty girl coming toward him, swing her into

his arms and cry, "Mary, it's wonderful to see you!" When the

shocked girl disclaimed knowing him, he assumed a crestfallen

expression and said, "I thought you were Mary McGinnisfrock

from Terre Haute, Indiana."

He still loved to play "hick" as in Drake days. With the team

in Chicago's Marshall Field department store, he boarded an

escalator. Halfway up, he pretended terror, screaming, "Let me
off this badblamed thing!"

But with all his love of pranks, McGugin could speak with

throbbing emotion. In 1924 the Commodores were meeting the

Minnesota team that had stopped Illinois and Red Grange. Be-

fore the game McGugin talked quietly of reading a book about

how the Southern soldiers under Pickett awaited the order to

charge. "Back home today," he said finally, "in Nashville and in

the little towns of Tennessee, wherever Vanderbilt men are, and

wherever Southerners follow a Southern team, they are wondering

how you will conduct yourselves today."

It was a 16-0 rout for Vanderbilt.

"These guys don't know the Civil War is over," said one un-

believing Minnesota giant.

One of the stars that murky day was a fullback named Tommy
Ryan who was from Texas and proud of it. He constantly warred

with both teammates and rivals. "Tommy," McGugin said one

day, "I know a fellow who thinks he may have to whip you to

make you act right."

Ryan took it nonchalantly. "Bring him around and I'll let him
have it."

"You're looking at that man now," McGugin said. "And I don't

think you can whip him."

Ryan gave McGugin no more trouble.

In 1925 McGugin came up with his finest quarterback in Bill

Spears. Spears learned much from his coach and in three seasons

had an unbelievably low number of interceptions. He led the
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Commodores three years in which they lost only to Georgia Tech
and Auburn in '25, Alabama in '26, and Texas in '27.

Spears was an emotional type who often cried during Mc-

Gugin's fight talks. He also was exceptionally intelligent. One
teammate said Spears cried just to help McGugin with the others.

Through the Spears era, as before, McGugin retained an intense

affection for the substitutes who labored to make the regulars

successful. In praising the B team for hustle, McGugin would

remark:

"Who knows but what team B may start Saturday?"

It got to be such a joke that once team B answered in unison,

"Team B knows."

These liberties were always respectfully submitted and not

unusual with McGugin's men. Just before a tough 1927 game,

McGugin told end Larry Creson and center Vernon Sharp to "be

sure and look out for Bill Spears."

"Sure, coach," said Sharp, "but who's going to look out for us?"

McGugin sustained two losses in each of the 1928 and 1929

seasons. The big game of '29 was the decision over Wallace Wade
and Alabama. McGugin had an excellent tailback named Amos
Leonard and an end, Bill Schwartz, who was pulled back to punt.

The Vanderbilt kicking game was founded on kicking on first or

second down if the field was muddy—and third down always—

and opponents knew it. So for the Alabama game McGugin
worked up a play where Leonard would come around and take

the ball from Schwartz and run with it. The maneuver was exe-

cuted on third down—when opponents knew a McGugin team

would kick. It worked for a 28-yard touchdown and 13-0 victory.

In 1930 McGugin captured his biggest victory—31-7 over Min-

nesota—largely because of a lateral-pass series he originated espe-

cially for the game. The same series contributed heavily to a

26-21 upset of Ohio State in 1931.

The Commodores had only an ordinary 4-5 record that '31

season. But they so obviously outclassed Tech that McGugin tried

to lessen the runaway. When Vanderbilt led, 33-7, he sent in

center Hagan Powell with instructions to snap the ball over the

tailback's head if necessary to keep the Commodores from scoring
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again. Powell did, but the tailback recovered, ran, and scored. As

Powell headed for the showers in what turned out to be a 49-7

rout, McGugin said to him dryly, "Well, nobody can say you

didn't try."

Nineteen-thirty-two was Dan McGugin's last great season. A
20-0 Alabama triumph in the finale ruined a Vandy record per-

fect to that point.

The '33 eleven was so saturated with sophomores that Tennes-

see, one of three McGugin conquerors that year, ran up the

highest score of the series, 33-7.

Just before the 1934 season, bowl-feverish Vanderbilt men made
plans to kick McGugin upstairs. His resignation as head coach

and his "elevation" to athletic director was announced in Sep-

tember, to take effect in December. And if the alumni wanted

ammunition, they got it that season. The Commodores dropped

three of the last five games.

McGugin, though, was a gentleman to the bitter end. When
Frank Thomas' Alabamians sped to a final 34-0 victory and Rose

Bowl bid, McGugin was the first man out to congratulate

"Tommy." And he did it warmly. There wasn't a phony fiber

in McGugin.

He never had time to be bitter. In 1935 he died.



CHAPTER THIRTY

ALVIN NUGENT (BO) McMILLIN
"Podner, Ain't We Havin' Fun?"

IN 1944, WHEN GOOD FOOTBALL PLAYERS WERE SCARCE, LOU MlHAJ-

lovich—a good one—laced on his oldest and grubbiest shoes and

struck out across the University of Indiana campus for the office

of head coach Bo McM illin.

A McMillin assistant stopped the All-Big-Ten end and asked

him what he wanted. "Gonna ask Bo for a new pair of shoes,"

said Mihajlovich, and moved in jauntily.

Ten minutes later he moved out not so jauntily. The assistant

asked him where he was going now. "Out," yelled Mihajlovich,

"to buy Bo a new pair of shoes."

Even a slick article like Lou Mihajlovich couldn't stand up to

the master vamp of them all.

Alvin Nugent McMillin, or "Ol' Nuge," as he liked to call

himself, threw over a million-dollar career when he ignored sales-

work in favor of football. It was football's gain. Street-fighter at

thirteen, crap-shooting expert at seventeen, All-American halfback

at twenty-one, indomitable competitor and speaker and psychol-

ogist most of his fifty-seven years, he was the game's most colorful

coach from Knute Rockne's death in 1931 to his own cancer-

caused demise on March 31, 1952.

McMillin's statistics were nothing to stagger the imagination.

His Centenary (1922-24) teams won twenty-five games against

three losses and his Geneva (1925-27) mark was 27-5-1. But his

Kansas Staters (1928-33) lost twenty-one games and tied one while

winning only twenty-seven, and McMillin's Indiana (1934-47)

chart read only 64-48-10. His over-all college record of 143-77-12

figured out to a .616 winning percentage, and he was not a cham-

pionship mentor with the professional Detroit Lions and Phila-

348
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delphia Eagles. Indeed, the Lions paid him $30,000 not to coach

them in 1950 and 1951.

Nor were Ol' Bo's tactical contributions anything to write

home about. They were two, both negligible: the five-man back-

field and the cockeyed T.

The five-man backfield embodied, among other things, pulling

a lineman back off the line a few yards. It was tricky because

the defense did not know until just before the snap whether the

formation was a quasi-double-wing, a quasi-spread, a single-wing,

a balanced line, or an unbalanced line. McMillin used this five-

man backfield at Indiana from 1934 through 1937 until rules-

makers outlawed it.

Bo had an in-and-out run for his tailback which shot him
around the flank, back across the middle, then straight down-

field. Don Veller, a 155-pounder, went eight-two yards on this one

against Purdue in 1934 and helped knock the Boilermakers out

of the Big Ten championship with a 17-6 victory.

In the coldly scientific sense, though, Bo was never a brilliant

strategist simply because he liked his football too "chancy" and

his workouts too loose.

Yet men of the McMillin stamp cannot be measured by either

mathematics or science.

He was a ubiquitous preacher of the pure pleasures of football.

He averaged one hundred and fifty speaking dates a year, and

when the nation's football writers named him Coach of the Year

in 1945, his wife Kathleen amended that to "Missing Man of the

Year." He always was away, trading precious hours with his family

for the security he eventually built for them.

"I don't want my kids to rustle for crullers the way I did," he

said, and they didn't.

It was the way McMillin handled himself off the field—not any

great coaching talent—that made him a master.

"In a ramblin' sort of way," he drawled to rapt audiences, "I'm

standin' up here tellin' you to the best of my ability why I love

football and the boys who play it."

Nobody could tell it better. He reeled off a tale of a hungry

youth in Fort Worth, Texas:
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"One Saturday I was walking down the street and I knocked

out three windows with a rock. A policeman asked me why I did

it. I said, 'Well, sir, I was on my way to confession and I was short

of material.'
"

Listeners never heard from Bo how deeply religious he really

was. He did not drink or smoke and did not countenance blas-

phemy. His strongest cusswords were, "I'll be a dirty name!" and

"Oh, my side and body!" Halfback Don Veller said, "Before I

knew Bo, I swore a little. After my association with him, I quit

cursing altogether."

Kentucky governor and former major-league baseball commis-

sioner A. B. (Happy) Chandler recalls seeing McMillin on his

knees praying during a Centre-Harvard game when Bo was a

flaming star for Centre. No matter what the circumstances, Mc-

Millin always knelt and prayed before going to sleep.

Bo would tell how he got started in football:

"I had to quit school at twelve and go to work so my brother

Reuben could keep on at North Side High in Fort Worth. I was

always in scraps. One day I tried to sneak in the baseball park.

A cop caught me and shoved me into his car. I busted out the

other side and ran for my life. Chief Myers, the North Side coach,

saw me running and asked me to come out and shake a leg for

the football team. I used to carry a cuestick around to protect

myself, and I told Chief, 'Just gimme the ball and my cuestick,

and I'll mow them monkeys down.' And that darned Chief took

my cuestick away." (He mowed them down anyway.)

McMillin never described the game he played against Amarillo

with one arm so badly injured it had to be strapped to his side.

Nor did he brag about the time he offered to take a rap for Chief

Myers. A couple of wise guys wanted trouble with the coach, and

Bo sidled up and told him, "Don't you touch 'em. You're over

twenty-one and it'll cost you $18.95 ^ vou Eet arrested. I ain't

twenty-one and I can whup both them monkeys and it'll only

cost me $8.95. That'll save you $10."

Results of the scrap are unknown to this day but it may be

assumed that the resourceful McMillin escaped both physical and

financial annihilation.
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He told of the material he wanted at Indiana—"the kind who
hunt bears with a switch"—and how he wanted alumni to get

them for him:

"Ship, haul, and drive those babies to Bloomington. What we
need is plenty of those big, rough, tough, rawhide pilgrim boys

who kinda growl when they walk."

When his team's chances for one game at Lafayette, Indiana,

were low-rated by writers, he retorted, "We ain't goin' up there

just for the glory of ol' Purdue."

He tossed off handicaps facing him at Indiana. "I ain't gonna

be a sexton of no cemetery at Bloomington."

Football was just plain fun for Ol' Nuge, and he kept it that

way for his players. At best he was a poor organizer of practice

sessions, and even that precluded any feeling of regimentation

among his players. Not even McMillin himself, much less squad

or staff, had any idea of what would happen any weekday after-

noon. Jokes spiced workouts even when the jokes were on the boss.

In 1944 Bob Hoernschemeyer ran ninety-eight yards through

Hoosier scrubs for a touchdown. McMillin, trying to hold the

boy's head to decent size, remarked, "You made a lot of mistakes

on that run, Bob."

"Yes, sir," said Hoernschemeyer. "What were they?"

"When you got around end," McMillin said, "you should have

straight-armed that halfback instead of rolling your body away

from him. Then, instead of cutting back, you should have gone

on downfield. And you should have zigzagged near the goal. Got

that?"

"Sure, Bo," said Hoernschemeyer earnestly, "but tell me . .

.

how was it for distance?"

Another afternoon, nothing was going right and McMillin blew

up. "You're going to learn this one play," he yelled, "if I have

to run you 'til you're black in the face."

A second of silence followed. Then Negro guard J. C. (Rooster)

Coffee rose, grinning, and asked, "Does that mean I can go now?"

Just before the Hoosiers went out to lock psyches with favored

Ohio State in 1937, McMillin told them, "Boys, I want you to

go out there and just have fun. Every time you block, say to
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yourself, 'Podner, ain't we havin' fun?' Say to yourself, 'Ain't it

a great day for football?'
"

Indiana enjoyed the result as well as the game. Sparky Miller's

field goal won it for OF Bo, 10-7.

McMillin was not a humble man. Yet he could carry off his

dogma so charmingly that few disliked him for it. "I never knew
him to admit making a mistake," said one of his stars. "He often

was unreasonable to his assistants. He seldom took their sugges-

tions and he changed plays right on the practice field without

either telling them or consulting them. He liked spectacular foot-

ball whether it won or not. He just wanted everybody to get a

kick out of it."

Because he never backed down, McMillin was a magnet for

wrangling. He thumbed his nose at a crowd booing his substitu-

tions. He threatened to whip a man who tried to crash the In-

dianians' Pullman diner. He dressed down a university R.O.T.C.

officer for drilling troops over ground prepared for football

practice.

When Ol' Bo first coached the college All-Stars in 1938, the

head coach was chosen by ballot. One assistant from another Mid-

western school repeatedly questioned McMillin's tactics. Finally

McMillin said hotly, "Podner, just how many votes did you get

for head coach?"

If he was anxious to hog the show, he was equally willing to

shoulder complete blame for mistakes. Indiana was leading North-

western, 7-6, in 1947, and for a change McMillin listened when
an aide suggested a pass play. It was intercepted and returned for

the touchdown that beat the Hoosiers. McMillin never mentioned

whose idea it was.

He had been criticized that 1947 season for sending in too

many players, so he asked assistant Tim Temerario to keep track

of side-line maneuvers. Temerario's tally showed that in one game
McMillin personally directed three touchdown plays and ac-

cepted Temerario's idea for another. As Temerario's clicked, Mc-

Millin slapped him on the back and said proudly, "Mark one up
for yourself, too."

"There was one thing Bo could do better than anybody I ever
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saw," said Clyde Smith, a McMillin pupil and later head coach

at Indiana and Arizona State. "He could get a team ready for a

game like nobody else could."

McMillin's cockiness transferred itself to the squads and they

won many games they should have lost. In 1934 the Hoosiers came

up to the Purdue game with only a 2-4-1 record and were in

poor condition because of injuries. Temerario asked McMillin

how he honestly felt, and Bo flipped back, "I've seen sicker cats

than this get well." Indiana won that one, 17-1.

The Hoosiers also captured the Big Ten championship in 1946.

The "pore little boys" line attributed to McMillin as a de-

scription of his own Indiana squad is pure malarky. He never

wasted pity on himself. Howard Roberts tells in The Big Nine

how McMillin originated the phrase when coaching the College

All-Stars against the Washington Redskins in 1938, and beat them

28-16 (McMillin also coached the Stars over the Los Angeles

Rams in 1946, 16-0).

"Tough as a pine knot," Chief Myers said of McMillin.

And smart as a whip.

He had to be.

Alvin Nugent McMillin was one of sixteen children of a Texas

farm couple. He was born on January 12, 1895. When he was

a street tough in Fort Worth, he wore baggy pants, a cap set at a

rakish angle, and he spoiled for fights.

The first day Myers put him in a scrimmage, Bo lined up at

guard and tackled the nearest man every play. "I craves to rassle,"

he told Myers. The Chief persuaded him to run with the ball

instead. Bo played six years at North Side High before Myers

wrote Centre College backer Dick Williams in Somerset, Ken-

tucky, "I've got a boy down here who's a football-playin' fool,

but he lacks credits for Centre."

Williams arranged things so McMillin could attend Somerset

High for his diploma. The first day Bo walked in, Williams

thought he was a tramp. Bo had ridden a freight train. As soon

as he cleaned up, he fell violently "homesick" and induced Wil-

liams to send for his pal Red Roberts. Then McMillin and
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Roberts got "homesick" together and Williams had to send for

the third friend, Thad McDonald.

Williams and affluent friends opened a "pressing club" for the

reunited threesome to run—with thirty guaranteed ten-dollar-a-

month clients—and rented them another room to live in. The first

paid for the second. But once McMillin, chatting with a pretty

girl from his second-story window, forgot his business and burned

a hole in Somerset High School coach Paul Dexheimer's pants.

Bo was a sensation at Somerset. In one game he scored three

touchdowns, then was taken out. At halftime Dexheimer found

him crying. "Why did you take me out?" McMillin moaned.

"Why, Bo, I wanted to save you for the second half . .

."

"You know you don't have to save me," sobbed McMillin. "I'm

always ready."

When Bo got to Centre he was elected captain. He stayed cap-

tain for three seasons. He was as much gambler as player. One
fan bet Bo he could not dropkick a goal from the 25-yard-line in

a game. He tried five times before succeeding, then publicly

thumbed his nose at the fan.

He was the greatest player in Kentucky state history—so bril-

liant in Centre's 31-14 loss to Harvard in 1920 that Crimson

captain Arnold Horween offered him the game-ball. "No," Bo
said lightly, "you keep this one, and we'll sure enough win it next

year." Sure enough they did. The Prayin' Colonels came back

for a 6-0 victory—first intersectional defeat for the Crimson in

forty years. McMillin's classic 32-yard run won it. He claimed the

ball and turned it over to buddy Happy Chandler.

Bo was a fair student but often slept through class. Conven-

iently the instructor was a football enthusiast. When Bo's time

to recite came, the instructor would gently ask a neighbor to

awaken "that trifling McMillin," let him recite a couple of lines,

stop him before he erred, and tell him that was plenty for the day.

"I took the ABC course," McMillin said. "That's athletics,

Bible, and chapel—all compulsory."

When Bo died, Earl Ruby of the Louisville Courier-Journal

wrote four memorable columns on him. One concerned Mc-

Millin's fabulous gambling propensities.

"Bo became so proficient at craps," Ruby wrote, "that he could
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toss the cubes against the ceiling and still make them roll seven

on a bed. Frequently, for the amusement of his friends, he rolled

from two to twelve and back to two on consecutive rolls. Pocket-

ing his winnings, he'd smile half-apologetically, 'Ole Nuge isn't

doin' this because he wants to—only because he HAS to.'

"Some railroaders refused to play against him unless he rolled

from a coffee cup."

Ruby went on:

"Bo shot craps with boys on campus but rarely kept winnings.

Once he gambled a fellow Texan out of everything he had,

including several I.O.U.'s—then gave it all back, including the

I.O.U.'s.

"Long after Bo had quit rolling dice for his keep, the team was

barnstorming west following its upset win over Harvard. Bo had

an unusual interest in the trip because the first game was to be

played in Texas—close to the home of his sweetheart. He had

plans but he wasn't talking.

"He got into a crap game and lost everything. A team manager

was doing poorly also but had some money left.

"Bo nudged the manager. 'Tell you what you do,' he said.

'Shoot one hundred dollars for OF Nuge.'

"The manager shoved out one hundred dollars and said, 'I'm

shooting this for Bo.' He rolled a seven.

" 'Shoot it all!' Bo cried.

"Another seven.

" 'Shoot it!'

"A third seven.

"Bo reached over and picked up the eight hundred dollars.

'Thanks,' he said seriously, and walked off.

"He was married the next morning."

Happy Chandler spent an afternoon with McMillin in Bloom-

ington a month before Bo died. "Podner," said OF Bo, "we've

had a lot of good, clean fun, haven't we?"

Good, clean fun was Alvin Nugent McMillin's trademark.
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